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ABSTRACT
The dissertation undertakes an empirical investigaúon of the foundations

of

monetary policy of Botswana in the 1977:l-1995:4 perìod. This is aclúeved by studying
the statistical information content of financial aggregates (using indicator models), the
statistical properties of the demand for money function (focussing on narrow money) in

conjunction with the monetary reaction flurction (MRF). These relationships seem to be

jointly important in the process of formulating monetary policy. Given the uncertainty
about the monetai:y hansmission mechadsm, a central bank looks at the infomation
presented by the models for aggregate income and prices (the indicator models) in

conjuncúon with the information presented by the model for a monetary aggregate (the
demand for money function) and probably also informatìon presented by the model for a

shoft-term interest rate (the MRF) in order to make inference about the status of the

monetaly transmission mechanism.

ln the indicator models, specified

as vector autoregressive

(VAR) model or, where

applicable, as vector error-correction model, the predictive content of financial variables
is based on the concept of Granger-causality. The vector error-corection specìfication
enables us to test for both the short-run and long-run Grarger-causality, whereas in the

VAR we can only test for short-run causality.

A financial variable has predictive power with respect to a goal variable when it
Granger-causes the goal variable. Our empirical evidence suggests that all the financial
aggregates have short-run Granger-causality with respect to real ilcome, while the Bank

rate has short-run Granger-causality with respect to both goal variables (income and

inflation). In respect of long-run Granger-causality, the BaÍk rate, real M2 and real M3
cause real income only. Given the predominant use of forecasts in policy making, we also
use indicator models to forecast goal variables.

Concerrring the MRF relationship, we frnd that the¡e eústs an interest rate policy

reaction function for the Bank of Botswana. The implied MRF shows that the Bank
reacted to the traditional goals of monetary policy, inflation and output. However, in
concordance with the literature, policy was concemed (in a countercyclical fashion)

mainly with hflation. Fu¡thermore, the MRF suggests that the Ba¡k used financial
aggregates as information va¡iables, and was also concemed with interest rate

developments

il

South Aî:ica.

In the case of the demand for money an empirical long-run relationship for real

M1 is developed from the perspective of the VAR and single-equation fiameworks. (We
also establish find stable long-run relafionships between leal M2 and real M3 md their

determinants.) The long-run relationship from the VAR suggests that real

Ml

is

determined by domestic interest rate only. But the long-run relationship from the singleequation approach implies that real M1 is determined by income, domestic interest rate
and foreign interest rate.

A short-run dlmamic money demand specìfication is systematìcally developed
from the VAR model, using tests for weak exogeneity of explanatory varìables. Because
the Bank rate is not weakly exogenous, the resultant short-run money demand model is a

system of two equations for the real M1 and the Bank rate. Similarly, we develop a short-

run dynamic money demand equation using the single-equation framework. The final
prefeffed short-run equations are similar. ln both equations, the grov".th of M1 is mainly

i¡fluenced by domestic variables. The only impact originafing from foreign money
market is due to the foreigr rate of interest. However, there is one major difference, viz.,

only the demand for money equation obtained from the single-equation approach suggests
the

grorth of real Ml adjusts to past disequilibrium.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction and Objectives

This dissertation r¡ndeftakes ar empirical investigation of the foundations

of

monetary policy in Botswana. ln this regard, we study the statisfical properties of the
demand for money function, in conjunction with the monetary policy reaction function,
and the statistical infomration content of the financial variables (using indicator models).

These relationships seem to be jointly irnportant in the process of formulating monetary

policy. Perhaps it is in view of this that Gregory, Smith and Wirjanto (1992, p. 486) argue
that "... evidence from the fime series behaviou¡ of all four variablesr - M, r, y, and p
(possibly including a [monetary] reaction firnction) - is necessary ìn order to make
deductions about the transmission mechanism".z That is, the centual ba¡k looks at the

hformation presented by the models for y and p (the indicator models) in conjunction
with the hfomation presented by the model for M (the demand for money funchon) and
probably also infomation presented by the model for r (the monetary reaction function)

in order to make inference about the status of the monetary transmission mechanism. All
tJuee are essential to the monetary policl'rnakers because economists remain uncerlain

I

Where M denotes a monetary aggregate, r denotes an interest rate, y denotes output and
p denotes the rate ofi¡flation.
2

A central bank may want to look at its "implied reaction function" for the purpose of
understanding the effects ofother policies, such as fiscal policies (Judd and Rudebusch, 1999).
15

about the monetary policy transmission process (see Engert and Selody, 1998). No matter

how technically sophisúcated, no single model is capable of explaining the transmission
mechanism well in all respects (Engert and Hendry, 1998). Therefore, in order to

mùrimise the risks of making serious policy errors, "... monetary policy is probably bestserved by drawing on models that summa¡ize different views, or paradigms, of the

transmission mechanism, or that use different technical approaches to represent the
transmission mechânism" (Engert and Hendry, 1998, p. 19-20).

We introduce these tlree sub-topics in the following manner. We fust inûoduce
and

justifu the demand for money sub-topic; then we tum to the monetary reaction

function and indicator models.
The stability and predictability properties of the demand for money function are

crucial in the process of formulafing monetary policy. If the demand for money function
ìs unstable, monetary authorities wìlI not be in a position to assess the effect of changes

in monetary policy on the ultimate goals since the transmission of money supply to
economic activity becomes unpredictable. Borrowing from Judd and Scadding (1982, p.
993), we can highlight the imporlance of a stable demand function as follows: "... a stable
demand firnction for money means that the quantity of money is predictably related to a

small set of key variables linkjng money to the real sector of the economy. [So] what is
being sought after in a stable demand funcúon is a set of necessary conditions for money

[supply] to exert

a

predictable hfluence on the economy so that the central bank's control

of the money supply can be a usef, instrument of economic policy". On the other hand,
t6

if the monetary authorities target

a short-term interest rate variable (by adjusting the level

of the monetary aggegate accordingly, using high-powered money as the policy
instrument) then instability in the demand for money could result in large and
unpredictable changes in the base money (Cameron, 1979). Given the problems caused

by the abrupt rise in and persistence of inflation in most countries ìn the 1970s (which
caused noise in the interest rate targets), cenhal ba¡ks (particularly in North America)

started placing less emphasis on the use of nominal jnterest rates as intemediate target

variables and instead adopted the use of monetary aggegates, expressed in nominal terms
(Freedman, 1983; Lindsey, 1991 and Thiessen, 1996).3 The desi¡e to switch to monetary
âggregates was facilitated by the then prevailing stabilibr of the demand for money

function or stable income velocity of money (Thiessen, 1996). An intermediate target
variable serves as a nominal a¡chor for monetary policy. A nominal anchor refers to a
variable whìch can be reliably targeted for purposes of achieving price

stabilif. Under

the intermediate target strategy central ba¡rks conducted policy by detennining the ex ante

growth rate of the financial aggregate most likely to be consistent with the achievement

of

low and stable i¡flation. They then conducted their monetary policy operations dunng
some time interval as

if achieving

the growth rate of the intermediate target variable itself

was the ultimate policy objectíve (Friedman and Kuthrer, 1992)

The use of intermediate variables (whether financial variables are used as

3

The Bank ofCanada and the Federal Reserve Bank (in the United States) started setting
(Ml) in 1975 and 1979 respectively.

targets fo¡ nanow money

17

intemediate ta-rgets or as fuformation variables)a emanates f¡om two not mutually
exclusive sorrces: (i) monetary policy affects economic activity with a long and variable
lag (Saur and Scheide, 1995) and (ii) natìonal income data are produced with a long lag
and are subject to (often) large revisions (White, 1979). Consequently, intermediate

variables are needed to aid ìn gauging the stance of policy - by sìgnalling the direction
and strength

ofpolicy actions. Second they serve as early indicators of what is happemng

to final target variables so as to guide adjusÍnents (if any be needed) in the policy
instrument(s). Therefore, intermediate va¡iables are such that they are either affected by
the monetary measures before final targets or they can be observed before them

(Friedman, 1975). Hence, the key advantage of intermediate variables is that they enable
the monetary authorìties to regulate monetary policy more promptly and more accurately

in response to economic shocks than if they had to wait until they obsewed cun'ent values
of ultjmate targets (Freedman, 1996).
Studying the demand for money function is also important for the following
reasons. ln the forecasting and quantitative analyses of the economy, knowledge

ofjust

the factors that detemine money demand is not suffìcient, policymakers also need to

know how strongly each factor affects the demand for money (Abel, Bemanke and Smith,

n

When a financial variable is used as information variable or indicator, then its movements
do not automatically result in changes in the policy instrument(s); or, ìf a change in the instrument
setting is made, the change would not necessarily be so as to restore its level (growth) ofthe
financial aggregate to the ex ante path (Friedman and Kuttner, 1992 and Astley and Haldane,
1995)

l8

1999). T\e latter is available only from empirical studies of the dema¡d for money.

The demand for money is also crucial to policynakers to the extent that its interest
elasticity parameter has implìcations for the effectiveness of monetary policy. In the

fixed-price ISLM model,

a

very low interest elasticity of money demand implies a

situation in which monetary polìcy is more potent, in contrast to the case of a very high
interest elasticity. These two cases have the effect of making ñsca1 policy less and more
effective respectively. Thus, even the fiscal policl'rnakers would be interested in the
behaviour of the demand for money.
When stabilisation policy is cast in terms of rules, the work of Poole (1970) shows
that the stability property of the demand for money function plays a major role in the

choice of the type of monetary rule to follow. Poole presented two rules that determi¡e
the high-powered money: the money supply rule and interest rate nrle. If the economy is
characterised by a stable demand for money (a certain

LM curve) and an unstable

commodrty demand (an uncertain IS curve), a policy that targets money supply would be
superìor to that which target a short-term interest rate in stabilising fluctuations in real

output. On the other hand, if the demand for money is unstable and the commodity
demand is stable, an interest rate target policy would be better.

ln spite of the tremendous importance of knowing the demand for money (and its
stability) in the formulation of monetary policy, broad consensus eústs only with regard
to the nature of the demand for money fimction. As to the stability of the function, there
exists little confidence (Cameron, 197 9; Laidler, 1993; and Hoffrnan and Rasche, 1996).

l9

Specifically, the events of the mid-1970s and early 1980s rurdermined confidence in the
stability property of the demand for money in North America. In the years

19'72-'7 4,

Goldfeld's widely accepted partial-adjustment money demand model performed badly in
the dpamic simulation exercise performed by researchers.5
estimated

Ml

lt

was found that the

equation exhibited large systematic bias in the forecasts. ln particular, the

dynarnic forecasts overpredicted the actual real money balances (Judd and Scadding,
1982; and Hoffman and Rasche, 1996), a sihration popularly described as "the case

of

missing money" sìnce Goldfeld (1976).In the early 1980s, the estimated money demand
equation experienced the opposite problem of underpredicting actual money balances

(Laidler, 1993). Laidler's (1980) "static simulation ' also revealed instabiliry (although
only in the form ofa once-and-for-al1 shift rather than a cumulative collapse) in the
money demand equation (Laidler, 1993).
Several reasons were advanced as possìble explanatìons of the instability of the
demand for money function. The following have been presented by Levantakis and

Brissimis (1991); Laidler (1993); Hoffman and Rasche (1996) and other demand for
money researchers: institutional changes, mis-specificaúon of the long-mn demand for
money funcfion and mis-specification of short-run dy'namics. We first look at the

institutional changes within the

j

ba*ing

system. The argument is that the rise in nominal

The simulation exercise proceeded by estimating the money demand equation and then
using the resultant parameters to forecast the demand for money beyond the estimation sample
period.

interest rates that accompanied the rising inflation of the 1970s made the banking system
undefiake financial i¡novations. Banks invented ways of providing their customers with
assets that earned interest

while serving

as money. These new assets provided the

public

with alternatives to holding demand deposits on which banks were prohibited from
paying any explicit ìnterest. This gave rise to the 'missing money puzzle' because the
new assets were excluded from official measures of money.
The mis-specification issue relates 1o the omission of relevant variables

ir

the

specification of the long-mn money demand function. For example, some argued that

instability occurred because of using current instead of permanent income - an argument
which empìrical evidence refuted. Similarly, it was thought that the use of a single
interest variable as opposed to a term stnrcture of ìnterest rates may have caused the

instability. Here again, evidence was not supportive of the hlpothesis.
The above two explanations concem the long-run demand for money function. In
regard to the short-run demand for money function, it was also argued that the techniques
used for modelling short-run dynamìcs in the 1970s were inadequate. The techniques

of

cointegration and error correction promise to be better in modelling the short-mn
dymamics. These techniques have been used extensively in empirical sh¡dies of demand

for money in developed countries and to
a lesser extent

a less

extent in developing countries and even to

in Africa. ln the case of Botswana, only one study (Anyangah, 1995) used

er¡or-correction modelling techniques to study the demand for money.
For these reasons, we study the demand for money in Botswana and apply the

zl

concepts of cointegratìon and er¡or correction modelling techniques to the

Ml

monetary

aggregate (for M2 and M3 only the cointegraúon concept) so as to derive reliable
esfimates of the demand equation for Botswana. The cointegration concept helps to
establish whetler or not a stable relafiolship exists between any given monetary
aggregate and its determinants.

If coìntegration

exists, then a long-run relationship exists

between the monetary aggfegate and the explanatory variables and; given a stable shofi-

run behaviour of the dema¡d for money, the monetary aggregate could be used as a

policy intermediate target (should monetary targeting become desirable). The errorcorrection modelling technique on the other hand enables us to incorporate the long-run

information in the short-run dynamic model. This may generate richer dynamics as it
permits the demand for money to adjust to its long-nrn behaviour. Consequently, in view
of the instability that buffeted the short-run money demand equations that adopted the
partial-adjustment approach, it is of interest to study the stability property of the short-run
parameters generated by the error-correction models.

For error-correcfion modelling and also to test for coìntegration, we employ the
system procedure of Johansen ( I 988, 199 1) and Johansen and Juselius

(

1

990) and (if the

tests in the system approach suggests it) the srngle-equation approach. The objective is to

determine whether or not the system method ouþerforms the single-equation method and

to establish robustness ofresults. This may be the case

if

one or some ofthe explanatory

variables should be treated as endogenous and should therefore be jointly modelled with
money demand. In our case, there is

a

possibility for the ìnterest rate variable to be

endogenous in the demand for money function, given that the monetary authorities rn

Botswana have been operating an interest rate policy. Thus, shifts in monetary policy
may affect the decisions of the private economic agents, as the Lucas critique maintarns.
However, this possibility may be mitigated

if economic agents in Botswana

are

backwardlookìng rather than forwardlooking and, do not adapt their expectations and
behaviour to the new polìcy stance (see Linde, 2000).

Yet another reason for studying the demand for money in Botswana is that the
number of sh,rdies on demand for money function in developed countries are many and
are still growing rapidly. However. the sìtuation for developing countrìes ìs just the

opposite. For example, it ís amazing that for Botswana there are only four studies
(Masa1i14 1990: Mhozya, 1992; Anyangah. 1995; and KibukE Chirwa, Franks. Mordi
and Oumi, 1996) that have been conducted. Thus, in the case of Botswana, there may be

little confidence even concerning the nature of the demand for money Íhnction. This is
particularly likely because in general, each of these study added some vanable (such

as

the foreign interest rate, the expected exchange rate depreciation, etc-) to the traditional

explanatory variables (income and interest rate) in order to captul'e the "peculiarity"

of

the economy. The additional variable, where applicable, differs from study to study.

Turning to the monetary reaction function, we first note that the reaction firnction
explains the policy behaviour of the central ba¡k. It thus captures the supply side of the
money market. As defined

n

Zha (1997), the reaction function represents the strategy

adopted by the Baxk ìn the process of achieving its stabilisation objective subject to the

constraints imposed by the private sector's activity. ln view of this, Zha goes further to
argue that for the central bank (monetary authorities in general) to be in a position to

fomulate and

assess the

effect of its monetary policy, it must have a thorough

understandirg of the interaction between its policy behaviour and private economjc

activity (e.g., the demand for money).
I¡terest in studying policy reaction firnctions started in the 1960s when economists
began to realise that the behaviour of policymakers is such that they do not change their

policy instruments randomly, but rather, seem to be describable as a systematic response
to the state of the economy

(Woo{

1967). ht this regard Goldfeld and Blinder (1972,

p.585) argued that "In recent years, the authors of numerous econometric studies of frscal
and monetary policy have wamed that the policy variables that they treat as exogenous

should perhaps be treated as endogenous

if the stabilization authorities were pursuing

active stabilization policy during the period rn question". This implies that

if

an

the

monetary authorities in Botswa¡ra pursued an active stabilisation policy duri-ng our sample
perìod, then

tle interest rate variable (which

has been the main policy instrument of Bank

of Botswana) may need to be Íeated as endogenous in the demand for money equation.
Another motive for studyrng policy reaction functions emanates from the view that

"The objectives of

a

policy authority are not generally fully known; even if they are

clearly stated, [because] tactical considerations may lead to a divergence between stated
and actual objectives" (Rowe and Yehnan, 2000, p. 1). Consequentþ, there has been great

interest among economists to study the policy behaviour of monetary authorìtìes in order

to know what really determines their monetary policy. Another reason for studying the
monetary reaction fr¡nction is that, "within the context of

a

model of the economy, a

reaction function provides a basis for evaluating monetary policy, as well as for
understanding the effects of other policies (for example, fiscal policy) ..." (Judd and
Rudebusch, 1998, p.1).
These arguments imply that estimating the demand for money separate without
regard to the monetary reaction frrnction may encounter some problems.

If the interest

rate variable is endogenous, then in ignoring the reaction ñrnction we would end up with

misleading parameters (since they will be biased and inconsistent) when estimating the
demand for money equation.

And secondly, since shifts in the poücy of the monetary authorities may have
effect on the bebaviour ofüre private economic agents. via the expeclations formation
process (Barth, Sickles and Wiest, 1982), ignoring the reactìon function may lead us into

problems with the Lucas crìtique (assuming economic agents are not backward-lookrng)

in our macroeconomic models.
Lastly, our monetary reaction frrnction study is one of two pioneering studies
monetary policy in Botswana - the author had access to the other MRF study after the

MRF in the dissertation was specified already. Based on the above arguments, modelling
the Bank of Botswana's implied reaction firnction is of intrinsic value in itself since it is

interesting to know the behaviour of policlnnakers (see Wood, 1967).

To estimate the monetary reaction frrnction, we adopt the single-equation method.

Specifically, we estimate

a

backwa¡dlooking dyrnamic reaction function equation given

the bacls¡vard-looking type of policy that the Bank claims to have followed. As mentioned
above, the reaction funcfion is also modelled in a system context - i.e., jointly with the
demand for money in recognition of the Lucas critique.

And now we tum to the last sub-topic: information content of financial variables.
Institutional innovations (caused by the regulatory environment) in the US and the
financial innovations due to technological progress (due to the availability of low-cost
computers) in Canada that occurred in the late 1970s and early 1980s caused instability in
the demand for narrow money (Laidler, 1993). As argued above, the stability property ìs
a necessary element

for the intermediate targeting strategy. Thus, due to the breakdown

ir

the long-run relationship betvveen monetary aggregates and total spending in the late
1970s and early 1980s, narrow money

(Ml), which

served as an intermediate target

variable both in the US and Canada, came to be considered by some economists as
valueless for the conduct of monetary policy (Muller, 1992). However, even ìn this case,

financial variables could stil1 be useful in the policy making process. lnstead of serving in
the demandìng role

ofa policy target, financial variables could be utilised to provide an

early indication of what is happening to cu¡rent nominal spending, real ouþut and

inflation (Caramazz4 Flostland and McPhaiI, 1992). It was for this reason that the
Federal Reserve Bank and the Bank of Canada abandoned this monetarists-inspired

monetary rule in October and November 1982 respectively. The new monetary polìcy
frameworks in these corntries (and ma¡y other countries such as UK, Sweden, and New

Zealand) a¡e based on a strategy of directþ and explicitly targetìng of the ultimate policy
goal (inflation or output growth), supplemented by monitoring of several financial
aggregates (see Astley and Haldane, 1995;Dueker, 1995; Johnson, Small and Tryon,

1999; and Mol1, 1999). The role of financial aggregates in the monetary policy

framework is that of indicators of incipient inflation or changes in spending pattern
(Astley and Haldane, 1995). The assumption underlying the new framework is that no
single intermediate variable can accurately guide monetary policy (Astley and Haldane,
1995). In the new polìcy framework, the question of interest was no longer that of how
adjustment of interest rates (as policy instruments) affect the monetar:y aggregates

(intermediate variables) but that of how they affect nominal incomes and inflation
(ultimate policy goal variables) (Goodhart, 1989).

ln Botswana, Bank of Botswana does not directly target ulfimate goals of
monetaly policy, the officials at the Bank state that (ìn the period under study) their

policy framework does not use any financial aggregate as an intermediate talget, rather,
the role of financial aggregates is as indicators (i.e., information variables) of hcipient

inflation. The Bank places more emphasis on the domestic prìvate credit than on the
monetary aggregates. The Bank does not provide reasons why it prefers to watch credit
more closely than monetary aggregates.
Ramey (1993) argues that

ifa particular financial

aggregate selves as the

mechanism by which monetary policy affects output, we would expect fluctuations in the
aggregate to contain information about futu¡e fluctuations in output. More generally,
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Friedman (1996) argues that whether the central bank uses money gro*th (or credit

growth) as a intermediate target or

as

informaúon variable, it is imperative that observed

fluctuations in the concemed financial aggegate anticipate movements of ultimate poiicy
variables. That is, as Friedman and Kuther (1992) observe, there should exist some

reliable exploitable relationship between money and eìther income or prices. When this is
case, then observed deviations of money from some ex ante path have a systematic

implication for future movements of income or prices. Without this relationship, money
(a variable that the central bank cannot set directly as a policy instrument) has no useful

role in the policy process; and there will be no reason for the central bank's reacting to
fluctuations in money (under the information variable strategy) if those fluctuaúons have
no useful information about future changes in ouþut or prices. "From an intermediatetarget perspective, there is even less point to making monetary policy as

money were stochastically equivalent to controlling income and prices

if controlling

if in fact there

is

no relationship between them" (Fnedman and Kuthrer, 1992, p.473). Thus relationships
between income (or inflation) ald various potential monetary policy intermediate targets
or information variables are essential for the pupose of designing an optimal rnonetary

policy strategy (Berument and Froyen, 1998)- Consequently, our objective is to determìne

if obsewations of variables,

such as the money stock and credit, provide potentially

useful ìnformation for anticipating future changes in fìnal target variables (e.g., ouþut) this would imply that changes in these variables could be used to decide whether to

change the settings of the policy instrument to prevent undesirable future outcomes.6 In

view of these arguments, the Bank of Botswana's approach of giving little attention to
monetary aggregates and placing more emphasis on monitoring credit would have

empirical basis if empirical analysis shows that only credit provides hformation about
target variables (inflation or output (growth or level) in our case). Since no study on the

informalion content of financial va¡iables was undertaken before in Botswan4 the
question of which of the financial va¡iables should receive more emphasis and which
should receive less emphasis from Bark of Botswana could be answered on-ly

empirically. Consequentþ, we investigate the predictive power of all the monetary
aggegates and credit in order to determine which of them provide information on target
variables.
Another reason for studyrng the inforrnation content offinancial variables in
Botswana goes as follows. The phenomenon of institutional imovations of the late 1970s
and early 1980s seems to have had the effect of changing the framework of monetary

policy in the US economy. This is evidenced by the findings of the studies, such

as

Friedman and Kuttner (1992), whereby when the data fiom the 1980s are included in
regressions, the empirical relationships connecting financial quantity variables to

monetary policy goals þrice stability and sustainable economic growth, proxied by

6In Hamann's (1993, p.8) words, "Ifprices and output ,.. constitute the policy goals of
the monetary authorities, the money variables that prove to be significant [in the Granger causality
equationsl contain ißformation that could be used by policymakers in the formulation oftheir
short run policies".

inflation and real ilcome respectively) break down. However, the role of interest rates in
predicting economic activity became more important (see Friedman and Kuttner, I992).
This implies a shift in the transmission mechanism of monetary policy (Hamann, 1993);

with the role of interest rates enhanced at the expense ofa reduced role for the monetary
aggregates or the credit aggregate. In the case of developing countries, shifts in the

monetary transmission mechanism could also occur because of financial sector reforms.
Botswana's financial sector has undergone some reforms (in 1989) including: the

liberalisation of interest rates and the adoption of measures to promote greater
competition in the banking system. This makes it imperative for monetary authorities in
Botswana to \¡rant to empirically reassess their basic monetary policy fiamework.

ln

parficular, as argued in Hamann (1993), the monetary authoriúes would like to reassess
the robusfness of the empirical relationship between altemafive filancial variables and

policy goal variables so as to detemine the usefulness of the frnancial variables in the
monetary policy making process.

Although the study of the hformation content of financial variables is the first

as

far as the economy of Botswana is concerned, it is not the fìrst in economics to
investigate the hformation content of fina¡cial va¡iables with goal variables. Several
other studies have examined the information content of financial variables. For developed
economies: Hostland, Poloz and Storer (1988), Muller (1990), and Atta-Mensah (1995)

for Canada; Stock and Watson (1989), Friedman and Kuttner (1992), Ramey (1993), and
Hafer and Kutan (1997) for USA, and Berument and Froyen (1998) for UK are examples.

For less developed countries examples are: Fadil (1989) for Kuwait, Hamann (1993) for
Indonesia, Korea, the Philippines; Owoye (1997) for ten developing countriesT, and Moll
(1999) for South Africa.
Our testing sffategy employs the Granger-causality approach which has been

tradìûonally used for this analysis since the pioneering study ofAnderson and Jordâx
(1968). Early research into the idormation content of filancial variables followed the
lead ofAnde¡son and Jordan and used single-equation methods. Examples include
Hostland, Poloz and Storer (1988), Fadil (1989) and Muller (1990).8 These studies
performed the Granger-causality test in the context of an autoregressive disnibuted lag
model.
More recent studies use a system method. Examples include the pioneering study

of Sims (1980), Friedman and Kuttner (1992), Owoye (1997) and Berument and Froyen
(1998). ln partìcular, recent studies use the vector autoregressive system (VAR) or, where
applicable, the vector error-correction model (VECM) specification to perform the
Granger-causality analysis. The advantage of this approach over the single-equation
approach is that the system approach allows for feedback effects among the variables

under study. All va¡iables are treated as endogenous in the

VAR/\ßCM specification.

The importance of allowing for feedback effects lies in that in macroeconomícs, we

7

The countries include Cote d'Ivoire, Ecuador, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Morocco,
ñgeria, Philippines, Peru, and Venezuela.
8

Actually, Hostland, Poloz and Storer (1988) also used a bivarìate system analysis.
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recognise that macroeconomic variables are interdependent. This is the approach we use

in this study.

We extend the causality analysis by using the relationship between the same
financial variables and policy goals to forecast changes in the goal varìables (AttaMensah, 1995). V/ith the shift of monetary policy from the intemediate target strategy to
that in wlúch the ultìmate target is directly ta¡geted, using forecasts in formulating
monetary policy has become prevalent. ln fact, even "...in countries that ... monitor a

wide range of indicators, forecasts seem to play a more promirent role than tlrey used to"
(Andersen, 1997, p. 1). The main goal in this exercise is to determine which frnancial
aggregate performs best (by some criterion) in forecasting a given policy goal variable

over a given forecast horizon.

1,2 Empirical llypotheses
The main hypotheses tested in the study ale:
1. Each of the variables

in the money demand firncfion are integrated.

This hypothesis is specified on the grounds that the procedures for estìmating
cointegrating relationships ca¡lot be applied unless the data (or some transformation

of

it) is stationary in differences.
2. The monetary aggregates (i.e,,

Ml, M2 and M3) are cointegrated with the vector of

determining variables.
The hypothesis is based on the fact that the theoretical long-run demand for money
J.1.

frrnction can have

a

meaningful empirical representation only if the vector of determining

va¡iables form a stationary linear relationship with the monetary aggregate (i.e., the
independent variables are cointegrated with money balances).
3. The short-run demand function for money in Botswana ìs stable.

4. There exists a systematic interest rate reaction function for Bank of Botswana.

This assumes that Bank of Botswana has

a

policy of targeting short-tem interest rate.

This means that interest rates react upon contemporaneous macroeconomic events.
Koskela et. al. (1986) argue that this may cause simultaneity bias in the demand fo¡
money firnction since interest rates may no longer be treated as exogenous in the
equation.
5. lncluding the interest rate reaction function in the estimation of the demand for money

function makes a significant difference to the properties of both sets of estimates.
6- Movements in the financial variables have useful infomation about future movements

of inflation and output.

1,3 Outline of the Chapters

This dissertation consists of nine chapters. Chapter two presents a review

of

developments of the monetary sector of Botswana during the period study (1977-95).
Chapter th¡ee summarìses the theoretical background for the three topics studied in this

dissertation: the demand for money, the infonnation content of financial variables and the
monetary reaction firncúon. The chapter also summarises the previous empirical studies
'

'

conducted on the demand for money in Botswana.

In chapter four we present

a

búef review of the various theoretical approaches we

use in sfudying the stationarity properties of the time series data (whether oI not the data

ale stationary in levels). This is then followed by an empirical invesfigation of fhe
propertres ofthe data used in this study.
Chapter five investigates the stability property of the indicator models used to

study of the information content of the financial variables

(Ml, M2, M3 and domestic

credit). Chapter six then presents the empirical evidence on the ixformation content of the
financial aggregates. This is followed by an investigation into the forecasting ability

of

the financial aggregates that contain information about future movements in the goal

variables.
Chapter seven presents the estimation of equation for the monetary reaction

funcúon of Bank of Botswana. The fìrst part of the chapter presents

a

brief review of the

role assigned to monetary policy in less developed countries and in Botswana rn
particular in order to determine the extent to which the traditional goals of monetary

policy are relevant to the monetary reaction function in the context of

a less developed

economy. The second part presents the empirical results of estimatìng the monetary
reaction funcfion of the Bank of Botswana.

ln chapter eight, we present the demand for money esûmation results in the
context of a system approach. After presenting a justi-fication and a very brief review

of

the system approach the chapter then presents the empirìcal results fo¡ the demand fo¡
34

reai Ml . In the demand for money component of the dissertation, we focus attention on
the behaviour of M 1 (see chapter 3 for

a

justificaúon).
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CHAPTER 2: FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND MONETARY POLICY IN

BOTSWANA
2.1 Introduction

This chapter briefly presents

a

review of the institutional and policy setup that

prevailed in Botswana over the period of the study (1977-1995). The review is essential
since it describes the structure of the financial sector and the monetary policy, the

combination of which forms the environment within which economic agents operated.
The review is essentially a brief macroeconomic history of Botswana.

The chapter is organ'issd into two sections. Section 2 presents a description of the
structure of the financial sector and section 3 reviews past monetary history.

2.2 "Ihe Structure and Development of the Financial Sector
The financial sector of Botswana consists of bank and non-bank financial

institutions on one hand, and the central bad< (the Bank of Botswana) on the other hand.
Table 2.1below presents a srrrnmâry of the dates on which various financial institutions
were incorporated into the financial sector (see sectton 2.2.2 below for more details).
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TABLE 2.1 DATE OF INCORPORATION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
INSTITUTION

YEAR

CHANGE IN STATUS

LICENSED

Central Bank
Bark of Botsrvana

g¡¡g¡g

t97 5

(i). (,i)

Barclays Bank of Bots\lara
Standard Chartcred BanÌ of Botsrva¡a
BanÌ of C¡edit and Commerce Botswana
Zimbank Botswana
First National Bank of Botsu'ana (FNBB)

1975
1915

ANZ Grindlays
UnionBank

1992
1992

NON-BANK INSTITUTIONS
Development Finance Institutions(iji)
National Dcvelopment Bank
Botsrlana Development Corporation
Botsrva¡a Cooperative Bank

1963

Botswana Building Society
Botswana Savings Bank

1982
1990

Taken over by FNBB in I 991
Taken over by FNBB in 1994

l99l
ANZ Grindlays later merged inth
UnionBa¡k to bccome Stanbic

1970
4
1977
197

Liquidated ûr 1995

1982

Insurance Companies
Botswana Eagle Insurance Company
Botsrvana Insuralce Company
IGI Botswana
Botsrvana Insurance Holding (BtFI)
Mutual and Federal lnsurance Company

Other Private Sector Institutions
Financial Sewices Company of Botswa¡a
Tswelclo
Sechaba lnvestment Trust

United Leasing Company
Stockbrokers Bots$'ana
Pensior/Providcnt Funds

t976
t977
t977

Taken over bv BIH in 1994

1975

t994

t97 4
1984
1984
1990
1989

Merged

wrtl FNBB in

1994

Sources: Bank of Botswana Annual Report (1993) and National Development Plan (1991-97).
Notes: (i) AII these financial institutions are commercial banks.
(ii) Both Barclays and Standard Chartered were already operating in Botswana prior to
1975 as branches of South Afücan banks. They were only incorporated locally in 1975.
(iii) Strictly speaking, some of these institutions (e.g., Botswana Cooperative Bank,
Botswana Building Society and Botswana Savings Bank) are near-bank financial
institutions since they accept some deposits.
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2.2.1, The

Bank of Botswana - Origin and Objectives

ln the years following independence, Botswana used the currency of South Aû:ica,
the rand. According to Harvey (1985), Botswana, together with Lesotho and Swaziland

simply used the Rand without any formal agreement goveming the currency area. This
implies that these countrìes operated under the same monetary policies - which were
solely deterrnined by South Africa. But after Botswana began operating its first diamond
mine (Orapa mine) in the early 1970s, the needs of the economy of Botswana differed

from those of the South Afi'ican economy. So the rand Monetary Area imposed adverse

policy constraints on Botswana. A statement by Harvey (1985, p.5) illustrates this: "... at
the time of change over to the Pula [the currency of Botswana]

in 1976, tbe Botswana

economy was in between mining conshuction booms, with rising foreign exchange
reserves, and needed stimulafion from macroeconomic policy: lower interest rates, more

liberal exchange controls, and no constraints on increases in commercial bank lending.
The South African economy, in conhas! was suffering from a low gold price and low

foreign exchange reserves, and so needed wholly different policies". Thus in establishing
a cenúal bank, Botswana

would gain independence with respect to the use of monetary

and/or exchange rate policies to achieve its macroeconomic goals.
These events led to the decision to establish the Bank of Botswana. The Ba¡k
came into existence in July 1975, with the enactment of the Bank of Botswana Act (Ablo

and Hudson, 1983; Hermans, 1996).'q However, the Bank did not launch the pula and

thereby become operational until August 1976.
The main objectives of Bank of Botswana, as prescribed in the Bank of Botswana

Act, are mainly (a) to pfomote and maintain monetary stability; to promote an efficient
payments mechanism, and to enswe the lìquidity, solvency and proper functioning of a

soundly based moneta-ry, credit and financial system; and (b) in so fa¡ as it is not
inconsistent with the objectives in (a), to facilitate monetary, credit and financial
conditions that

will promote balanced

and sustained economic development of the

conntry (Bant of Botsw ma 1996 Act; Bank of Botswana Annual Report, 1998). These
objectives are quite similar to those in the old Act. And to the extent that the Bank
implements its prìmary objective by keeping inflation low and stable, as under the old

Act, it seems that the specifrcation of the Bank's monetary reaction function is essentially
similar under the tlvo Acts.ro

2-2-2 B.ank and Non-bank Financial Institutions

In 1976, the frnancial sector included two bank-frnancial institutions (Barclays
Bank and Standard Chartered Bank). The two banks had between them twelve branches

The act provides for ownership ofthe Bank by the government ofBotswana
Bank oiBotswana has been conducting policy within the following structure. The Bank
recommends policy actions on the extemal value of the pula to the Ministry of Finance and
Development Planning, and then the Minister and the Governor of Bank of Botswana
(accornpanied by officials from both) jointly recommend to the president (see Bell, 1987).
e

t0
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and thirty agencies. The financial sector also included the followìng non-bank financial

institutions: National Development Bank, the Botswana Building Society, the Botswana
Cooperative Bank, and the Post Office Savings Bank (now called Botswana Savings

Bank), Botswana Development Corporafion and the Financial Services Company (jointly
owned by the National Development Bank and the Botswana Development Corporation),
Later in 1984, Botswana Development Corporation established a subsidiary colporation
called Tswelelo.ll
Hermans (1996), who was governor of Bank of Botswana until end of 1996,
acknowledges that up until the 1980s, the Bank followed a very protective policy towards
the domestic banking system. The Bank took it upon itself to determine how much

competition should eúst in the barrkrng sector. Having adopted a stance that Botswana
was already overbanked, the Bank discouraged intemational banks, as well as local
s1'ndicates, from applying for banking licences. Probably this explains why the third

commercial bank to be incorporated (the Bank for Credit and Commerce Botswafìa Ltd),
\¡r'as

not licensed until 1982, seven yeafs after the establishment of Bank of Botswana.

The attitude of the Bank on this restrictive approach changed towards the end of the
1980s. The change in attitude was endorsed by the comprehensive 1989 study

of

Botswana's financial system, which was a collaborative effort by the World Bank, the
Bank of Botswana and the Ministry of Finance and Development Planning. One of the

rÌ The Botswana Cooperative Bank operates as a commercial bank
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recommendations in the report was for the Bank to adopt a policy that

will

encoulage

more competition among commercial banks and also between commercial banks and non-

t
banl financial institutions.
I

As the Ba¡k implemented the recommendation, Zimbank (Botswana) Ltd a¡d

united Leasing company (Pty) Ltd (a frnance company) were issued with licences. They
began their operations

in 1990 as a commelcial barrk and finance company respectively.

The First National Ba¡k (Botswana) Ltd received its banking licence in 1991 - upon
commencement, the First National Bank of Botswana took over the operations of the

Bark for Credit and Commerce Botswana. 11 1992 two more commercial banks started
operations: the Union Banl (Botswana) Ltd and ANZ Grindlays. This increased the total
number of commercial banks to only seven and not eight because the Union Bank and

ANZ Grindlays merged their operations soon after coûìmencement and became one ba¡k
câlled Stanbic.

In January 1994, the First National Bank of Botswana merged with the Financial
Services Company (Bank of Botswana Annual Report, 1994). Later on in the same year,

the First National Ba¡k Botswana decided to take over the operations of the ailing

Zimbank (Hermans, 1996). This development caused the total mrmber of commercial
banks in the country to drop down to six (including the Botswana cooperative Bank).

[Recall that Union Bank and ANZ Grindlays mefged soon after beginning operations.]

,2

The reoorr was submitted in 1989 with the title "Botswana: Financial Policies for

L)rverslhed Growth'

.
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A

natural implication of these developments is that competition in the banking sector will be
adversely affected. But this does not necessarily follow in view of the fact that the newly
licensed banks need to expand in order to begin to compete with the two veteran

commercial banks (Barclays and Standard chartered). Hence the Bank of Botswana

Annual Report Q99a, p. 12) argues that "... this reduction is not expected to stifle
competition within the banking sector as the merged FNBB [i.e., the First National Bank
Botswana] has become a formidable player in the sector, contesting vigorously for ma¡ket
share and higher returns". Thus, due to the merger, the contestability of the market has

risen.

The effect of the competition among the commercial banks has begun to show. For
example, there has been a narrowing of margins between lending and deposit rates. The

effect also manifests itself through the introduction ofnew innovative products by the

four main commercial banks. Examples include, inter ali4 the introduction of the Point of
Sale Debit Card system by Barclays Bank, the launching of the fu'st and only credit card

in the country known as First card (affiliated to the international visa network), the
installation of automated teller machines, and the inûoduction of lntemet bankrng
facilitìes which customers can access directly through personal computer modems (see
Bank of Botswana A¡nual Report, 1994; National Development Plan, 1997-02). These
innovations have the effect of ìmproving cash management techniques. Other
improvements are with respect to credit facilities and the quality of service. Conceming
credit facilities, the National Development Plan (1997 -02) argues that competition has

been one of the factors that contributed to the lengthening of the loan maturities

of

commercial banks. This has augmented the range of debts from which bofiowers can
choose. With respect to the quality of service, Moloi (1996) observes that bank customels

no longer have to suffer the ordeal of waiting in long, winding queues and banks' houls

of business have been extended. These developments should contribute positively
towards econornic gro*.th since people

will now not have to leave tlleir offices for about

hatf a day (because of the long queues) at month end to obtain transactions money
balances from the banks.

The financial sector expanded even more due to the emergence of the capital
market, the Botswana Share Market. The Botswana Share Market consists of a single
brokerage company (the Stockbrokers Botswana)I3 which was set up in June 1989

(Jefferis, 1993a). As at the end of April 1993, the participants in the Botswana Share
Market comprised the two main commercial banks (Barclays and Standal'd Chartered).
insurance companies, Financial Services Company and a few private enterprises (Jefferis,
1993a).

The govemment of Botswana plays a major role in the financial intemediation
plocess. The National Development Plan (1985-91, p. 353) precisely encapsulates this

"The role of Government as a financial intermediary is different in Botswalìa from most
other developing countries. Govemment is a major lender in Botswana, and provides a

Stockbrokers Botswana \¡/as established as ajoint venture betw'een the Botswana
Development Corporation, Edwards & Co. (a stockbroking company from Zimbabw-e) and two
commercial banks: Barclays and Standard Chartered (Jefferis, 1993a).
13
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substantial flow of long term funds for investrnent in both the parastatal and the private
sectors". The government's interrnediation activiq/ is done both directly, by lending to the

commercial parastatals (e.g.. Botswana Power Corporation), and indirectly, by lendirg to
the financial parastatals which in tum re-lend to the private sector (Harvey, 1993). The

government has also operated two guaranteed loan schemes "the guaranteed home
purchase scheme" and "the guaranteed car purchase scheme" for

civil servants and is

thereby participafìrg in a risk intermediation process (Hawey' 1993)'

Lending by the government has been as large as, and sometimes larger than'
lending by the commercial banks (Harvey, 1993). For example, at the end of 1984- total
government lending to the non-financial parastatals amounted to about P260 million,la
whereas total lending by the commercial banks was about P238 million (National

Development Plan, 1985-91). In fact, lending by the government gle\¡/ faster than lending

by commercial ba¡ks. Ttus is evidenced by that between 1980 and 1992, lending by the
commercial banks increased by only

31

I

percent while lending by the goveÛrment rose

by 2633 pefcent to the financial parastatals andby 1234 pelcent to the commercial
parastatals (Harvey, 1993). However, as noted in the

Ba¡k's 1993 annual report and in

Harvey (1993), the attitude of the commercial banks has recently started changing. The
commercial banks have started extending long-term loans (e.g., mofigages and leases)
The rationale for the government's participation in the financial sectol is partly
that the banking system in Botswana has adopted the British and North American banking

la

Wlere P stands for pula, the currency of Botswana
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system. Commercial banks specialise in short-term loans (less than 5 years to matunty),

neglecting long-term loans (Bell, 1987; Hawey and Lewis, 1990; Bank of Botswana

Annual Report, 1993; and Harvey, 1993). The govenìment stepped in to

ñ11

the gap srnce

the still irìfant capital ma¡ket did not exist until 1989 (Harvey and Lewis, 1990; Harvey'
1993). Another reason for government's involvement in the financial sector is based on
the view that some inveshents may be too

risþ

(but productive) to be financed by

commercial banks and/or may be such that they have important benefits for the economy
beyond the direct private return to the borrowe¡, i.e., investments with positive extemality
(Bank of Botswana Annual Report, 1993). That is, as in canada, "[one] rationale for
direct government intewention ìn financial markets is market failure" (Bínhammer, 1988,
p. 25S). A further reason for the ìnvolvement of the govemment of Botswana in the

financial market was to increase the availability of credit for citizens and citizen-owned
companies (Harvey and Lewis, 1990). Afid lastly, the government got involved in many

of the investrnents because many were too big for axy, or even all, of the com[rercial
banks together to finance without breaching lending concentration rules,

The government has three funds as sources of loans to the parastatâls: the Public

Debt Service Fund, the Revenue Stabilisation Fund, and the Development Fund, financed
by budget surpluses. Of the three funds, the Public Debt Service Fund is the largest. The
funds were established in 1973, the first year in which the recurrent budget was balanced

fiom domestic revenue (Lewis and Mokgethi, 1983). The funds of the Public Debt
Service Fund and the Revenue Stabilisation Fund were to be invested in suitable domestic
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development ventures (Haryey and Lewis. 1990). These funds are administered by the

Minisfy of Finance

and Development Planning.

The original objective of the Public Debt Service Fund was to provide a source

of

funds that would assist the govemment to meet its future domestic repay,rnents debt
serwicing obligations, and its assets were to be invested accordingly. The Revenue

Stabilisation Fund was established to keep temporary surplus firnds in order to be used to
supplement other ¡ecurrent revemres in those financial years of revenue shortage (Lewis
and Mokgethi, 1983; Harvey and Lewis, 1990). The huge budget supluses have made the

Public Debt Seruice Fund assets to be substantially in excess of Botswana's debt
obligations (Bank of Botswana Annual Reporl, 1993). Consequently, the Public Debt
Service Fund has now turned out to be a major source of credit to development finance

institutions, non-financial parastatals, and local goverriment authorities, a pupose which
was never considered when establishing the Funds (Bank of Botswana Annual Report,
1993). In sum, the Public Debt Ser.¡ice Fund and Revenue Stabilisation Fund are now the

principal source of finance for parastatal enterprises: loans from the Public Debt Serwice
Fund meet the long-term financing needs of the parastatals, while the Revenue
Stabilisation Fund provìdes for their recurrent financing needs (Ablo and Hudson, 1983;
Harvey and Lewis, 1990).

Public Debt Service Fund loa¡s have been offered at rates below the commercial
banks' prime lending rate. This has prompted the argument that the govemment's Public
Debt Service Fund crowds out the commercial banks's credit. The argument is that the

4Õ

lower interest rate on the Public Debt Service Fund loans makes even those parastatals
that do not necessarily need the long term Public Debt Service Fund loans end up
borrowing from the Public Debt Service Fund (Bank of Botswana Annual Repofi,
1993).15

While there is some validity in this argumen! its strength is weakened by the fact

that in the 1980s, commercial ba¡ks continued to avoid long-term loans in spite of the
government's efforts in provi¡lìng incentives to have them diversify into long-term loans

(Harvey and Lewis, 1990; Harvey, 1993). The incentives were provided in response to
the banks's argument that it was too

The incenfives consisted

of

risþ

to lend long, given their short-term deposits.

(a) the govemment changing the structure of interest rates

and liquidity requirement ratios in favour of long-term deposits and (b) the government

changing the relevant law to permit itself to place long-term deposits with the commercial
banks.

Plans are underway, in accordance with the World Bank repofi recommendations,

to convert the Public Debt Service Fund facility into a true inveshnent fund. As an
iflvestment fund, it will be expected to supply funds at interest rate that reflects the

opporhmity cost of capital. This would be

a

real interest rate that does not deviate much

from the intemational ma¡ket real rates (Bank of Botswana Annual Report, 1993).

''

Public Debt Service Fund loans have a very long term maturity ofabout 25 years
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2.3 Past Monetary

llistory

2.3.1 Background
Botswana received its polifical independence in 1966. However, unlike
neighbounng countries, such as Zimbabwe and Namibia, Botswana did not receive much

physical infrastuctüe fiom its colonial ruler (Mmusi, 1983; Harvey and Lewis, 1990).
As a result, Botswana was one of the poorest counûies in the world: with a per capita
Gross National Product of US$69 and the government having to rely on the British

budgetary grants and other foreign aid funds to finance its recurrent budget (Mogae,

1983) The discovery of diamonds in the early 1970s and early 1980s tumed the situafion
around. For much of the 25 years after independence, Botswana was the fastest growing

economy in the world (Jefferis, 1993b). The World Bank's 1980 atlas shows that between
7970 and 1978 Botswana's real Gross National Product per capita grew at an average

of

13.2 percent per annum. This enabled the counhy to move ÍÌom the position of severe

poverty ranking to being one of the few sub-Saharan African countries classified as an
upper middle income economy by 1993 (Jefferis, 1993b). By 1991, Botswana's Gross

National Product per capita was US$2500, at 1992 pnces, (World Bank, 1993).
Diamond exports resulted ìn a rapid increase in foreign exchange reserves. When
combined with exchange controls on the capital account, the rapid increase in foreign
exchange reserves led to a situation ofexcess liquidity in the banking system, The
exchange conhols set limits to the amount of foreign exchange that residents could invest
outside the couritry. This culminated in the rate of accumulation of deposits associated

with the country's huge mineral revenues exceeding the opportunities for productive
investment, hence the emergence of excess liquidity. It is important to note that the
situation of excess liquidity prevailed in spite of the sterilisation polìcy of the govemment
by way of saving large amounts of its diamond income with the Bank of Botswana,
instead of commercial ba¡Ìs.16 The govemment has been keeping its fast growing foreign
exchange reserves and cash balances at the Bank of Botswana (Tlhase-Kayir4 199 1;

Bank of Botswana Annual Report, 1993), thereby preventing them from contributing to
the growth of bank reserve money. Keeping deposits with commercial banks would result

in an increase in bank ¡eserves which in turn would fuel the gowth of money supply and
the rate of inflation. On the other hand, it has been argued that the existence of exchange

controls is not a sufficient explanation for the build-up of large foreign reserves.

According to Harvey (1985), Bank of Botswana Annual Report (1995) and Mabe
(1996), the govenìment's prudent stabilisation policies have also played a role. The
govemment's strategy has been to avoid going into a spendìng spree (by the govemment,
using its large diamond export revenue) that is not consistent ì¡/ith the capacity of the
economy. ln confast, Botswana's policy approach has been to accumulate foreign
exchange reserves and govemment cash balances. The idea has been for fiscal policy to

maintain

a

fairly constant growth in real expenditures ftom year to year, independent of

what is happening to the real growth of the govemment's ¡eal domestìc revenue. On one

16

The govemment is required by the Bank of Botswana Àct to use the Bank of Botswana
as its banker, However, the government did place some deposits with the commercial banks, on a
small scale, in order to achieve certain objectives (see below).
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occasion, the govemment has had to insulate the growth rate ofreal expendìtures from
the cyclical behaviour of its real domestic revenues. This event occurred

in 1981-82 when

the government's domestic revenues declined significantþ due to the decline in its

mineral royalties and dividends caused by an unexpected fall in export eamings from the
diamond sector (Tlhase-Kayira, l99l).17 In spite of this, the government maintained
expenditure levels (Tlhase-Kayi4

l99l), with only a slight reduction in expenditures

(Harvey, 1985). ConÍrming this claim, Lewis and Mokgethi (1983) argue that the
government maintained the expenditures by running down its Revenue Stabilisation Fund
since the level of domestic revenue for the government \¡r'as lower than indicated in the
budget. As summa¡ised in the Bank of Botswana Annual Report (1995, p. 75) "...

Government must accumulate adequate savings during the good years to maintain a
steady development programme".
The govemment opted for this policy approach, against the altemative of raising
the exchange rate, with the hope of improving the whole economy. The basis

of

Botswana's policy approach has been the awareness derived fiom the literature on the
mineral led countries - for both oil and hard rock minerals. According to this literature,

mineral-exporting countries are likely to experience, inter alia, difficulties in developing
the non-mineral sectors that produce tradable goods such as manufacturing (see Harvey
and Lewis, 1990).

17

ln cognìsance of this, Botswana

set out

to come up with an economic

The resultant decline in the foreign exchange reserves was large enough to cause a
deficit in the country's balance of pal,rnents (Bank of Botswana Annual Report, 1993).

management program that

will

enable the economy to be diversified away from its

dependence on the mineral sector into non-mineral sectors.rs Accordingly, the exchange
rate policy of Botswana is conducted with this objective in mind. As can be seen in figure

2.1, although the real RandÆula exchange rate has moved around (ì.e., there have been
periods of a number of quarters where there was significant real appreciation) it shows a
slight downward trend over the period studied. The reason for such a strategy was to
promote investrnent in the manufacturing sector, in both the import-substitution and
export (non-traditional) sectors (Harvey, 1993).r'q This policy sffategy has enabled
Botswana to avoid the "Dutch Disease" which virtually every other country that enjoyed
a

mineral boom has experienced (Harvey, 1993). The Dutch disease refers to the case

where the appreciation of the counûy's crrrency (in real terms) emanating from a mineral
boom makes the non-mineral export sector(s) uncompetitive in intemational markets
(Bank of Botswana Amual Report, 1993).

rE

Production and exports f¡om the non-mineral sectors are described as non-traditional
production and non-traditional exports respectively.
re
See sub-section 2-3-2 for The explanation ofwhy we focus on the rand/pula bilateral
exchange rate.
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FIGURE 2.1 NOMINALAND REAL ETCHANGE FATES

Xr:

nominal exchange rate (quarterly) and rX¡: real exchange rate (quarterly).
2. Xr = rand/pula and rXr: (rand/pula)*(Botswana CPVSouth Africa CPI).

L

The other policy that helped in the development of

tle non-traditional

sector is the

incomes policy. As stated in Tlhase-Kayira (1991, p. 25), "The incomes policy recognises
that too rapid an increase in wages and salaries would have negative effects on
investment opportunities in general and the country's intemational competitiveness in
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particular, thus impeding emplol'rnent c¡eation". So the policy helped to maintain the
competitive position of Botswana's producers (Harvey and Lewis, 1990).
The incomes policy was first introduced in 1972, The objectives of the policy were

(i) to ensure an equitable distribution of the benefits ofrapid growth and (ii) to prevent
competitiveness fiom being eroded by a too fast rise in wages and salaries as employers
battled for scarce skilled labour. To implement the policy, the government assumed the

role of wage leader, by sefting govemment wages and sala¡ies in an equitable way (given
the need to reward and encourage initiative and responsibilrty) and then encouraging the

private and parastatal sectors to follow suit (for more details, see Mmusi, 1983; Bank

of

Botswana Annual Reporl, 1995).
Botswana's excess liquidity is defined as "that portion of commercial banl funds
that is not onlent, or used to maintain necessary reserves. It is in this sense that the funds
are 'excess', and not with respect to the commercial banks' liquid asset requirement ...."

(Bank of Botswana Armual Repot, 1993, p. 19). The latter statement in the defrnition
means that the commercial banks not only have to satisÍ! a given required cash reserue

ratio, but they also have to satis$r a given required liquid asset ratio. The phenomenon of
excess

liquidity culminated in Bank of Botswana assuming the peculiar status of serving

as a "deposit taker of last resort' (ibid.,

p. l2).'o In 1989, the Bank extended the overnight

call account faciliry even to the general public. Thus, not only the commercial banks

æ Commercial ba¡ks were refusirg to accept large interest eaming deposits since if was not
profìlable to do so given the regulated intelest rates.
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could make deposits with the central bank, the private sector could also do the same. This
proved to be an inadequate solution however. So in 1991, the Bank sold its paper, the
Bank of Botswana Certificates". According to the

l99l

annual repofi of Bank

of

Botswana, the Bank's securities are sold across the whole spectrum of the financial sector

(which comprises both the commercial banks and the non-bank financial institutions) and
also to the private sector (e.g., Debswan4 the company that mines diamonds in

Botswana). This tool that has been effective in mopping up the excess liquidity (Bank

of

Botswana Annual Report, 1993; Moloi, 1996).
Economic theory suggests that whenever a good is in excess supply, its price

would fall until the market clears. This was not observed in the case of excess

liquidþ

for two reasons. First, the Bank regulated interest rates throughout the 1970s up to 1989.
Bank of Botswana imposed ceilings on commercial banks' lending rates and floors on

their deposit rates. This meant deposit rates could not fall in response to the excess

liquidity. Second, after 1989 the controls on interest lates \ìr'ere sc¡apped, but then the
Bank adopted a policy of gradually moving nominal interest rates upwards so as make
real interest rates positive (see sub-section 2.3.2 below for details). Hence, again, interest
rates could not fall to eliminate excess liquidity.

With the establishment of the central bank in 1976, Botswana introduced exchange
controls under article XIV of the International Monetary Fund Articles of Agreement.
Tlús article allowed Botswana to impose restrictions on cuffent account transactions (on

2r

The certificates have maturities up to I2 months
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palrnents for imported goods and services, foreign travel, interest, dividends, remittances,
etc.) and capital account transactions. But the healthy state of foreign exchange reserves
enabled the counfiy to adopt such liberal exchange controls, on both the current and

capital accounts, that Harvey (1985, p.7) described most ofthem as having been used "to
enable the Bank of Botswana to monitor transactìons [rather] than to prevent them from

taking place".22
As Hermans (1996) sees the matter, the accumulafion of foreign exchange reserves
beyond those forecast when Botswana left the Rand Monetary Area made the controls
redundant. Consequentþ, in 1991, the business community joined the Bank of Botswana

in lobbying the minister of finance to abolish the controls. The petition was officially
granted in November 1995 when Botswana accepted article

VIII of the International

Monetary Fund Agreement. By 1996, all restrictions on current transactions were
effectively ¡emoved and restrictions on capital account had been significantþ relaxed.

23

At the present moment, all exchange controls, both current and capital account have now
been abolished.

" Mabe ( 1996, p. 8ó) savs ''The initial exchanse svstem was. .... virtuallv free of
resldctions on payments and translers lo¡ current acco-untiransactions. Stricter óontrols wclc,
however, imposed on capital transactions...."
. " The exchange control liberalisation followed a "gradualist" approach. That is, the
controls uere remove-d at a slow pace.
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2.3.2 Monetary Policy Prior to Liberalisation: 1976-1989
The main inskuments available for the monetary authorities to use in conducting
monetary policy are the interest rates, exchange rate, adjustonent to the required reserve

ratios and control of money supply (Hermans, 1996). Of these instruments, the monetary
authorities actively used the first two and ignored the rest.
We fi¡st discuss the use of the interest rate instrument in conducting monetary

policy. Several studies have concluded that since the inception of the Bank of Botswana

until 1990, monetary policy centred around the control

and use ofinterest rates in order

to influence the supply of domestic credit (Tlhase-Kayva,

l99l

Clarke, 1992). This

would help mop up the excess liquidity in the banking system and also achieve faster
economic growth (see Ablo and Hudson, 1983; Clarke, 1992; Hemans, 1996; and Moloi
1996). To achieve this goal, the monetary authorities pursued a low interest rate policy
(see Clarke, I992, Hermans, 1996; and

Moloi, 1996) Harvey (1996, p. 7l) summarises

the inte¡est rate policy (of this period) as follows "The main objective of the interest rate

policy ... was to encourage the commercial banks to lend more of their excess liquidity".
The Bank of Botswana implemented this policy in two ways. First, the Bank held down
the interest rate it paid on the call account (call rate), expecting the commercial banks to
also reduce theír interest rates,2o It is not clear why the commercial banks could be

". Tl_re Bank introduced a call account lacility for commercial banks in l97ó to Dermit
commercial banks to earn some interest on the exceís liquidity in the banking system. Thil
worked as an o¡dinary interest-earning account in which the commercial banks could make
deposits and earn some interest (Bell, 1987). Commercial banks could either invest in Treasury
bills (which existed until 1982) or hold their excess funds in the overnight call facility. Commercial
banks seemed to prefer the latter, hence Treasury bil1s were stopped in 1982 (Hermans, 1996).

expected to voiuntarily foiiow suit by <iecreasing their irterest rates. The centrat bank

may have induced the commercial ba¡ks to respond by moral suasion. This is very likeiy,
given Moloi's (1996) argument that the Bank of Botswana chose not to use its fonnal
powers to regulate interest rates, choosing instead to exert influence by discussion. The
call rate was decreased between 1976 and 1978 fiorn 6yo to 4.5yo. Thereafter, the call rate
was kept constant for the next ten years. Second, the Bank engaged in direct regulation

of

interest rates, by imposing ceilings on the lending rates of commercial banks and floors
on their deposit rates. That is, the Bank imposed a straitjacket on the banks' ixterest rate
spreads. However, in september 1986, although the Bank maintained a ceiling on lending

rates,

it allowed the commercial banks to individually determine their prime lending rate;

and the prime rate was no longer required to be the floor to the lending rates. Each

commercial bank was free to determined its own prime lending rate from time to time in
consultation with the Bank (Bank of Botswana Annual Report, 1986) Furthermore, the
Bank reserved the right to âpprove all changes to interest rates, fees and charges.

This low-irterest rate policy was motivated by the political view that

low interest rates lvas

a

a

of

regime

prerequisite to investment promotion and economic growth

(Hermans, 1996). Another factor that provided irnpetus for the policy was the results

of

the survey that was conducted by the Bank of Botswana (see Bell, 1987). According to
the survey,

in

1984, interest paid by commercial banks on deposits averaged 4.65 percent

while the interest charged averaged 74.44 percent; thus implying a spread of 9.79 percent.
The respective figures for 1985 were 5.04 percent and 14.23 percent, which translates

into a spread of9.19 percent. These results led to the conclusion that the commercial
banks in Botswana were highly profrtable by both the regional and international
standards. Hence, it was argued that there is enough leeway to reduce their lending rates

without unduly reducing their profitability.
One would expect that,

if combined with other factors, the low-interest rate policy

just described to have caused the level of the rate of i¡flation to rise substantially.
However, this does not seem to be well confrmed by the data. ln fìgure 2.2, we see that
the rate of bflation (measured by the increase in the consumer prince index) was high,

relative to the 'mean' level, only in the perìod between 1979 and.1991. The rest of the
low-interest rate period (1982-91) experienced a relatively lower inflation. A possible
explanation for why the low-interest rate policy does not seem to have been manifested
through high inflafion may have to do with the fact in this regime, monetary authorities
used the exchange rate instrument to control (imported) inflatjon, as is explained below.

FIGURE 2.2 THE BAI.ÍK FATE, REAL BAI'IK FATE AND IM¡I,ATION RATE

Notes'

Br:

Bank rate (the interest rate at which the Bank olBotswana makes loans to
the commercial banks).
2. Ainf = a¡rnual inflation rate.
3. realB¡ : real Bank rate.
1.

As already indicated, Bots\¡r'ana also used the exchange rate as a policy inshument
to meet its development objectives. The "Exchange rate policy affects the rate

of

domestic inflation, the profits of traditional exporters [i.e., beef and mineral exporters],
the competitive position of non-traditional exporters and domestic producers who
compete with imports

.

." (National Development Plan, 1997-02,p. 129). Clearly, the

policymakers have to contend with the conflict inherent in using the exchange rate policy
to curb imported inflation on one hand, and to protect domestic industries (import-
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substituting or exporting industries) on the other hand. To reduce imported irúIation, an
appreciatíon of the exchange ¡ate is necessary,

a

policy stance which is inirnical to the

import-substituting and exporting sectors. ln particular, the rand,/pula exchange rate has
been managed so as to control impofed inflation from south Africa and to ensur.e the

competiliveness of non-tradìtional exports in the South African market. The conflict
between these goals made it imperatìve for policynakers to continually consider the

trade-offs behveen the objectives as circumstances arose (Tlhase-Kayira. 1991). Thus, the
exchange rate developments in Botswana have been under confhuous evaluation (Tlhase-

Kayira 1991).
According to economic theory, the effectiveness of the exchange rate policy in
pursuing one or the other ofthese conflicting goals depends crucially on tlle nature and

timing of linkages between the nominal exchange rate, prices and inflation (Marurathoko,
siwaw'a-Ndai, Jefferis and Atta, 1995). As already noted, the monetary author.ities in
Botswana were aware that changes in South

Alican prices and in the rand./pula

exchange

rate pass through to changes in Botswana prices. However, they believed that the "pass-

through" occurred over a period of time, and that in the short-run they could take
advantage of the adjustrnent lag to influence export competitiveness (see Bank

of

Botswana Annual Report, 1994). lndeed the studies of Leith (1992) and (Mannathoko,

siwawa-Ndai, Jefferis and Atta, 1995) empirically confirmed that changes in the south
Afi:ican prices and Botswana-south Africa bilateral exchange rate pass through to
Botswana prices. The two studies also show, empirically, that the pass-through is not

instantaneous. From his partial-adjustment model of Botswana's price level, Leith hnds
that half of the discrepancy between the equilibrium and the actual price level is

eliminated in l5 months. The error-correction model of Marmathoko et

a1. suggests

the effect of a change in the south African cPI inflation on Botswana's

cpl inflation

starts to feed through after

I month

and some of the effect does not occur

for

that

11 months.

Sirnilarly, their erro¡-cor¡ection model suggests that the effect ofa change io the
rand/pula bilateral exchange rate on Botswana's CPI inflation starts only after 5 months.

Lastly, since the dynamic error-correction model has a þosìtive) significant lagged
dependent variable term, the model suggests a very slow adjustment of Botswana

cpl

inflation to changes in both foreign and domestic factors.
The rand/pula exchange rate has been the most impofant bilateral exchange rate

ûom Botswana's vintage point since south Africa is Botswa:ra's main trading partner.
South Africa provides the maìn market for Botswana's non-traditional expolts (textile and
leather manufactures) and is the source of most of Botswana's inports -

ir

the l9g0-90

period, Botswana's import pay.'rnents denominated in rand remained relatively stable
a¡ound 85 percent (Tlhase-Kayira, 1991). Hence, the exchange rate poticy we discuss
below refers to policy with respect to the Botswana-South Afäca bilateral exchange rate.

In 1976, the pula was pegged to the United

States dollar at the rate: p I .00

:

us$l.15, the South Afi:ican rand was also pegged to the dollar at the same rate of RI.00
:US$1.15. Therefore, the pula stood

atp

with the rand. But ttt 1979, South Africa

adopted a managed float of the rand against the dollar. This caused wider fluctuations

of

the pula/rand exchange rate. For instance, the rand appreciated against the dollar and

thereby caused a depreciation of the pula against the rand, which exacerbated the
imported inflation (from South Africa) in Botswana. As result, Botswana govemment
changed its exchange rate system

in 1980. The authorities took rhe pula offthe dollar peg

and pegged it to a basket of currencies that comprised 50 percent special Drawing Right
and 50 percent rand.

ln using the exchange rate policy to combat imported inflation, the authorities
revalued (re-pegged) the exchange rate on rhe following dates (month/y ear). 04177, 09179,
1

1/80, 01/85, 08185, 02186, 06/89 (Gaolathe and Hudson, 1 989; Hermans, 1996).

lmported inflation from south A-frica poses a serious problem because about 80 percent

of Botswana's imports come fiom South Africa. on account of the revaluations, the pula
appreciated from its initìal value of Rl.00

in

1976 to RI.37

in

1990 in nomr'nal terms

(Haruey, 1996).
The pula was also devalued on several occasions in the period to maintain the
competitiveness of Botswana's non-traditional exports. This occurred on the following
dates: 07184, 0li 85, 08/85, 08/90, 08191 (Gaolathe and Hudson, l9B9; Bank of Borswana

Annual Report, 1994; and Hermans, 1996). As the dates show, unfil 1984, the exchange
rate policy seems to have placed more emphasis on the anti-inflation goal and less
emphasis on the competitiveness of the non-fraditional export sector.

Adjustrnent to the required reserve ratios is also a potential insfrunent of monetary

policy available for Ba¡k of Botswana to use for the pu{pose of controlling money

supply. Table 2.2 shows the various setfing of both the cash reserve ratio and the asset
resewe raúo in the 1970s. The reserve requirements were introduced ìn 1976 and were
changed twice (not shown in the table 2.2 below) before they took on their March 1977
values. However, according to Hermans (1996), the Bank of Botswana has never

attempted to restrict credit expansion through changes in the primary reserve or liquid
asset requirements. Therefore we do not regard the reserve/asset requirements as a policy

instrument, but rather as a tool giving leverage to open market operations (after 1991).

TABLE 2.2 PRIMARY RESER VI, AND LIQUtr) ASSET RATIOS
DATE

PRIMARY RESERVES

LIQUID ASSET
RATIO

Demand and Call
Deposits

Savings and Time

23'4 August 1976

30%

LO%

5

31" March 1977

6 00/"

3 .Qo/o

zOVo

Deposits
.j'Yo

1 The table was adapted from Moloi (1996).
2. Liquid assets include cash balances held abroad, bills purchased and discounted,
investment eligible and Bank of Botswana Ce¡tificates (see Bank of Botswana
Annual Reports).

These reserve requirements were changed again in July lg8

l

- "Both the reserve

and liquid asset raúos are calculated on the basis of average mid- and end-month hgures

...." (Moloi, 1996, p. 53), Liquid

asset ratios became 30Vo on demand deposits, 5Zo on

savings and 3l-day notice deposits, they were cancelled for B8-day notice and fixed
deposits and remained the same for call account. ln othe¡ words, starting

in l9g l. the

central ba¡k adopted a dìfferential liquid asset ratios on various categories of deposits, as
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had been the case with primary reserves. The logic behind this strategy was to promote

long-term deposits and in turn, long-term lending by the commercial banks (as mentioned

in sub-secfion 2.2.21. Pnmary reserve requirements were increased l¡om

6To to golo on

demand deposits. Later on, as discussed below, the reserye ratios were reformed.

The low-interest rate policy achìeved different results than those intended by the

policy makers. Households savings were discouraged (since real interest rates became
negative due to higher inflation rates). credit growth to households and fi¡ms exploded,

mostly for unproductive ends such as purchases of consumer durables.25 As a corollary,
the household sector has been a net debtor up until 1993 (Bank of Botswana report,
1993). Also, clarke (1992) says that the low interest rate sfiategy induced firms to invest

in capital-intensive projects which was undesiable for

a

country with

a

high rate of

unemploynent. Notwithsta¡rdirg the unavailabitity of data for emplolnnent ia the

infomal sectors of Botswana, it could be argued that the rate of unemplolnnent

has been

high since the Ru¡a1 lncome Distribution survey (197 4-5) study revealed that 45 percent
of the rural households in

197 4-5

were below the poverty line. ln addition, 45 percent

the rural households did not own cattle, the most irnportant asset in the country

(Oommen, 1983). Consequentþ, the monetary authorities became weary with the
strategy.

x It

fact, a large proportion

ofthe credit went to the household sector
64
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2.3.3 Monetary Policy with Interest Rate Liberalisation: 1989-1995
Due to the undesirable outcomes of the low-interest rate policy discussed above,

i¡

1989 the monetary authorities abandoned the low iîterest tate policy and allowed interest
rates to be determined more by market forces. The Bank removed interest rate ceilings
and floors on deposit rates and allowed the commercial bants to set their interest rates.
fees and charges.

The Bank also started the policy of moving towards establishing positive real
interest rates in the economy, to be comparable with those in the international financial
markets (Kone, 1996). This was achieved by gradually increasing short term nominal

hterest rates. In the same vein, the Bank made an upward a-djusbnent in the call rate from
3-5Yo to 6.0o/oin 1989 and to 7.5o/o

in 1990 as the BanÌ was preparing for the use of a

market-based instrument of monetary policy (viz. open market operations) to be

introduced in 1991.
The new interest rate policy was intended to achieve the following main objectives
(see Clarke, 1992):

(i) the encouragement of greater volumes of savings, especially by the household sector,
and thus a more diversified structure of

fi¡ancial savings. According to clarke, the

structure of national savings was such that almost 757o was in the hands of govemment
and only 25% belonged to the private sector;

(ii) the dampening of consumption (or "demand") in the economy, given Botswana's high
import propensity from the outside, particularly from South Africa. This would follow

if

imports have a substa¡tial content of consumer durables: and

(iii) following from (i)

and

(ii), the frghting of inflation.

Sìnce 1991, the Bank idluenced the level of interest rates through open market
operations by selliag its own paper called Bank of Botswana certificates. The Ba¡k rate,

rather than the Ba¡k's call rate, is also used as a key tool of monetary policy (Banft

of

Botswarìa Annual Report, 799Ð.26 The outcome of the new policy is that the excess

liquidity has been mopped up and real lending rates became positive. But real deposit
rates on the other hand moved more slowly and so most of them remained negative.

To help strengthen the effectiveness of moneta¡y policy, the Bank of Botswana
revised both the primary reserve and liquid asset reserve requirement ratios in 1994 (see
Bank of Botswa¡a Amual Report, 1994) The Bank considered the old high ¡atìos to be a
disadvantage to the financial system on several counts: (i) they reduce the profitability

of

commercial banls - reserve requirements are a tax on commercial banks deposits since
Bank of Botswana does not pay interest on them, (ü) they result in wider margins on
commercial banks' loans, and (iii) the old step-wise denomination of reserve
requirements (i.e., where the requirement ratios differed with the different categorìes

of

deposits)27 discouraged financial institutions fiom introducirg deposit facilities more

suitable to the needs of customers. Thus the old step-wise system was replaced with a
system of uniform ¡atios on all types of deposits. The ratios are:

'?6.The Bank call açcount w-a-s discontinued in September 1991 after the introduction of
open market operations (Clarke, 1992.¡
27
As already explained, required ratios were set at a higher level on short term deposìts
lower
and
on long term deposits_
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'

the primary reserve requirement ratio for commercial ba¡ks is 3 -25yo

of totaldeposits"

and have been scrapped with respect to credit institutions;

'

liquid asset reserve requirement ratio for commercial banks is 20% oftotat deposits
and reduced to 60/0 of total deposits for credit institutions.

These uniform ratios are expected to simplifr the task of monitoring the financiat
system.

Lastly, the exchange rate policy was also changed in lare 19g9. The authorities
realised that domestic prices were not that sensitìve to changes in the exchange rate. For
this reason and also the fact that changes to the exchange rate for anti-inflation puq)oses

invariably affects the competitiveness of the non-traditional export industries, the use of
the exchange rate to fight inflation was discontinued. Instead, the Barlk adopted an
approach of maintaining a stable real exchange rate with the Rand, hoping that this

will

promote investment in non-traditional export industries. Harvey (1996, pp.70_7I)
observes that the new exchange rate policy had positive effect on exports: ,.lndeed, non-

traditional expoÍs to south Aû:ica, mainly manufactures, increased substantially in the
1990s".
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CIIAPTER 3: THEORETICAL ISSTIES

3.1 Introduction

This chapter first presents the theoretical issues underlying the tlpe of models that
we estimate to study the money demand behaviour of economic agents (in section 3.2).
Section 3.3 briefly reviews the empirical lìterature on studies of the demand for money in

Botswana. Section 3.4 then makes a brief introduction of the reaction frrnction approach,
along with a brief review of the theoretical issues surrounding monetary reaction function
studies. The last section makes a comment on the data used.

3.2 Theoretical Issues Concerning the Demand for Money Function
3.2.1 Money Demand Model Selection

As cuthbertson and Barlow (1991) point out, it is impossible to give an exhaustìve
account of the voluminous work on demand for money. Futher, since most of the

theories of the demand for money have been around for half a century, and they have
been presented in the many revised editions of Laidler a¡d many other intemediate

textbooks, we omit them here.2s Instead, we only present a brief summary of the broadly
defined groups of money demand models that are dominant in the lite¡ature.
Three broad groups of money demand models have been identified: the Chicago
School-based demand theory models, the portfolio theory models, and the inventory
28

The following 'intermediate texts' provide excellent and detailed reviews: Laidler
(1985), Gordon (1987), Cuthbertson and Barlow (1991), Cameron (1992) andLudler (1993)

theory models (Hossain and Chowdhury , 1996). We discuss each approach below.
The portfolio theory approach was originated by Tobin (1958) using risk anaþsis.

This approach presents the demand for money in the context ofa portfolio choice
problem, placing emphasís on risk and expected returns from both financial assets and

real assets available to economic agents. ln this context, money is taken as the riskless
asset, held for purposes of storing wealth.

The inventory theoretic mode1, due to Baumol (1952) and Tobin (1956), applies

"the logic of profit-maximizing ìnventory holdings to the case of money holdings,,
(Cameron, 1992).ln this approach, money is held for purposes ofbridging the gap
between income receipts and expenditure. Thus, money balances serve the role

ofa

buffer stock, sìmilar to the inventories of groceries held by households as buffers between
consumption and shopping activities.

And lastly, the chicago-based demand theory approach (which is essentially the
rnodern quantity theory) lvas pioneered by Milton Friedman in his 1956 restatement

of

the quantity theory of money. The approach derives the demand for money in exactly the
same way a model of the demand for any other durable good would be constructed.

Money is seen as yielding a flow of services, like any other asset. Thus, the chicagobased theory is more general since, unlike the other two,

it

does not rely on the special

characteristics of money. In fact, proponents of this approach maintain "the view that the
demand for money should be treated not as a special matter, but as a particular

application of the general theory of demand" (Laidler, 1993, p.

56).2e

The question arising from this is: which of these model qpes is more appropriate

for dre case of Botswana? This is an important question since there can be

a

reliable

transmission of the impact of changes in the money supply to aggegate expenditure onJy

if the demand for money is well specified and stable.
In considering the portfolio theory models, we could conclude that they
appropriate for the economy

ofa developing country, because they focus

ar.e

on the

proposition that the demand for money arises from its usefulness as a hedge against the
risks of holding other assets (Hossain and Chowdhury, 1996). This characteristic is

impofiant in most developìng cor¡ntries because of the high risks and uncertainúes
associated with non-money financial assets due to economic and socio-political instability

(Wong, 1977; Hossain and Chowdhury,1996). Botswana, like many other developing
countries, is characterised by the absence of a well-developed capital market (see chapter

2), and a limited array of financial assets of domestic and foreip origin (Ghatak, 1995;
Hossain and Chowdhury,1996). Consequently, there are not many close substitutes and

only

a

limited degree of substitution between money and financial

assets

could exìst

(Wong, 7977; Ghatak, 1995). Nevertheless, although the limited degree of substitution
has the effect of reducing the interest rate elasticity of money demand, the portfolio

theory models may be appropriate for Botswana. This is particularly so because the
economic stability and political stability that Botswana has always enjoyed have
2e

For more details on these three broadly defined groups ofmoney demand models, see
Came¡on (1992), Ludler (1993) and Hossain and Chowdhury (1996).

minimised the risks and uncertainties associated with other assets, thereby facilitatìng the
process of substitution between money and other assets in the inveshnent portfolios

of

economic agents.
Given the often made suggestion that in less developed countries narrow money is
held primarily for transacúons purposes, the Baumol-Tobin transactions demand models
appear more appropriate prima facie. The problem with this approach is that its square-

root proportional money demand specification is too rigid for an economy

ofa

developing country. Many studies conducted in developing countries suggests that
income elasticity of money demand is generally greater than unity, while the interest

elasticity is not signifrcantþ different fiom zero. lncome elasticity greater than unity may
be observed, particularly for broad money, due to the process of monetisation

of

subsistence economic activities (T an, 1997). The other problem with the specification

of

the Baumol-Tobin approach concems implementatìon. It is difficult to find data series on
brokerage costs and other forms of transactions costs (Hossain et al., 1996).

Now the question is whether the more general theory of demand is more
appropriate for the case of Botswana. The answer is in the affirmative. This is based on
the argument in Laidler (1985) which maintains that theories of the demand for money
based on a more general theory of demand are not logically incompatible with motives for

holding money that are proposed by the otler two approaches. Therefore, our study
appües the chicago-based theory ofthe demand for money which has been widely used

for empirical studies of the demand for money in both developed and developing

countnes (Hossaìn et al., 1996) The long-run money demand specification we estimate is
shown in the next sub-section.

3.2.2 Money Demand Model Specification
The demand for money explaìned by our chosen theory is actually a demand for a
target level of money holdings agents would want to achieve on average over time, not at
each instant. The specification of the demand for money function takes the general form:

(n,-ùi=f6,)

(3. 1)

where the dependent variable is 1og of desi¡ed real money demand which by convention

is assumed equal to real money supply and

(x,

) is a vector of explanatory variables (in

log form). The log form is justified by the fact rhat "many studies of the demand for
money function postulate that the demand for rcal balances takes a constant elasticìty

form" (Laìdler,1993).
Notice that equation (3. 1) is a long-run equation. ln the short-run, economic agents
may experience a situation where actual money holding departs from the desired value.
Adjustment back to the desired level may not be instantaneous since in the process,
economìc agents encounter porfolio adjustment costs.3' consequently, we need a short-

30

Economic agents have an incentive to want to adjust their actual money balances to
their desired money balances. For example, if their money balances happen to exteed their desi¡ed
72

run equatìoq which shows how actual real money balances

will

adjust to the desi¡ed

level. Adjustrnent costs are usually assumed to follow a quadratic function so that total
costs

Z

are given by

T
where

= at[(m- p)i - @- p),1'

+

d,l(m- p), - (m- p),

,l'

G.2)

ar,ø" > 0.
Since a maximising agent

costs are minimum, the agent

will

adjust money holdings over time such that these

will minimise 7' v/ith respect to the choice oî (m- p),

.

solving the resultant frst-order condition for the actual change in real money balances
gives us:

(m- p), - (m- p),-, = t'[(nt- p)i - @twhere

2

(3 3)

o'

= d1+ d2

Substituting equation (3

l) into (3.3) and rearranging gives

(m- p), = )..f (X,)+ (1- Å)(mIn (3.a),

p),-,]

if I

p),-,

us:

(3 4)

= 0, then actual real money balances in the current period are merely equal

to those of last period. lf 2 = 1, there is full adjustrnent of actual to desired money
balances within each period. Equation (3.4) is a partial adjustuient function, inhoduced

money balances, they suffer the cost offorgone investment income (Feige, i967).

l3

into the demand for money literature by chow (1966). It shows that real money balances
observed in the current period are a weighted average of the real money balances desired

in the same period and real money balances

il

the previous period.

Up unhl the 1960s, the short-run equation was specified as rn (3.4), i.e., it did not

allow for time lags on the explanatory variables

(x,).

Attempts to resolve the problem

resorted to inhoducing dy'namics via the use of adaptive expectations process - where the

expectation function took the form of a dishibuted lag model. ln this research, it was
recognised that the practice of using actual values instead of expected values

of

explanatory variables may not hold for some of the explanatory variables, particularly
income. consequently, "Dynamics were introduced into the equation by replacing current
income with expected i¡come" (Bain and Howells, p. 1S). In this regard, the long-run
demand for money function was specified to be explained by expected values of the

explanatory variables. The resultant shofi-run money demand equation was similar-to that
obtained under the adjustment cost assumption in the sense that it also generated a lagged
dependent variable term. Although in the expectations approach, "the lags on money
depends on expectations rather than partial adjusnnent parameters,' (Akoena, 1996), in

placfice these fwo hypotheses are observafionally almost equivalent (Laidler, 1993). we
cannot distinguìsh the performance of one over the othe¡.
Nevertheless, such dynamic equations performed well in the 1960s until, as
mentioned in chapter 1, they started breaking down in l97z-74. Attempts to solve the
problem involved improvìng the specification, flrnctional form, short-run dl.namics and

expectations formulation (see Goldfeld and Sichel, 1990; Laidler, 1993). concerning the
lag dymamics, economists realised that the lag structures assumed were not sufficiently
complex and were not modelled adequately (Laidler, 1993). To illustrate the potentìal

problem of misspecified short-run dlmamics, recall that the dl.namics in the pAM a¡e
captured by the lagged-dependent variable term. Explicit lagged values for the

explanatory variables are excluded. If the ¡esiduals of the pAM are positively autoconelated, then incorrect exclusion of the Iagged values of the explanatory variables

would cause the estimated coefficient of the lagged term to be biased upwards, which
would in turn, bias the speed of adjustrnent downwards (see Ghatak, 1995). Another
problem with the partial adjustment model is the fact that in it, the long-run parameter is
consû'ained to be equal to the ratio of a short-run parameter and the adjushrent

coefficient. This ratio is rather restrictive (Howells and Bain),
Attempts to solve the problems of this short-run dynamic model culminated ìn an
extension of the partial adjustment model (PAM) to the autoregressive disnibuted lag
models. Autoregressive distributed lag models, in turn, were extended to erro¡-correction
models.3r These developments wele mainly facilitated by the use of the general-to-

specific modelling strategy due to Hendry and his associates since about the middle of the
1970s. The general-to-specific approach starts by estimating an overparameterised

autoregressive distributed lag equation, which encompasses both the pAM and adaptiveexpectations-based dymamic money demand equations as special cases. This is then
31

Error-cor¡ection models can bejustified within a quadratic costs of adjustment
lramework
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followed by a sìmplification search, implemented by way of dropping insignificant
parameters (on the basis of the F-test) and reparameterisation of terms. The simplification
search changes direction or stops only when, eventually, the restrictions implied by the

model a¡e rejected by the data. If the variables in the long-run specification are
cointegrated, the ñnal preferred specific equation will be a:r error-correction model,

As stated in chapter

l,

this study employs the cointegrafion and er¡or,correction

modelling techniques to model the demand for money. Therefore, only variables that are

(1) will enterthe (3.1) specification. If

any variables rhat belong

in xare I(0), theywill

not enter (3.1). Instead, they will enter the demand for money fimction at the second
stage: of dlmamic modelling. A dl.namic error-corectíon model, based on (3. 1), may
take the form:

L(m- p), = ,\Q)^f (X,)+ B(L)L(m- p),-,+
where

l(

L)

aect,,

(3 5)

are polyromial lag operators on the explanatory variables,

poþomial lag operator

R(L)

ts a

on the lagged dependent variable and ect,_.,is the error-

correction term representhg the disequilibrium error irr (3 l). The coefficient of the errorcorrectìon term

ø (which lies between

zero

and.

uniff) reflects the speed of adjustrnent to

equilibrium.
Compared to the PAM, the error-conection modelling technique provides richer
adjustrnent process of actual real money balances to the desired level. whereas the pAM

postulates an adjustment process whereby a constarìt proportion

,l of the discrepancy

between actual and desired real money balances is eliminated in each period (thereby
assuming the same speed of adjusknent for all the explanatory variables), the error-

correction model allows "the existence of different mean lags (adjushnent speeds) for
each determinant of money demand (potentialty reflectìng different adjustment or

disequìlibrium costs)" (Marques and Lopes, 1992). Another advantage of the enorcor¡ection model is that it permits aslmmehic adjustment (nonsymmetrical erro¡correction mechanism) to past disequilibrium (ibid). This formulation recognises the

possìbility that economic agents may respond differently (i.e., asl,rnmetrically),
depending on whether their actual money holdings exceed (or fall short of) the desired
money holdings. ln ttris case, the 'error-correction terrn, in (3.5) is expressed as

arect/-, + d2ect; t,where ect! stands for the vector of "positive equilibrium errors"
and ect- for the vector of "negative equiìibrium enors". Futhermore- the enorcorrection model could also be generalised to allow for nonlinearity in the er¡orcorrection mechanism

(ibid) The rationale is that the strength of adjustment of actual

money balances back to the equilibrium could vary with the distance from equilibr-ium

itself. The error-correction term, say for a cubic function, would then be given by

drectt)+ ørect!_,

+ arectl_r.

3.2.3 Money Demand Determinants

According to cameron (1992), one of the roles for

a

money supply measure (to be

used in a macroeconomic model) is to reveal to the central bank what is happening to

ouþut growth (since information on real ouþut becomes available with

a

lag). To serve

as an indicator of output levels, a money supply measure must, iater alia, have the

following property: the demand for money corresponding to the measure must depend on
real income and only a few other variables.
Before emba¡king on the task of explaining the determinants of money demand, an
immediate question we should address is: which of the three monetary aggregates (M1,

M2 and M3) is the most appropriate to policy,rnakers? To the extent that a major role of

a

monetary aggregate is to reveal to the central ba¡k what is happening to output grorlth,

Ml

seems to be such an aggregate.

Ml

is more closely linked to the level of economic

activity than broad monetary aggregates since the interesrbearing components ofbroad
monetary aggregates are held more for savings (investment) than for transactions
purposes (Visser, 1991). Furthermore, in less developed countries (particularly in

Botswana),

Ml

does not include interest-earrriag financial assets. Therefo¡e, we conclude

that M1 is more closely related to aggregate ouþut. Partly for this reason, and partly for

clarity (given the extensive analysis we undertake for the
more emphasis on the demand for

Ml.

Ml

aggregate), this study places

We involve M2 and M3 in a detailed analysis only

in the infornation content (of financial aggregates) study, and in the monetary reaction

frrnction study.
Concerning the determinants of the demand for money, we make note that in the
developed economies contex! many empirical studies often speciSz the demand for

money as dependent on real income (actual or permanent) and a¡r interest rate (short-term
or long-term). lnitially, the use of permanent income was considered superior. However,

this superiority was only temporary. As already mentioned, ìt was eventually discovered
that the demand for money equation obtained using permanent income (which was

typically generated by applþg the adaptive expectations hypothesìs) is similar ro rhe
conventional PAM specified with measured income used as the scale variable. These
issues apply to the case of LDCs as well. Our study employs measured income since it is

readìly available and also, because the use of the techniques of cointegration and enor
correction model approach obviates the need to make a choice between the use of current
and permanent income. As pointed out in Laidler (1993, p. 166),

"... in the long-run

equilibrium situations which co-integration techniques permit us to investigate, current
and permanent real income are indistinguishable fiom one another. The latter [permanent

income] is the long-run steady state value of the former". That is, a permanent income

proxy derived through an enor leaming approach is econometrically equivalent to
including the current income value and lagged terms (Darrat, Al-Mutawa and Benkato,
1996). For measured income, we employ real GDP (rgdp) which has been used in a1l

previous demand for money studies in Botswana.
The coeffrcient for GDP should be positive since ouþut is a scale va¡iab1e which
represents the total volume of transactions in the economy. As to the magnitude of the

income elasticity, theory suggests that it should range from 0.5 to unify (or slightly above

unity for developing countries due to the process of monetisation). An income elasticity

equal to unity is consistent with the quantity theory of money demand (the Fischer

equation), while an ouþut elasticity equal to 0.5 is consistent with the (Baumol, 1952)
and (Tobin, 1956) square ¡oot rule money demand model. For broad money (M2 and M3)

that are considered as "luxury", the income elasticity may exceed unity,
Concerning the interest rate variable, the nominal interest rate (on alternatìve

financial assets) has been considered as an adequate proxy for the opportunity cost of
holding money in developed cor¡ntries (Laidler, 1985). With the existence of nearly
perfect financial markets and, given the integratedness of the economies, expected rates

of change in prices are more likely to be adequately reflected in the market interest rates
(Adel:unle, 1968). Therefore, the debate in the context of developed countries concems
whethe¡ a short-term or long-term interest rate is more appropriate. ln the case of LDCs,

it has been argued that interest rates do not adequately capture the opportunity cost of

holdilg money for the followìng reasons. One reason is based on the realisation that in
most less developed counhies, interest rates a¡e institutionally deterrnined and thereby

lemain unchanged for long periods. Thus, there is often insufficient movements in the
interest rate var-iable for its hfluence on the demand for money to be estimated with
confidence (Crockett and Evans, 1980). Another reason recognises that less developed
countries do not have a broad range of financial assets. Economic agents' asset
substitution is restricted to the holding of either monetary assets (mainly in the form

of

bank deposits), or real assets - durable assets, consumer goods, cattle or land - as inflation
hedges (see Hossain and Chowdhury, 1996;Tan, 1997; and Weliwita and Ekanayake,
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1998). For Botswana, one might consider cars, land, houses and cattle as alternatives to

holding money as a store of wealth.3z In Botswana, it is unlikely that land is held as a
store of wealth since land is not scarce in most areas of the country and hence it is
tradeable onìy in a few urban areas. Similarly, houses a¡e tradeable only in a few urban
areas. Concerning cars and cattle, long fime series data exist only for cattle prices. Hence

we use the expected rate of retun on cattle as an opportunity cost of holding money.

A counter argument, due to Simmons (1992) makes the observation that the
economies of LDCs rurderwent the processes of economic development and financial

liberalisatìon after the 1970s. Thus, the argument for excluding the interest rate from the
demand for money function may be untenable. Another argument supporling the use

of

the domestic intetest rate variable in the demand for money function is due to Tanzi

(1985). He maintains the position that both the norninal interest rate and the expected rate

of inflation should be jointly used in the aggregate dema¡rd for money functjon so that
their respective roles can be tested empirically. This approach seems plausible, since it is
arguable that there may not be a very close relationship between fuflation and the nominal

interest rate given that the formation of interest rates is generally subject to administrative

i¡fluences (Hossain and Chowdhury,1996). As

a

result of the above arguments, many

fraditional studies on the demand for money in LDCs use domestic interest rates and
actual or expected rate of i¡flation as the opportunihT cost variable (Ghatak, 1995). This
study follows suit.
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A similar argument is made in Adam (1992) and Randa (1999)
8l

To measure hflation. we use gro*th of the CPI. Data on CPI are available in

quarterly form, whereas data on the GDP deflator are available only in annual form. For
the interest rate variable, we use the Bank rate which seems to be a good proxy for the

published 88-day deposit interest rate because the two have tended to move together over
time.33 This implies that in the period when interest rates were administratively set by the

authorities, all interest rates were generally adjusted in a consistent ma¡ner over the

period (the same phenomenon prevailed in Kenya) as explained in Adam (1992). Tan
(1997) argues that when interest rates move together, any one ofthem may be equally
used as a proxy for the opportunity cost of money in the demand for money funcfion. The
close co-movement between the Bank rate and the deposit rate is demonstrated by the

high simple regression coeffrcient (0.87) between the Bank rate and deposìt rate (see
equatron (3.6)).

B1 = Z.lO + 0.87 Dr,

(2.88) (r r.s2)

(3 6)

/ì'? = 0.68

where the values in parentheses are t-statistics, the data are quarterly and the estimation

period is 1980:1 - 1995:4. The high regression coefficient in (3.6) provides partial supporr
for the use of the Bank rate as a proxy for the market interest rate. The joint plot for the
two interest rates (for the period 1980:l to 1995:4)

infigure3.l

also reveals that they

have closely moved together. It is important to note that this study follows the more
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It

was not possible to use the 88-day deposit rate variable since its data are not
published for the period before January 1980.

recent demand for money studies of Anyangah (1995) and Kibuka, Chirw4 Franks,

Mordi and Oumi (1996) who used the Ba¡k rate as a proxy for the opportuniff coslown
retum. The same method is used in Simmons (1992) who used the central bank discount
rate as a proxy for the market interest rate in the demand for money frmction.
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Turning to the signs of the parameters, the coeffrcient for interest rate should be
negative for narrow money and positive fo¡ broad monetary aggregates. Narrow money
does not eam interest while some components of broad monetary aggegates do. Thus a

rise in interest rate variable causes a reduction in narrow money as economic agents

ircrease their holdings of the interest-earning savings and time deposit components
broad money. On the other hand, the signs for the coeffrcients of the expected rate

of

of

inflation and expected retum on cattle holding should be negative for all the monetary
aggregates because tlese two variables represent an opportunity cost for holding money,

even for broad money.

Foreign variables (i.e., foreign interest rate and exchange rate) are less traditional
arguments (compared to real income and the domestic interest rate) in the demand for

money specification. In the case of developed countries, pelhaps the reason why most
studies have ignored the i¡fluence of foreign monetary developments on the domestic

money demand is due to the theoretical implications of 'early' open economy
macroeconomics. These theories conclude that the flexible exchange rate system can
insulate a given economy from disturbances originating abroad and thereby provide
monetary policy independence to the policlnnakers (see Hueng, 1997). But with the
increase in the interdependence of countries due to the financial ìntegration process, and
decisions to

fix

some exchange rates, domesfic money demand is not insulated from

foreign monetary developments.

lf

domestic wealthholders respond to changes in the

relative opportrnity cost of holding foreign money balances, then foreign monetary
disturbances

will impact the demand for domestic money (Hossain

and Chowdhury,

1996). This has the effect of weakening the insulating property ofthe flexible exchange

rate system. For LDCs, Simmons (1992) suggested the use of the foreign interest rate

(which capfures capital flows) and changes in the exchange rate (which reflects currenoy

substitution) as explanatory variables in the demand for money function. Also see Adam
(1992) for a similar justification.

ln recogniûon of this fact, several empirical money demand studies have included
foreign variables together with the traditional domestic variables. For developed
countries, examples include: Arango and Nadiri (1981), Bahmani-Oskooee (1991) and
Hueng (1997). For LDCs, examples include: Blejer (1978), Bahmani-Oskooee and Malixi
(1991), Simmons (1992), Adam (1992), Anyangah (1995), Akoena (1996) and Kibuka,

Chirwa Franks, Mordi and Oumi (1996) A sample of developed countries include
(Canada, Germany, US) and a sample of LDCs include (Botswan4 Keny4 Kore4 lndia).

This study includes both foreign variables in the demand for money firnction: the
South Afiican treasury bill rate and the depreciation of the rand/pula exchange rate. The
reason for considering possible foreign influence on domestic money demand only ftom
South Africa is that South Africa is Botswana's biggest trade parhrer - most of the

imports (about 80 percent) a¡e from South Africa. Even though Botswana has had capital
conúols in place for most of the period of study, currency substitution could still occur.
This is because Botswana has had a sizable pool of men working in the South African
mìnes who periodically remit their payments back to Botswana. It is possible that their

decision as to when to send money to Botswana ís influenced by the changes in the
exchange rate. As Simmons (1992, p.32) points out, "Even where capital controls exist,

crürency substitution still occu¡s with variations in the timing of conversion of foreigr
exchange eamed abroad (workers' remittances) into local currencf '.

According to our theoretical priors, the South African treasury bill rate should
have a negative coefficient. When South African treasury bill rate úses, both domestic
residents (Batswana) and foreign residents

will

increase their holdings of the South

African foreign securities (Arango and Nadiri, 1981). ln order to finance the increase in
their holdings of the South African financial assets, domestic residents will have to draw
down their money holdings. Similarly, foreign residents

will

decrease their holdings

of

domestic monetary assets. This will ¡esult in a decrease in domestic asset demand for
money.

In the case of the exchange rate depreciation, the coefficient may be negative,
based on the currency-substitution hypothesis. A depreciation of the exchange rate may
cause domestic (and foreign) residents to adjust their portfolios in favour of foreign

currencies (or foreign financial assets) and thereby increase the demand for foreign
money and decrease the demand for domestic money (Bahmani-Oskooee and Rhee, 1994:

Darrat and Al-Mutaw4 1996). This is because as the domestic crurency depreciates,
economic agents

will shift out of domestic currency into the foreip currency in orde¡ to

minimise losses in purchasing power. However, a depreciation of the exchange rate may
have a positive effect on the domestic money demand, as explained by Rother (1999).

The argument is that expected depreciation ofa currency has two opposite effects on the
demand for currency. The first effect is the conventional one whereby economic agents
reduce their holdings of the domestic depreciating crrrency in order to protect their

wealth against real losses. The second effect has a positive effect on the demand for

domestic currency which may occur as economic agents shift their wealth from (nonh'adeable) physical assets into ba¡k accounts from where they can easily convert the

money into foreign currency at shoft notice.

3.3 Empirical Demand for Money in Botswana
Four money demand studies have been carried out in Botswana, viz., Masalila
(1990); Mhozya (1992); Anyangah (1995); and Kibuka, Chirwa, Franks, Mordi and Oumi

(1996). Of the four, only Anyangah used modern econometric time series techniques, the
rest used the traditional methods.

Masalila (1990) estimated (by OLS) both the long-run equation and the partial
adjustment equation (not shown) to study the demand for money. He estimated these two
versions of the money demand function for narrow money (M1) and broad money (M3)
using armual data

îu

1977-1989.

His equations are reproduced below:

ln(ml,)
h(m3,)

-

lnao

+ a,ln(y,) + arln(r,)

- lnq + a,ln(y,)

ln(m3,):

Inao

+ azln(dp/dt)

+ a,ln(y,) + Eln(&)

(3.7)
(3.8a)
(3.8b)

where the dependent variables are real money (narrow money in (3.7) and broad money

in (3.8). y, is real GDP, r, is short-term interest rate (proxied by the interest rate on call
deposits), dp/dt is inflation rate (proxied by the rate of chânge in the cost of living index),

R.,

is the interest rate on 12-months fixed-deposits.34

ln Masalila's

Ml

estimation results, changes in real income have a significant

positive effect on the transactions money balances in both the long-run and short-mn
models. The short-term interest rate on the other hand has no significant effect on real

Ml.
For M3, Masalila first estimated (3.8a), reasoniag that due to the paucity

of

financial altematives to money economic agents hold real assets as altematives to money.
However, as in the case of

Ml,

only the income variable has a significant influence on

M3 in both (3.8a) and the PAM. This made Masalila to estimate (3.8b). The estimarion
results of this version show signìficant income and hterest rate elasticities rn both the

long-run and PAM models.
Masalila's estimation models are expressed in the levels of the variables. Since the
variables in the models may be non-stationary, the resultant results are subject to the
spurious regression problem.

The second study on the demand for money in Botswana is by l\4hozya (1992).

His study used a:mual data for the period 1976-88. The study estimated (by OLS) the

following long-run demand specificafions for cash balances:
ln(cs,)

:

lnao

+ a,ln(y,) + arln(ir,)

(3.9a)

ln(cs,)

:

lnao

+ a,ln(y,) + azln(dp/dt)

(3.eb)

where cs is real cash balances, ir is average commercial ba¡k interest rate and the rest
3a

of

Masalila treats this 12-months deposit rate as a long-term interest rate. unfortunately it
is too short to be regarded as such.

the variables are as deflned in Masalila's studv.
The results obtained by Mhozya are such that the interest rate variable is

insignihcant, while real income and fuflation are significant. Mhozya did not estimate any
short-run demand for money firnction.
Just like

Masalilq Mhozya also estimated his equations with the variables in the

level form. Hence, his results may also be subject to the spurious regression problem.
The thìrd study, which also used traditional methods of estimation, is that

of

Kibuka. Chirwa, Franks, Mordi and Oumi (1996) Their study covered the period 1976:I1993:4. They estimated (by OLS) a PAM model for currency outside barks (cob), M1,

quasi-money (qm), M2 and M3 which was derived from the following long-run money
demand function:

lnm, = ao+ allnyr+ arni + arln

r,",

+

aolnr!. + ar| lnexi

(3.I0)

where tlre dependent variable (real money) is ry = lcoh,m7,qnt,nt2,nß]' , v-r2., real

curency outside banks, narrow money, quasi-money (which is made up of time, savings
and cail deposits at the commercial banks) and the two broad monetary aggregates

respectively, y is real GDP or real non-mining GDP,

r

"

is expected rate of inflation

(proxied by the rate of change in the CPI), 4" ìs expected domestic ìnterest rate proxied
b¡r the Bank rate

35

(in nominal terms),35

r/.

is expected

foreip

interest rate (proxied by

The autho¡s also tried the Bank rate in real terms and the spread between domestic and
the foreign inte¡est ¡ates in alternative specifications.

either the South Afücan Reserve Bank discount rate or treasury bill rate), ex" is expected
change ìn the bilateral exchange rate of the pula/rand, A ìs the first dìfference operator
and all the variables are in 1og form.r6 At the esrimation stage, the authors included a

policy dummy variable to capture the impact of the introduction of the Bank of Botswana
Certificates in May 1991. The policy dummy takes the value of unity in the period 1991:2

-

1993:4 and zero otherwise.
The authors estimated several versions of equation (3. 10), with the variables in the

equation differhg in terms of all-sector GDP versus non-mineral GDP, nominal versus
¡eal Bank rate, interest rate differential versus separate interest rates and the South

African discount rate versus the Ba¡k rate. The preferred short-run equations. "chosen on
the basis of the model selection (infomation) criteria reported as a part of the PcGive

[program] ouþut" (Krbuka et al., 1996, p. 56), are as follows. Changes

i¡

the real

currency outside banks aggregate are explained by own lag, positively by changes in real
non-mineral GDP, negatively by changes in the real Bank rate, negatively by the policy
dummy and seasonal dummies.

In the specifìcation using the nomilal Bank rate, changes in the real narrow money
are explained by own lag, positively by changes in real non-mineral GDp, negatively by
changes in nominal Bank rate, negatively by the policy dummy and seasonal dummies. In

the specification using real Ba¡rk rate, real

Ml

is explained by own lag, negatively by real

Bank rate, positively by non-mineral GDP negatively by the policy dummy ard seasonal

36

The authors also included (in the short-run model) seasonal dummies in the equation.
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dummies.
Real M2 is explained by own lag, positively by real non-mineral GDP, negatively

by the domestic-foreign interest rate spread, positìvely by the policy dummy and seasonal
dummies.

Real quasi-money is explained by own 1ag, positively by real all-sector GDP.
negatively by the foreign interest rate and the frst-quarter seasonal dummy.

And lastly, real M3 is explained by own lag, positively by real non-mineral GDp
and seasonal dummies. The nominal Bank rate interest rate variable which the authors

retained in their frnal preferred equation has a perverse sign. That is, the coefñcient has a
negative sigr instead of positive, which seems to suggest that the negative interest rate

elasticiry of the

Ml

component of M3 dominates the positive interest rate elasticib/ of the

interest-eaming component of M3.

In summary, the ¡esults of the study seem to show that the demand for money in
Botswana is explained mainly by the traditional domestic explanatory variables,

partìcularly income. This finding is consistent with that which emerges fiom Masalila's
study.

Lastly, Anyangah (1995) ca¡ried out a pioneering error-correction study using
monthly data for the period 1982(1) -1993(5). He the used the general-to-specific
technique in the context of a single-equation autoregressive distributed lag error

correction model. To establish the existence (or absence thereof) of cointegration,
Anyangah used the Engle-Granger test. Hìs long-nn demand for money flrnction is as
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follows:

lnnt,=

ct, +

atlnyt + arlnr,

+

arlnrl* + a,ln(dp I dt)

where the dependent variable (real money) is

¡¡x

= fm7, m2,m3]'

domestic interest rate (proxìed by the Bank rate), r

by the South African treasury bill rate)

nd

/'

(3.11)

,

yis real GDP, ¡.is

is the foreign iîterest rate (proxied

(dp I dt)is the rate of i¡flation.

Alyangah's initial ovelparameterised autoregressive distributed lag errorcorrection model is a fifth order equation, with montlrly seasonal dummies added to it.
The demand for money function was estimated for

Ml, M2,

and M3. The results show

that all the monetary aggegates are significantly explained by their lagged values, lagged
values of the inflation rate, all-sector real income, domestic interest rate, foreign interest

rate and monthly seasonal dummies. The error correction term has the corect sign in the
demand equation for each monetary aggregate.

3.4 Theoretical Issues Concerning the Monetary Reaction Function

Monetary policy is often used as a stabilisation tool to affect variables such

as

fuflation, output and emplol'rnent and the balance of payments. The monetary reaction
funcúon is needed to conduct monetary policy. Johnson and Siklos (1996) define a
monetary reacfion firnction as a function which "measures how the instruments

of

monetary policy, ..., react to the central ba¡k's information about the economy as

of

period t-1..-." Froyen (1974) describes a monetary reaction function as a tamework

which provides i¡formation on whether the central bank has been systematically
responding to movements in target variables.

As explained in chapter

l,

interest in shrdying reaction functions was mainly due

to the realisalion that policl.rnakers change their policy instruments in response to
changes i¡r economic conditions (Wood, 1967). Therefore, there was a need to

incorporate reaction function equations (which capture the endogenous response

of

instrument variables to changes in the state of the economy) into multi-equation models

in order "to "endogenise" instrument variables and thereby ensure consistent estimates of
all the model's parameters (Dean, 1974).
Reaction function equations are specifred with the policy instrument as the
dependent variable ard polìcy target variables as explanatory variables, A policy

instrument is that variable that is "completely influenced' by the polic5..rnaker over the

policy control period, hence it is somefimes referred to

as a

control variable (Har.rilesþ,

Sapp and Schweitzer, 1975) The policy target variables are those variables that reflect

the state of the economy and with which policynnakers are assumed to have been
concemed

(Hawilesþ et al.,

1975).

This introduction shows that monetary ¡eaction fimctions could help the monetary
authorities to conduct policy ín two ways. First, and more directly, by showing the
relationship befween the policy inshument and target variable(s), the monetary reaction

function could help guide future monetary policy. In this connection, Johnson, Small and
Tryon (1999) state that "... in the US, the focus has shifted f¡om viewing

a

monetary

aggregate as the authorities' control variable, with estimated money demand equations to

guide policy, to the use of policy reaction functions, or "mles", linking the short-term
interest rate directly to fuflation and oìtÞut targets". Second, and indìrectly, monetary
reaction functions are imporTant in macroeconomic modelling. Incorporation of the
monetary reaction function can help improve the accuracy of the forecasts of a
macroeconomic model.

3,4.1 Monetary Reaction Function: Model Selection

To specify a monetary reaction function, two approaches have been used: the
optimising approach and the descriptive approach.
In the optimising approach, the reaction function equation is derived from an
optimal control exercise on the basis ofan assumed objective ñrnction for the
policl'rnakers and an econometric model of the economy. The model is meant to show tÏe
endowment of productive resources and structure of the economy (Hawilesky, Sapp and
Schweitzer,
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5) as perceived by the policyrnakers. Specifically, the researcher proceeds

by constructing a disutility function for the policl.rnakers, which relates the objectives of

policy to one another (Lucia, 1973). Typically, the disutrlity function chosen is of the
quadratic type and the econometric model is linea¡ (Dean, 1974).
Assume that the policy goals of the monetary authorities are to minimise

deviations of i¡flation

(n)

and unemplolment

(z)

from their target levels z * and z *.

ln addition, assume that tle monetary authorities (the central bank) have two policy
94

irìsÍrments: non-borrowed reserves (B) and a shoft-term interest rate (sr). Lety = lt, ,"1'
and

¡= fB,srl',

with thei¡ coresponding target values being y+and

-r*.

Then

following the example often used in the reaction function literature, we could derive the
optimal interest rate reaction function

function

as

follows. We minimise the disutility or loss

(/ ). by choosing xin

L= (y- y*)'A(y- y*)+

(¡- x*)'V(x- x+)

(3 12)

subject to the constraint equations:

!=
where

I

(3 l3)

Rx+ s

and V are diagonal matrices showing the weights that the central bank attaches

to each target variable and instn¡ment in the loss function respectively. Policy instruments
could enter the loss function for several reasons. One possible reason is that the

policl'rnakers may be concerned about instxment instability (Lucia, 1973). Another
reason is that some instruments may entail favourable or unfavourable publicity when
changed. These should enter the loss function because goveÍrments are, ultimately, vote
seeking organisations. Lastly, some instruments may contribute directly to social welfa¡e,
e.g., relaxation of the hire purchase restrictions helps to relax the constraint on buying

durables, although generally durables are not considered a target ofpolicy (see Pissarides,
1972). The constraints in (3.13) describe the lfuks between the policy instnrments a¡rd the
target variables. Thus, as it can be seen, R is a 1x2 vector showing the influences ofthe

instruments on the target variables as perceived by the central bank. The vecto¡
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s includes those variables that cannot be

controlled by the central bank (e.g., the world

trade and govemment expenditures). Using the Lagrange multiplier approach, the fust
order conditions are:

Lr = 2Ay - 2Ay* - ).'=

Q rua)

0

L.=ZVx-2Vx*+R')"=0

(3.14b)

Lr=-y+.&r+s=0

(3.lac)

where a prime denotes a tranposition. The second order conditions are satisfied since the

weights e,ãnd v, are positive by assumption. To obtain

a

relationship between the

instruments of policy and the target variables, we eliminate s and

into (3.14b) to eliminate ).'gives us Z:r
equaúon for

r

x

- Vx* + R' Ay-

2.

Substituúng (3.14a)

Il' Ay* = 0. By solving the

we get

= x* +V-t R' Ay*

-l¡-'R'

Ay

(3. 15)

these are the optimal values of the instruments, gìven the levels of targets and current

levels of instruments. Therefore, equations (3.15) can be interpreted as optimal reaction
funcfions. If we letW = V-t R'

*,

=

r,

A, then the equation for the 7'l'insfiument will

+lrui
-lwu/,
í=l
i=l

J = t,2

(3. 16a)

be:

so that for our interest rate reaction flrnction, (3.16a) gives us:

*\-+\-

22

sr=sr^+Lw,y,_ Lw,y,

Let us treat

/;

(3.161 )

as a constant and sr * as a constant proportion of last period's level

of sr

(by virtue of the arguments in footnote 10 above). Then our interest rate reaction function
becomes:
2

sr= d

+ Bsr,

,+l*,y,+

n

(3.

l7)

,=1

2

where

d

=Lr,yi

and

e

is the random error made by the centrat bank in

arivi¡g

at the

i=l

optimal value of sr. Equation (3.17) is the equation estìmated by most of the empir.ical
literature on the monetaly reaction function.3T

ln the descriptive approach on the other hand, we directly specif' the reaction
ñrnction equation as a lineã function of the explanatory variables, "under the assumption
that stabilization authorities were reacting endogenously to the course of the economy"

(Lee, 1985). The explanatory variables are the variables regarded

as

"target variables" on

the basis of the history of monetary policy or as implied by economic and./or political
economy theory. The approach does not involve tlìe use ofany objective function because
3t

For more details on the derivation process, see Pissarìdes (1972)
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and,

Swank (1990).

no pretense is made of using an optimisation procedure. Our study adopts this approach

for two reasons. First, constructing

a

reaction firncúon equation using this approach is

relatively sìmpler than under the optimising approach. And second, the two approaches
arrive at the same reaction function specification. Most of the empirical reaction function
studies have adopted this approach. The construction of a monetary reaction functìon for

Ba¡k of Botswan4 under the descriptive approach, is taken up in the next sub-section
because it involves extended explanations of the variables that ente¡ the monetary

reaction fi¡nction.

3.4.2 Monetary Reaction Function: Model Specification
The construction of the monetary reaction function for Bank of Botswana

will

proceed as follows. First we identify the variables that should enter the equation. Then

we specifr the relationship between each policy target variable and the policy instrument.

3.4.2,1 Identifuing the Policy lnstrument and Target Variables in the Reaction

Function
We have already indicated that the monetary reaction fi.rnction is specified with a

policy instrument

as the dependent

variable to capture the endogenous response of the

monetary authorities to ñnal target variables (explanatory variables). However, most
reacúon functions suggest that the monetary authorities respond not only to the ultimate
target variables but also to intermediate variables. The latter are

ofno di¡ect interest to

the moneta¡y authorities, they are important only because they affect or predict the

ultìmate target variables. Thus, there are ttree categories of variables that enter into the
monetary reaction fimction. We now explain each one of them.

Turning to the policy instruments

frsl

these are variables used by the policy

makers to affect the ultimate targets of economic policy. A requirement of these variables
has been that they should have ì¡fluence on ultimate variables. In the literature, several

variables have been suggested as insfiuments ofpolicy: the short-term interest rate, the

monet y base, reserve requirements, the exchange rate, financial aggregates (such
domestic credit and money supply, viz., narrow money

as

(Ml), broad money (M2) and

the

broader money ( M3)). The choice of the policy insnument was determined by either the
overall purpose of the study, or the belief of the researcher concemilg the nature

of

variable over which monetary authorities had close control3E. However, for studies in

which

a measure

of monetary policy stance is essential. recent research favours the use of

operational targets (e.9., short-term interest rates and non-borrowed reserues). as opposed
to the use ofbroad financial aggregates. Operational targets are consìdered better
indicators of monetary policy actions since they are believed to be sulrject to significant
central ba¡k influence, and subject to relatively less influence from other, non-central

ba¡k disturbances. The use of broad financial aggregates (e.g., Ml, M2 or credit) is
considered inappropriate since these aggregates are subject to significant influence by
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For example, in the early years, credit rationing and adjustment ofreserve requirement
were widely used as a monetary polìcy instruments in Japan, Korea, Indonesia and the phiiippines
(Kuroyanagi et al., 1996).

shocks in the demand for money and are not directþ related to the central bank's policy

action (see Christiano and Eichenbaum, 1992; Stoongin, 1992; Fung and Gupta, 1994;
and Amour, Engert and Fung, 1996).

In this study, the policy instrument is taken to be the Bank rate. The Bank

of

Botswana has declared that it uses the Bank rate as an insüument of policy (see Bank

of

Botswana Amual report, 1995). The Bank of Botswana has always used the Bank rate as
a

policy instrument, as part of its interest rate policy (as stated in chapter 2, since the

inception of the Bank of Botswana rmtil 1990, monetary policy centred around the
control and use of interest rates in order to influence the supply of domestic credit
(Tlhase-Kayira, 1991; Clarke, 1992)).3' The Bank of Botswana adjusted the Bank rate
from time to time to influence the structüe of domestic interest rates (Hemans, 1996;

Moloi, 1996). However, the Bank rate instrument was largely ineffective (rn the 1980s)
due to the excess liquidity problem. Hence, the Bank's call rate assumed greater

importance in infìuencing the structu¡e of domestic i¡terest rates in this period (Hermans,
1ee6).

The Bank rate could be considered an appropriate indicator of monetary policy
since it is an operating target, implying that it is subject to signifrcant Bank of Botswana

influence, and subject to less influence ftom non-central bank disturbances.
The second category is of intermediate variables. Central banks react to
intermedìate variables because these variables are thought to be early indicators or
3e

The interest rate policy has been the main instrument of monetary policy in Botswana
(see Aryangah, 1995).
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predictors of the ultimate policy goal variables (see McNees, 1992). T\e variables are
correlated with goal varíables. Examples of such va¡iables are: financial aggregates,
exchange rates, budget deficit, and commodity prices (Judd and Rudebusch" 1998).
Some of the intermediate variables (in this case, we restrict ourselves to financial

variables, i.e., monetary aggfegates and domestic credit) have been used either as
intermediate targets or, altematively, as i¡formation va¡iables by the monetary authorities

in various countries. When used

follow

a

as intermediate targets, the monetary authorities

would

rigid rule of always reacting to unexpected deviations of such a variable fiom a

predetermined path "as if they convey information about nonfinancial activity that

warrant a change [in the policy insfrument]" (Friedman (1993, p.10). The reason for this
lies in that, as Madigan (1993) argues, an intermediate target variable can be referred to
as a proximate goal, meaning that it is a goal that is not an ultimate objective per se. The
same logic holds for

i¡fomation variables, except in this case, policymakers would admit

the possibility of shocks rurique to the information va¡iables. Thus, when a financial

variable is used as an information variable, the monetary authorities may or may not react

to some of its deviations from the predetermined path if their judgement in respect of
such incidents reveals that the given movements in the financial variable are not

indicative of future movements in income or price.

ln Botswan4 the Bank of Botswana use fina¡cial aggegates (particularly domestìc
credit) as hformation variables. Thus, we need to enter those financial variables that are
useful as hformation variables in the monetary reaction function of Botswana. By useful

information variables we mean those whose fluctuafions predict future fluctuations in
target variables (ouþut and hflation). To make this assessment, we empirically study the

information content of the financial aggregates with respect to output and inflation using
the Granger-causality concept.

we carry

out the Granger-causality analysis in chapter 5.

The analysis uses either the vector enor-correction model models (when the varìables in
the model are cointegrated) or vector autoregressive systems (when the variables are not
cointegr ated).

we list the variables (i.e., the ñnancial variables and the goal variables)

irvolved in this exercise (in the various permutations they are entered in the systems) in
the appendix of this chapter.

It

seems plausible that the monetary authorities may consider the

effect of the

foreign interest rates of South Africa important. If any economy in Southem Afüca is
closely linked to that of Botswana, it would be the economy of South Aû:jca. The South
Afi-ican interest rates may have an influence on monetary policy in Botswana since in

Anyangah's (1995) work, the Treasury bill rate of South Af¡ica was found to determine
the demand for money in Botswana. This suggests that financial aggegates must be
adjusted for the effect of changes in the south African Treasury bill rate in order for them

to give more precise information about economic activity in Botswana.

And lastly, ultimate target variables represent broad measuÍes of economic
performance that are of ultimate interest for policy. Monetary reaction function studies

identifu the following as examples of uhimate target variables: price stability, the level

(gowth) of aggregate output, unemplolment rate, and a measure of the country's

international posifion (e.g." the level ofgold and convertible currencies). For Botswana,
ultimate policy variables seem to be the rate of inflation, and perhaps ouþut. We take

ouþut growth

as a

likely candidate based on the professional literatrue and govemment

statements about mac¡oeconomic objectives (see the discussion in the next section). We
use

idlation

and not the price level on the grounds that the National Development Plan

(l.iDP) document for Botswana defines the goal of price stability

as

referring to the rate of

change of the average level ofprices.a0 Also, as noted in Felnringham and Bennett (1978),

it is difficult to provide a justification for the eústence ofa desi¡ed level for the price
level target sìnce the objective ofprice stability implies desired price level ( 4 = Pn o.
P,

= 1_r) which is untenable. But the desired rate of inflation on the other hand, is a

notion which is capable of a logical interpretation.

3,4.2.2 Relationship Between the Bank Rate and Policy Variables in the Reaction

Function
ln this sub-section our objective is to identiSr variables that are theoretically and,/or
historically plausible goals of monetary policy in Botswana. ln addition, v/e attempt to
specifr theoretically plausible relationships between the policy instrument (the Bank rate)
and the goal variables.

The National Development Plan (1985-91, p.67) states the macroeconomìc policy

oo

SeeNDP 1985-9i.

goals in these general terms: to manage the macroeconomy so as to achieve external
balance, intemal balance, e{ficient allocation ofresources and a reasonable price stability.

However, the macroeconomic variables that actually fufluence changes in moneta¡y

policy stance are detemined by the goals of the monetary authorities.
ln conducting its policy, the central bank may follow a countercyclical policy. This
strategy is usually followed when the main objective is stability of ouþut grou.th or low

level of inflation. Under this type ofpolicy, an increase in real output (in excess of the
growth of the full capacity of the economy, i.e., the level of real potential ouþut) or an
increase in the rate of inflation would induce the central bank to undertake a

countercyclical (i.e., deflationary) policy, by raising the Bank rate, in order to avoid a
rapid increase in the rate of inflation- Similarly, the central bank would conduct an
expansionary monetary policy in response to a fall in ouþut growth. This would entail

loweriag the Ba¡k rate.
However, there is the possibility for the central bank to follow an accommodative

policy. Under the accommodative policy, the Bank of Botswana would not respond to
changes in ouþut or inflation. Joyce (1991) identifies this scenario with the case where

the main goal of the monetary authorities is to provide a regular supply of credit to a

growing economy.
The third scenario relates to the operation ofa fixed exchange rate system. In this
regard, we recogrrise that Botswana maintains an "adjustable peg" exchange rate system.

A pegged exchange rate could create problems for an interest rate policy. For example,
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if

the authorities raise the Bank rate in response to a rise in inflation, there would be a¡r
unwanted effect of capital inflow and vice versa. This problem does not appear to be a
serious problem in our study because citizens have faced capital account restrictions in

the 1977-95 period. The restrictions are considered binding so that they have been
blamed for the excess liquidity in Botswana (see Jefferis and Hawey, 1995). It is

important to note that in this regime, it is possible that when faced with an inflationary
pressrrre, monetary authorities may decide to revalue the exchange rate (instead

of

increasing the Bank rate) to reduce the rate of inflation.
We now turn to the task of establishing the appropriate model specification
between the policy insfrument of the Bank of Botswana (the Bank rate) and the respective

explanatory variables. First, we look at the relationship between the Bank rate and the
CPI i¡flation. The policy goal, as stated in the government National Development Plans
and the Bank of Botswana Annual Reports, is to have price stability. On the issue

of

monetary policy implementation, the Bank of Botswana officials maintain the view that
the policy strategy which prevailed during the period of our study was such that the Bank
responded mainly to the past average of changes in the rate of inflation of several quarters
since changes in inflation in the immediate past may be temporary and reversible.

It is possible that the relationship between the Bank rate and inflation could have
followed an integral feedback control rule (or equivalently, integral policy rute). This
policy rule is theoretically appealing, particularly when the goal is inflation and monetary
authorities are anti-i¡flation as has been the case in Botswana. ln o¡der to have tight

control over fuflation, the monetary authorities may adopt a strategy ofraising the Bank
rate untìl inflation is reduced back to the target level. The idea of feedback control rules

was introduced to the literature of stabilisation policy by Phillips (1954. 1957). The

integral nrle specification gives us:

n

DBr,=
I

a$nf.
l-t ,-inl*)

L
l=l . I

(3. r 8)

where I)Br, is grorth in the Bank rate (D is the first-difference symbol),
of inflation, ø, is

a parameter

to be estimated and

infx

in{

is the rate

is the target value of inflation.

Under a countercyclical policy, the sigrr of the coeffrcient

a, will be positive, whereas

under an accommodatìve policy or fixed exchange rate policy, the coefficient will be
zero. Thus, equation (3.18) says that if the Bank of Botswala follows a countercyclical

policy, it will continually raise the Bank rate when the average of the rate of inflation in
the past several quarlers exceeds the target level.

However, the proportional rule is also plausible, particularly if the monetary
authorities do not want to maintaìn a very úght grip on ìnflation. The proportional rule
specification is given by:

DBr, =

/ ),(Dtnl, .-

Dlrrrl*)

(3 le)

t06

where DBr, is the same as in (3

l8),

Dinf andDinfx

and target value respectively. We expect the coefficient

are change in the rate of inflation

of )., to be positive for a

countercyclical monetary policy and zero under an accommodative polìcy. ln this case,
Bank of Botswana follows a countercyclical policy, it
w-hen past changes

will

if

raise the Bank rate only once

in inflation exceeds the target change in the rate of inflation.

The scatter plots in ñg:rle 3 .2 give an informal assessment of the two
specifications. The top plot shows the relationship between

bottom one shows relationship between

DB4

DBr,

and

in{_, while

the

and Dinf,_o - an OLS regression lìne is

shown in both cases. We cari see that the cross plots imply that both rule specifications

find

a

positive relationship between changes in inflation and changes in the

Ba¡l

rate.

From the graph, we cannot tell whether both rules adequately fit the data which would
make this outcome robust, or one and not the other adecluately fits the data. This issue can

only be resolved by usrng formal regression analysis which will be done tn chapter 7.
Our assumption about the final target value of the rate of inflation (or changes in
the rate of inflation) is that it remains constant over the sample period under study and

therefore can be captured in the intercept.ar This is an expedient simpli$ring assumption

in vìew of the absence of knowledge of the target value for inflation. Neither the
govemment nor the Bank of Botswana spelled out in public their target value they used

for i¡flation.
aÌ

This assumption about the desired levels oftarget variables has been used in fhe
literature. For example, see DeRosa and Stern (1977), Beck (1982) and Carmichaet (1991)
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Tuming to the output valiable, the objective has been stated in Botswana's
National Development Plans. The Platts state t1ìat " ìonetâry aud fiscal policies ale
designed to foster economic

$owth"

fsee National Development Plan (1985-91" p.57)].

The Natìonal Development Plan (ltJDP) goes on to state that in the p¡ocess of achieving
the goal of ouþut growth, monetary policy

will

be used to avoid sharp shifts in real

aggegate demand. In this case, policy may be carried out with the objective

of

moderating changes in ¡eal GDP and,/or possibly to restore the level of real GDP to the
desired value. Thus, the relationship between the Bank rate and growth in aggegate
demand or output and the level of ouþut can be assumed to follow the proportional rule
and the integral rule respectively, the algebraic expressions of which are the same as in

those shown for inflation in (3.18) and (3.19).

However, the ouþut series poses serious data availability problems to the
monetary policymakers. The ouþut data are published by the Central Statistics Office

with a one year lag. Although the Ba¡t of Botswana obtains prelìminary data on output
about six months befo¡e publication, this means that immediate past output values are not
observable. Consequently, we use grouth of real narrow money

(Drml)

and the level

of

real nan-ow money (rm1) as proxies for growth in and the level of real output

respectively. According to monetary theory, narrow money consists mainly of money
balances held for transacfions purposes. Therefore, we expect growth in

rml to provide a

better prory gowth in real ouþut compared to broad monetary aggregates. Thus,
responses to changes in

ouþut are captured by the following.

nnr, = L 6,(Drml,, - I)rml+)+l y,Qml,_, ¡=l

i=l

rm1*)

(3.20)

In this speciñcation we truncate the lag length for the control ru1es at five quarters

for the level of real income and four for its grov".th. The maxìmum lag length in the case
of ouþut is shorter than that in the case of inflation since GDP is a leading indìcator of

ùflation. Thus beyond five quarters, the central ba¡k would likely pay more attention to
the trend of inflation than the hend of real GDP. That is, they

will likely

act quicker on

changes in real GDP, so they wait less tìme, even though growth in real GDP is revealed

only slowly.
On the basis of theory and economic history of Botswana, financial varìables
should enter the monetary reaction flmction. As discussed above, an informafion variable
is that which is used as an early indicator ofthe effect of monetary policy on economic

activity. [Financial aggregates (money and credit) are indicators of GDP.] As to which
rule policy may have been followed, the proportional rule seems more plausible than the
integral rule. We do not expect the Bank to adjust its policy instrument continuously until
the level of the hformation variable retums to the ex ante level. Instead, we expect Bank

of Botswana to make a one-shot adjustment to its policy instrument in response to the
gr

o\¡/th of an information variable

if it indicates that monetary policy is going off target.

The financial sector in Botswana seems to be closely linked to the financial sector

of South Africa. This has been evidenced by the importance of the South African treasury

bill (Tbill) rate in determining the demand for money in Botswara

(see Anyangah, 1995).

The ìmplications are that in using fi¡ancial aggregates as indicators of the effect

of

monetary policy on aggegate ouþut and fuflation, the Bank of Botswana may wish to

take into accoìrnt possible effect on the i¡formation va¡iables due to changes in the South

Af¡ican interest rates. Suppose Bank of Botswana makes the conclusion that the growth

ofa financial aggregate indicates that policy is more contractionary than intended and
therefore conducts an expansionary monetary policy. This policy would result in a
decrease in interest rates in the economy of Botswana. With interest rates lower in

Botswana compared to those in South Africa, Botswana

oufflow,

a decrease

will experience a net capital

in the foreign exchange reserves and ultimately a decrease in money

supply. The end result is opposite to the effect intended by Bank of Botswana. In this
regard, we argue that whatever financial aggregate(s) (money or credit) Bank

of

Botswana reacts to, the aggregate would have to be adjusted for the effect ofthe South

African Tbill rate.
Although capital controls were strict towards citizens, they were liberal towa¡ds
non-citizens - the comments about liberal capital controls in chapter 1 apply to non-

cifizens. Therefore. in spite ofthe existence of capital controls (during most ofour
sample period), Botswana has had the potential to experience substantial capital flows.

is probably due to this fact that the monetary authorities

ir

It

Botswana were concemed

about the interest rate differential between Botswana and South Af¡ica. For example, the
Bank of Botswana Arurual Report of 1982 reports that one of the main reasons why Bank

of Botswana increased interest rates in 1982 was to encourage capital inflows. The reporl
also mentions that the differenúal between Botswana inte¡est rates a¡d South Afi-ican

interest rates reached a record level in 1982. The report then states that monetary

autlorities in Botswana did not take any step to reduce the size of the differential due to
several favourable factors such as a large i¡flation differential in favour of Botswana. For

this reason, we also explicitly include the South African Ttrill rate in the ¡eaction

function.
For financial aggregates we hypothesise a proportional feedback mechanism as
appropri ate

.

nnf

=i

0,(DrmSA, , - DrntSA*)

(3 21)

i=0

where DrmSA represents the growth of the log of nn2, ..,, rm3 and rcr; and DmtSA*
denotes the ex arte $owth rate of a given financial aggregate. The
su{fixed to the
^S,4

infomation variables is used to denote that the financial variable has been adjusted for
the South African Treasury bill ¡ate effect. Domestic credit is also adjusted for the effect

of the South African financial market, Lower South African inte¡est rates relative to
Botswana interest râtes would cause economic agents to bor¡ow from South A&ica. In
case

ofa countercyclical policy, the coefficients

fl

will have a positive sigr.

As can be seen, in equation (3.21) we make the Bank rate to respond to the
contemporaneous value of information variables. This seems plausible since data on

financial variables arive quickly and the ÍÌequency for data is quarterly.
The lag length we use in (3.21) is shorter than that in (3.20) since monetary
aggregates are leading indicators of GDP and inflation. Data on financial aggregates
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arrive earlier than data on nomi¡al GDP - rmplying that beyond a certain period, the Bank

will shift its attention from financial ag$egâtes towards nominal ouÞut,

as

information

on the latter becomes available.

Lastly, another variable to consider is the diamond sales value. Diamond exports
are the main source of foreign exchange and govemment revenues. Over the years, the

diamond sales revenue experienced wide fluctuations due to fluctuations in the world
diamond market demand. We make a conjecture to the effect tìat the Bank of Botswana
may have been concemed wìth upward changes in the diamond sales revenue since an
increase in diamond revenues results in an increase liquidity in the economy, along with
the attendant inflationary pressure. That is, changes in diamond sales could be seen as
servìng the role of a leading indicator of later changes in the other idormation variables.

Consequently, the Bark could have engaged in a preemptive countercyclical monetary

policy strategy in response to the growth of diamond sales. Using the same logic applied
to the case of information variables, we postulate a proportional rule specification. Thus
the relationship is given by

DBr,=þ(P¿ul,- Ddvl*)

(3.22)

where Ddvl, is growth in the sales value of diamonds and the sta¡red value represents the
change in the diamond sales value expected by the Bank of Botswana. Monetary

authorities stalted teacting to diamond sales after the introducúon ofopen market
operafions

in 1991. Before 1991, the Bank merely absorbed large amounts of liquidity

from the banking system and Debswana (the company which mines diamonds in
113

Botswana) into call accounts at the published interest rate. Therefore, the relationship in
(3.22) exists only in the period after 1991 .2 of our data set. We norv tum to the
specification of the monetary reaction function for Bank of Botswana.
To minimise multicollinearity problems, we do not enter all the Granger-causal

financial aggregates in the reaction fiurction equation at the same time. Rather, we enter
them one at a time. Let us start by taking the grouth of real credit as the most important

i¡formation variable used by Bank of Botswana. In addition, let us assume that Bank of
Botswana focuses on the growth of real GDP as a measure of aggregate demand. Then

putting together the equations in (3.18) through (3 22), we obtain the following monetary
reaction function for Bank of Botswana.

DBr, =
kj

+l

n-l

m

i=l

i=0

¡¡¡lj=I a,inf,_,+L )iDinf,_i +l

þ,Drgdp,-,

+l

n-l

r,rmr,_,

+l

c,,

d,

n"Åny_,

i=0

(3 23)

0,Drcr,-, + pDBr,-, + bDdvl, + crDTh, , + crS, + e,

where the expected values of inflation (level or growth), growth of income, growth of
money, growth of diamond sales value and growth of the South Afücan Tbill rate (DTb )
are in the intercept tenn. The dummy variable,

S, takes the value of unity in the period

1991.2-1995:4 and zero otherwise, The dummy is used to capture the fact that interest
rates were kept low prior to the

filancial liberalisation process and the positive real

interest rates poücy. The reader

will recall

that prior to the 1989 liberalisation process,

interest rates were generally kept low - a sfiategy which was thought would promote
investment and therefore economic growth. However, even after liberalisation, monetary
authorities could not effecfively increase interest rates to deal with the excess liquidity

problem until the introduction of the open market operations in 1991:2. Thìs dummy
variable enters the reaction function in
the mean

gro*th for the Bark rate will

a

linea¡

fom which

reflects our expectation that

be higher in the posiliberalisation period - thìs

implies that the coefficient of the dummy should be positive.

3.5 Dat¿ Series
All the data series used in the study, except GDP,

are available in quarterly form.

The GDP data are annual. Our quarterly data for GDP were obtained Íìom Dr. Keith
Jefferis who in tum obtained the data fiom their paper (co-authored with Kayawe) that is

published in the 1998 Ba¡k of Botswana research bulletin. Jefferis and Kayawe (1998)
used the Friedman (1962) method of interpolation. The method uses i¡formation on the

nature of relationship between the variable to be interpolated and related variables to be
used ìn interpolafion.

We can illustrate the approach

as

follows. Suppose we have annual data for Y and

we need to interpolate them into quarterly values. Let us assume that we have quarterly
values of a related series X. Note that X must be a variable not belonging in the model
under investigation. (In interpolating the GDP series we use exports and impofs as

related series.)
There are four steps involved in the Friedman interpolation method.az
Step

l:

Using the amual series for Y and X, perform a linear interpolation of each series

into quarterly values. The rafionale for interpolating the X series, for which we already
have quarterly observations is as follows. On the assumption that the intrayear
movements in

X and Y a¡e similar, we can then

use errors that we make in the linear

interpolation of X to improve on our linear interpolation of Y.
lnterpolated quarterly values for Y are:
Y,,

=

Yo

+

iT"

i=

1,2,3

(3 24)

Y _Y'0
la
where 1lt4=
is the mean trend in Y.

lnterpolated quarterþ values for X are:

:,
-.
X,,=Xo+iT,

where

L'4= "4 '"0

i=l-2.3

is the mean trend

Step 2: Using annual data, regress Y on

i¡

X.

X. This generates a simple regression coefficient

capturing the relationship between Y and X.

Y,=a+BX,
4'?

For more details, see Maddala (1984)

Step 3: Construct erors made in the linear interpolation for the

X variables.

Eti"=X _i
Step 4: Use the errors in step 3 to adjust the simple linearly interpolated values of

y, with

errors of X'weighted' by the simple regression coeffrcient obtained in step 2.
Thus, the final interpolated quarterly values for Y are:
Y,l = Y,,+ PE,,

Muhiplying the error E,,by

/

obtained from step 3 helps us to make allowance for

differences in the units of measurement for Y and X.
We now turn to the investigation of the time series ploperlies of all the valiabies
used in the various models specified in this chapter. This is done in chapter 4.
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APPEIIDIX: VARMODELS USED IN CAUSÄ'LITY ANALYSIS
Table A'3.I VAR Svstem Specifrcations
Alt
e
Br, are in log form
Variables in the Svstems
(ngdp,

ml, Br)

(ngdp, m2. Br)
(ngdp. m3, Br)
(ngdp, cr, Br)
(rgdp,

ml- p, Br)

(rgdp, m2, p, Br)
(rgdp, m3. p- Br)
(rgdp, cr, p, Br)

(rgdp, rml, Br)
(rgdp, rm2, Br)
(rgdp, rm3, Br)
(rgdp, rcr, Br)

Even though it is not apparent in this table, \ryhen we carÐ/ out the Grarìger-

causality analysis, the speciñcation of the models falls into two main categories. In one
category we estimate all the models in the table, but the VAW\/EC models are speciñed

using the variables in their difference form. The other category specifìes the VAR models
using the variables in their level form. Only those models in which cointegration exists
are relevant in this procedure. We estimate both versions of models following the wo¡k

of

Hafer and Kutan (1997) who conducted Granger-causality analysis using these two types

of VAR models. They obtained more causality among fiaancial variables and oufput in
the trend-stationary model than in the difference-stationary model. For more details. see

chapter 5.

There are three groups of models (each group consists of four models). For
example, the first four models investigate the predictive power of the growth of frnancial

variables (M1, M2, M3, Cr) with respect to the growth of nominal GDP. The main
feature of these models is that the GDP variable is expressed in nominal terms.
The second group of models, splits tlre nominal GDP variable (in the fust

gr

oup of

models) into its components: real GDP and the price level. Thus, these models study the

predictive power of changes in the financial variables with respect to the growth of real
GDP and the rate of hflation.
The last group of models expresses the financial aggregates in real terms, not in

nominal terms as is the case with the models of the first two groups. In this group, we
drop the price level variable because theory does not support the existence ofa long-run
relationship between real financial aggregates, real ircome and the price level.

It has been argued, in Fadil (1986), that for a small country which produces and
exports

a

natural resource (such as Diamonds for Botswana) total GDP or total GNP may

not have a close relationship with some of the macroeconomic varia'bles in the economy.
This is an interesting issue but is not investigated in this shrdy, it is a research topic on its
own.

CHAPTER 4: TIME SERIES PROPERTIES OF THE DATA

4,1 Introduction

Prior to examining the cointegration analysis and./or carrying out estìmations using
the models specifled in chapter 3, we need to examine the time series behaviour of the

variables included in the them. Cointegration requires that all the variables used in the

model specification be integated of the same order (e.g., I(1)) Similarly, the
specification of the error-correction model, the vector error-correction models and vector
autoregressive systems that we estimate in subsequent chapters require that each term in
the model be integrated of order zero, I(0), i.e., variables must be stationary. Therefore,

analysis of the stochasfic properties of the data is important for purposes of aniving at an
appropriate model specification, and for guarding against arriving at misleading results
due to spurious regression (Onafowora and Owoye, 1998). This entails conducting unit

root and stationarity tests (the difference between these is explained in the followrng
paragraph) These tests help us to establish the order of integration (the number of unit
roots) of the variables whose relationship is to be modelled.

This chapter will conduct both the unit root and stationarity tests in an attempt to
determine the order of integration of the data. These tests are used to achieve the same
outcome. However, they differ with respect to theìr specification of the null hypothesis.

This difference is important. The standard unit root tests (explained below) set the
economic hypothesis of interest (i.e., stationarity) as the alternative hypothesis. ln this

case, statistical tests

will habitually fail to reject úe null (non-stationarity) unless there is

over-whelming evidence against it. Thus, ìn the case where a series is characterised by a
stable autoregressive process with roots near unity, the standard unit root tests

will

ensure

that the null hypothesis is accepted (Chowdhury, 1995). Stationarity tests were developed

in an attempt to circumvent thìs problem. Their approach i¡volves setting the economic
hypothesis of inte¡est (stationarity) as the null hlpothesis, thereby placing the burden

of

proof on the existence ofnon-stationa¡ity rather than on the existence of stationarity (as
standard tests do). "Thus, [the stationary tests] may be a good supplementary tool to the
[standard unit root tests], whereby

if both types oftests provide the same inference on tle

existence or not of [stationarity], we may be relatively confident about the robustness

of

the result"(Vega, 1998, p. 391). Consequently, \rye present the results of both unit root
aad stationarity tests for confrmatory purposes, as suggested by Kwiatkowski, Phillips,

Schmidt and Shin (1992). That is, we use results of stationarity tests to confirm the
conclusions we make about unit roots (see Maddala and Kim, 1998).
We now visually inspect the time paths of the variables in figure 4. l. This is the

first step in the examination of the properties of the data. A detailed description of the
data and their respective sources is provided in the appendix at the end of this chapter.
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The plots for real financial aggregates show a drop in the 1981-83 period, a period

which follows the balance of paynnents deficit which occurred in 1981. This crisis
resulted in adoption of somewhat contractionary monetary policy (e.g., ceiling on credit
grornth, increase in interest rates). Thus, the drop in the series of these financial
aggregates may have been partly caused by the i¡crease in interest rates as standard

money demand theory would suggest. The values of all real
substantially during this period. Real

ml

tû.

and real m3 drop

and credit only stagnate.

Nonetheless, figure 4.1 shows that all the variables, except the Bank rate, the
South African treasury bill rate, the rate of i¡flation and the return on cattle holding,

exhibit rising trends.
Looking at the plots of the series with

a naked eye cannot

give a good idea as to

whether a given series is characterised by a stochastic or deterministic tuend in many
cases. Similarly, the plot of the series cannot help us to detemìne how many unit roots a
series has. For these puposes> we need to employ the fonnal unit root and stationarity
tests.

We use three methods to formally test the ixtegration properties of a series: the
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (Dickey and Fulle¡, 1979), the Phillips-Perron test

of

(Phillips and Perron, 1988) and the Leybourne-McCabe test (Leybourne and McCabe,
t994).
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4.2 Unit Root and Stationarity Tests
In this section we present a formal discussion of the abovelisted tests. We fust
present the unit root tests and then we present the stationarity test of Leyboume and
McCabe.

4.2.1 Augumented Dickey-Fuller (ÄDF) Test

With the ADF, we test for whether a series (y, ) has a unit root. We use equation
(a. 1)

only if its residuals turn out to be white noise, (4.2) for a series which does not have

trend, and (4.3) for a series which has a hend:

Ly, = ao +

uyt:

+

e,

(4.1)

k

Ll, = a,,+ dyt

t+\i=1 p,A,y,_,+ r,

(4.2)

k

[v,=ao+ay!_t+a2t+lp,Ly,_,+t, (43)
¡=l

where

e,

is an emor term,

/

is time trend and k is the maximum lag length. Equation (4 1)

is known as the Dickey-Fuller (DF) equation, and (4.2) and (a.3) a¡e known as the ADF
equations. An impofant assumption of the ADF test regression is that the erïors are
independent, with a zero mean and constant variance.
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To implement the ADF tes! we perform a t-test on the estimated value
estimation is done using OLS and the null hypothesis of the test
altemative of a < 0.

If

c:0,

is ø

the variable is non-stationary, whereas

:

of a . The

0 against the

if a < 0 with

a

significant t-value, the variable is stationary. A stationary series has a finite variance and
a constant covariance between

two successive values. It is characterised by transitory

fluctuations around the mean (for

a

non-hended series) or around the hend (for a ûending

series). The former series is descúbed as mean-stationary, while the latter is described as

trend-stationary. A non-stationary series does not satisfli at least one of these conditions.

4.2.2 The Phillips-Perron (PP) Test

A major limitation of the ADF test is that it rests on the assumption that the error
terms are independentþ and idenhcally distributed. This assumption does not hold in
many cases (see Akoena, 1996). The PP test relaxes the ADF assumpfions

of

independence and homogeneity by allowing the error term to be weakly dependent and
heterogeneously distributed- Thus, it has an advantage of being robust to a wide variety

of

combinations of serial correlation and time-dependent heteroskedasticity. Furthermore, as
argued in Chiarini (1998), the results based on the ADF are likely to be quesrionable. The
reason being that for the ADF, the 'appropriate lagJength' is unlnown and a

'comprehensive simulation study has not been done on the significant levels' includes too many lags, the consequence

will

if

one

be a reduction in the power of the test,

while including too few lags may seriously distort the test. This problem is compounded

by the fact that different lagJengths can oÍten produce different results concerning the
presence of a unit root in the series. The outcome of the PP test concerning the presence

of

a

unit root is independent of the lag-length used. This is because instead of modifiiing

the DF equation in (4.

l)

(as is done in rhe case of rhe ADF), rhe pp test modifies the test

statistic of Dickey-Fuller non-parametrically to accoturt for the autocorrelation present in
the DF equation, which would bias coefficients, by using 3rl, instead

where 3r] is a consistent estimator

of

o

of ø2,

2
.

The PP procedure is implemented with the help of the following equations:
(4.4)

Ly, = aç+ ctt !, t r ar(t
where

e,

is an error

tem, I is a time trend

-

T l2) + e,

and

r

(4 5)

ìs the number of observations. The error

term is required to have a zero mean, it is no longer required to be serìally uncorrelated

with a constant va¡iance.
The PP test is conducted by performing a t-test on the estimated value of ã1. a¡
The estimation is done using OLS and the null hypothesis of the test is ã, =
altemative of ã, <

a3

The reader

0

0

against the

(as in the case of the ADF test).

will notice that the PP test equations are similar to the DF equations
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4.2.3 The Leybourne.McCabe (LiVf) Test
The LM test differs from the above tests in that it takes stationarity as the null
hypothesis. Hence it is refer¡ed to as a stationarìty test. To the extent that the test avoids
the problem of placing the bu¡den of proof on the economic hypothesis of interest

stafionarity), it has an advantage over

tle

(of

standard unit root tests. The test involves the

following equations (as explained in Maddala and Kim (1998)):aa
A

(.L)y, = d.l + pt + €,

where the intercept a, follows
d., =

Where

á,

a

(.4

random walk process:

d, y*

rl,,

do=

d, t:1,2,...,7

is identically and independently distributed (iid) - symbolically

q - iid(O,o1). Also, 4, - iid(0,o), €, and q,are
o (¿) =

6)

1

-

þrL

- ûrt -

independent, and

- ó oLois a pú order autoregressive polynomial with roots

inside the unit circle.
To test for stationarity in this model we specifu the null hypothesis as:

Hu:ol= 0

against ar'.o'zo>Q

Thus, under 11,, y, follows a random walk process, while under Ho,
stationary.

*o

This is for a series with trend
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y, is tend-

On the basis of their 1989

statistic of the form

t'Ve

where

work Leybourne and McCabe (1989) suggest

e

is

Txl

a

vector rvith the ts being

mafix with the (i, j)th element equal to the minimum of i

and

t¡

a test

and V is a TxT

j.

To implement their test Leybourne and McCabe suggest that

{

be constructed

using the following steps:

l, l) model by Maximum Likelihood (ML) method

Step 1. estimate the ARIMA(p,

P

Ly, = /J +

Zø,ty,-,

+ u,

-

0u,-,

¡=l

soastoget

f.

Step 2. constru

ct yi

as innovations

in y,:
P

vl

Step 3. Regress

yi

=

v,-Zø,v,-,
r=l

on anhtercept and

a

nu1l hypothesis is trend stationarity, as implied

time trend to get the residuals

{

by Ho:o] = 0 ). The resultant

test

statistic is:
3p

=

ô;'T-'î'vî
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(thus the

where

d, = î' î I 7' is a consistent estimator ofa,2 . The critical

values

of ,î,

are from

Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt and Shin's (1992) Monte Carlo simulation exercise.

4.3 Results of Unit Root and Stationary Tests

Following from the above discussion, the ADF and PP tests are implemented by
testing the null hypothesis that a series has a stochastìc trend (unit root) against the
alternative of either a deterministic linear hend (for trended series) or a constant (for
series

witlout trends).
An impofiant issue for unit root tests is the determination of the lag length. ln the

case of the PP test, the lagJength was truncated at the third quarter âs preset by the

Newey-West procedure. Using different lag-lengths did not change the results. For the

LM test, the order of the autoregressive equation was determined on the basis ofthe
Langange-Multiplier statistic of the presence of autocorrelation. The main advantage of
the Langrange-Multiplier test ìs that it is applicable even up to the rú order (up to the

fourth order in our case of quarterly) residual autocorrelation. We avoid using the DW
test which only tests for the presence

of 1"'order autocorelation. The other advantage of

the Lagrange Multiplier test is that it remains valid even when the model has lagged
dependent variable(s), while the DW test does not (see Doornik and Hendry, 1997;

Thomas, 1997). And for the ADF test, we adopt the procedure of Perron (1989) in which
the truncation lag parameter is chosen using a data-dependent method (Penon and

Vogelsang, 1992). We start by choosing an initial maximurn lag length, say
t29

k:

kmax

then we successively delete the last lag values for which the t-value is insigniñcant at the
10 percent value.

[In this study, the kmax value is equal to 6 lags.] The value

ofk

selected was determined usìng the t-statistic on the last lag in the regression. Thus, the

final value ofk corresponded to the first value ofk such that the t statistic on it was
greater than 1.67 (i.e., a l0% signìficance level) in absolute value and the t statistic on the

preceding lag was less than 1.67. Howeve¡ in the event that at the kmax lag, the model
suffered from autocorrelation in the residuals, more lags were added until the
autocorrelation problem was eliminated. Autocorrelation would invalidate the use of the

Dickey-Fuller distributions since they were derived based on the assumption that the
errors of the model are 'white noise' . The maximum lag length for the unit root tests was
set at 6 since all the previous studies that conducted unit root analysis for Botswana's

macroeconomic variables arrived at lags less than 6.
The results of the unit root and stationarìty tests, wìth variables in ìevels, are
shown in table 4. 1.

TABLE 4.I LINIT ROOT AND STATIONARITY TESTS: LE\ELS OF VARIABLES
IREND

VAzuABLE

ADF(Î)

LAG

PP(r)

LAG

LM

ORDER

ml

yes

1.9'7

8

1.91

3

0 55++

5

nomi¡al m2

)es

I +)

8

-2.03

3

0 53*

I

nominal m3

ves

-2 61

8

179

)

0.52

Barìk rate

110

1.73

2

L34

0.49**

nominal

+

+

I

ml

yes

-2.3 5

I

1.44

0.68**

)

real m2

yes

-2.25

I

188

0 54t

I

real m3

yes

-2;7

5

8

1.53

0.67++

1

real GDP

yes

.o.11

'7

-0.92

1.05

'7

diamond value

yes

2.99

3

-6 06*r

nominal credit

ves

L98

6

real excharge rate

yes

169

z

-2.15

real credit

yes

1.98

6

-2

nominal GDP

yes

1.1

7

1.3

return on cattle

no

3.67**

t

I1.99*

inflation

no

-2 96*

7

2 93+

no

213

6

1.84

real

South Africa

Tbill

1,.

93

l39x*

1

3

0.E9**

6

3

0.63

2

0 9:l

6

05
J

012

7

0.07
0 4:l
3

0.5

**

7

I

Notes:

L MacKinnon Critical Values in Eviews:
Iyo: -4 l0 for modcl with intercept and trend.
5o/o - -2.91 ly' = -3.53 for model with intercept only,
5% = -3.48:

2. Cntical values from Cameron's (1999) Monte Carlo program for LM test are:
5%o

= 0.146-

l%:0.216

3. + arld ++ means significance at the 5 and 1 percent level respectively'.

For the ADF test, the statistic ADF(I) supports the null hypothesis that all the
variables are non-staúonary in levels (i.e., not I(0)), except for the return on câttle and

inflation variables. That is, for all the variables except return on cattle holding and
inflation, the coefficient of the lagged level term (in the corresponding equation: either
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(4.2) or (4.3)) is not significantly negafive. The Phillips-Perron test sraristic, i.e., PP(r),
also suggests that not all the variables in table 4.1 are non-stationary in levels. In

particular, the diamond value, the return on caftle holding and irflation are I(0) series,
i.e., they are trend-stationary in levelsa5 whereas the test statistics for the rest of the
variables suppofi the null ofa unit root. Turning to the stationarity test, the LM test
indicates that all the variables, except nominal GDP and the return on cattle holding show
evidence of non-stafionarity. The LM test results somewhat confirm those of the unit root
fests. We do not have confirmation with respect to the diamond value for the PP test - the

results contradict each other. We also do not have confirmation by the LM test of the
results of the ADF and PP test concerning the time series properties of nominal GDP and

idlation.
'We

now address the question of whether the non-statìonary series are I(1), i.e.,

first-difference stationary, or I(2), i.e., second-difference stationary. This requires us to
test for more unit roots. Testing whether the series ale I(1) entails performing the same
tests on the first-differences ofvariables. The results for the tests are reported tn table 4.2.

45

That is, these variables are stationary around their respective deterministic trends.
t)L

TABLE 4.2 TÌNIT ROOT AND STATIONARITY TESTS: FIRST-DIFFERENCES OF VARIABLES
VARIABLE

A-DF(s)

LAG

PP(r)

nominal ml

1.98

1

13.02x*

noru¡al m2

3 4'Ì

5

-9 21

0

I

nominal m3

2.05

7

-9.00**

0.u

1

-3.91*

1

1

0.07

2

)

12 47**

102*

+

5

-9.23

o.12

J

1.98

'7

-8.85+

0.l5

2

real GDP

-23l

6

-3 36*

0.62*

6

diamond value

8.05+

2

nh.

0.57**

2

nominal credit

2.31

5

3

011

:)

real exchange rate

-4.50*

4

0.12

2

real credil

-2.41

5

7.83 * x

3

o.12

)

nomûral GDP

2.66

9

3.50*

3

n.a.

nâ

-2 96x

0

3

006

1

Bank rate
real

216

ml

3.41

real n12

rcal m3

South Af¡ica

Tbill

.',1

5*

nla

-4 00*

LAG

LM
0.53

J

3

ORDER

+

Notes:

i. MacKimon Critical Values
5To

= -2.90 I'Yo:

in Eviews:

-3 .52

2. Critical values from Camcron's (1999) Monte Carlo prograrn for LM test are
5To = 0.146. lYo- 0.216
3. * and ** means sigmficance at tlìe 5 and t* at thc i pcrcent level respectivel].

The ADF test shows that all the variables except nominal

ml, nominal m3,

real

m1, real m3, nominal credit, real credit and real GDP are stationary in their ñrst
differences (i.e , I(1) ând not I(2) or I(3))- However, the PP test tells a different story.

Accordìng to it, all the variables do not have unit root in their first differences. In the case

of stationarity test, the LM test suggests t¡at some variables (viz., nominal m1, real ml,
real GDP, and the diamond value) have more than one unit root. The LM test results are
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more consistent with the ADF test results.
The above anaþsis of the results of the unit root and stationary,tests reveals the
presence of conflicts among the results of the three tests. This is particularly tnre in the

first difference form of the variables. The ADF concludes that nominal m1, nominal m3,
real

ml, real m3, nominal credit, real credit, nominal GDP

and real GDP ale I(2) or

higher; but according to the PP test all these variables are I(l).46
The question tlen becomes: how should we conclude about the order

of

integration of these variables? To get around this problem, it seems advisable to rely on
the PP test results on the basis of the reasons given in section 4.2. But these reasons seem

more relevant when dealing with a horse race between the ADF and PP tests (both being

unit root tests) and not so when the horse race is between

a

unit root test arid a

stationarity test. Not withstanding the potential problems of the PP test, the reason for the

lack of confirmation between the PP-results on one had and the results of the ADF and

LM tests may be (i) the 1ow power of the ADF test and (ü) the potentìal size problems of
the LM test. The size problem exìsts when a test statistic has a tendency to over-reject the

null hypothesis. Maddala and Kim report empirical evidence ûom the study of Amon and
van Norden (1992); the authors conclude that the Kwiatkowski, Schmidt and Shin ( 1995)

stationarity test suffers fiom size distortion, just as the conventional unit root tests do.
Therefore, the LM test statistic, which is similar in natue to the Kwiatkowski, et al. test

16

The

LM test agrees with the ADF results, except in four cases (relating to first-

differences of nominal m3, real m3, nominal credit and real credit). Therefore, we do not highlight
conflict between these two tests,
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statistic (since they both test the nul1 of stationarity), then it likely has the size distortion

problem too.

4.4 Break in the trend of the series

It is important to note that if it is suspected that stnrctural breaks occurred, then the
unit and stationarity tests must be modified to incorporate such breaks. The plots of the
data in figure 4. 1 seems to show that several series (real monetary aggregates, credìt, the

real exchange rate and possibly the Bant rate) may have experienced a break in thei¡

trend. The importance of this derives from the work of Per¡on (1989) who observed that a
break in the trend function have a tendency to reduce the power of standard unit root
tests, which may lead us to conclude that there is a unit root in the series when there is

not. Thus, Perron modified the Dickey-Fuller test to

a

form whjch both counters the bias

towards accepting the difference-stationarity h¡pothesis and allows the timing

of

structural breaks to be identified (Baddeley, Martin and Tyler, 1998). ln this extended

Dickey-Fuller testing strategy, the null hypothesis (ofunit root) permits an exogenous
change in the trend function of the series. Instead of the altemative hypothesis that the

variable is stationary around a deteministic linear ûend, the ahernative is that the
variable is statìonary around

a

broken trend. The empirical impoltance of accountìng for a

break in the trend of the series was evidenced by the result that where Nelson and Plosser

(1982) detected the presence of

a

unit root in most of the U.S. macroeconomic variables

using the ADF test, Perron (1989) arrived at the conclusion that most of the U.S.
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macroeconomic variables are characterised by trend-stationarity (as opposed to nonstaúonarity),

if

one allows for a single change (breaþ in their trend functions.

In carrying out the test for a break in the trend funcfion, we follow the approach of

Zivot and Andrews (1992). It entails calculating sequential test statistics computed using
the fulI sample by sequentially incrementing the date of the hypothetical break - thus

using different dummy variables. ln other words, the Zivot and Andrews method searches

for a breakpoint, rather than specif,iing it a priori, using

a

recursive search procedure. Our

hypothesis is that the change in the interest rate policy of 1989 has had an impact on the
structure of macroeconomic variables. T\e Zivot and A¡rdrews procedure seems
appropriate for the data set used in this study because the literature of Botswana does not
state the month or quarter in which the policy change occured. Furthermore, the

historical evidence does not readily point to the choice of a breakpoint - in figure

4.

l,

the

possible breakpoints for various series do not seem to coincide completely.

To test for unit root allowing for a break in the trend ñrnction, we use the same

null hypothesis as in the conventional ADF test. But our estimation equation is an
extended ADF estimation equation:
k

Ly,= o+ pt+ õDT,(l)+ d/,-r+Lc,A.y,-,+

e,

(4.6)

t=l

where

DT,()) = t -

rangingfiom

T),

iî

t > T)", or 0 otherwise; and ), =

l=2/T to j = (T- l)/I

Tu

I

7-

"

thebreak fraction,

(SeeZivotandAndrews, 1992). Thismeans
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that

DT,Q)

changes the slope of the deterministic trend line at the point of structural

break. ln Zivot and Andrews, the search for a structural brealToint

Ç

starts from the

second observation of the series and moves until the last but one observation (where the

then search stops). However, in this study, we do not search over the whole of the range

just described. Instead, for the sake of efficiency we search over a range ofvalues around
the point(s) where a break in the series seems likely. For example,
a break

if it is seems as though

in the series occurred around 1990:1, we search over the range: 1989: 1-1990:4.

Our procedure for conducting the test for a break in the trend of the series,

involves estimating equation (4.6) using ordinary least squares. Next we carry out two
tests comprising (i) a unit root test, using a modified ADF test (denoted

îl,,rinZivot and

Andrews (1992)) to determine whether a series is trend-stationary or integrated of a
higher order and, simultaneously, (ii) a test to determine if the series has experienced a

significant break in its trend function - i.e., we test whethe¡ á is sigrificant at fhe

5Yo

significance level of a two-tailed test.
Table 4.3 below presents the results. Note the following about the results reported

in the table. Only those series for which d is significant are reported, In fact, in none
the cases where â was insignificaat did we have ,{",

note that the values of the t-stafistic

sipifcan¡

of

which is plausible. A1so,

, î;, , tnut are reported are the minimum

of all the

observed t-values over the range ofpossible breakpoints. The rationale is that we "choose

the breakpoint that gives the least favorable result for the null hypothesis [of a unit root]

...." (Zivot and Adrews, 1992, p. 254).

TABLE 4,3 MODIFIED ADF TEST FOR I]NIT ROOT AND BREAK IN TI{E TREND
FUNCTION - LEVELS
Variable

Break-poinl

Coefficient

date

ofLagged

liu

level
Bank rate
real m 1
real m2
real exchange rate

979:3
989: I

979'4
1991:3

-0 t]
-0.t7
-0.19
-0.50

-2.52
-2.71
-2 55
-4.094

Coefficient of
break-point
dummy

-0

t-value of
break-point
dummy

-0.01

-2 064
-2.55*

008

2.38à

0.002

2.134

17

Notes:
1. Critical value of t-statistic from Zivot and Andrews (1992): 5o/o = -3.75

for

2:0.8.

2. The variables reported are those for which tìe dummy for a break in trend is sigmficant.
3. * means significance at the 5 percent level; *+ means significance at the I percent level.

We present the results for the unit root test in column 4 of table 4.3 - these are the
t-statistics for Li", . The t values show that the null hypothesis of unit root cax be rejected

only for the real exchange rate - i.e., the coefficient of the lagged level term for the real
exchange rate is negative and significant at the 5 percent level. Since the inclusion

of

varìables for trend breaks result in a rejection of the null of difference stationadty only

for two variables, it appears that, for most variables in our data set, the presence oftrend
breaks does not cause a significant bias (in standard unit tests) towards not rejecfing the

null hypothesis of a unit root. If the presence of trend breaks had caused

a

significant bias

in unit root tests, by causing them to have low power against the nul1 hypothesis" then we
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l¡/ould observe a situation where for virtually all of the variables in table 4.3

,2""t

rejects

the null hypothesis. Thus, we would find that most of the variables are ffend-stationaly,

not difference-stationary as the ADF finds.
The last column in table 4.3 shows the significance level of coefficient of the
dummy for the break in trend. For all these variables, there is evidence of significant
change in the slope of the trend function. On the basis of the sigrrìficance of these

dummies, we cârry out LM test for stationarity with a break in the trend firnction The

Íend used ir the LM test is specified to have a break at the date indicated in table 4.3.The
results are presented in table 4.4 below. For all the variables, we reject the hypothesis

of

stationarity around a trend. Thus we can algue that ìncorporating a break in trend in the

unit root tests appears not alter the results obtained using standard rrnìt root tests.

TABLE 4.4LM TEST WITH BREAK IN THE TREND FUNCTION - LEVELS
Break-point date
AR order

Sbeta

1979:3
1989:1
1979.4

J

0.49**

1991 :3

Variable
Bank rate
real ml
real m2
reâl exchanse rate

5

o 40x r

I

o

4

L52+

57-4

Notes:

Cntical Values from Cameron (1999) LM test program are:
5%o - 0.\46; I''/' = 0.216

4.5 Conclusion
To help make conclusions Íansparent, the results of the three tests of integration
have been summarised

ir

fable 4.5.
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TABLE 4,5 COMPARISON OF TESTS OF INTEGRATION OF VARIABLES
ADF

VARIABLE

ADF with

PP

LM

LM with
BREAK

BREAK

ml

I(>t)

n.a

(l)

t(>l)

na

nominal rn2

(t)

n.a

(l)

(1)

n.a.

nomtnal m3

I(>1)

n.a

(l)

(1)

n.a

Bank rate

f(l)

(l)

(l)

(1)

l( 1)

('t)

(1)

(i)

(>1)

(l)

real m2

(l)

I(l )

(l)

(1)

(1)

real m3

(>1)

n_â.

(i)

(1)

n.a

(l)

n.a.

(i)

r(>1)

n.a

diamond value

(l)

n,a.

(0)

(>

n_a

nomilal credit

I(>l)

na

(1)

r(t)

na

real exchange rate

(l)

(0)

f0)

(l)

(l)

real credit

(>1)

n.a

(1)

I(1)

n.a

nominal GDP

(>1)

n.ã.

(t)

r(0)

na

return on cattle

I(0)

n.a,

(0)

(0)

n.a

inflation

(0)

n.a

(0)

(l)

n.a

(l)

n.a

l(l)

(l)

nâ

nominal

real

rEAI

ml

GDP

South Afäca

Tbill

1)

Notes:
(i)

I(>l)

means that the test statistic (in the first cell ofthe column) finds the series to be integrated

oforder higher than L

Each cell

ofa given row shows the integration order of the variable shown in the

fust column.
The results in the table can be summarised as follows.

All three test statistics find

the level of cattle yield stationary. Two tests (ADF and PP) hnd the level of i¡flation
stationary. There is wide variation in the conclusions of the tests on the question
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of

whether the remarnmg vanables are first dìftèrence-stationary or integrated of order
higher than 1. Of the 14 va¡iables in this category, only in respect of 5 do all thfee tests
agree on difference-stationarity. For the rest of the variables (nominal and real

Mi,

nominal and real M3, nominal and real GDP, nominal and real credit and diamond value)
(more
the PP test suggests that they are difference-stationary but the ADF and LM tests
so the ADF test) suggest that they are integrated of higher order. We note that modifuing

test statistics (ADF and LM) to allow for a break in the trend function of a series does not
reverse the results we find with the original versions of the tests'

ln comparing the three approaches, we find that ADF is less able to reject the null

LM is
hypothesis of two unit roots than is PP, so its integration orders appear higher.
less able
more able to reject the null hlpothesis of two unit roots than the ADF, but it is

to reject the null when compared to PP

we rank the three approaches

as

follows. we prefer

PP to

ADF because it has

we prefer
more power of test against the null of non-stationarity. On theoretical grounds,

LM to PP because it tests tle null hypothesis of stationarity, but we are leery of the size
problem with this test; hence we rely more on the PP test results'

Our overall conclusion about the integraûon order of the variables is that all
and
varia6les, except inflation and cattle yield, seem to be difference-stationary. lnflation
cattle yield seem to be level-stationary; so hereafter we treat them as I(0) and the rest
the variables as I(

of

1).47

We conclude that inflation is level-stationa¡y because we have two ofthe three tests
(ADF and PP) suggesting that il is.
o7

t4't

APPENDIX: DATA DESCRIPTION
:
ml denotes log of Ml (all logs refer to natural logarithms). M1 is Narrow money
crrïency outsùe banks plus current (i.e., demand) deposits at commercial banks (in
mrllioni of pula), labe[èd "money" in the IMF's lntemational Financial Statistics (IFS)
publications. These are end of quarter values for quarterly dat4 exactly as reported in
row # 34 in the IFS publications.
m2 denotes log of M2. M2 is Broad money = Ml plus call, savings and time deposits at
commercial banks (in millions of Pula). These are end of quarter values like \41. In this
study, these values were arrived at by subtracting private deposits at Bank of Botswana
(in tile period before 1991:2) and the Ba¡k of Botswana Certificate balances (after
l99l:2) from M3.
m3 denotes log of M3. M3 is Broad money: M2 plus private deposits at the Bank of
Botsvr'ana and./or Bank of Botswana Certificates balances (in millions of Pula)' These are
end of quarter values like Ml. In this study, M3 was obtained by adding the Quasi-money
values, (reported in (row # 35) in the IFS publications to the Ml values) and private
a"poslis uith" Bank of Botswana and/or Bank of Botswana Certificates balances to the
Ml values. Quasi-money consists of call, savings, time deposits at commercial banks.
cr denotes log of domestic credit (in millions of Pula) fiom commercial banks to the nonfinancial private sector. Domestic bank credit to tle private sector data are end of cluarter
values, exactþ as reported in row # 32d, labelled "Claims on Private Sector" in IMF's
f'S publicatións. This is credit to the private sector only, credit to the govemment and
parastatals is excluded.

rml

denotes rea-l

ml,

Real

ml

is in constant (1985) pula'

rm2 denotes real m2, Real m2 is in constant (1985) pula'
rm3 denotes real m3, Real m3 is in constant (1985) pula

rcr denotes real credit, which is in constant (1985) pula'
Br denotes the Bank rate. The values are in percent per annum. The data are end of
quarter data, exactly as reported in row # 60 of the IFS publications'

:
p is the log of the Consumer Price hdex (1985:3 100). These are quarterly averages of
monthly values, as recorded in row # 64 of the IFS publications'
ngdp denotes log of nominal Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The quarterly values are
fr-om Jefferis und Kuyu*. (1998) who interpolated them from annual values (using the
742

procedrÍe described in chapter 3, section 3 5 above)

'

rgdpdenoteslogofrealGDP.ThequarterþvaluesarefromJefferisandKayawe(1998)
chapter 3)'
,íhå int"rpolut.á th.* from annual values (using the procedure described in

xristhelogofBotswana'sRand/Pulanominalexchangerate(1985:3:!oo)Theseare
Bank of
end of month values. The monthly values were obtained from the
u,n..ug., oãthe
Botswana comPuter.

of both
rxr is the log of Botswana's real exchange rate; calculated using the CPI
follows:
Botswana aid soutl ¡frica. Real exchange rate (rXr) was calculated
yy¡ = (rand I pula)* (BOTprice I SAprice)

whereBoTpricedenotesBotswanaCPlandsApricedenotesSouthAfricaprices.

dvldenotesthelogofthevalueofdiamondexports(inmillionsofPula)'Thedataa¡e

3-34 which is
of end oñmonth values obtainable from CSO bulletins in Table
(C.f. CSO
titlEd".EXTERNAL TR{DE - EXPORTS B PRINCIPAL COMMODITIES"
bulletin for September 1992 ot March 1996)'

;;r"g",

(as notedìn the IFS
Tb denotes South Af:ica's Treasury bill rate in percen! per annum
Friday of the
pubiications). This is the gl-day rate. Monthly data are averages of each
month.

lnflation (:inf): was calculated from the CPI using the formula:
((cPI, I CPI,-4) - 1) * 100.
Retum on cattle holding (Rc): was calculated as:
*
(log Pcat, - log Pcal,-o) 100;
this calculation ignores any
where Pcat denotes the average price per animal. Note that
changes in the intra-period cost of maintaining cattle'
" Catrle prices ãata (for l9g0-95) were obtained fiom the Botswana Meat
'file 1977-:79 values were obtaìned from the 1977-79 CSO
Commission (nVC¡ frtes.
for cattle
bulletils as recorded in the column with the headrng "average value/animal"
7.1 in
.o-fon.o, of the livestock slaughtered by Botswana Meat Commission (c.i Table
value/animal", rather
tne öSO bulletin of 1992). me ÉlfC frles do not report the average

theyreport(i)thetotalvalueofcattleslaughteredand(ii)thenumberofcattle
per animal
,tuugttt.r.¿ á a given period. I had to calculate the average price

toÍalvalueol caÍtle

|cal =-- -----'
number of cattle
-

as:

Notes:

L All variables (except the Consumer Price Index, inflation, return on cattle holding, the
Bank rate, the exchange rate, and South AlÈica's treasury bill rate) are measured in
millions ofPula.
2. Pula is the name of Botswana's currency.
3. The monetary aggregates and credit values (fiom Botswana Financial Statistics and IFS
bulletins) were expressed in units of I million pula in order to make them comparable in
size to the GDP values.
4. All variables are seasonally unadjusted.

CITAPTER 5: STABILITY OF MODELS USED IN GRANGER-CAUSAIITY ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

Having determined the degree of integration of each series (in chapter 4), we are
now in a position to specifu the VAR and VEC models to be used in the Grangercausality analysis in chapter 6.
However, before embarking on the Granger-causality exercise, we need to
examine the stability property of the VAR and VEC models used in the exercise.

Knowledge of the stability propeÍy of these models is important, given the shift in
monetary policy in 1989 and 1991 which could have induced a struchral break in them.

An important assumption of econometrics, emanating from the Cowles Commission
framework, is that any model formulated to describe an econornic relationship should
have constant parameters over time (Charemza and Deadman, 1997). kr this regard,

Ericsson (1992,p.476) argues that "Because economìc systems appear far from constant

empirically, and the coefficients of derived ("non-structural" or "reduced form")
equations may alter when any of ttre underlying parameters or data correlations change, i{

is important to identi$r empirical models that have reasonably constant parameters and
that remain interpretable when [structural] change occurs".

Stability of the model has direct rmplications for the Granger-causality tests.
Bianchi (1995,

p

5)'argues that "One of the basic assumptions for the use of Granger

causality tests in econometrics is the stationarity of a vecto¡ autoregressive (VAR) time
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series repre sentation ' . He argues that stationarity of the VAR model refers not only to the
absence of trends, but also to the absence of structural breaks in the sample period. ln the

presence of structural breaks, the linearity assumption underþing the reglession equations

of the VAR or \¡EC model can lead to the estimation of

a

mis-specified model and

elÏoneous conclusions about Granger-causality. simulation studies by Lutkepohl (1989)
and Bianchi (1995) demonstrate that structural breaks could cause Granger-causality tests

to arrive at quite ilcorrect inference about causality lelations. As another reason,
constancy of parametet estimates is a fundamental requirement

if

an empirical model

will

be useful ìn forecasting the future (another task we undertake in chapter 6) and analysing

economic policy (see Hendry, 1995)

we test for parameter constancy in the vAR and VEC models using graphical
evaluation of recursively calculated pafametels: the null hypothesis is parameter
constancy. To present the tests, we plot the time paths of the recursively estimated
sufirmary test statistics (viz., l-step residuals, bordered by their 95 percent confidence
bands (i.e.,

Ot Zê,);the rolling Chow (1960) test for each equation in the system

and

the rolling Chow test for the system as a whole).a8 The idea behìnd the exercise is that

recursive estimation will reveal the structural break that is present in the data (see Hansen
and Johansen, 1999). Specifically, the tests enable us to

identiÍ! specific points within the

sample and/or post-sample periods where a sûlctural break occu¡¡ed'

.t

The graphical output omits the recursively estimated coefficients and their t-values. We
explain these statistics below.
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The main pufpose of this chapter is therefore, to specifu the system models to be

in
used in the causality exercise and to perform stability tests on the models. As explained
the appendix to chapter 3, the models are specified in either levels or first differences.
The models are firther sub-divided into those which include nominal GDP, real GDP,
(see
and inflation. And last, each model includes only one of the eight financial variables

table 43.1 in chapter 3, together with the explanation that follows

it)'

we begin by explaining the specification of the vAR systems (in section 5.2),
5.4 offers a
after which, we present the palametel constancy tests (in section 5.3). Section
summary and conclusion.

5.2 Specification of the VARs
As mentioned in chapter 1, two t)?es of specifications have been used in Grangercausality studies: the single-equation specification (in early research) and system

specification (in recent research). This study adopts the latter because it allows for the
existence of feedback effects among the variables which is important in a macroeconomic

model. Thus, we investigate causalìty tests in the context of an unrestricted vector
autoregressive (VAR) model or, where cointegration eústs, a vector error-correction

(vEC) model. we use the vEC specification where appropriate instead ofjust the vAR
since when variables are cointegrated an analysis which uses a first-difference VAR

will

ignore the long-run information captured only in the level specifcation'
For each of the eight financial va¡iables (ml, m2, m3, cr,

rml,

rm2, r]rfl3' rcr), we

estimate the following system of reduced-form equations (or a version thereof).oe

4444
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i=l
,=l
i=l
t=l

(5.1d)

where y represents nominal or real gross domestic product, m represents financial

variables, i.e.,

ml,

tn'ú, m2, r.rrl2, etc- (see tables 5 la and 5' Ib below), r signifies the

current úme period and e: ,

(i = y,m,p,Br)

are disturbance tenns for the respective

where
equations in the system. Model (5.1) is estimated with seasonal dummies and
needed, dummy variables (see tables 5.la and

5.lb for the specifrc dummies). where

a

means that
dummy variable is used, it will be indicated as follows. D88iii, for example

zero
we use a dummy which takes the value of unity in the third quarter of 1988, and

.n

the
As was shown in the appendix to chapter 3, some versions of (5. 1) do not include

Bank ¡ate (Br), ancl other versions do not include the price level'
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elsewhere. Thus for each dummy variable, the roman number indicates the quarter rn

which it assumes the value of unity. For seasonality, we use centred seasonal dummy
variables so that they do not impact the underlying asymptotic distributìons upon which
tests depend (Hanis, 1995).10 The dummy variables on the other hand

will

have some

effect on the underlying distributions oftests (including tests for cointegration rank)
Hence in strict terms, as Harris (1995) submits, our critical values

will

be only indicative

Although the vAR specification in equations (5.la) through (5.ld) is a fourth
order system,5t the Granger-causality tests wefe not necessarily carried out with the
equation in this fourth order representation. It is important to select the appropriate lag
lengfh, one major problem with vAR models is that long lag lengths quickly consume
degrees of fieedom which may reduce the power of tests.52

on the other hand, if the lag

length is too short, the model will not be congruent with the data since the system
residuals

will not be innovations. Therefore, in the case where the initial fourth order

system suffers from the existence of autocorrelation in the residuals, we increase the iag

lengh until the system is free of the autocorrelation problem.tt That is, we establish the
maximum lag length of the VAR models in relation to the possible existence of
autocorrelation in the residuals - we tested for vector-autocorrelation. This point is

Cenlred seasonal damnry t,ariables sunt lo zero. For exantple, .for the .four quarÍers o/
1977, centred seasonal duntmies are: 0.75, -0.25, -0-25' -0'25'
t, A VAR expresses each variable (used in the analysis) in terms of its own lags and the
lags of all the other variables.
t. For example, if the maximum lag length is set at k, each ofthe four equations would
contain 4k coefficients plus the intercept term.
13
The LM test is used to test for autocorrelation.
so

t49

stressed in (charemza and Deadman, 1997,p.159) who alguethat"Since a vARmodel

be
contains lagged dependent variables as reglessors, autocorrelation of error terms can

very serious in that it may lead to inconsistent estimates of parameters if ordinary least
sq'ares or multivariate least squares methods are used for estimation". Furthermore, if the
model's residuals ate autoconelated, the lagrange multiplier and likelihood ratio statistics
obtained from the model will not have the required distributions (see Charemza and
Deadman, 1997; Doornik and Hendry, 1997). we applied two criteria to reduce each

initial system to

a more parsimonious model -

viz., the F-test and the Akaike Informarion

criterion (AIC), both automatically produced by the PcFìml program. If, for example, the
the
F-test rejects a gíven reduction, and the AIC criterion does not reject, then we take

VAR one lag length longer than the one rejected

as the

final parsimonious model. such

a

rejects
model would be solely F-based. The same is not true for the AIC test. If the AIC

that
before F, we accept as AlC-based, the vAR model for which the zero restrictìons
were imposed on its longest lag length have been rejected; and then proceed testing down
to get the F-based model.
The optimal lag lengths, as genefated by the two criteria" for the various

vAR

across
systems are shown in tables 5.la and 5.lb. ln comparing the optimal lag lenglhs

the two criteria- it becomes apparent that the two criteria arrive at somewhat different

optimal lag lengths. Tlús occurs in 10 out of l6 models in table 5.14 and 2 models in
Îable 5.Ib. ln general, the AIC suggests a lag length longer than that suggested by F-test,
although the AlC-based lag length never exceeds the F-based lag length by a magnitude

greater than one period. Consequentþ, it may be expedient to carry out the analysis using

both systems (one for which the order is determined by the F-lest criterion and the other

for which the order is determined by the AIC criterion) in order to test for robustness of
results. That is, we assess whether the cointegration and Granger-causaliry results
sensitive to the choice of the lag length of the

VA&

as

will

be

it is often argued in the literahre.

Table 5.la VAR System Specifrcations Used in the Causality Analysis
All Variables are in the Difference Form
Model Variablesúi)

F-criterion

AIC-cnterion

D9li]

3 [dummy: D88iii]

2 [dummy: D88iü,

Br)

3 [no dummy]

2 [dummy:

(ngdp, m3, Br)

3 [no dummy]

2 [dummy: D88iii]

(ngdp, cr, Br)

3 [no dummy]

2 [no dulrmy]

(ngdp, m1, Br)
(ngdp,

(rgdp,

nt,

ml, p)

3 [dummy: D88iii,

D9liv]

D88iii]

2 [dummy: D88iii,

D9liv]

(rgdp, m2, p)

3 [dummy: D88iii. D92i]

3 [dummy: D88iii, D92i]

(rgdp, m3, p)

3 [dummy: D88iii]

2 [dummy: D88iii]

(rgdp, cr, p)

3 [dummy: D88üi, D92i]

3 [dummy: D88üi, D92i]
2 [durnmy: D88iii. D91i]

mi, p, Br)

2 [dummy: D88iíi,

D9]il

(rgdp, m2, p. Br)

2 [dummy: D88iii,

D9li]

(rgdp, m3, p. Br)

2 [dummy:

(rgdp, cr, p, Br)

2 [dunmy: D88iii. D90ü.

(rgdp,

I

D9li]

[durnny: D9li]

2 [dummy:

D9lil

D9li]

2 [dummy: D88iü, DSOii.

D9li]

(rgdp, mrl. Br)

3 [dummy: D88iii, D91r]

3 [dumm¡'; D88iii. D9li]

(rgdp- rm2, Br)

3 [dummy: D88iü]

2 [dummy: D88iii, D91il

(rgdp, rm3. Br)

3 fdummy:

D88iii]

2 [drunmy: D88iii. D91i]

lro¡lrr rcr Rr\

1 Irl¡¡¡nmw f¡rRii,

ì

t tã"mm.'

Notes:
(i) All the variables, except the Bank rate (Br) are in the log form.
(ii) The initial order of tlre VAR systems (with variables in levels) is
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Table 5.lb VAR System Specifications Used in the Causality Analysis
All variables a¡e in levels ù
AIC-criterion

F-criterion

ml, Br, t)

n.a

3 [dummy: D88iii]

(ngdp. m3, Br, t)

n,a

3 [no dummy]

4 [dummy: D88iii]

4 ldurnmy: D8Siiil

Model Variables('ì)
(ngdp,

(rgdp, rn2, p, t)
(rgdp,

rml, Br. t)

4 [durnmy: D88iü]

n.a

Gedp,

rn2, Br, t)

4 [dummy: D88iü]

3 [dummy: D88iii]

t)

4 [dummy: D88iìi]

3 f dummv: DS8iiil

(rgdp, rm3, Br,

lrodn rcr R¡

3 lno ¡firmmv]

1l

Notes:

(i) All the variables, cxcept the Bank ¡ate (Br) are rn the log form.
(ii) The initral order of tle VAR systems (with variables in levels) is 4.
(iii) n.a. nreans that the corresponding VAR specified in leveìs ofthe variables u'as not
characterised by cointegration.

The specification of the VAR models required the use of dummy variables for two
not mutually exclusive reasons: (i) to remove instability in one or more variables, and/o¡

(ii) to eliminate autocorrelation in the vector of the VAR residuals. The dummy variables
were used as follows. The D88iii was generally used to eliminate/reduce instabilify in the
equafion of GDP (real and nominal).54 This episode may be associated with the increase
ín diamond earnings that occlfied after the 13.5 percent increase in average diamond
prices by the Central Selling Organization in

Report, 1988). D90ii removed

a

April

1988 (Bank of Botswana Annual

huge spike in the residuals of the equation of the interest

late - the dummy may be picking up the increase in the Banlc call rate of 1990 initiated

as

Often this dummy helped remove vector-autocorrelation in the residuals of many ofthe
VARi\{EC models.
5a
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way of preparing for the infioduction of Ba¡k of Botswana Certificates (Hermans,

1996). D91i removed instability in either the interest rate equation or some monetary
aggregate. The dummy may be pìcking up the ìncrease in the Bank call rate in March
1991 in order to make commercial banks to increase their deposit rates

(Moloi, 1996).

The rate was raised in steps until it reached a peak in March 1991 (Bank of Botswana

Annual Report, 1993). The D9liv dummy, which removes instability f¡om the i¡flation
equation, could be associated with the effect of the September devaluation of the Pula.

This caused an increase in the price index of importables and an acceleration of fuflation
(Bank of Botswana Annual Report, 1993). Lastþ, D92i dummy eliminated/reduced

instability in the equation for GDP (real or nominal) and/or for inflation. In the case of
GDP, this dummy seems to be picking up the effect of the 6 percent reduction in the
diamond export earnings (in US dollar) in the

frst

quarter

Bulletin, 1992). And in the case of inflation, the dummy

of

1992 (Bank of Botswana

seems to be

i¡crease in inflation (for the 12 month period) that occurred in the

picking up the

lrst

quafter on account

of two factors: (i) the increase in fuel prices after the Gulf war in 1990 - the government
did not fully dampen this effect until March 1992, and (ii) the substantial extension of the
coverage of the sales tax (first introduced in Februa¡y 1990) to cover the rest of the
categories of food and serwices (Bank of Botswana Bulletin, 1992).

After determining the optimal lag length for the VAR systems, we then specifl'
them either as VARs in first-differences (for systems in which cointegration does not
exist) or as VECMs (for systems in which cointegration does exist). As already stated in

the introductìon, Granger-causality analysis is carried out using stationary variables.

Therefore, we specifu the VAR systems ìn f1Ïst differences of the variables because in
chapter 4 we concluded that all the variables (used in the Granger-causalìty exercise) are

integrated of order one, implying that they become stationary after being differenced
once.

Having determined the order of the VARs, we now investigate the stability of the
va¡ious models, a task we report on in the following section.

5.3 Recursive Estimation of the Models
In this section we apply the parameter const¿üìcy tests to the varìous VAR and

VEC models to determine if there are any structural breaks present in lhe data.
The test statistics used in the exercise are as follows: Let y,,v, and -r, represent
the endogenous variable, residuals and regressors, respectively, of equation

i

at ¡¡ne t.

For the system, the residuals are V,' = [v,v,.. . v, ] . Furthermore, âssume thât the model is
estimated by OLS over the period

f = 1,

..

,

M-

is used to update the process over the period /

1

then recursive least squares estimation

= M,. .,7'. The recursive gaphics

presented below comprise:

'

l-step residuals for each equation in system at each

where the l-step residuals

t-.

i, = !, - ll ,x, 1lI are estimated coefficients) are plotted

bordered by the 2-standard error bands

0t 2á, over the period t= M,.'.,T.Pointsthat
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lie outside the 2-standard error region could represent either outlìers or structural breaks
(i.e., coeffi cient changes).tt

.

Single-equation recursive Chow tests.

These are breakpoint F-tests. In the graphs, they are shown as Ndn, which denotes N-

down-Step Chow-Tests (explained below). The test statistic is based

otF(T- t+ 1,,1 - É- 1), under the null hypothesis of no structu¡al break. A typical
statistic is calculated as:

I
(1¿SS/

-

,qSE-l

)(

1-lr-1)

RSS,_r(r- k+

t)

=-r

.

- ,-,;rL--,'ila^
ôl

(5

)\

,

where RSS is residual sum of squares, k is the number of parameters estimated and

0, = l+ xl,çx',-rx,-r¡-'x, for t = M,...,7.
The statistic in (5.2) is divided by the its tabulated 5 percent critical values fiom
the F-distribution as an adjustrnent for changing degrees of fteedom. ln the graphs, this
makes the critical value to appem as a straight line at unity (shown as a dotted 5% line at

the top of the boxes entitled 'Break-point Chow tests' in the graphs).
These tests are called N-down because the number offorecasts goes from

tt á,

I

is the standard error

ofthe regressior¡ calculated from the ¡esiduals available at time

I
¡'.l"'
=l
I

^tz.--./rl
as: ot

, l-I

| '-^

l
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N=

T

- M+I

to

1. Thus, the value of the Chow test shown at

constancy of parameters

point / tests for the

ftom f to ?. The Chow statistic tests for the statistical

significance of a possible break suggested by the 1-step residuals (see Charemza and
Deadman, 1997).

.

System Chow test stafistics.

These a¡e breakpoint F-tests (shown in the graphs as Ndn Chows, denoting N-down-Step

Chow-Tests) for the whole VAR or \rEC model scaled by the

1

percent critical values

from the F-distribution. Unlike the single-equation Chow tests, these tests use Rao's Fapproxlmanon:

1- (l- Â'z)'/" Ns- a
- nK^, ' opp l:(nkr,
(1- Ã')"'

with s =

a=

Ns

- q)

)rt,,- r. N = t- k,- t,-)tr-

(5.2)

k)+ t)

Ë, is the number of regressors in the restricted system,
Ë" is the number of parameters involved in the test,

r

is the dimension of the unrestricted system,

I

is the number of obsewations in the u¡restricted system. and

T

-

k,

-

À, is degrees

of freedom in the unrestricted system.

and
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R2

*here

^

i

=l-expç24-j+2î), t= M,..,7'

=-

1 r .^,^
)toglr't/,v,1,

r --

M....,T.

is log-likelùood divided by T (Doornik and Hendry, 1997).

To avoid cluttering, we report recursive graphics for only four of the systems
specified in fust-differences of variables and for only four of the systems speci{ied in
levels. The rest of the graphs are in the appendix. A1l systems are specif,red without
dummy variables because we want to find out if the empìrical systems have reasonably
constant parameters in spite of the occurrence of financial liberalisation

in 1989 and

introduction of the Bank of Botswana Certificates in 1991.

5.3.1 First-Difference Systems

In this sub-sectior! we report recursive graphs for only two of the systems
specified in first-differences of variables. The rest are in the appendix at the end of the
dissertation.
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t99n
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Notes. the "Dln" prefixed to the model variables in the first three plots serves to clarifu that the
vertical axis measures the values ofresiduals ofthe growh ofthe natural log ofthe variables
(This note applies to all the remaining difference-stationary systems.)

The boxes in this graph show the ouþut from a recursively estimated VEC system.

The statistics in the graphs (the residual standa¡d deviations and break-point tests)
evaluate the recursive constancy of the parameters of the individual equations of the
system and the constancy of the overall system over the latter part of the sample ( 1986: 1-

95:4). The sequential l-step residuals and l-step break-point Chow tests were obtained

by applyrng recursive least squares to the model over successive time periods, where the
sample period is increased by one additional observation for each estìmation. The 95

percent confidence bands are calculated as

O

t

2ê , , i.e., two standard deviations flom the

mean of zero. Accordiag to this 95 petcent confrdence band test, we expect a stable
system to generate l-step residuals that all, except for 5 percent of them, lie within their
95 percent confidence bands. That is, we expect

I in 20 residuals to lie outside the 95

percent confidence bands due to sampling variation. Therefore, not any value of the 1step residual which lies outside these confidence bands is suggestive

ofa change in the

structual parameters of the model, it may be indicative of merely an 'outlier'.
Looking at the l-step residuals in figure

5.la it can be seen that virtually all ofthe

l-step residuals lie within theit approximate 957o confrdence bands - the exception is the

gowth in the

1og

of m1. The residuals of the equation touch the confidence bands around

7990:2 and n 1992:4. Also, part of the residuals of the equation for the gro*'th in the
Bank rate lie outsìde the 95o/o confidence bands. Thìs occurs aror¡nd 1990:2 and 1992:1.
Given that, in both cases, we have only two point where the residuals lie outside the
confidence bands, it is likely to be indicative ofan outlier, not a structural break. This
conclusion seems to be supported by the apparently constant confidence bands for all the
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equations, implying stability of varia:rces. Furthemore, since the recursive Chow test
does not reject stabiliry of the GDP and Bank rate equations, we conclude that earlier 1step residuals that lie outside the confidence bands a¡e suggestìve

ofan outlier values, not

structural breaks. And lastly, the Chow test for the overall system constancy (labeled Ndn
Chows for system) does not reject the null of constancy of the \¡EC system.
lnspection of figrue 5.lb shows that all of the l-step residuals lie within their 95%
error bands. However, for the equation of growth

in

real ouþut, it can be seen that the

l-

step residuals touch the upper error band around 1989:4.

Turning to the scaled recursive Chow tests, we observe that none of the individual
equation Chow tests rejects stability. Consequentþ, we regmd the 1989:4 residual as an

outlier. The system Chow test also is suggestive of overall stability of the system.
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5.3.2 Systems in Levels
In this sub-section, we report reculsive graphs for only two of the systems
specified in levels of variables. The rest are in the appendix.

The I-step residuals in figure 5.2aare almost all lying within

th

ei

959/o

confidence

bands. Only the residuals for growth ìn the Bank rate are significant around the fi¡st
quarter

of 1992 and those of real GDP touch around 1988:3. As in the other simila¡

cases

above, these seem to be an outlier due to lack of confirmafion by the scaled recursive

Chow tests for both the individual equation and the system.

FITUFI J 2 r RIüUR$II/E ISIII!'I,{TI0}.I $TAflSTIÛS FûR YAR{ngdp, n3, Br, hend)

.1

1

I
0

.t

1990

1995

l99t

1995

EEntnn ErËaliornt Ch$T hstr

I

5

Notes: the "ln" prefixed to the model variables in the first th¡ee plots serves to clarify that the
vertical axis measures the values olresiduals ofthe level of the natural log ofthe variables. (This
note applies to all the remaining trend-sfationary systems.)

t64

Recursive constancy statistics for the fourth and last model we present are in
frgure 5.2b. Most of the l-step residuals are within the 957o confrdence bands. The
exceptions are for the real GDP and Bank rate va¡iables. Their residuals are significant
around 1989:4 and 1991:1 respectively. However, none of the recursive Chow statistics is

significant. Thus, on the basis of the recursive residuals, single equation Chow tests and
the system Chow tests presented we can conclude that the constancy requirement is
satìsfied for the frend-stationarity VAR.
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5.4 Summary and Conclusion

All the systems (including those in the appendix), whether expressed ìn levels or i¡
first differences, are characterised by stationary resìduals, except for the presence of few
outliers - in all the systems, the individual equations are characterised by constant
confidence bands. Thus, the individual equations in the VAR (including that for the
interest rate) have stable va¡iances. None of the systems and the equations

il

them are

rejected by the recursive Chow tests. These statistics imply that all the systems are
constant over the sample despite the introduction of financial liberalisation
the Bank of Botswana cerfificates

in 1989 and

in 1991. Therefore, we can conclude that the empirical

models have reasonably constant pdameters.
Given that the specifications satisfu the parameter constancy condition, and that
the stochastic properties ofthe series have been taken into consideration by differencing

the series or including trend, we conclude that the models satis$r the assumption

of

stationarity of the VAR time series representation. Hence, the models can be validly used

to conduct Granger-causality testsSimilarly, by satisfiring the stability corìdition, the models satisfli a fundamental
requirement in regard to forecasting. Thus, we can have confidence in the forecasts
generated with them. Therefore, we use the

VAR/\EC models to forecast ouþut and CPI

hflation in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6: INFORMATION CONTENT OF FINANCIAL VARIABLES

6.1 Introduction

ln chapter 3 we argued that the current monetary policy of the Bank of Botswana
of using financial aggregates as information variables suggests that financial variables
should be included ìn the monetary reaction function (to be estimated ìn chapter 7). We
also pointed out that only those financial va¡iables whose fluctuations contain statistically

signifrcant information about future movements in the target variables need to be entered

in the ¡eaction function. It would be of little value for the Bank of Botswana to react to
those financial variables that do not provide information about what is happening to the

unobsewed target varìable(s). Such financial variables are not useful because they are not

indicators of incipient inflation or changes in spending pattern.
To determine which financial variables can predict target variables (inflation and

ouþut in our case), we employ the Granger-causality concept. We conduct the Grangercausality tests in the context of stationary vector arÌtoregressive (VAR) or vector etror-

correction (\¡EC) models.56
The Granger-causality criterion has been widely used in tests of money-income
and money-inflation relationships. According to Berument and Froyen (1998), this

criterion is appropriate for the purpose of selecting an information variable since there the
The stationarity ofthe models is satisfied since (i) we correct for the non-stationarity of
the variables (investigated in chapter 4) by appllng an appropriate filter to achieve stationarity,
and, (ii) we have checked that the models meet the parameter constancy requirement (in chapter
s)
56
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concern is whether or not a given financial variable has predictive power with respect to a
goal variable. ln support of the Granger causality criterion, Friedman and Kuthrer (1992)
argue that the main issue is not whether the causality tests can reveal "true causality".

What matters most is that: "As long as movements in money do contain information about

future movements in income beyond what is already contained in movements in ìncome

itself, monetary policy can exploit that i¡formafion by responding to observed money
growth regardless of whether the information it contains reflects hue causation, reverse
causation based on anticipations, or mutual causation by some independent but

unobserved influence" (Friedman and Kuttner, 1992, p.

47

4).

ln this chapter, we employ the Granger-causalþ test to examine the empirical
relationships among output and the financial variables (monetary aggregates, credit
agg[egate and interest rate) and also among inflation and the financial variables.

Specifrcally, we assess the information content of financial aggregates by testing for
marginal predictive content of each financial va¡iable with respect to output and inflation.

This refers to the information not available from other sources (see Ashtley and Haldane,
1995). That

is,

the question is not whether a given {inancial variable can, on its own,

predict future movements in output (inflation). Rather, the question is whether it can help
predict future fluctuations of income (and/or ìnflation) that are not already predictable
using information contained in income (iaflation) itself and information contained in
other observable variables, readily available to the cenúal bank (Hamam, 1993).

We also investigate the predicfive power of the interest rate (the Bank rate),

although we hypothesise that it is the policy instrument of Bant of Botswana. A possible
alterrrative hypothesis is that at times the Ba¡k cont¡olled money supply thereby making

money supply the policy instrument and allowing the Bank rate to become an information
va¡iable. Another possibility arìses because at times the Bank's call rate assumed a
greater role in determining the sûïcture of interest rates in the economy compared to the

Bank rate (Hermans, 199ó). In such a period, the Ba¡k rate could have played the role

of

an hformation variable. ln this case, the Bark rate would be seen as one of the financial

variables providing hformation about the state of the economy to the Bank- Another

justification is derived f¡om Hendry and Mizon (1999) who argue that "When economic
policy aims to change

y

[the target variables] by manipulating z [the policy

instrument(s)], linkages must exist between these variables ... in the econometric model

...." If there are no linkages, then policy will not be effective. ln chapter 7, where we
sfudy the Bank of Botswana's monetary reacûon function, we reverse this argument. ln
the monetary reaction ñmction context, ìve argue that

if

the Bank rate measures monetaly

policy, then it should respond to the Bank of Botswana's perception ofthe state ofthe
economy. We take this to mean that the Bank rate should respond endogenously to the
target variables and/or intermediate variables (since they anticipate changes in the state

of

the economy).

Concerning Granger-causal intermediate variables, we make the conjecture that
they may not be of 'equal importance' to the central bank since some may provide more

reliable information than others. Hence, even though the Bank would use all such

aggegates as hformation variables, it may want to give different priorities to them. To
investigate this conjecture, we use the VAR/VEC models (those in which financial
variables Granger-cause target variables) to forecast the target variables in this chapter,

A

central bank may want to use the information presented by a financial aggregate whose
model rnis-forecast its target variable(s) with great caution.
Forecasting is also important in its own right. As reported in chapter 1, using
forecasts of target variables has become prevalent in the current monetary policy

framework of many cou¡rtries. For example, the Bank of Canada makes its monetary

policy actions on the basis of forecasts (eight quarters into the future) of inflation
generated by the Bank's distant-early-waming models.57 The justifrcation is that the

effects of monetary policy actions on prices occur after a considerable lag, generally
thought to be about six to eight quarters (Armour, Atta-Mensah, Engert and Hendry,
1996; Engert and Hendry, 1998). Knowledge of the forecast ability of the frnancial
aggregates is releva¡rt to the case of Botswana since, according to the Bank of Botswana's

officials, the Bank of Botswana too has now adopted a for-ward-looking monetary policy
sfiategy.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 presents the empirical
specification used in the Granger-causality analysis. The estimation results are presented

in section 6.3. Secûon 6.4 presents a summary of the causality results. ln section 6.5 we
undertake an assessment of the importance of the GDP lags in the information models,
5t One of the distant-early-warning models is an M1-based vector error-correction model
(see Engert and Hendry, 1998).

while in section 6.6 we discuss the sensitivity of the results to the model lag structure. ln
section 6.7 we invesúgate the forecast ability of the Granger-causal financial aggregates.

And in section 6.8 we conclude.

6.2 Empirical Specification

For each of the eight financial variables (see chapter 5) we estimate

a

VAR model,

reproduced here for convenience. The reduced-form equations (or a version thereof)t8 are:
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i=l

i=l

eo,,

(6.ld)

¡=l

where y represents nominal and real gross domestic product, p represents the price levei,
m represents financial variables, i.e., m1,

rml, m2, nn2,

58

etc. (see tables

5.la and

5.

lb in

As was shown in the appendix to chapter 3, some versions of(5.1) do not include the
Bank rate (Br), and other versions do not include the price level.
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chapter 5), I sigrrifies the current time period and

e,,, (i = y,m, p,Br)

a¡e disturbance

terms for the respective equations in the system.
We test the hformation content of the various financial aggegates with respect to
changes in ouþut and inflation in the frst-difference version of the

specified in equations (6. 1a) through (6. ld). To test

if

VAR system

changes in a given financial

aggregate can predict changes in output or CPI inflation, ì¡/e test the significance of the a

coeffrcients in the first-difference versions of equations (6.1a) and (6.1c) respectively'

We irnplement the Granger test by using the F{est to test for the marginal predictive
content of the financial aggregates. The test statistic is the standard F-test for the
significance of several variables. The null hlpothesis for the test states that the d

coefficients in equations (6.1a) and (6.1c) are all equal to zero. That is, the null
hlpothesis in (6.2) below states that all the lagged values of the given financial aggregate
do not belong in a given equation.

Ho.a,,, =

0

where m= m1,m2,... and i =

1,2,...

(6.2)

This Granger-causality analysìs, based on the F-statistic, has come to be referred

to

as

the short-run Granger-causality analysis in the literatule of applied time series

econometrics.

In the VECM specification however, the error-correction term provides another
channel for Granger-causality to occur. In this case, even

if the s coefficients for rr¡ in

the autoregressive equation (6.la) are insignificant, as long as the error-cor¡ection term is

significant we conclude that the financial aggregate in the VECM Granger causes gtowth
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in GDP in the long-run. ln fact,

"If

... a monetary aggregate is cointegrated with a

measure ofreal activity, then there must be a [short-run] Granger-causal ordering
between those two variables [in at least one direction]" (Rotemberg, Driscoll and Poterba,
1995, p.75).5'ç The significance of the error-correction term is evaluated by the t-statistic.

The literatwe refers to this Granger-causality, based on the significance of the errorcorrection term, as

tle long-run Granger-causality analysis (see Doyle,

1998).

As mentioned in chapter 5, the two criteria (F-test and AIC) used to determine the

optimal order of the VARs arrive at somewhat different lag lengths. Therefore, to test the
robustness of results, we carÐ/ out analysis using both the F-based systems and AICbased systems.

6.3 Causality Results

We report causality results for both the goal variables (y a"d p) and financial
variables (Br,

ml, m2, etc). Causality results for financial variables

are inteuded to show

whether or not movements in the Bank rate help predict movements in the information
variables. We did not test for reverse causality (i.e., from target variables to information
variables)- Our objective is study the extent to which financial variables are leading
indicators of target variables, not reverse causality.

5e

AIso see Masih and Masih (1996)

6.3.1 First Difference System Results Using Nominal Financial Aggregates

Granger-causality results from frst-difference models are presented in tables 6.1
through 6.3 below.

In table 6.1, we present F-statistics obtained from testing the null hypothesis that
the sums of the coefficients on the lagged growth of a given monetary aggregate (m) or on
the lagged grouth of the interest rate, equal zero. The test regression is an equatìon of the

form:

kkk

ngdp, = a +la,,roo,ngdp,-,

r=l

+la

¡=t ^,m,,

+lau,,Br,-i

+ ectt-) +

ê1

(6 3)

¡=t

where ngdp is change nomjnal all-sector GDP, m

:m|,m2,

m3 or domestic private credit

(cr) represents change in the respective financial aggregate, Br is change in the interest
rate variable,

ecl-l is the enor-correction term (for the VEC models) and¿ istheenor

term, That is, the test equation (6 3) is an error-correction equation or autoregression
(where cointegration does not exist, in which case the ect-l teffi equals zero) 'exfiacted'

from the \lEC model.

Table 6.1 F-Statistics for Sipnificance of m and Br in VAR/VECMs for (nedp. m. Br)
All variables. except ect-l, are in first-difference form
F-values (P-values in parenthesis)

0.67 (0.51)

0.32 (0.8r)

r (0.73)

0.34 (0.71)

0.3

0.4s (0.72')

0.s5 (0.s8)

0.53 (0.66)

0 32 (0.8r)

(0.85)

0.23 (0.80)

0.21 (0.85')

0.34 (0 80)

o. 16

0.47 (0.63)
1.43 (0.2s

l. m represents rnl, m2, m3, or cr.
2. ect-l represenls error-correction temr.
3. n.a. means we did not test Iì{.
4. In the t-st¿tistics column, ++ denotes the

I

percent level of significance.

ln this table a¡d other tables below, the numbers in the m and Br columns
represent, respectively, the empirical values for the F statistic (for testing the significance

of the respective financial variables) and the p values (for rejecting the null hypothesis).
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The results in this table show that none of the financial aggregates provides statistically

significant information about future changes in total output. This is frue both for the
shoft-run causality (i.e., the sum of the lagged gror.th values for the financial aggegates
are insignificant) and for the long-mn causality (i.e., the error-correction term is

insignificant in the ouþut regression equation). Changes in the Bank rate do not seem to
provide statistically significant information about futu¡e (short-run) changes in total

ouþut. The Bank rate also has no short-run (or incremental) predictive power with
respect to any of the fìnancial aggregates. Rather, it only has a long-run predictive power

with respect to ml and m3.
In table 6.1, we estimate a VAR/VEC model in which the total income ín the
economy is measured by nominal gross domestic product (ngdp). However, nominal
ìncome consists of real income and price components. There is the possibility that
changes in some ñnancial aggregate contains predictive fuformation about the movements

in either of the two components of nominal income separately; but such relationship
could be obscured by the combining real income and prices into a single measure. Hence,

in table 6.2, we decompose nominal GDP into real GDP and the price level so that we
can study the relationships separately.
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In this case, we have two test regressions, one for real ouçut and the other for inflation:
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where rgdp is change in real GDP, p is change in the price level (measured by the CPI), m
and Br are as defined under (6.3). We use the CPI instead of the GDP deflator due to

unavailabìlity of data on the latter.
Granger-causality analysis performed using the 'autoregressions' in (6 4) gives us
the marginal (also called incremental) predictive power of financial aggregates, over and
above that predictable from past values of ouþut or prices themselves and of the interest
rate.

The results are presented in table 6.2. With respect to the short-nrn Granger-

causality, the results show that as in the previous speciflcation, none of the financial
agglegates has incremental predictive power with respect to a target variable. Similarly,
the Bank rate does not have any incremental predictìve power. In contrast to the results

of

the previous specification, none of the financial variables have long-run i¡fomation.

Thus, splitting nominal GDP into its components has yielded fuferior results (in respect

of information content of financial aggregates). This implies that in our case, combining
real income and prices into a sìngle measure does not obscure any relationship between
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financial variables and either of these two goal variables.

Table 6.2 F-Statistics for Significance of m and Br in VAR/\IECM for (rgdp. m. p. Br)
variables. except ect-1. are in first-difference oÍn
t-statistics

F-values (P-values parenthesis)

Dependent

variable

Br

m

ect-

I

Values

Lag
lc¡øth

fgdp

0.32 (0.73)

1.53 (0.23)

0

AJCß=2

p

1.22 (0.30)

1.75 (0.r8)

0

A]CIF=2

o ?1. lû 75\

0

ÄIC/F=?

rgdp

0.85 (0 43)

2.14 (0.13)

0

AIC=2

p

1.23 (0.30)

t.s7 (0.22)

0

1JC_z

I

nq lô ?¿l

o

AIl-=)

rgdp

0.17 (0.68)

0.05 (0 83)

0

F:I

D

0,63 (0,43)

2.s7

(0.tt)

0

F=t

Ri /o'tôì

0

t
rgdp

1.32 (0 27)

0 00

(l.00)

0

Arcß=2

p

0 02 (0.98)

t.32 (0 78)

0

A]CiF:2

lo

0

AIC

AJCIF=z

o áq

5

rgdp

0.14 (0.87)

l.s9 (0 21)

0

p

0.s0 (0 61)

t.49 (0.24)

0

I

o

Notes:

R) (O 17\

lF-)

^tc/F:2
AIl. lF-)

m represents m1, m2- m3, or cr.
represents error-correction tenî
n.a. mears we did not test fL.
AICÆ means that ttre two c¡iteria amved at the same lag length and tìe two models
under the two criteria are exactly tle same (e.g.. sa-¡ne dummies in both models)
cct-

I

Some researchers (e.g., Stock and Watson, 1989; Friedman and Kuttner, 1992)
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have found it essential to test for the predictive power of financial variables in

specifrcations such as (6.4), but with the interest rate variable not included. This has been

important since Sims (1980), who first investigated the incremental predictive power of
financial aggegates in a VAR model specified to include real GDP, the price level and

a

financial agg:egate- He then added the interest rate varìable to the VAR model. His
findings were that when an interest rate was added to autoregressive equations such

as

(6.a), in which monetary ag$egates did have predictive power with respect to output,
then the interest rate had predictive power with respect to ouþut, while the hformation

content of money disappeared. If this phenomenon holds in our model, then deleting the

iíterest rate variable from (6.4) would improve the predictive power of the financial
aggegates.

The results of this exercise (not reported) show that deleting the interest rate
variable from (6.4) does not improve the shoÍ-run hformation content of the financial
aggregates. On the other hand" this modification worsens the results since with the
i¡rterest rate excluded, all the long-run Granger-causality of the financial aggregates
disappears. Therefore, we ignore this specification below.

6.3,2 First Difference System Results Using Real Financial Aggregates

In addition to investigating the information content of nominal financial va¡iables

with respect to real economic activity (real GDP), we also investigate the information
content ofreal financial variables. ln agreement with Hostland, Poloz and Storer (1988),
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we expect to find more correlation (or causality) in this case. Hostland et al. found that
expressing monetâry âg$egates in real terms improved their information content for real

income. Consistent with this, the authors found that nominal m1 is the best predictor

nominal income; and, real

ml

of

is the best predictor of real income. Furthermore, tlere is a

theoretical reason for using financial aggregates in real terms - vtz., it is mainly real rather
than nominal balances that are responsible for the hansmission of monetary policy shocks

to the real sector (Sauer and Scheide, 1995).

We study the information content of the financial aggregates and the interest rate
by replacing nominal financial aggregates with real financial aggregates in the
autoregressions in (6.aa). Thus, our autoregressions become:

kkk

rgdpt = a+la,ror,rgdp,-,
i=l

where rm

-

+l

ø,,,rm,-, +

í=t

I

uB,iB\-í+ ecttt+

Êt

(6 5)

'=ì

rml, rm2, rm3 or rcr are real ml, real m2, real m3 or real credit respectively.

The results are presented in table 6.3.

All variables

ect-1. a¡e in first-difference form

F-values (P-values in parenthesis)

0.23 (0 87)

r.4s (0.24)

0.74 (0.48)

r.80 (0.18)

3.04 (0.04)+

2.13 (0.1r)

t.52 (0.23)

1.6e (0,1e)

1 36 (0 26)

r 97 (0.15)

2.01 (0.l4)

0.09 (0 96)

0.73 (0.54)

0.27 (0.77)

Notes:
1. m represents m

l,

m2, m3, or cr.

2. cct-l represents error-corrcction lcrm
4. ln the t-statistics column, +* denotes the

I

percent level of sigmficance.

When financial aggregates are expressed in real terms, the Bank rate retains its long-run

predictive po\¡/er (that it had in table 6.1) with respect to tlìe

ml

aggregate. ln addition,

the Bank ¡ate now has long-run predictive power with respect to real credit and even with
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respect to real output. Lastly, real m2 has a short-mn (incremental) predictive power with
respect to output.

Comparing these results with the previous ones, we find that for the first time. a
monetary aggfegate has a short-nur predictìve power with respect to a target variable,
Secondly, this is the first time a financial aggregate has a short-run information content

with respect to output. Lastly, for the fust time, financial aggregates have long-run
predictive power with respect to target variables.
The results presented in table 6. I through table 6.4 show that financial aggregates

help predict goal variables. This is particularly true about income. Movements in

financial ag$egates Granger-cause income in both the shorl-run (although this occurs
only once) and the long-run version of causaliqr.
On the other hand, the Bant rate does not help in the prediction of either financial
aggregates or target variables. Changes

ir

the Ba¡k rate help in prediction (for both

financial aggregates and income) of long-run changes only.

6.3.3 Systems Specified in Levels

ln this section we follow Hafer and Kutan (1997) by investigating the information
content of the financial variables in models specified in levels. Hafer and Kutan (1997)
conduct Granger-causality usìng two versions of the VAR system: one system was
specified in fust differences (the difference-stationary system); while the other was
specified in levels of the variables, including a trend term (the trend-stationary system).
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Hafer et al. found more causalìty among financial va¡iables and output in the trendstationary model than in the difference-statíonary model. Specifrcally, in the level
specification, both money and interest rate Granger caused ouþut; whereas in the
difference-stationary model, the general hnding was that money did not Granger cause
output.

We should recall that standard causality tests based on the level (i.e., trendstationary) specification
are trend-stationaty, ot

will

be valid only in the case where the variables in the model

if they are difference-stationary and cointegrated (Hafer and

Kutan, 1997). The reason is that,

if

the series are nonstationa¡y and not cointegrated,

then the standard F-statistics are not valid. Thus, our Granger-causality analysis models

specified in levels are conducted only with models fo¡ which cointegration exists.

6.3.3.1 Level Systems Results Using Nominal Financial Aggregates
The autoregressions used in testìng the null hypothesis of "no Granger-causality"
are analogous to those used in the first-difference VAR/VEC models. The difference is

that here, the autoregressions are expressed in the levels of the variables. Hence, we do

not present any autoregression equations here.
The results for the models defined to include nominal financial aggregates a¡e
presented in table 6.4. ln these models, none of the financial variables have predictive

power with respect to target variables.

Table 6.4 F-Statistìcs for Sisrificance of m and Br in VARs for (ngdp. m. Br. trendl:
and (rgdp. m. p. Br. trend)
All variables are in the level form
t-statistics

Dependent
va

riahle

F-values for 110:ø

¡i =

0; V i

Values

and (P-values in

brackets)

B¡

m

Trend

Lag
lenqth

0.94 (0.43)

ngdp

l.l2

ngdp

m l=n3)

(0.3s)

n.a.

i.38 (0.26)

2.8

8**

F=3

o ?Á

ln 15ì

-o É6

F:?

r.l6

(0.33)

2.69++

F=3

-0.62

F=3

0.79 (0.51)

Notes: L m represents ml, m2- m3, or cr.
2. n.a. means we did not test Ho
3. In the t-statistics column, + and ++ denotcs the 5 and
respectively.

I percent level of signìficance

6.3.3.2 Level Systems Results Using Real Financial Aggregates
In this sub-section we estimate the trend-stationary VAR model for those models

for which cointegration exists, aÍ1er deflatiag the financial aggegates with CPL The
results are presented in table 6.5.
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Table 6.5 F-Statistics for Significance of rm and Br in VARs for (rsdp. rm. Br. trendl
(All variables are in the level form
F-values lor Ho'.a

,, =

0: V I

and ( P-values in brackets)

0 36 (0.83)

0.15 (0.93)

5.1

I

3.33 (0 02)+

(0.00)++

r.99 (0.11)

1 89 (0.12)

2.23 (0.09)

2.75 (0.05)

0,1e (0 e1)

1.31(0.28

Notes;

l

rm represents rml. rm2, rm3, or rcr.
2. n.a, mea¡s we did not test Ho.
3. In the t-statistics columr\ + and i+ denotes the 5 and

I

pcrcent level of significance

respectivcly.

With financial variables specifìed in real temrs, rcal m2 has incremental predictive
power with respect to real income, just as it does in table 6.3 (where financial variables
are also expressed in real tems, but the models are specified in the difference form). No

other frnancial variable has statistically significant information content with respect to

real income. The information content of the Ba¡k rate has irnproved in a 'dramatic'
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manner. Changes ìn the Balk rate have incremental predictive power on real income in

all but two of the models.
Comparing the results of the trend-stationary models to those of the differencestatìonary models, we find that the trend-stationary models out-perform the differencestationary models only if we just consider the short-run causality results. Specifically, the
difference-stationary models detect short-nm causality in only one instance, whereas the
úend-stationary models detect seven i¡stances. But we consider not only the short-mn but
also the long-run results, then the difference-stationary models out-perform the trend-

stationary models. The total number of causality incidents in the former is 9, while it is 7

in the latter. Perhaps it is more plausible to compare the performance of the models on the
basis of short-run causaliqr only since trend-stationary models do not possess the long-

mn causality feature. Hafer and Kutan (1997)

comp¿ìre the performance

of the two

models from this perspective (since they do not estimate \¡EC models) and hence their
conclusion is not necessarily in conflict with ours.
The reader

will recall

that the VAR/VEC models used all of their respective lag

terms as determined by the AIC and F-test criterìa. For the ouþut variable, this may be
untenable since the Bank of Botswana does not get hformation about the latest GDP

figure until after six months. The following section investigates the i¡formation content
of financial variables after accounting for this problem.
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6.4 Granger-Causality Results

After Omitting Unavailable GDP Information

To the extent that Bank of Botswana has access to the preliminary estimates

of

GDP data only after six months, the first lag term of GDP is not relevant in the

VARi\EC models. Consequently, the VAR/VEC models used in the causality
section 6.3 are econometrically misspecified due to the presence

exercise

of

ofa superfluous

variable. As is well known from econometrics textbooks, the cost of this is a reduction in
the precision of the estimates. The variance of the estimates can be seriously inflated,

particularly in the case where the superfluous variable is correlated with the included
(relevant) variable(s), as is likely the case in our work (see Greene, 2000). In out models,

inflated variances would cause us to find less incidents of causality than we should. Thus,
in this section we carÐ/ out the causalìty exercise after excluding the first lag of GDP
from the models.

6.4.1 First Difference Without the First Lag of GDP: Results Using Nominal

Financial Aggregates
The test regression equafion for this specification is given by:

ngdp, -- a + L a,,sdp,ngdp,-,

¡=2

*I

¡=t

d

-imt-i + |

The causality results are presented in table 6.6.

r=l

a u,,B

r,-, + ect !-t +

El

Table 6.6 F-Statistics for Significance of m and Br in VAR/VECMs for
All variables. except ect-I. are in fi¡st-difference form

(ngb,m,Br)

F-values (P-values in parenthesis)

r.49 (0.23\

0.80 (045)

l .61 (0.21)

1

58 (0.20)

r.72 (0.19)

0.52 (0 67)

l.u

(0.35)

0.00 (l.oo)

l.r6

(0.32)

l

12 (0.35)

2.37 (0.10)

0 53 (0 59)

L m represcnts ml, m2, m3, or cr.
2. ec1-l rcprcsenls errortorrection term.
3. n.a. means rve did not test F\.
4. In the t-statistics colum¡, ++ denotes tle

I

percent level of significance.

These results are exactly the same as those obtained with the first 1ag of GDP included in
the models. The same telms are insignìficant in both tables and the same terms are

significant in both tables. And, the t-values of the significant error-correction terms are
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the same in both tables.
The causality results fiom models in which nominal GDP is split into its
components are presented in table 6.7.
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Table 6.7 F-Statistics for SigniÍcance of m and Br ìn VAR/VECM for (redp. m. p. Br)
All variables. exce ect- 1. are in frst-difference
F-values (P-values parenthesis)

1.10 (0.34)
l .77 (0.

l8)

t.3s (0.27)
1.60 (0.21)

0 37 (0 s4)
0.66 (0.42)

5l

2.62 (0.1 1)

(0.60)

0.0r (0.99)

0 01 (0.99)

r.34 (0 27)

0

0.35

(0.7i)

1.22

(C1

30)

t.s7 (0.23)

Notes:

m represents

ml, m2, m3, or cr,

I

represents eror-€orrection term.
n.a. means we did not test F{¡.
AICÆ means that *ìe tr,!'o criteria arrived at the sarne lag length and thc trvo models
u¡der the two criteria are exactly tì.re same (e,g., same dummies in both models)
ect-

As in table 6.6, deleting the first lag of the GDP varìable did not change the
incremental predictive power of financial va¡iables. None of the financial variables can

predict later changes (short-run or long-run) of the target variables as it is the case in
table 6.2.

t9t

6.4.2 First Difference System Without the First Lag of GDP: Results Using Real

Financial Aggregates
Using the test regressìon equations in (6.5) above, but now with the first lag

of

GDP excluded, we obtained the results in table 6.8. These are consistent with those in
table 6.6 and table 6.7 in that they do not substantially differ ÍÌom their counterparts. The

only difference is that the interest rate which before had a long-run predictive power with
respect to credit has ceased to have such information.
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Table 6 8 F-Statistics for Siprrificance of m and Br irr VAR/VECM for (rgdp. rm. Br)
All variabl es, except ecl-1, are m tt rsl-dl tle rence l-orm
Dependent

F-values (P-values in parenthesis)

t-statlsûcs

Values

vanable
Br

ect-l

Lag
lenoth

0.08 (0.e7)

rgdp

rgdp

l

s4 (0 21)

PJC-3

nâ

Rlo?

AIC=

0.r2 (0.88)

l .75 (0. r 8)

0
rgdp

2.99 (0.04)*

rm l:rm2)

1 76

t.47 (0.23)

rm{
0 64 (0.53)

rgdp

1R lO
1.

0.35 (0.79)

rgdp

rm(=rcr)

F:2

1 0'64+

F=)

-5.62

io

1'7\

'+ 45+*

?6ì

13 (0 35)

AIC:3

Arl
F=2

F=)
2 88+*

0 84 /O 4Rì

-o 2'7

't.46 (0.74)

I3r

77 (ñ L7\

-05

0.68 (0.s7)

0

io lo ?Rì

o

('t

rgdp

(0 17)

r.96 (0.15)

nâ
rgdp

I lORll

I 7\ 4\
3.07 (0.05)

rgdp

?

1.5 8

AIC=3

F:2

AIC-3

l.8r (0 17)

r.50 (0 23)

163

F:2

n,a.

2.09 (0. r3)

123

F:2

Notes:

L m rcpresents ml, m2, m3, or cr.
2. ect-1 represents error-coûection term.
4. In the t-statistics column- ++ denotes the I percent level of sigmficance.

We now turn to the analysis of the information content of financial variables using
trend-stationary models.
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6.4.3 Level Systems Without the First Lag of GDP: Results Using Nominal Financial

Àggregates
The corresponding causality results are reported in table 6.9.

Table 6.9 F-Statistics for Sigrrificance of m and Br in VARs for (ngdp. m. Br. trend):
and (rgdp. m. p. Br. nend)
All va¡iables are in the level
Dependent

variablc

t-stâti stics

F-values for

llo:a ¡i = O;

V

i

Values

and (P-values rn

brackets)

Br

m

Trend

Lag
lensth

2.61 (0.06)

ngdp

2.n

ngdp
m (=n3)

(0. r 1)

n.a

5.30 (0.00)*+

4.91+r

ll ?7 /o 7Rì

-0 59

F

3.58 (0,02)*

l.l3*

F=3

t.05 (0.38ì

t.47

F:3

F=3

Notes: L m represents ml, m2, m3, or cr.
2. n.a. mea¡s we did not test Ho.
3- In the t-statistics column, r and ++ denotes the 5 and
respectivelv.

I

percent level of significance

For the first time the results from models speci-fied without the fust lag of GDP
substantially differ from their counterparts (in section 6.3). Although deleting the first lag

of GDP did not improve the predictìve power of the financial ag$egates, it did improve
the predictive power of the interest rate variable. Whereas before the interest rate did not
have a short-nm predictive power with respect to income, now
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it

does.

6.4.4 Level Systems Without the First Lag of GDP: Results Using Real Financial

Aggregates
We present the results in table 6. 10.

Table 6.10 F-Statistics for Signifrcance of rm and Br in VARs for (rgdp. rm. Br. trend)
Al1 variables are in the level
F-values for H

o'.a

,, =

0; V t

and (P-values in brackets)

0 14 (0.97)

r.04 (0.40)

0.73 (0.s4)

2,91 (0.03)+

4.93 (0.00)**

3 26 (0.03)*

r 8r (0.14)

0.70 (0.55)

r.s6 (0.21)

0.44 (0.72)

Notes; 1. rm represents rml, rm2, rm3, or rcr.
2. n,a. means rre did not test FL.
3. In the t-statistics column, + and ++ denotes the 5 and
respectively.

I percent level of sigmficance

As

ir

table 6.8, these results do not differ from their counterparts (i,e.. those from

models that include the first lag of GDP). Deleting the first lag of GDP from the models
has not improved the

infomation content of financial variables. Although the present

models show one incident of Granger-causality that we do not observe in table 6.5 (the

predictive power ofreal credit on real income), they also fail to show one incident of
Granger-causality that we observe in table 6.5 (the predictive power of the interest rate on
real income).

ln the overall, comparing all the Granger-causality ¡esults obtained after deleting
the first lag of GDP with their counterparts shows that the¡e is no substantìal difference
between the results. The results of deleting the first lag of GDP are not consistently better
than their counterparts, and neither are they consistently worse. Thus we conclude that
the results do not support the hlpothesis that the presence of the seemingly irrelevant first

lag ofGDP could have increased the variance ofthe estimates. Therefore, we argue that
the VAR/VEC models in section 6.3 that included the first lag of GDP are not biased on
account of the apparent mis-specification.
Just as the inclusion of the first lag

ofGDP (irrelevant variable) had the potential

to reduce the precision of the estimates, the omission of diamond sales from the models,
given the importance of diamonds in the economy of Botswana, also has the potential to
cause a serious econometric mis-specìfication of the models. Specifically, omitting a

relevant variable causes an omitted variable bias problem. Thus ìn the next section we
take account of the diamond sales va¡iable in the specification of the models.

6.5 Granger-Causality Results with Diamond Sales in the Models

ln this section we investigate the incremental predictive power of the financial
variables (analysed in 6.3) in the presence of the diamond sales va¡iable. Diamond
revenues are the main source of growth of the economy. Given this importance and that

diamond sales are an early indicator of GDP (the data become available quickly) the

frst

lag of the diamond sales variable could serve as a proxy for the first lag of GDP data. ln

this case, omitting the diamond sales variable from the models could cause a bias in the
estimates of VAR r\¡EC models (due to the omitted varìable bias) so that we would not
get precise values for the relationship between financial variables and goal variables.

There is another reason for including the diamond sales in the models. According
to the Bank of Botswana officials, the Bank tries to time its policy to coincide with the
sales of diamonds in order to prevent the resultant extra

liquidity injected in the economy

from increasing money supply and thereby causing hflation. To this end, diamond sales
lepresent important information used by the Ba¡k of Botswana ìn its policy-making
process. Recall that our Granger-causality concept investigates the predictive power (with
respect to a goal variable) of a frnancial variable beyond that predictable from

hformation contained in the goal variable itself and in other observable variables readily
available to the Bank of Botswana. Diamond sales is, along with the Bank rate,

information readily available to the Ban-k of Botswana.
On the basis of the above reasons, below we include the diamond sales variable in
the VARVEC models to investigate whether ircluding the diamond sales in the

VAR/\EC models would help us arrive at more precise Granger-causalif results.
To model the diamond sales variable (dvl), we treat it as a strongly exogenous
variable.60 That is, we assume that dvl is both weakly exogenous and that

it is not

Granger-caused by other variables in the VAR/VEC models. We assume that it is weakly
exogenous because we have shown in chapter 4 that dvl is I(0). The justification for
assuming that dvl is not Granger-caused by other variables in the models is that all the

diamonds in Botswana are mined by a foreign independent company and are sold outside
the country at prices determined in foreign markets. Domestic economy conditions do not

affect diamond sales.

After including the dvl va¡iable in the VAR/VEC models of section 6.3, we
obtahed the specifications reported in table 6.1
table 6. I

e

1a

for difference-stationary model and

lb for trend-stationary models.

See Greene (2000)

for a discussion of strong exogeneity
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Table 6.I la VAR System Specifrcations Used in the Causality Anaþsis
Al1 Variables are in the Difference
VARs with all-sector GDP('D

AIC-cnterion

F-criterion

ml, Br)

3 [no dummy]

2 [no dummy]

(ngdp, m2. Br)

3 [no dummy]

2 [dummy: D88iii]

(ngdp. m3, Br)

4 [no dummYl{iii)

2 [no dummy]

3 [no dummy]

2 [no dummy]

(ngdp.

(ngdp, cr, Br)

ml, p, Br)

2 [dummy: D88iii,

Dglil

(rgdp, m2. p, Br)

2 [dummy: D88iii.

D9li]

(rgdp, m3, p, Br)

2 [dummy: D88iii,

D9lil

(rgdp,

2 [dummy: D88iii,

I

D9l4

[no dummy]

2 [dummy: D88iii. D91i]

(rgdp. cr, p. Br)

2 [dummy: D88iii,D90ü, D9l4

2 [dummy: D88iii, D90ii, D9lil

(rgdp. rml, Br)

3 [no dummy]

2 ldummy: D88iiil

m2, Br)

3 [no dummy]

(rgdp,

(rgdp, rm3, Br)

lrorln rcr Rrì

4 [no dumr¡y1iii)
,.

tìee;

2 [dummy: D88iíi,

D9lil

2 [dummy: D88iii]

, r¡,,--,,.

Tlaa:::l

Notes:
(i) All the variables, except the Bank rate (Br) are in the log form.
(ii) The initial order of the VAR systems (with vanables in lcvels) is 4.
(iii) For this system, the initial lag order of its counterpart in table 5.la generatcd vector
autocorrelation, and therefo¡e. we had to increase the lag length to gliminate the problem.

An important point to note about the VAR specifrcations in both table 6.l la and
table 6. 1lb is that due to the introduction of dvl in the models, some of the VARs were

slightly modified. The modifications take the form of either increasing the order of a

VAR, adding

a dummy variable

to a VAR or omitthg a dummy variable(s) from a

VAR.6I Consequently, some speciflcations in these tables are slightly better (if their order

6r

Dummy variables were not reintroduced into the VARs indiscriminately. First dvl was
added to the VARs of tables 5-la and 5-lb with the dummies kept out. Then only if a dummy was
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has decreased and,/or they use less dummìes) while others are slightly worse

(if their

order has increased and/or they use more dummies) By these criteria, the inclusion of the

dvl variable

ir

the models has in the overall improved the specifications

better specifications versus 7 that now have worse specifications.

-

13 VARs have

ó2

Table 6.1Ib VAR Svstem Specificafions Used in the Causalìtv Analvsis
All variables are in levels
AIC-criterion

F-criterion

ml, Br, t)

n.a.

3 fno dummy]

(ngdp, m3, Br, t)

n.a.

4 [no dummylr';)

(rgdp, rml, Br, t)

5 [dummy: D88iiil(üi)

3 [dummy: D88iii]

(rgdp. rm2. Br, t)

4 [no dummy]

(rgdp, rm3, Br, t)

4 þo dummyl

3 [no durnm¡']

(rgdp, rcr, Br, t)

n.a

5 [dummy: D88iii]('tr)

VARs using all-sector GDP(í)
(ngdp,

3 [dummy: D88iii,

D9lì]

Notes:

All the variables, except the Bank rate (Br) are in thc log form.
(ii) The initiaì order of the VAR systems (r.vith variables rn levels) is 4.
(iii) For this system, the initial lag order of its counterpart in table 5.lb generated vcctor
(r)

autocorrelation, and therefore, we had to increase the lag length to eliminate the problem.
(iv) n.a. means that the F-cnterion did not allorv any reduction ofthe lag lengf.h, therefore, the AIC
criterion could not be applied

'We

now turn to the presentation of the empirical results below.

needed (and justifiable) to eliminate instability and/or vector autoconelation was it added;
otherwise such dummies were never reilltroduced i¡ order to minimise impact on asymptotic

distributions of the tests.
u'We do not count the VARs whose specifications have remained
unchanged.
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6.5.1 First Differences with Diamond Sales in the Model: Results Using Nominal

Financial Aggregates
The test regression equations used in this section are the same as those used in
secfìon 6.3 but with dvl added to the model. That is, we do not drop the first lag of GDP

fiom the models

as

we did in section 6.3. The reasons for retaining this irrelevant term

are: (i) section 6.4 has shown that omitting it does not generate superior results, and

(ii) omitting it results in optimal lags lengths (for the VARs) that a¡e too long for the
sample size that we have-

The Granger-causality results for this specification are presented in table

6. 12.

As

is the case with the results obtâined after deleting the first lag of GDP, these results are
not different from those obtained using the first model-speciñcation (in section 6 3).
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Table 6.12 F-Statistics for
Dependenl

cance of m ard Br in VAR/VECMs for (nedp. m. Br)
except ect-l, a¡e in fust-difference form

Sipjfi

F-values (P-values in parenthesis)

variable

0.45 (0.72)

0.46 (0.7 r)

i

0.30 (0.83)

(0.34)

0.r5 (0.86)

2.08 (0.10)

0.32 (0.87)

0.19 (0.83)

0.29 (0.75)

r. l

0.38 (0.77)

0.44 (0 64)

Notes:

1 nì represcnts nì1, m2, m3, or cr.
2. ect-l rcpresents error-corrcction tcrm.
3. n.a. mea¡s we did not tcst FL.
4. In the t-statistics column, ++ denotes the

I percent level of signrficance.

Splitting nominal GDP into its components generated the results in table 6.13
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Table 6.13 F-Statistics for Significance of m and Br in VARiVECM for (rgdp. m. p-Br)
ect-l, are in fi¡st-differenc e
F-values (P-values

0.l7 (0 84)

0 02 (0 e8)

r,48 (0.24)

3.60 (0.03)*

t 26 (0.29)

l.7l

(0.

r.5

l

(0 23)

r9)

0.43 (0.51)

7.2I (0.01)++

3.40 (0 06)

2.09 (0 13)

1 6e

(0 le)

0.23 (0.80)

0.03 (0.e7)
0.76 (0.47)

2.74 (0.07)

Notes: i. m represents ml, m2, m3, or cr.
2. ect-l represents error{orrection term.
3. n.a. means we did not test Fl.
4. AICÆ means that the trvo criteria arrived at the samc lag lenglh and the tno models
under the two criteria are exactly the same (e.g., same dummies rn botli models).

The results in table 6.13 show that the presence of the diamond sales variable in
the model has had impact on the causality. Although the çausality results of all the

financial aggregates have not changed, those for the interest rate have. ln 3 out of the 5
cases, the Bank rate has incremental predictive power with respect to inflation. It is
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interesting to note that the Ba¡k rate Granger-causes only the price level and not the
income level. This seems to confirrn the declared Bank of Botswana's policy strategy

of

changing its policy instrument in response to diamond sales for purposes of obviating

inflationary pressures.

6.5.2 First Difference System With I)i¿mond Sales in the Models: Results Using Real

Financial Aggregates
With financial aggfegates expressed in real terms, the resultant causality results
given in table 6.14.

are

Table 6.14 F-Statistics for Signifrcance of m and Br in VAR /\¡ECM for (rgdp. rm. Br)
All
ect-I. are in first-difference form
Dependenl

F-values (P-values ìn parenthesis)

t-statistics

Values

variable

Br

ect-l

Lug
lenqfh

0 Ì3 (0.94)

rgdp

l3l
, n?*

AIC=3

0.88 (0 42)

-0.89

F-2

o'77 (O 47\

) \)+*

F:?

0.30 (0.82)

2

0 60 (0 62)

nÀ
rgdp

Oq ¡/o ?Á\

0.84 (0.44)

r 47 (0 23)

rgdp

)l

3 4?, (0 02\*

rgdp

4.07 (0.02\1

nâ
rgdp

4

7.67 (0.04\+

2.80 (0 07)

rgdp

t.46 (0.24)

0.37 (0.77)

rml
rgdp

ml(=rcr)

l'=?

AIC=3

I lR
-3 47+*
-o

qR

F=2

F=)

r.60 (0 19)

| .44

t6 t0 0qì

-lt ¿o

AIC=

1.67 (0.20)

-0.87

F:2

AIC=3

67 (l) )O\

tn

0.58 (0.63)

0

AIC=3

07qlo5

0

,alc:?

I
rgdp

5i /0 0l ì*

_92**

,a I

0 20 (0.82)

0.66 (0.52)

-0.58

F=2

n.a.

0.99 (0.38)

-3 03+*

F--2

Notes:

l.

m represents

ml, m2, m3. or cr.

2. ect-l represents crror-correction term.
4. In the t-statistics column, *+ denote the I percent level ofsigmficalce.

These results, particularly for short-run causality, differ to some extent from those

of their counterpart in table 6-3 of section 6.3. The particular results that are diffe¡ent are:

(i) the now sipìfcant predictive power of real m3 with respect to real income which is
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insignificant in table 6.3; and (ü) the now robust signifrcant predictive power of the
interest rate with respect to real m2 in both the AlC-based model and the F-based model

which does not exist in table 6.3. This implìes that

ir

models using real values

of

financial agg¡egates, adding the diamonds sales variable to the model improves the
precìsìon of Granger-causality results.

6.5,3 Level Systems With Diamond Sales in the Models: Results Using Nominal

Financial Aggregates
The correspondìng causality results are reported in table 6.15.

Table 6.15 F-Statistics for Sienificance of m and Br in VARs for (,nglp.
and (rgdp. m. p. Br. trend)
Al1 variables are in the level form
Dependcnt
variable

t-statrsücs
F-valucs for

Flo:a7i =

0;

V

i

rn Bil¡rcrrdl:

Values

and (P-values in

brackcts)

Br

m

Trend

LaE
lenqth

ngdp
m

l 3l (0.28)
otRloql\

0.78 (0.s4)

F=3

î

64 lO 64\

F=1

1.87 (0.13)

0 27 (0 89)

r.43 (0.23)

r':3

n.a.

l.19 (0.3 3)

|..48 (0

r.98 (0.r3)

ngdp

(=Ì3)

2i

F:3

Notes: l. m represents ml, m2, m3, or cr.
2. n.a. mea¡s we did not test FL.
3. In the t-statistics column, * and *+ denote
respectively.

tle

5

a¡d I percent level of significance

The results are all ìnsignificant, exacdy as in lable 6.4 of section 6.3. Thus,
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including the dvl variable in the model did not ìmprove the precision of Granger-causality
results in this case.

6.5.4 Level Systems With Diamond Sales in the Models: Results Using Real Financial

Aggregates
We present the results in table 6. 16.
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Table 6.16 F-Statistics for Significance of rm and Br in VARs for (rgdp. rm. Br. trend)
variables are in the level form
F-values for È10:a.,, =

0; V I

and (P-values in brackets)

r.87 (0 12)

3.05 (0.04)+

0.2

i

(0.93)

1.7s (0.17)

r.78 (0.16)

2.93 (0 03)*

2.09 (0.10)

2.19

l

l7 (0.34)

(0. r 0)

0.97 (0.45)

Notes: L nrt

represents rml, rm2. rm3, or rcr.
2. n.a. mea¡rs we did not test FL.
3. ln tle t-statistics column, + and +* dcnote the 5 and
rcspectively.

ì

percent level of significance

The Granger-causaliry results from the specification incorporating dvl have

identified the incremental predictive power of real

ml

and real m3 with respect to real

income that the above specifications dìd not identify. However, against the current
specification is the outcome that it failed to identifu the predictive power of real m2 with
respect to real income that the other specifications \Nere able to identify. Concerning the
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predictive power of the interest rate variable, this specificatìon identiñes four such cases
This compares well to the four cases identifred in the specifrcation that excludes the first
lag ofGDP and the five cases identified in the original specification.

ó.6 Summary of Causality Results
We present a srunmary of the shorl-run Granger-causality results ìn table 6.17a

below and a sunmary of long-run Granger-causality in table 6.17b.

First difference
(nominal variables)

specificâtion I
(i.e , original VAR)

(i.e., without gdpGt))

specification III
(i.e., with dvl)

(m, ngdp, Br)

(m, ngdp, Br)

(m, ngdp, Br)

no causaliQr

no causality

no causality

(m, rgdp, p, Br)

(m, rgdp, p, Br)

(m, rgdp, p, Br)

no causalit¡r

no causality

Br -> inf

specification

(nL ngdp, Br, t)

Levels
lnominal variables)

First difference
(real variables)

Levels
(real variables)

(m, ngdp,

II

B¡ t)

(m, ngdp, Br, t)

no causalitv

Br *> ngdp

(m, rgdp, p, Br, trend)

(m, rgdp, p, Br, trend)

no causality

no causalitv

no causality

(rm, rgdp, Br)

(rm, rgdp, Br)

(rm, rgdp, Br)

-> rgdp

rm2 -> rgdp

rm2 -> rgdp
rm3 -> rgdp
Br -> rm2

(rm, rgdp, Br, trend)

(rm, rgdp, Br, trend)

(rm, rgdp, Br, trend)

-> rgdp
Br -> rml
Br -> rgdp

rm2 -> rgdp
rcr -> rgdp
Br -> rml
Br -> rgdp

rml -> rgdp
rm3 -> rgdp
Br -> rgdp
Br -> rm2
Tlr -> rrnî

rm2

rm2

no causality
(m, rgdp, p,

Br, trend)

Notes:

i. All the variables

are as defired in the tcxt.

2. The s),rnbol -) shorvs the direction of causaliry. For example, m2 -> rgdp means that
m2 causes rgdp.
3. The results in the table are onlv for results significant at 5 and I percent level.

In this table, we can see that changes in financial aggegates help predict future
changes in target va¡iables in 9 occasions in all the ttrree specifications. Of these 9
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incidents, only 4 are distinct from each other.

Also important to note is that the results indicate that changes in the Bank rate
predict future changes in both the financial aggregates and the target variables. In respect
of financial aggregates, the Bark rate is Granger-causal in 3 distinct ìncidents. In respect

of target variables, we observe that the Bank rate is Granger-causal in 5 ìncidents, of
which 3 are distinct. The finding that movements in the Bank rate predict movements in
other macroeconomic variables is ìn concordance with the fact that the monetary

authorities use the Bank rate as an instrument of monetary polìcy, It is interesting to note
that the Bank rate Granger-causes target variables more than any other single financial

ag$egate.

And lastþ, using the criterion of counting the number of distinct Granger-causal
relationships among the macroeconomic varìables in the analysis specification

III out-

performs the other specifications.6s It detects the most occurrences of Granger-causalitv
among the variables.
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This criterion is similar to that used in econometrics, where we count only the number

ofdistinct (i.e., independent) columns to determine the rank ofa matrix.

specification

III

(m, ngdp, Br)

First difference
(nominal variables)

Br -> ml
Br -> m3

Br -> ml
Br -> m3

Br -> ml
Br -> m3

(m, rgdp, p, Br)

(m, rgdp, p, Br)

(m, rgdp, p, Br)

(rm, rgdp, Br)

First difference
(real variables)

Br -> rml
Br -> rgdp
rm2 -> rgdp
rm3 -> rgdp
Br -> rcr

(rm, rgdp, Br)

Br -> rml
Br -> rgdp
rm2 -> rgdp
rm3 -> rgdp

Br -> rml
Br -> rgdp
rm2 -> rgdp
Br -> rcr

Notes:
1.

All the variables are

as defined in the text.

2. The s¡,mbol

-> shows the direction of causality. For example, m2 -> rgdp means that
m2 causes rgdp.
4. The resuhs in tJre table are only for results sigmficant at 5 and I percent level.
5. specification I, speciûcation lI and specification III represent the original models,
models excluding the first lag ofGDP and models including the diamond sales value
respectively.
Tuming to the long-run causality results presented in table 6.l7b, we obselve that
tlle error-correction term provides an additional channel for the leal m2

and,

real m3 to

Granger-cause real income. ln the same vein, the Bant rate Granger-causes both the

financial aggregates and real income through this channel. The long-run causality analysis
seems to favour the Bank rate

variable - it Granger-causes key macroeconomic variables

in 5 distinct occasions. Specificalþ, the Bank rate has information wiúr respect to future
(long-run) changes in both financial aggregates and real income.
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Close inspection of the results reveals the following coÍlmon feature in the

models. The financial va¡iables in the models are able to Granger-cause only real income,
whereas the Bank rate Granger-causes notjust real income but it also Granger-causes

nominal GDP and inflation. The outcome that Granger-causality relationship exists
predominantly with real ilcome and is virtually absent ìn respect of ìnflatìon is surprising
given that the monetary authorities have been trying to frght inflation si¡ce the late 1970s.
For example,

i¡

Gaolathe and Hudson's (1989) chronology of exchange rate events, the

rand/pula exchange rate was revalued upward by 5 percent for purposes of tempering
imported hflation. The moneta¡y authorities revalued the rand/pula exchange rate several
times after that for the same reason. Perhaps the lack of Granger-causality relationship
between financial variables and inflation is due to the use of exchange rate as a policy

irstrument agairst infl ation.

6.7 Sensitivity of Results to Lag Specification

Recall that we made an observation that the F and AIC criteria arive at somewhat

different lag lengths for the systems used in the anaþsis of Granger-causality. We argued
that, for sensìtivity analysis, it may be expedient to carry out the analysis using both
systems (one for which the order is determined by the F criterion and the other for which

the order is determined by the AIC ffiterion). As already stated, in the literature"
cointegtation and Granger-causality results have been found to be sensitive to the choice
of the lag length of the VAR. The results we obtain in this study seem to confrm this

observatìon.

A close examination of the results from the "two b?es" of systems shows that
causality occurs more often among the macroeconomic variables under study in the Fbased systems than

times in

tle

il

the AlC-based systems. Specifically, short-run causality occurs 18

F-based systems and onty 13 times in the AIC-based systems. In the case

of

the long-run causality results, causality occu¡s 14 times in the F-based systems and only 8

times in the AlC-based systems. This outcome seems to confrm the observation made in
the literature that results from VARs seem to be sensitive to the lag specihcation.

However. in this study, the sensitivity of results to the different lag specifrcations is not to
An extent

of causing concern since we do not have a case of reversal of results. That is,

we do not have a situation in which only the F-based systems detect
causality/cointegration and the other do not or vice versa.

6.8 Out-of-Sample Forecasting with the VAR/VECMs

In this section we use all of the systems (the VARs and \lECMs) in which

financial variables had predictive power with lespect to policy goal variables to make outof-sample forecasts for real ouþut. We also make out-of-sample forecasts for the CPI

inflation and nominal income using models in which the interest rate Granger-caused
them. We carry out the forecasting exercise only for the distinct cases in which fmancial
variables are Granger-causal. That ìs, our goal is to investigate any differences in the
forecast ability of the different financial variables, not to investigate any differences in

zt4

the fo¡ecast ability of the AlC-based models versus F-based models.

Our out-of-sample forecasts are unconditional. Unconditional forecasts depend
only on hformation that would been available to policlT nakers at the time of making the
forecasts. For example, to make l-step-ahead forecasts, we first estimate the

VAR/\ECM

system over the period 1977 l-I993:4, the data for system initìalisation (i.e,, data lost due

to the lags for estimating the system) inclusive, and then forecast one-period ahead. Then,

we add a quarter of data, re-estimate the enti¡e system, and make another one-period
ahead forecast. Again, we add a quarter of dat4 again re-estimate the system, and make

another one-period ahead forecast for the goal variable in the given system, etc. When

conducting the recursive estimations of the vARs and vECMs, we re-estimate all the
parameters (at every recursìon) of the system, ìncluding the cointegrating vector.

Furthermore, the forecasts are accompanied by a forecast of the range within

which the forecasted va¡iable is likely to fall some percentage of the time. That is. rather
than simply making point forecasts, our forecasts include a statement about the

probability distribution of potential outcomes of inflation and income. Svensson (1999)
reports that this approach is already practised by some inflation-targeting central banks,
e.g., the Bank of England, the Sveriges Riksba¡k and Banco central do Brasil. According
Svensson, each ofthese Banks presents confidence intewals for its inflation forecasts.

6.8.1 Multi-step Inflation and Output Forecasts with Confidence Bands
The objective here is to assess the forecast performance of the above systems by
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presenting h-step (where

h:1, 4) forecasts bounded by their estimated confidence

bands.

We generate the confidence bands by drawing on the model's estimated variancecovariance mat¡ix.
One virtue of this approach is that it makes it possible to see whether or not the

model is mis-forecasting. When the model is mis-forecasting, the actual values of the
variables

will lie outside the confidence bands. It is important to note that this could

happen even in the case where the plots for the actual values and the forecasted values
appear to lie close to each other.

To illustrate how confidence bands are calculated, let us assume that our model
generates a point forecast, 9,*r. To generate a confidence band around this point forecast,

we need the critical t-value for the desired level of confidence,
standard error of the forecast,

sr.

t"

and the estimated

Then the confrdence band is given

by !,*, + s;1.. In

this study, the level of confidence is 95olo. Hence, the error bands (around the forecasts)
are given by the + 2 forecast error standard error.

We present graphics for the 4-step-ahead forecasts only and not those fo¡ the 1step forecasts. The reason is that during the period under study Bank of Botswana was

concemed with the behaviour of inflation over several months, albeit policy was

backward-looking. Thus, under the current forwa¡dJooking policy framework, it would
be reasonable to expect the Bank to be concerned with the behaviour of inflation over

several quarters ìnto the fuhre. This expectation is also based on the observatìon that

monetary policy changes affect inflation only after a considerable lag (Engert and

Hendry, 1998).
For convenience, all the models that

will

be used ìn the forecasting exercise

ae

collected and reported table 6.18 below. In the table, the roman number in the bracket

prefixed to the acronyrns "VAR and

\ßCM"

represent the type of specification the

model belongs to.

Specification of the Forecasting Model

Values

Lag length

VARIII! (Dm1, Drgdp, inl Ddvl, DBr, D88iii, D91i)

VARIIII (m1, ngdp, Br, trend, D88iii)

Differences
Drm2 *> Drgdp

\ECMlIl

(Drm2, Drgdp, DBr, D88iii)
\|ECMIIII] (Drm2, Drgdp, Drdvl, Dbr)

Drm3 -> Drgdp
Levels

rml -> rgdp
rm2 -> rgdp
rm3 -> rgdp

VARIil] (rml,

rgdp, Br, rdvl, trend, D88iü)
VAR[I] (rm2, rgdp, Br, trend, D88iii)
VARIIII] (rm3, rgdp, rdvl, Br, trend)

Notes: L dvl and rdvl represents nominal diamond

sales and real diamond sales respectively.

2. AICÆ mea¡s that the two cntena arrived at the same lag length and the two models
undcr the two criteria are exactly the same (e.g., same dummies in bot.h models).

We start by forecastìng ì¡flation using the ml-model and m2-model. Figure 6.1a

shows 4-step forecasts for fuflation from the ml-model. ln the graph, the notes inside and
around the first two plots and the notes below the graph apply to the rest of the plots in

figure 6.1a and other graphs respectively. The in-sample values (on the left-hand-side

of

the vertical line in each plot) are: (i) the actual data values that are used in the estimation

of the VAR (the line with square-shaped mar*ers) and (ii) the fitted values of the
estimation model (the line with diamond-shaped markers). On the right-hand-side of the

vertical line we have (i) the actual values of the variable being forecasted (the line with
square-shaped markers); this is the same line that appears before the vertical line, and

(ii)

the 4-step-ahead forecasted values of the given variable (the line shown without markers).
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The vertical line is drawn to separatc the rn-sample estimated values (before the line) from thc
out-of-sample forecasted values (after the lile).

The forecasts of the level of fuflation ìn this graph are satisfactory. The forecasts
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of the model are in 'good agreement' with the actual values of hflation. The actual values
lie well within the confrdence bands and are close to the forecasted values. The forecasts

for the other variables in the model (growth in real income, growth ìn narrow money and
grouth in the Bank rate) are also satisfactory.
ln figule

6.

lb, we present forecasts of the rate of ìdlation from the m2-model. The

forecast perfomrance of this model is very poor.
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rhe actual ald forecasted values of inflation are not in agreement with each other - they
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diverge from each other as the forecast horizon increases, and actual values lie way
outside the 95 percent forecast bands for a.ll the va¡iables except the growth ofnominal
m2. Thus, this model does not fit the data at all.

we turn to the forecasting of nominal GDP using the trend-stationary ml- and m3models based on specification II. The 4-step ahead forecasts from the ml-model are
presented in figure 6.2a. As we can see, the forecasts of nominal GDp are generally good.

The actual values lie withìn their confidence bands except only at one point, 1994:3. The
other forecasts (for the levels of na¡row money and the Bank rate) are satisfactory.
Therefore, it is arguable that the model reasonably fits the data.
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The m3-model's forecast performance is exactly the same as that of the ml-model

ln figure 6.3a we present forecasts for the growth of real income the rcal n2model fi'om specification I.
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This model's forecasts perfonn very we1l. The actual values of the growth of real
income being forecasted lie within the 95 percent confrdence bands, The same is true

of

the actual values of the growth of real m2 and, the growth of the Bank rate.

using the real m2-model from specification III to forecast the growth of real
income generates the forecasts in figure 6.3b. The model's forecast performance is as
good as that fore its rival in figure 6.3a. It also predicts well, not only the growth ofreal

ilcome but other variables

as

well.
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In figure 6.4awe present forecasts of the gro*th of real ìlcome from the real m3-

model, also fiom specification IIì
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This model forecasts the actual values of the gror.rth of real GDp very well. The
model also forecasts the other va¡iables satisfactory.

Lastly, we present the forecasts generated with trend-stationary models specified
in levels of variables. First we look at the forecasts of real income from the real

ml-

model. The forecasts are presented in fìgure 6 4b. As we can see, the model's forecast
performance is satisfactory. The model forecasts both the level of real income and the

level of the Ba¡k rate very well. The forecasts of the level of real nanow money are not
that accurate since the actual values ofreal narrow money substantially diverge fiom the
forecasted values ove¡ time. Actual values come close to goìng outside the confidence
bands.
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II gives us the forecast in figure
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6.5a.
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It is clear that this model's forecasts are not satisfactorv. While the modei can

forecast the actual values ofreal m2 and the Bank rate. the model generates poor
forecasts of the level of real income. The actual values ofreal income lie outside the

confidence bands over three quarters: 1994:4

-

1995:2.

The last specification trI type of model used to forecast the level of real income is
the real m3-mode1. Forecasts Êom this model are presented in figure 6.5b. This model
forecasts the level ofreal income quite well. It also forecasts the level of the Ba¡k rate

quite well but not so well the level of real m3 - the forecast values of real m3 diverge

from actual values over time, to an extent of lying outside confìdence bands

in

1995:4..
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our last forecasting model is that of real credit in which we forecast the level of
real inçome. Its forecasts are presented in figure 6.6a.
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The model's forecast performance is good only in regard to the forecasts ofreal

credit and the level of the Ba¡k rate and not so good in regard to the forecasts of the
variable of interes! real GDP. The actual values of the level ofreal income lie on top of

tle confdence

bands

in 7994:2

and, 1994:4 arñ

fall outside the lower confidence band in

7994:3.

6,8.2 Summary
lnspection of these 4-step-ahead forecasts shows that the forecast performance

of

the VAR models is mixed. Of the 8 income-forecasting models, only 4 of the models
mis-forecast income; with actual values being forecasted lying outside the 95 percent
confidence bands for their respective forecasts. lt is worth pointing out that all of the 4
mis-forecasting models a¡e trend-stationary models. So it seems the main problem is
inherent in the t¡end-stationary models - they probably do not adequately characterise the
non-statìonary in the data. Nonetheless the nature of mis-forecasting is not hopelessly bad
since of the 4 mis-forecasting models only 1 models mis-forecasts for the whole

of

The other 3 models fail to forecast only the one data value in 1994:3 In the case

of

1995.

inflation, only t of the 2 infÌation-forecasting models provide satìsfactory forecasts. The
forecasts from the m2-model are dismally bad.

ln the case of the l-step ahead forecasts, these models perform better,

as

we would

expect given their short horìzon- For income-forecasting models, there is ortly two mis-

forecasting models. As in 4-step forecasts the mis-forecasting models are trend-stationary

models. The performance of inflation-forecasting models is the same as in the 4-step
forecasts.

6,8 Conclusion

our objective ìn conducting Granger-causality analysis was to frnd out if the
practice of the centoal bank of implementing monetary policy by using financial
aggregates (particularly domestic credit) as information variables was empirically

justifiable. On the basis of Granger-causality, financial variables contained information
about policy goal variables (inflation and output) during the period covered by the study.
Hence the Bank's policy strategy has empirical support. However, the inclination of the

Bank of Botswana to focus more on the credit aggegate is not supported by our empìrica1
results. The credit aggregate is not the most Granger-causal financial aggregate; in fact as
tables 6. 17a and 6.17b show real m2 is the most Granger-causal financial aggregate.

The empirical results seem to suggest that Bank of Botswana could pursue the use

of financial aggregates in its information va¡iable policy strategy, whether its main goal is
to control income (the target variable that happens to have a Granger-causal relationship

with virrually all of the frnancial variables in this study) and,/o¡ inflation. Note that
watching income is useful even when illflation is the main objective of monetary policy
since the level and/or growth of ¡eal income relative to capacity have implicafìons for

inflation.

z)o

CHAPTER 7: MONETARY REACTION FLrNCTION

7.1 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to the task of modelling the behaviour of the Bank of
Botswana in the process of conducfing monetary policy. We do this by specifzing and
estimating a monetary reaction function. chapters

I

and 3 provide the justification for

studying the monetary reaction function. Basically, the monetary reacfion fimction for
Bank of Botswana is an equation which is intended to model what the Bank actually did
during the period of study. If the Bank rate is an appropriate measure of the monetary

policy stance for the Bank of Botswan4 and if Bank of Botswana is purposeful and
reasonably consistent in its policy-making process, then as argued by Bemanke and

Blinder (1992), we should obserue that the Bank rate systematically responds to the
variables that represent the state of the economy.
The main sections in thìs chapter are arranged as follows. Section 2 explains the

role of monetary policy in developing countries. Section 3 is

a

brief history of the

practice of monetary policy in developed countries and less developed countries. ln
section 4 we present the empirical results of estimating the monetary reacúon function.

Section 5 makes a brief comment (on the basis of the empirical results) on the monetary

policy stance of Bank of Botswana during the period under study, and sectìon 6 presents
a summary and conclusion.

7.2 Monetary Policy and Stabilisation in Developing Countries

In any modem economy the desire is for the economy to exhibit two main
features. one feature is that the economy's actual real ouþut should not deviate much

f¡om the natural real ouþut (the economy's fuIl capacity ouþut). The other is that the
economy's natural real ouþut should grow at a rapid, but steady pace. Conventionally,
the issue ofhow the level and the rate of growth of nafu¡al real ouþut is determined is
relegated to growth theory. On the other hand, the determination of actual real output

relative to the natural real ouþut is the domain of stabilisation theory. Stabilisation policy
consists of fiscal policy and monetary policy. This study focuses on monetary polioy.

It has been argued (see Ghatak, 1995) that monetary policy can play only

a

limited

role in less developed countries (LDCs). This argument is based on the view that less
developed countries are cha¡acterised by: (i) a large, non-monetised sector, (ii) nanow
money and capital markets and a limited array of financial assets; and (iii) a large ratio

of

curency to total money supply (in some countries). A1l these factors have the effect of
impeding the efñcacy of monetary policy. Not withstandìng the view that monetary

policy can play only

a

limited role in LDCs, Hossain and Chowdhury (1996) present an

argument for assigning an important stabilisation role to monetary policy [and fmancial

policy] in developing countries. The main role assigned to monetary policy is that ìn the
short-run, monetary policy should maintain key macroeconomic variables, such as real
interest rates, hflation rates and exchange rates, at levels consistent with balance between
aggregate demand and aggregate supply. ln the long-run, the appropriate levels ofthese

key macroeconomic variables should then enhance both savings and i¡vestment rates

which in tum should ensure faster economic growth. Therefore, the essential role for
monetary policy in LDCs is seen as that of providing a stable mac¡oeconomic
envi¡onment conducive to economic growth (see Hossain and Chowdhury, 1996).
The role assigned to monetary policy in Botswana seems to

fit this description

since Bank of Botswana stated that one major objective of monetary policy in Botswana

is "to contribute to a favourable enabling environment [for economic growth] by
achieving a stable macroeconomy, including both a stable price level and stable relative

prices...." (Bank of Botswana Annual report, 1993, p.16).u* This remains the same in the
1990s, although the new Bank of Botswana Act

of 1996 now defmes the objective less

broadly, in terms of monetary stability. The new Act defines the primary objecúve

of

Bank of Botswana as "to promote and maintain moneta"ry stability". However, the Bank
of Botswana Annual Reporï of 1998 shows that the Bank makes this objective operational

by pursuing a strategy of keeping the rate of hflation low and stable.

7,3 Monetary Policy in Developed Countries versus in Developing Countries

ln the pursuit of stabilisafion of economic activity, it is common practice in
developed counfties to use monetary policy for the purpose of achieving a moderate path

for the grorth of ultimate target variables (Hamann, 1993). Hence, several studies of the

policy activìties of monetary authorities in developed economies, have been conducted.
6a

As explained in chapter 6, the monetary authorities have been concerned with inflation

since the 1970s.

The aim of the studies was to examine if the monetary authorities systematically reacted
to the ultimate policy target variables. In these studies, researchers specified and
estjmated monetary reaction function (MRF) models. some examples of MRF studies in

developed economies are Dewald and Johnson (1963), Reuber (1964), wood (1967), Fair
(1984), Khoury (1990), and Johnson and Sildos (1996).

In LDCs however, monetary authorities were more concerned with the long-run
role of monetary policy (compared to the short-run stabilisation role) in order to promote
economic growth (see Hossain and Chowdhury,1996). Perhaps this explaìns why up

until the middle of the 1970s, very little resea¡ch time was devoted to studying policies of
central banks rn LDCs.

with

respect to these economies the argument had been that due

to the lack of broad and active financial markets, monetary policy is not independent

of

fiscal policy, and so, monetary authorities are obligated to finance government budget
(Joyce, 1991). It has been also argued that in LDCs, the lack of well-functioning tax
administrations tends to ¡esult in govemments relying on seign.ior¿gs as their main source

ofrevenue. Thus, in less developed countries, monetary policy has been generally
hypothesised to be driven by these other concems, and not by the objectives

of

minimising deviations of ultimate monetary policy target variables from stable paths.

If

this hlpothesis is valid, then the monetary policy instrument and related financial
aggregates would not have a systematic relationship with target variables in LDCs. Thus,

although the MRF would exìst; its arguments would be fiscal budget variables. The study

of the central bank's reaction function, in conjunction with the study of the bformation

content of frnancial va¡iables in chapter 5, will help us to verifiz this hypothesis

empirically. some examples of MRF studies based on the economies of LDCs are.
Porzecanski (1979), Kamas (1986), Joyce (1991) and Sarjito (1996).

one main objective of MRr studies is to identiÍ! mac¡oeconomic goal variables

tlat

have had systematic effect on monetary policy. The other main objective is to

'endogenise' money supply in estimating large-scale macroeconomic models in general
and money market models in particular. As mentioned in chapter 3, incorporation

of

policy reaction fi¡rctions in these models helps resea¡chers to obtain consistent (i.e.,
asymptotically unbiased) estimates of parameters of the models (Dean, 1974).

we should emphasis that

the monetary reaction function analysis is not concemed

with the potential strength of monetary policy to influence the macroeconomy. our focus
is on explainhg the policy actions ofthe monetary authorifies..s That is, our objective is

to estimate the ir¡fluence of the state of the economy on the policy acfìons of the central
bank. ln this rega¡d, as argued

ì¡

Swank (1990), we do not concern ou¡selves with issues

of time inconsistency and policy coordination.

7.4 Estimation Results

We estimate a MRF in this chapter using the single-equation approach. ln the
chapter 8, we shall estimate the MRF and the demand for money equations as a system
the interest rate ìs an endogenous explanatory variable in the money equation, while

6r

This point is stressed ìn Havrilesk¡ Sapp, and Schweitzer (1975) and Swank (1990).
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if

money ìs an endogenous explanatory variable in the interest rate equation simultaneously.

we use both approaches for comparison purposes. To estimate the single-equation model,
we use the OLS method.
Chapter 3 has already explained the relationships between the Bank rate and each

of the plausible explanatory variables. Therefore, in this chapter we go right ahead to
estimate the reaction function equation. Fo¡ convenience, we reproduce our estimation
equation:

n
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The macroeconomic variables in the model are: growth of the Bank rate (DBr); the leve1

of inflation (urf); grouth in inflation (Drnf); growth of real

ml

adjusted for the i¡fluence

of the South Afi:ican treasury brll (TbilÐ -rlte çnlmqwnrch is used as a prory for growrh

of real income, due to the one year 1ag in reporting the GDP data; and the level of real

ml

adjusted for the i¡fluence of the South Afi:ican Tbill rate, used as a proxy for the level

of

real income;66 Dm is eìther Dm2, Dm3 or Dcr; Ddvl is growth of the value of diamonds,

groÞ'th of the south African Ttrill rate, and e, is the error term.67 The model also includes
a step dummy,

.5',

, which takes the value of unity in the period 1989:

I-

1995:4 and zero

elsewhere. The dummy is used to captue the impact of financial lìberalìsation

of

monetary policy. For more details on the specìfcation of this model, see chapter 3. We

include a one period lagged term for the growth of the Bank rate as an explanatory
variable since "ln practice all CBs [i.e., central banks] adopt a gradual approach to shoúterm interest rates setting, so that sharp and sudden changes in short-term interest rates
tend to be avoided" (Svensson, 1999,p.625).

ln estimating the reaction function equation, we entered the rate of hflation
variable ln both the level and fust-difference forms. One reason is that we are not certain
as

to whether in reacting to these targets, the monetary authorities followed an ìntegral

rule or

a

ploportional rule. The other reason is to establish the ¡obustness of results. In the

case of incolne, we enter it in levels only in the trend-stationary models because (i) we

cannot enter both the level and grouth of income in the same equation due to

multicollinearity problems and (ü) estimating the MRF equation for both the proportional
and ìntegral rules in respect of income would cause this chapter to bloat

witlout

substantial marginal benefit.

66

That is, changes in real ml are used as a proxy, primarily for the contemporaneous
behaviour of real income. Similarþ, changes in the growth of m2, m3, credit or diamond value
(i.e., Dm2, Dm3 or Dcr) are taken to provide information about the contemporaneous behaviou¡
of income and ìnflation.
67
For the ¡eaction function including a real financial aggregate, Dm is replaced by Drm.

:+J

We set the lag length f'or the proxy for income

tj/n t, o,

,1irr, ,o

I

since dara for

income become available ìn the second quarter. It is possible that the Bank could still

look at the information the aggregates (in their role as income proxies) provide in the
second quarter and later, However, for convenience we assume that the Bark focusses on

income, once its data become available.

Lastly, we purged the financial aggegates of the influence of the South African T-

bill rate. We explain the procedure by using the level of real m2 as an example. The
procedure starts by estimating a fourth order autoregressive distributed lag model (ADL)

with real m2 as the regressand and real income, the Bank rate, i¡flation and the South
African treasury bill rate

as regressors.

This is followed by an application of the general-

to-specific testing-down plocedure to reduce the initial overparameterised model to a

final parsimonious equation. If the final parsimonious equation stitl has the South African
fieasury bill variable term(s) remainìng, we use the coefficient(s) on the remaining
treasury bill term(s) to remove the marginal effects of the South African Tbill rate on real
m2.

The general-to-specific testing-down procedure entails a model reduction through
the testing of zero restrictions. The concept is applied as follows.

we start with a general

þossibly overparameterised) model which satisfies the usual mis-specification tests (for
autocor¡elalion, autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH), the normality

of

residuals, unconditional heteroscedasticity, and the functional form). We then impose
zero restrictions on those terms that are insignificant as a group, each tìme deleting the
244

least significant t-values. The zero restrictions are tested with the F-test for omission of a

h

variable.

addition to the F tests on the restrictions, we subject the model to the mis-

specification tests at every stage. That is, diagnostic testing is part and parcel of the
testing-down procedure. For more details, see Thomas (1997).
The estimation equation should ìnclude as explanatory va¡iables only those

financial aggregates that have predictive power with respect to target variables.
Consequentþ, we estimate only

as

many reaction function equations as there are different

fìnancial aggregates that are Granger-causal in chapter 6. Following the (arbitrary) order

in which the Granger-causal financial aggregates are presented in table 6.17a, we first
present the results when the Bank is assumed to place more weight on the growth

nominal

ml

of

as an information variable. After this, the results when the Bank is assumed

to focus more on the growth of nomnal rn2 follow; after which we present results when
more focus is on the level of nominal

ml.

etc.

7,4.1 Results When the Growth of Nominal

ml

is the Most Important Information

Variable
ln this sub-section, we present the estimation results obtained by assuming that the
Bank of Botswana used the growth of nominal m1 as its hformafion variable about
aggegate demand pressure

ir

the economy.

The first version of our monetary reaction function equation is given by:

DBq = s

¡l
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2

+l

0,Dm7,-, + pDBq-, + bDdvl, + crDTb,-,

The reader

+

crS, + e,

will notice that the estimation equation (7.2) includes all the va¡iables

'.hat are in (7.1) except for the level of the rate of inflatíon and the level of real

ml. In

fact, tone of the reaction function equations estimated below includes both the level and

fust-difference forms of the inllation variable and real

ml

due to a serious problem

multicollinearity. Another issue to note is that (7,2) includes
note that the gtowth of nominal

ml

a

of

new variable, Drgdp. Aìso

has not been purged of the effect of the South Af¡ican

Tbi1l rate because the Tbill rate was not significant in the ADL equafion.
The results generated by estimating the equation using the ordinary least squales

(OLS) technique are presented in table

7.la.ln

the table we present the final

parsimonious (estimated) version of equation (7.2) after applying the general*to-specific
procedure to (7.2). The reduction process is evaluated using the F-test for omission of a
vanable and the Schwartz model selection criterion. The F{est stalistic is calculated
simultaneously with the Schwartz criterion (at every stage of the reduction process)
because

it tests whether or not a given reduction is valid. [An explanation of how the
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reduction process is implemented (from the initial specification to the fina1 specìficatìon)
is illustrated in the appendix

1

of this chapter.l

Table 7.la MRF with Growth in Nominal ml as lnformation Variable and Target
Variables as Growth in Inflation and Growth in Real Income

Modelling DBr by

oLS

The present sampÌe is:1978 (3)-1995 (4)
Variable
coefflcient
Std.Error

t-value

p-value Instab

Constant
O.42649
0.16114 2.64'1** 0.0102 0.12
DrNf 2
0.13548
0.060168 2.252* 0.A217 O.O4
DrNf 4
0.13867
0.058445 2.373+ 0.0206 0.09
orqdþ a
5.924'7 -2.607** 0.0115 0.08
-r5.4rr
DTb_1
0. 15506
0 -01:1582 2.766*
O. O34o 0.13
R^2 : 0.].8942ì E(4,65) : 3-19'1 4 [0.0078] ì 6= O.'133'7L2ì Dr¡l : t.85
RSS = 34.99]-70823 for 5 variab.Les and 70 observations
lnstability tests: (i) wariance: 0-088322; (ii)loint:
Information Criteria: SC : -0.38992i
1- 5 F( 5, 60r 4 F( 4/ 57) :
Normality CYL|^2(2)=
x.i 2
F( 8, 56r xi*xj
F(14, s0) RESET Fl l,t 64) =
AR

ARCH

Notes:
1. + and

*t

0.998e5
A-36641
23.'786
0.35075
0.42001
1.1103

denote the 5 and

I

1.05011

[0.42631

[0.8315]
t0-00001 **
10.9¿15J

[0.9611]
10.29601

percent level ofsignificance respectively.

The results in table 7.1a indicate that the central bank changed the

91

owlh of the

Bank rate in response to changes in the two and four period lags of growth in inflation;
changes in the four period lag of the growth

ofreal income; and changes in the one period

lag of the South African Tbill rate.

An important point to note about these results is that the gro*th of the
aÀ1

ml

aggregate turns out not to provide hforrnation to the Bank, in the process of setting the

gronth rate of its policy instrument. This outcome is consistent with the results of the
Gralger-causality analysis in chapter

5.

Concerning the policy stance of Bank of Botswana, it appears the Bank followed a

countercyclical policy with respect to growth of inflation. But the Bank seems to have

followed an accommodative policy with respect to changes in the grouth of real income.
And lastþ, the positive coefficient of the gronth of the South Afi:ican Tbill rate suggests
that the Bank of Botswana tried to avoid large differenûal between its interest rates and
those of South Africa.

The last piece of information in this section of the table shows the intertemporal

stability tests due to Hansen (1992). There is no evidence of indir,rdual coefficient

instability - none of the statistics for parameter rnstability tests (shown in the last column
entìtled "Instab") significant at the 5 percent level. Similarly, the model does not display

joint parameter instability (shown

as Joint

instability) - this ajoint statistic for all the

parameters in the model.68 The model also passes the variance instability test.

The last section of the table presents two t).?es oftests to check the specification

of the equation: the residual tests (testing the properties of the equation's residuals) and
the specification test (tests the 'correcfiess' of the equation). The properties of the model
residuals are tested using five residual tests: (i) Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test for
autocorrelated residuals (denoted as AR 1-5); (iÐ LM test for autocolrelated squared

u*

These are within-sample paramefer constancy tests
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residuals - this is the autoregressive conditional heteroscedasúcity (denoted ARCH) test,

(iii) the normality test, for testing whether the skewness and kurtosis of the residuals
corresponds to that

ofa normal

di

squares of the regressors (denoted

stribution; (iv) the test for heteroscedasticity using the

Xi"2); and (v) the test for heteroscedasticity using

squares and cross-products of the regressors (denoted

(denoted RESET), tests to see

XiXj)

Ramsey's specification test

if the original frurctional form is inconect. The mis-

specification tests for this model are satisfactory since none of the mis-specification tests,
except for the normality tes! indicate problems. The normality test ¡esult suggests

possible mis-specification of the functional form. But since the RESET test suggests not a
problem, the normality test result is not of concem.
In the second version of the reaction function equation, we use all the variables
entered in (7.2),but with the rate of inflation in the level form. Thus, the initral

specificafion becomes:

ólc,r{

DBr, = a +la,in{-, + lá, o'imt,-, +lþ,Drgdp,-,
i=l
i=0
i=2
2

(1 2)',

+\0,Dm,-, + pDBr,-, + bDdvl, + clDTbt-t + crS, + e,

After esfimating the equation and applyìng the reduction process, we get the final
equation in table

7.

lb.

Table 7.lb MRF with Grou{h ìn Nominal ml as lnformation Variable and Target
Va¡iables as tle Level of Inflation and Growth in Real lncome

Modelling DBr by

OLS

The present sample is:197I

Varlabfe

Coefficient

(3 ) -19 95 (4

)

Std-Error t-value

P-value fnstab

0.39600 -2.22O* O.0297 0.10
Constant
-O.8'192'1
0. 084181
0.033994 2.41 6++ 0.0158 0.10
rNf_2
R^2 : 0.A8272L3; F(1,68) : 6.7323 10.01581 ; O: A.163A99; DI,4i : 1.83
RSS = 39.597'7'7 4L9 f or 2 variab.Ies and 70 observat.ions
lnstability tests: (i) wariance: A.O'12A22\i (ii) joint: 0.813511
Information Criteria: SC = -0 .44833T t

1* 5 F( 5. 63) :
ARCH 4 F( 4, 60) :
Normality chLi^2 \2)=
Xi 2
E¡ 2, 65 I =
xi*xj
E ( 2, 65) :
RESEr F( 7,61 ) =
AR

Notes:
1.

1.o682 [0.3e65]
0.'7274

10.5'76'7

I
23.801 [0.0000] **

0.34'126 IO.1A19l
0.34'726 [0.7079]
0.48353 10.48921

* and ** denote the 5 and i percent level of significance respectively.

The results show tlat the gro$th of the Bank rate is determined only by second lag

of the level of i¡flation.
Again, what is most significant about the table is that the naffow money aggregate
does nol appear irì the final parsimonious equation. in agreement with the Granger-

causality results.
These results suggest that the Ba¡k of Botswana followed a countercyclical policy

ìvith respect to the level of the rate of inflation.
The mis-specification tests are satisfactory, wilh only the normaliSz test rejecting
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the null hypothesis. We have already explained why the normality test result is not

of

concern, below table 7.la. Similarly, the model satisfres the intertemporal stability

propefiy.
These results clearly differ from those obtained in table

7.la.In this table only

inflatìon matters to policy, income and the South African Tbill rate do not.
We now evaluate the performance of the two policy rules (the proportional nrle
versus the integral rule) with respect to both inflation. With respect to inflation it is not
clear which rule ouþerforms the other at characterising monetary policy. Both rules
suggest that monetary policy responded to past inflation. However, the proportìonal rule
suggests that policy responded not only to the two period lag of inflation (as the integral

rule suggests) but also to the four period lag of inflation. If monetary policy responded
mainly to inflation of the relaúvely recent past, then the integral rule ouþerforms the
proportional rule. However, if policy responded to inflation oflong perìods back, then the
proportional rule is superior. If we also consider the ability to captule the monetary
authorities's concern with foreign monetary policy in South Africa as the second
criterion, then the proportional rule takes the lead.

ln the followi¡lg sub-section we present

lie

estimation results obtained by

assuming that the growth of m2 is the most important information variable used by Bank

of Botswana to

assess

the stance of monetary policy.

7.4.2 Results When the Growth of Nominal m2 is the Most Important Information

Variable
Our irritia"l speciflcation for the estimated MRF equation is:

5tc¡4

DBr, =

a¡\ },Dinf,-,+\ t, nInl,-, +l
i=l

t=0

þ,Drgdp,-,

i=2

(7.3)

2

+L

0,Dm2,-, + pDBr,-, + bDdvl, + ctDThFt

The results are presented

lr

table

7

.2a.
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Table 7.2a MRF with the Growth of Nominal m2 as Information Variable and Target
Va¡iables as Gro*th of lnflation and Growth in Real Income

ModeÌÌing DBr by

oLS

The present sample is:1978 (3)-1995 (4)

Variable

CÕefficient

Std.Error t-value

HCSE

Instab

0.47919
0.16096 2.9"71++ 0.19321 0.13
Constant
DTNf 2
0.14069
0.059193 2.3'71" 0.061344 0.06
0.058644 1.996* 0.068156 0.11
DrNf 4
0.L7'l06
5.9358 -2.24I*
5.9164 O.09
Dïqdp_4
-13.304
Dm2 L
7.2t6L -I .B2L*
1.9790 0.03
-2.2741
0.010342 2.79L* A.055262 o.10
DTb 1
0.15409
R^2 : 0.229355ì F(s,64) = 3.8095 [0.0044] ì O= O-12A978, DVr : 7.82
RSS : 33.267'78'779 for 6 variables and 70 observations
Instability tests: (1)wariance: O.LI952Ii (ií)joint:
Information Criteria: SC : -0.379'749;

1.73304

Mis*soecification Tests
1* 5 F( 5, s9) =
4 F( 4, 56) :
Normality chí^2 (21:
xL^2
F(10.53) :
xi*xj
F(2o,43):
RESET F( 1, 63) =
AR

ARCH

Notes:

i. * and ** denote

0.84265 LO -52501
0.95432 10.44201
20 -63L [0.0000] *+
3.6079 [0.0010] **
1.9079 [0.0380] *
4.3805 [0.0404] *

the 5 and

I

percent level of significance respectively

In the table, the final parsimonious (estimated) equation suggests that the central
bank's monetary policy decisions were inflìrenced by the two and four period lags of the

growth of inflation, the four period lag of the growth in real income and the one period
lag in the growth of the foreign interest rate.
These results suggest that policy was countercyclical in respect of inflation and

acconìmodative in respect of income.
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As in the case of growth of nominal m1 in sub-secti on 7 .4.1, the results in table
7.2a suggest that the growth of nominal m2 did not play a role as an information variable

We obtain this result when we use the heteroscedastìciff consistent standard enors
(HCSE). The HCSE column provides consistent estimates of the regression coefficients'
standard errors in the presence of (even unknown) heteroscedasficity (see Hendry and

Doornit,

1997).6e

Although the model passes the intertemporal stability tests, it does not pass some
of the mis-specification tests. ln parficula¡, the model fails the normality,
heteroscedasticity using the squares of variables, heteroscedasticity using squares and
cross-products and the RESET tests. Thus the model does not adequately fit tlie data.
The second version of the reaction function is specified as follows:

6

DBr, = a

+l'

+\

I

a,in{,,,

i=l

+

c,

4

|¡=06, Dìin\-, +l

þ,Drgdp,

,

i=2

(7'3)'

0,Dn2,-, + pDBr,-, + bDdvl, + ctDTbt-t + c2st + et

This reaction funcfion equation generates results that are exactþ the same as those
obtained in table

7

.1

b (where we focused on the growth of nominal m 1 as the most

impor-tant information variable and the same targets) and in table 7.4b (where growth
ue

This is White's (1980) heteroskedasticity test
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of

rcal m2 is treated as the most important information variable and the targets are the
same). That is, only the two period lag of the level of inflation remains in the fìnal

parsimonious equation after the testing-down exercise; and the values of (i) the estjmated
parameter, (ii) the t-value, mis-specification test values, etc. are exactly the same.

Therefore, in analogy, the grollth of nominal m2 aggregate also fails to serve as an

fuformation variable, ìn concordance with the Granger-causality results.
Given the specification problems of the "proportional rule MRF equafion", we
conclude that the integral rule is superìor.
We now turn to the estimation of reaction function equafions specified under the
assumption that

ml

is the most important information variable.

7.4.3 Results When the Level of Nominal

ml

is the Most Important Information

Variable
The estimated reaction function includes the level of
and the rest of the variables that are included in the reaction

ml in place of growth of mi
furction equation (7.2). The

fust version of the equation includes ìnflation in the frst-difference fom.

3

DBr, = ct

'I4.
i=o

.¡
mit,-,

5

+\¡,rgap,_,
e2

+bDdttl, + qDTb,t+ c2st + el

+ pDBr,_,

(7.4)

This MRF encompasses the trend-stationary model of

ml

ml in table 6.18. Hence, both the

aggregate and income are entered in the level form and all the variables are in

nominal terms as in the Granger-causality exercise. Notice that in this MRF equation, ml
serves two roles; it is both an income proxy and an informatìon va¡iable (since real

not part of the model). Therefore, the

ml

ml

variable ìs entered with three lags, and there is

no other financial aggregate ente¡ed in the equation as an information variable as is the
case

in all previous equafions. The estimation results

are presented

in table 7.3a.

MRF with the Level of Nominal m1 as lnformation Variable and Target
Variable as the Level of Nominal Income
ModeIling DBr by oLS
T able 7.3a

The present sample is:1978 (2)-7995(4)
Variable
Coefficient
Std,Error t-value

P-value Instab

constant
0.458?8
A.121L! 0.631
0.5302 0.09
ngdp*2
2.8'1'lA -2.8I3+* 0.0064 0.10
-8.0934
ngdp_3
8. 0960
2.85'73 2. 833** 0.0061 0. 10
R^2 :0.rL06L2 F12t68) :4-2285 [0.0186] O: A.151451 DW:1.94
RSS = 38.39872495 for 3 variables and 71 observations
lnstability tests: (i)variance: 0.O722188; (Íi) joint: 0.755387
Information Criteria: SC = -0.434542;

1- 5 F/ 5, 63) 4 F( 4, 60) =
Normality C]ni^2 (2)=
xi^2
E( 4t 63):
xi*xj
F( 5,62) =
RESET î( I, 6'7) =
AR

ARCH

Notes:

1. * and

**

0.55481 l0.r34ll
0.6'7354 LA-67291
23.98t i0.00001 **
0.61208 [0.6555]
0.53917 [0.7458]
5.I21 4 [0.0268] *

denote the 5 and

I

is

percent level of significance respectively
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According to the final preferred equafion, the grouth of the Banl rate is

significantþ determined by the two and three period lags

of

income. ln contradiction to

the results of the Granger-causaliqt analysìs. the level of nominal

ml

does not emerge as

an information variable in this MRF equation-

As to the type of monetary policy that was followed, the results suggest that policy
was neutral (overall) in its response to nominal income. That is, monetary policy was

neither countercyclical nor contractionary. At first policy is accommodafive (in the
second quarter) but this is fully offset by a countercyclical policy in the following

quarter. As ìn all previous cases, the information variable status of

ml

that is suggested

by the Granger-causality analysis is not confirmed by the MRF.
The mis-specification tests of this model are not that satisfactory on account of the
significance of the RESET test statistic. According to the RESET test, the equation is

mildly mis-specified. The normality test also rejects,

as usual.

However. in favour of the

model, the intertemporal instabi-lity tests do not reject.
The following sub-section estimates the MRF using the level of nominal m3 as the
most impofant informafion variable.

7.4.4 Results When the Level of Nominal m3 is the Most Important Information

Variable
The MRF specification is the same as

n

(7

.4), except we substitute m3 for m1.

The corresponding estimation results are also exactly the same as those for reaction

function using m1

as

the i¡formation variable.

In the following sub-section, the financial aggregate used as the most important

information variable in the two reaction function models we estimate is the gronth of real
rn2

-

7.4.5 Results When the Growth of Real m2 is the Most Important Information

Variable
We first estimate the reaction firnction equation with the rate of idlation entered

in grouth form. The first version of the reaction function equation that we estimate is:

¡l

DBr, = a
.
+

.

5

I

),D*1,-,

t=l

+l

cr
d,

t=0

n"rnt,-,

{

+l

Q,Drgdp,

,

i=2

(7.5\

/t=0 0, Drm7., + pDBr,,r+ bDdvl, + ctDTbt_l + c2st + el

The results from estimating the equation and subjecting it to the reduction process are
presented tn table

7

.4a.

Table 7.4a MRF with the Grovrth of Real m? as Infonîation Variable and Target
Vanables as Gro\r'th of Inflation and Grow.fh of Real lncome

Modelling DBr by

oLS

The present sample is:1978 (3)-1995 (4)
Variable Coefficient
Std. Error t-value

Constant.
DrNf 2
DrNf 4
¡-^.1*¡
!!eup
:
Drm2sã I
DTb,1

0.41002
0.13837
0.11457
.-.,-3
-2.4566
0.17913

HCSE Instab

0.15782 2.598** 0.1gt84
0.058867 2.351* A.06 9A
0.058436 1.961* 0.068392
5.9439 -2.15I+
6.122A
L.2364 -1 .g87*
2.0659
0.A7rO52 2.52-]** O.A51A24

R^2 = 0.236578; F(5,64) = 3.9653 [0.0034]; 6= A.'jt'7619;
RSS : 32.95855718 for 6 variables and 70 observations

fnstabllity

tests: (i)variance: 0.\2304; (il)joint:
SC - -0.389088,.

fn[ormaL.on Cr jLeria:

1- 5 F( 5. 59)
ARCH 4 F( 4r s6)
Normality Chli^2(2)
xa^2
F(10, 53)
xi*xj
F (2a, 43)
RESEr F( 1,63)
AR

Notes:
1. + and

**

:
=
=
:
=
:

0.82685
1.0626
19.368
3.9102
2.7522
4.1278

0.i-3
O. 06

o.r2

0.09
o.03
0.09

DW

: 1.83

1.68899

[0-5357]
[0.3836]

[0.0001] **
[0.00051 **
10.01761 *
1O.03361 *

denote the 5 and 1 percent level ofsignificance respectively.

According to the results, the growth of the Bank rate is signifrcantþ explained by
the two and four period lags of growth of hflation, the four period lag of growth of real

income and the one period lag of growh of the South African Tbill rate. However, the
one period lag of the growth of real m2 becomes insignificant when we use the standard
errors under the HCSE colünn. As in all previous cases, the financial aggegate identified

by the Granger-causaliÐ/ exercise as an ì¡forrnation variable does not seem to have been
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used as such by the Bank of Botswana.

With regard to the stance of policy, monetary policy behaved countercyclically to
the rate of inflation and was accommodative with respect to real income.

we now enter the inflation variable in the level fom. This gives us the equation:

6

I

r=l

i=0

l)Br, = 0 +l a,inf,,, +l
+

çt
d,

O"ín,-,

4

+\

¿,DrgdP,

,

i=2

(7.s),

/i=0 0, Drm2¡-, + pDBq_, + bDdvl, + crDTb,_r+ crS, + e,

After the reduction process, the final preferred (estimated) equation produced ¡esults
piesented in table 7.4b.

T able 7 .4b MRF with the Growth of Real m2 as lnformafion Variable and Target
Vanables as the Level of lnflation and Growth in Real lncome

Modellinq DBr by

oLS

The present sample is: 1979 (4) -1995 (4)
Std. Error
Coefficient
VariabLe

t-value

P-value

0.95?1
0.56L88 -0'054
canstant
-0.030353
0.036410 3.004** 0.0038
0.10937
rNf 2
0.a39'127 *1.768* 0.0819
tNf 5
-a.a] o2r2
6.5652 -2'548*+ 0-0132
16.730
Drgãp_4
r.245'7 1.908* 0.0608
2-3'7'72
Drm2sã
0.a13282 r.91'7x 0-0597
a-r4a4'7
DTb_1
R'2 : o.209039 F(5,64) = 3.3828 10.00901 o: 0.1304L9
RSS : 34 .L448A894 for 6 variables and 70 obserwations
lnstability tests: (i)wariance: O 'O92O5I2; (ii)joint:
Information Criteria: SC = -0.353128;

InstaL)
0.13
0.19
A-2A

0-08
0.08
0.16

Dlf : 1'75

1.65998

atì

1- 5 F( 5, 59) :
4 F( 4, 56) =
Normality Chi^2 (2):
F(10, 53) =
þ.^2
F(2a, 43) :
xi*xj
RESET r( 1,63) :
AR

ARCH

Notes:

I

0.98166
0.51851
18.845
1.1612
1.33A3
1.8929

[0.4366]
1A.6794)

[0.0001] **
1A.08991

lA.2L24)
[0.1737]

* and +* denote the 5 and 1 percent level of signifrcance respectively

The ¡esults show that the two period and five period lags of fuflation; four period
1ag

of grornth of real income, the contemporaneous value of groll'th of real m2 and the

one period lag of the foreign interest rate have had important influence on the decisions

of the Bank of Botswana in determinìng the grouth of the Bank rate. It is important to
note that for the first time a frnancial aggregate did not drop out during the reduction
process. Thus, in concordance with the Granger-causality results, the
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gro*th ofreal m2

seems to have provided information to the policy makers.

Tuming to the model specifrcation issues, this MRF passes all the instability and
mis-specification tests, except the normality test whìch we ignore for the reason given
above.

According to the results, monetary policy was countercyclical with respect to the
râte of inflation and the grouth of real m2- Policymakers appear to have followed an
accommodative policy with respect to i¡come.
The reaction function assuming that policy followed the integral rule has identified
the idluence of the inflation variable and the growth of real m2 on monetary policy. On

the other hand, the MRF assuming the proportional rule could not identiS' the influence

of the growth of real m2 on policy. Furthermore, the latter faìled to pass several misspecification tests. Hence, we conclude thof the integral rule outperfotms the

proportional rule.
The following sub-section estimates the MRF under the assumption that the

growth of real m3 is the most ìmpofiant information variable.

7.4,6 Results When the Growth of Real m3 is the Most Important Information

Variable
The specifications for the two versions of the reaction function equations we
estimate are similar to the two counterpart versions specified in fhe case of the othe¡

infomation variables above. The only difference is that real m3 is not adjusted for the
influence of the South African Tbill rate because of the lack of such influence.

The results from the equation which assumes growth of inflation and growth in
real income are presented in table 7.5a.

Table 7.5a MRF with the Growth of Real m3 as Information Variable and Target
Va¡iables as the Growth of Inflation and Growth in Real lncome

Modelling DBr by

OLS

The present sample ìs:1978 (3)-1995 (4
Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error t-value
)

HCSE

Instab

constant
0 .43111
0 .15022
2 .870**
O .t7 462
0.13
DlNf 2
0.14600
0.056083 2.603** A.062631 0.04
DINf 4
o.I2A15
0.O5412I 2.20'1* O.0?1386 0.09
Drqdp_4
5.'1317 -1 .'¡g'/+
5.54A'J 0.11
-1O.3OB
Drm3 1
1. 0530 -2 .29O*
1.3643 0.04
-2.41L6
Dïm3 2
7.AIg2 -2.802**
1.5031 0.13
-2 -8554
DTb_1
A.13236
0.066995 7.g76* 0.055164 o.09
R'2 : 0.37942 F(6,63) = 4.928 [0,0003] o': 0.682895 DW = 2.08
RSS = 29-37976833 for 7 wariables and 70 observations
Instabillty tests: (i)variance: 0.0936555; (ii)joint:
1-7355
Information CriteTÍa: SC : -0- 443339;

q tr/

ÂP tÀRCH

q

qÊl

-

4 F( 4. 55) :
Normality cú-^2(2):
xi^2
F(12, s0) :
xi"xj
F (21 , 35) =
RESET F( r, 62):

Notes:
1.

* and ** denote the

I ñ12)

lì

A^1dl

1.1936
10.32
2.e2
3.5038
10.951

t0.32401

[0.005?] **
1A.00391 **
10.00031 **

[0.0016] **

5 and 1 percent level

of significance respectively.

The final preferred equation in the table identifies the two and four period lags

$owth in inflation, the four quarter period lag of gro*th of real income, the two and
three period lags of grouth in real m3 and the foreigrr interest rate as having had
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of

i¡fluence on the cenhal bank's decisions about the growth of the Bank rate. Of most

sipificance is the result that real m3 seems to have played

a

role as an bformation

variable even in the MRF context.
Concerning the stance of monetary policy, the results suggest that policy was
countercyclical with respect to inflation but accommodaúve policy with respect to real
income and rea-l m3.
As it can be seen, the model passes all the instability tests but fails the normality,
heteroscedasticrty and RESET mis-specifrcation tests. Thus it can be argued that the

model does not fit the data adequately.
We now turn to the results f¡om the reaction function equation in which we
assume that the target variables are the level of inflation and the growth of real ìncome.

The results are presented in table 7.5b.

Table 7.5b MRF with the G¡oçth of Real m3 as Informatìon Variable and Target
Variables âs tlre Level of Inflation and Growth in Real lncome

Modelling DBr by

oLS

The pr esent samÞle is:l97Bi3r-1995(4
Variable
Std. Error
Coefficient

t-value

Instab

HCSE

0.58956 1. 600
0.?615? 0. 13
0.035055 1. 7 90+ 0.037594 0. 17
o.039254 -2. 631** 0.040266 0. 18
-0.10330
q?1
nrrãn a
953*
5.e429 0. 08
-1'
r -1225 -2 334*
Drm3 T
1.5555 0. 05
-2.6202
.2837
r.1722
952**
Drm3 2
1.8138 0. 15
-3
-2.
o -069618
2. 425+
DTb_l
0.14107
0-058430 0. 08
R'2 = 0.29'7'796 F(6,63) - 4.4529 [0.000e] d, : 0.693659 DW : 2 .1,3
RSS = 30.31325123 for 7 v ariabÌes and 70 observations

Constant
rNf 2
rNf 5

0.9435o

0 . 0627 33

-

-

Instability

tests: (i)var iance; 0.0566563; (ii)joint:
Sc = -O . 4I2O 67;

fnformati on Criteria:

AR1-5F( 5,5e) =
ARCH 4 F( 4, 55) =
Normality Chi^2 (2)=
xi^2
F(12, 50) =
Yì +Yi

tr t2'l

?( \ =

RESET Fl It 62)

Notes:
1.

=

1.0641
1.3132
8.9422
2.4234
2 -76
1 .1348

* and ** denote the 5 and

i

0.3e 97l
10.21 651

L.1I46

|

[0.0114]
[0.0145]

*
*

lA, 0164I *
[0.0072 ] +*

percent level ofsignificance respectively.

The final prefeÍed equation identifies the two and five period lags of inflation, the

four period lag of the growth of real income, the one and two period lags of the $owth of
real m3 and the growth of the foreign interest rate as having had influence on the

monetary policy decisions.
The stance ofpolicy is characterised by an overall accommodative policy with
respect to the rate of i¡flation, the growth of real income and the growth of real m3.
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As to the frt of the model, it is clear that the model does not adequately fit the data
on the grounds of its failure to pass most of the mis-specifrcation tests.
On the performance of the two policy rules, the proportional rule outperforms the

integral rule since the latter fails to identify the expected countercyclical policy response
to inflation.
The following MRF ûeats the level of real

ml

as the

most irnportant i¡formation

variable.

7.4.7 Results When the Level of Real m1 is the Most Important Information Variable
The corresponding MRF equation is specified as ìn (7.4) but now we have rmlSA

in place of m1SA. Table 7.6a presents the estimation results.

Table 7.6a MRF with the Level of Real ml as Information Variable and Target Variables
as the Growth of lnflation and Growth in ReaI lncome

Modelling DBr by

oLS

The present sample is:1978 (3) -1995 (4)

Variable

Coefficient

Std

-

Error t-value

P-I,¡alue Instab

constant
L.'7'1 43
1 ,6189
1.096
O .21'12
0.06
0.059063 2.043* 0.0452 0.05
DrNf 2
0.12068
0.05?203 2.34'1+ A.O22r 0.13
DlNf 4
0.13428
o.64993 2.4a'7++ 0.0190 o.06
rmlsã
r.5642
rõàÌ^, L
7.0806 -3.343** 0.0014 0-06
-)4. ^69
rgdp 5
22.435
6.8L76 3.297** 0.0016 0.06
0.13911
0.069965 1.988* 0.0511 0.13
DTb_1
R^2 : 0.259658; F(6,63) = 3.6826 [0.0034]; o: A.172241 ; Dw : 2.a2
RSS = 31.95963264 for 7 variables and 70 obserwations
lnstabiÌity tests: (i)variance I O.066'7329; (ii)joint:
O.815832
Information Criteria: SC : -0.3591'72i
Mis-slfecification Tests
1- 5 F( 5, 58) =
4 F{ 4, 55) Normality Chí^z(2)=
F(12.50) :
xi^2
xi+xj
F(27,35) :
RESET F( L, 62J:
AR

ARCH

Notes:

1

x and

**

0.62286 1a.68291
0.11503 1O.91 61 l

24.52 [0.0000] **

0.34446 10.97671
0.31017 [0.9988]
2.7823 10.10041

denote the 5 and 1 percent level ofsignificance respectively.

The preferred estimated equatìon suggests that the

gowth of the Bank rate is

determined by the two and four period lags of growth of i¡flation, the income prory (the
contemporaneous level real m1), the four and five period lags of real income and the

g¡owth of the foreign interest rate.
The results imply that the policy stance was countercyclical with respect to the
rate of fuflafion, countercyclical in regard to the income proxy and accommodafive policy
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(overall) with respect to real income. If we consider the policy stance with respect to the
income proxy and that with respect to actual income jointly, then monetary policy was
neutral.

Turning to the evaluation of the equation, we can see that the preferred equation
adequately fits the data since it passes all the instability tests and mis-specifrcation tests,
except the normality test. The normality test rejection could be ignored as already

explained.
The results from the MRF assuming the integral policy rule in regard to inflation
are presented in table

7

.6b.

Table 7.6b MRF with the Level of Real m1 as Information Vanable and Target Variables
as the Level of Inflation and Growth in Real lncome

Modelling DBr by

OLS

The presenL sample i s : 19 7 B ( 3 ) - I 9 9 5 ( 4
Variable Coeffic.ient
Std. Error t-value
.

P-value Instab

0.8404 0.06
1.6493 o.242
0.032613 2.614++ 0.0111 4.72
0.65335 3.019** O.0036 O.06
'1 .4028
rgdp_
-2.493+* 0.4152 0.06
J
6.1237
2-3'7'7* A.O2A4 0.06
lguP
R^2 = 0.215753; F(4,65) :4.4705 [0,0030]ì O= 4.12t696; DW:2.06
RSS = 33.85494697 for 5 wariabÌes and 70 observations
Instability tests: (i)var.iance: 0-0669069; (ii) joint: 1.34681
Ìnformarion Criter la: SC = -0 .422946;

constant
rNf 2
rm1ãa

0.33354
0.a85266
I.9'128
-I'7.457

1- 5 F( s, 60):
4 E( 4, 51 ) =
NormaÌity Chlr^2 (2):
F( 8. 56) :
xi^z
xj*xj
Fr14,50) RESET F( 1, 64) :
AR

ARCH

Notes:
1.

0.52052
0.13111
24.104
0.39817
0.39158
0.980e6

[0.7598]
lo-9616)

[0.0000] **

[0.9169]

fO.91121

[0.3257]

* and +* denote the 5 and I percent level ofsignificance respectively.

Our final preferred MRF equation suggests that monetary policy decisions were
influenced by the two period lag of the rate of inflation, the income proxy (real

ml)

and,

the four and five period lags of real income.

The results suggest that the monetary authorities followed a countercyclical policy

with respect to idlation, the
was

ml

aggregate and the four period lag of real income (which

tlen ignored thereafter). Taking the income proxy into account makes policy neutral

with respect to real income.
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This equation adequately fits the datajust as well as its counterpart (one in which

policy follows

a

proportional rule with respect to inflation).

We now compare the performance of the two policy rules. The reaction firnction
assuming the proporrional rule probably ouþerforms that which adopts the integral policy

rule. This would be true particularly if monetary policy reacted to inflation of long
periods in the past and if the monetary authorities cared about the South

Af

ican

monetary policy (which they did).
The following sub-section studies monetary policy when the level of real m2 is the
most important idormation variable.

7.4,8 Results When the Level of Real m2 is the Most Important Information Variable

By now the specification of the two alternative MRF equations is familiar. So here
and below, we shall not describe

it an1'rnore. The results of the "proportional rule MRF

equation" are presented tn table 7 .7a.

Table 7.7a MRF with the Level of Real m2 as Information Variable and Target Variables
as the Growtl of Inllation and Grovl'th in Real lncome

ModeLling DBr: by

OLS

The present sample is:1

Variable

coefficíenL

constant
DTNf

2

rmlsã

2 . 4t35
0.10738

1

rgdp_7
rgdp_3
rgdp_4
rgdp_s
rm2 I
rm7 3
DTb 1

-20 .1 22
3 9 .115

-42.239
2L . ?63

-3 .1"5 62
3.0975
0.16589

91 e

(4) -1,995 (4)
Std. Error t-vallle

L.6221 t.481
058807 7.826+
a.69259 3.661**
ro.46a -1.981*
2r.921
L-BLA*
21.088 -2.003*
9.3275 2.280*
1.0090 -3.728**
o.91 945
3.762**
2.453**
a - a6't 629

0.

P-value

Instab

.L422
0728
0.0005
0 -A522
0 .0'7 47
O.0497
0 .4262
0,0027
0.0025
0.0171

0 .0
0 .0

A

0.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

= 0,3'72964; E(9/60) : 3.9654 [0.0005] ì o: 0.6'7\669; Dw : 2.44
RSS : 27.A6836A26 for 10 wariables and 70 observations
Instability tests: (i)wariance: A.O'774203; (ii) joint: 2.A0239
Sc : -0.343202ì
Informatíon Criteria:
R^2

1- 5 F( s, 55) :
4 F\ 4t 52):
Normality Chi^2 (2):
xr^2
F(18.41) :
F(54, s) :
xi*xj
RESET F( 1,59) =
AR

ARCH

0.98e98 [0.4330]
1.3748 [0.2554]

2I.653 [0.0000]

0.e6746 1O.61'61 l
0.39a24 [0.962s]
22.583 [0.0000]

Notes:

1

+ and *t¿ denote the 5 and 1 percent level

of significance respectively.

The results show that the interest rate policy of Bank of Botswana was influenced

by two period lag of inflation, one period lag of the income proxy, two through five
period lags of real income, one and three period lags of the real rnz aggegate and the
foreign interest rate.
The results imply the following policy a countercyclical policy with respect to
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i¡flatìon. Policy was also mildly corurtercyclical wilh respect to income, ìf consider the
explicit income and its proxy jointly. In respect of real m2 policy was basically neutral.
Concerning the adequacy of the specification, the RESET test, which rejects at the

I percent level, casts a lot of doubt

on the

fit of the equation.

Estimating the MRF equation unde¡ the assumption of integral rule generated the
results reported in table 7 .7b.

Table7.7b MRF wìth the Level of Real m2 as lnformation Variable and Target Variables
as the Level of lnflation and Groll'th in Real Income

Modelling DBr by

oLS

The present sample is:1979(4)-1995 (4)
Std. Error t-value
Variable Coefficient

P-value Instak)

L.t5r2
1.406
0.1649 0.04
0.063079 r.145* 0.0861 0.06
0.11009
INf 2
0.0943 0.06
0.10645
0.062591 -1.701+
rNf 3
3.'77
4++
0.0004 0.04
2
.53
6'7
o.61206
:rm1;a
.271*
0.0264 0.04
2
.
tqt
rL.a42
rgdp
-2
-25
o
.421 4
22
.'7
45
2
.262*
0.04
51.454
rgdp_3
0.0134
0.04
2L-613
rgdp_4
-2.551**
-55.280
26. B6r
9.6289 2 .1 90* * 0.0071 0.04
rgdp 5
a.99328 -2.868** 0.0057 0.04
rm2 1
-2.8485
2.645++ 0. 0105
0. 04
3. 0082
r .131 4
t:mz 5
DTb 1
0.15298
0.069551 2.204* 0.0318 0.04
R^2 = 0.382379; F(10,59) :3.6528 [0.0008]i 6: O.6'722; DVt:2.29
RSS : 26- 6619I?2e for: 11 variables and 70 observatlons
lnstabiÌity tests: (i)variance: 0.0868616; (1i)joint: 1.93557
Information Criteria: SC = -0.29'/638ì

Constant

^Þ

2 . 462'7

q Fì/

r-

q

ql\

:

4 F( 4, 51) :
Normality ChLL^212) =
xí^2
F(20, 38) =
ARCH

ll/

Notes:

L*

1

qA\

:

0.63548
0.66142
22 -34A
0. 9s889
5.8593

[0.6735]
LA.6219)

[0.0000] **
10.52621

[0.0186]

*

and +* denote the 5 and 1 percent level of significance respectively.

As captured by the final preferred MRF equation, changes in monetary policy
were ixfluenced by: the two period and three period lags of inflation, the
contemporaneous value of the income proxy, the two through five period lags ofreal

income, the one and three period lags of the i¡formation variable and changes in the

growth of the foreign interest rate. The most important outcome being that changes in real
1t-)

m2 has provided important fuformation to the Bank of Botswana.

Monetary policy was neutral in regard to inflation, countercyclical in üre case

of

real ilcome, and neutral with respect to real m2.

The significance of the RESET test at the 5 percent level suggests that this
equation is mildly inadequate in explaining the data.
Comparing the perfomance of the two rules is somewhat difficult. The

proportional rule MRF is able to capture the expected countercyclical policy response
towards inflafion l¡ut suffers a serious mis-specification problem. On the other hand, the
integral rule MRF suffers only mild mis-specification problem but fails to capture the

countercyclical policy response towards inflation. Nevertheless, given that misspecification is a more crucial problem, we rule in favor of the integral rule.
Below we study monetary policy under the assumption that the level real m3 is the
most impofiant of the information variables.

7,4.9 Results When the Level of Real m3 is the Most Important Information Variable
Our preferred final equation fiom the estimation of the proportional rule MRF are
presented in table 7.8a.

Table 7.8a MRF with the Level of Real m3 as Infonnation Variable and Target Variables
as the Gro\,!th of Inflation and Grou'th in Real Income

Modelling DBr by

oLS

The present sample is:1

Variable

Coefficient

canstant
DINf 2
rmlsã

1.8610
0.13028

r qd:|-_2

-2A.436
53.495
-51.194
24.6A4
-3 .2143

rgdp

3

rgdp*4
rgdp_5
rm3sa_l

rm3sa
DTb

1

3

9'7

9l4) -7995 (4)
Std

.

Error

2 .5 9'7

t

.717
0 .4't 64
-359* 0.0216
2.127** 0.0085
-2.817+* 0-0056
2.539++ 0.0137
-2.509** 0.0148
2-694** 0-0091
-3 .628+* 0. 0 00 6
3.307 ** 0. 0016
2.BrA** 0.0067
2

20 - 408

9.1318
0.88608

.1 408

O. B2BB3

0.063759

P-value Instab

0

0.0s5217
0.94958
9.9048
2r .066

0.1?915

2

t-value

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1 0

: 0.432929; E(9,60.) : 5.0896 [0.0000]; o: A.638'74 6; Did : 2.43
= 24.479'75'72 for 10 variables and 70 obserwations
InstabiÌity tests: (i)variance: A.A782819; (ii) joint: 7.40052
Information Criteria:
SC : -0.44312Iì

R^2

RSS

1- s F( 5, 55) :
ARCH 4 F t, 4, 52) =
Normality CYLi^2 (2):
xi^2
F (18, 41) :
xi*xj
F(54, 5) =
RESET F( 1, 59) =
AR

Notes:
1.

0.88811 [0.4954]
s 6687 [0.6878]
7r.67 6 [0.002$1 **
1.1928 [0.3107]

0.

1. 0 9s

9

[

0.5200]

6.1847 f0.01571 *

* and ** denote the 5 and

1 percent level

of significance respectively.

This MRF suggests that monetary policy was influenced by the two period lag of
the grouth of i¡flafion, the contemporaneous value of the ìncome proxy, the two through

five period lags of real income, the one and three period lags of real m3 and the South

Af¡ican interest rate. Again, we hightight t¡at in agreement with the Granger-causality
results. ¡eal m3 served as an information variable.
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Monetary authorities conducted a countercyclical policy towards inflation and real
income and

a

neutral policy towards real m3.

Tuming to the adequacy of the equation, it can be seen that there is
specification problem.
Table 7.8b present results from the integral rule MRF.
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a

mild mis-

Table 7.8b MRF with the Level of Real m3 as Information Variable and Target Variables
as the Level of Inflation and Grow.th in Real lncome

Modelling DBr b,y oLS
The present sample ls:
Variable coefficient

Constant

Nf5
m1s a
gdp
gdp
gdp

3.1855
0.081172
2-

1

4375

2
3

-2r.649

4

-39.265
27.123
-3 .7 696
3.3936

37 .640

gdp_5

m3sa
m3sa
DTb 1

1
3

a-2a619

1979 (4) -1995 (4)

Std. Err:or
2.

6129

0.037328
0.98843
9.6891
27.042
20 . 42L

9.016t

0.99999
0.85258
0

.467 624

t-va1ue

P-va1ue

!.r92
-2.115*
2.460*+
*2 -234+
1.789*
-L.923+
2.393*

0.2380
0.0336
0. 0168
A. 0292
0.4'78'7
0. 05 93
0.0198
-3.'7'70++ 0.0004
3.980** 0.0002
3.058** 0.0033

Ins tab

0.03
0.03
0. 03

0.03
0.03
0. 03

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.07

: 0.416558; E(9,60) : 4.7598 [0.0001]; 6: O.6419i Dw : 2.53
RSS = 25 -L86444O3 for 10 variables and 70 observations
Instability tests: (i)wariance: 0.0708215,' (ii) joint: 1.123e8
Information Criteria: SC : -0.475267;
R^2

5,55) :
AR1-5F(
ARCH 4 F( 4t 52) =
Normality C]nL^ 2 (2):
'tai ',

Yi +.1i

Notes:

t¡ll'Q
r:t\A
F/ 1

¿11 :
5t =
40\ -

1.5014
1.6093
5.6
r.a4r2
a.284B9
11.685

to.2o45l
10.1e591

[0.0608]
[0.4394]
[0.9919]

[0.0011] **

i. * and *+ denote the 5 and I percent level of significance respectively.
Our integral rule MRF suggests that monetary policy was "influenced" by the five

penod lag of inflation, the one period lag of the income proxy, the two through five
period lags of real iacome, the one and three period lags of real m3 and the South Africar
interest rate.

According to the results, monetary policy was accommodative with respect to
2'.7'7

rnflation, neutral towards income and accommodafive towards the information variable.
The adequacy of the fit of the equation is highly questionable. Although the

normality test does not reject this time, the RESET test rejects at the I percent level.
Consequently, we conclude that the proportìonal rule ouþerforms the integral mle.

Lastly, the following sub-sectìon studies monetary policy with the level of real
private domestic credit heated as the most important infomation variable.

7,4.10 Results When the Level of Real rcr is the Most Important Information
Va riable

We start by presenting the results from estimafing the proportional rule MRF
equation l:l.fable 7.9a.

Table 7 .9a MRF with the Level of Real Credit as Information Variable and Target
Variables as the Gro$th of Inflafion and Grovçth in Real lncome

ModeIIing DBr by

oLS

The present sample is:1979(4)-1995 (4)
Std. Error t-value
Variable Coefficlent

48.545

1.?180
0.059369
0.67536
10.940
23.340

-49.258

22 .7 03

Constant

DINf

2.ro62

rmlsã

-2'7 .504

rgdp_2
rgdp_3
rgdp_4
rgdp_5
DTb 1

:
RSS :
R^2

.1 61L
.71622

2
o

2

10.095
0.070843

.545
0.15739
26

1.611
1.958*
3.119**
-2.574**
2.080*
-2.L70+
2.626+*
2 -222*

P-va1ue

0.1123
0.0548
0.0028
0.0146
o.0411
0.0339
0-0109
0. 0300

2'17609; F(1 ,62) = 3.302? 10.00 41 ); O = O.'11275;
31-443'73A44 for B wariables and 70 obs ervations
0-

Tnstab
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0. 10
DW

: 2.13

tests: (i )variance: 0.A129 10 6; (ii):,ornL: 1.41221
Sc = -0.314753;
Informat.ion Criteria:

InstabÍÌity

1- 5 F( 5, 57) =
ARCH 4 F( 4, 54) =
Normafity Cint^2 (2) =
E \L4, 4'1 ) =
xi^2
xi*xj
F (35, 26) =
RESET F( 1, 61) =
AR

Notes:

L x and **

o.42439 [0.8298]
0.19489 [0.9400]

21 -256 10.00001 **
4.32'7e'7 [0.9869]

o.47412

denote the 5 and

7.329

I

- 99271
l0 .25351
LO

percent level of sigrrificance respectively.

This MRF equation suggests that policy was influenced by the two period lag of
the gror+.th of inflation, the contemporaneous value of the income proxy, the two through

five period lags of real income and the foreign interest rate. We observe that the outcome
about the credit variable is inconsistent with that of the Granger-causality exercise.
The implication of the results is that the monetary authorities conducted a
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countercyclical policy towards irrflation and ilcome.
Turning to the adequacy of the fit of model, we can see that the equation is
satisfactory. The only test that rejects is the normalìty test which we can afford to 1gno1e
this time.
Table 7.9b presents the results fiom the integral rule MRF equation,

Table 7.9b MRF with the Level of Real Credit as lnformation Va¡iable and Target
Variables as the Level of Inflation and Grou'ttr in Real Income

Modelling DBr by

ol,S

The present samp] e is:1979'4)-1995(4)
Std. Error t-value
Variable Coefficient

P-value fnstab

1.6493 A.2A2 0.8404 0.06
0.032613 2.674*+ 0.0111 A -72
O-65335 3.019** 0-0036 0.06
7.0028 -2.493++ a-0152, 0-06
6-1231 2.3'7'7+ O-4244 0.06
R^2 = 0.215753; F(4,6s) :4,4105 t0.00301i 6- o-"12t696; DW = 2.06
RSS = 33.85494691 for 5 wariables and 70 observations
1.34681
Instabllity tests: (i)wariance; 0-0669069; (ii)joint:
fnformation Criteria: SC = -0- 422946;
0.33354
0.085266
I-9728
-71 .45't
15.982

constant
rNf 2
rmlsa
rgdp_4
rgdp,s

1- 5 F( 5, 60) :
ARCH 4 E\ 4t 57) =
Normality C:ní^2 (2)=
X]-^2 F( B. 56) :
Xi*Xj F(14' 50) =
RESET F( 1, 64) =
AR

Notes:

1. * and

**

0.52052
0.13'717
24.104
0.39817
0.39758
0.98086

denote the 5 and

I

[0.7598]

-96'76)

l0
[0.0000] **

[0.9169]

10.9'712)

[0.3257]

percent level ofsignificance respectively

These results suggest that monetary policy was influenced by the two period lag
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of

inflation, the contemporaneous value of the ilcome proxy and the four and five period
lags of real income. As in the case of the proportional rule MRF, credit does not seem to
have served as an information variable in policy making.

According to the results, policy behaved countercyclically towards inflation and

mildly so towards income.
This specification is also adequate in explaining the dat4 for the same reason.
In comparing the performance of the two policy rules, we find that they both
identi4t a countercyclical policy towards ilflation and income. However, only the
proportional rule specification identifies the monetary authorities' concem with
developments in the South African monetary policy. Thus we conclude that the

proportional rule is superior.

7,5 Analysis of Empirical Results

ln analysing the results, our interest is in examining the extent to which monetaly
policy was countercyclical or accommodative during the period of study. We ignore the
cases

in which the response of monetary policy was neutral.
T able

7

.6 records the number of times the incident of either a countercyclical or

accommodative monetary polícy is obsewed. To assist in understanding the entries in the
table, let us use the fust entry under the countercyclical column for illustration - i.e.,

*MRF_DinlDm I for inflation". The three expressions (Drnf, Dml and "for inflafion") in
this entry refer to, respectively (i) the frrst version of the MRF (i.e., one in which the
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fuflation variable is in the growth form): (ii) the MRF in which the grorth of nominal

ml

is treated as the most important information variable; and (iü) the countercyclical policy

is with respect to the growth of inflatjon.

Analysrs of
ol the
able 7.10 Analysis

M onetaJ-y

icy Stance ol
Banl( ol
tsolswana in
uollcy
of Bank
of Botswana

Countercyclical Policy

Accommodative Policy

MRF_Dinf_Dm I for infl ation

MRF_DinlDml for income

MRF_inf-Dml for ìncome

MRF_Dinf_Dm 2 for income

MRF_Dinf_Dm2 for inflation

MRF_DinlDrm2 for income

MRF_inf Dm2 for inflation

MRF_inlDrm2 for income

M

RF_Dinf_Drm2 lor infiation

MRF_inlDrm2 for i¡flafion
M

RF_Dinf_Drm3 for i nlarion

for inflation

MRF_Dinf_rm

1

MRF_inlrm

for inflation

1

MRF Dinf_Drrn3 for income
MRF_inlDrm3 for infl ation
MRF_inlDrm3 for income
MRF_Dinf_rm

I for

income

MRF inf m3 for inflatìon

MRF_Dilú_m2 for infl ation
MRF_Dinf rm2 for income

MRF_i{m2 for income
MRF_Dinf_rm 3 for inflation

MRF_Dhf_m3 for income
MRF_Drnf rcr for inflation
MRF_Dhf_rcr for income

MRF inf*rfÍ for hflation
MRF_inf rcr for income

As ca¡ be seer¡ there are 18 incidents in which monetary policy was
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19

/ /-9

countercyclical and only 9 incident in which policy was accommodative. Therefore, we
submit that during the period under study, monetary policy was generally countercyclical

An important phenomenon to note about the summary of results rn table

7. 10

is that

monetary policy behaved countercyclically with respect to inflation far more than it did

with respect to income. We find 13 incidents that suggest that monetary policy was
countercyclical towa¡ds inflafion and only 5 incidents suggesting that monetary policy
was countercyclical towards income - the ratio (2.6: 1) is disproportionately in favour

of

leaning against the wind in respect of inflation than income. Also important to note is the
outcome that monetary policy was accommodative mostly with respect to income (7

incidents), and less so with respect to inflation (only 2 incidents). These outcomes are
consistent with our a priori expectation that the inflatìon target plays an important role in

influencing the monetary policy of the Bank of Botswana (in a countercyclical manner),

in accordance with the statements in the Barrk of Botswana Annual Reports and the Bank
of Botswana 1996 Act which the Bark ofñcials say was implemented before it l¡ecame

official in 1997. Given the predominant importance of income growth to policymakers
(both fiscal and monetary) in Botswana, we could assume that the (conservative)
stabilisation policy that was conducted in respect of income was largely aimed at

stabilising inflation.to
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The reader will note that a sensitivity analysis was carried out in which the MRF
equations were estimated with the fina¡cial ag$egates entered unadjusted for the infìuence ofthe
South African Tbill rate. In these specifications, we do not include the Tbill rate. The results from
this exercise (not reported) are not better than those reported in the chapter. The unreported
results are better only in 5 instances. (i) in integral rule MRF using the growth of nominal m2 as
the most important information variable - the results are better because in addition to the variables

A curious finding is that the proportional rule specification outperfonns the
integral rule specifrcation in regard to countercyclical monetary policy. Of the 13 times in

which policy behaved countercyclically with respect to inflation, 8 are due to the
proportional rule and only 5 are due to the integral rule. Similarly" of the 18

countercyclical policy incidents, only 7 are due to the integral rule. ln theory, one would
expect the integral rule to outperform the proportional rule in regard to countercyclical

policy. We would expect this outcome particularly in the case of inflation in Botswana
since the monetary authorities have been concemed about hflation. Perhaps the findrngs

in Cameron (2001) could, probably in

a remote sense, help us explain the phenomenon.

Cameron's stochastic simulations of a calibrated simple macroeconomic model finds that
the proportional rule better stabilises output and inflation (compared with the integral

rule) whenever the public's expectations about inflation are adaptive; but if the general
public believes the Bant of Canada's target inflation rate is a rational expectation, the
integr al rule produces more stability. On this basis, the findings of this chapter plobably

confirm the hypothesis we make in chapter 8 that expectafions in Botswana are not fully
rational.

Anotler important finding to highlight is the general significance of the South
African Tbill rate in the MRF equations. This frnding is not surprising given the fact that

reported in the chapter, Dm2 is also significant; (ü) in the ml ¿¡d m3-models - where ml and m3
are significant as information variables as in the Granger-causality results; (iii) in both the
proportional rule and integral rule MRF equations using the real credit variable - the credit
variable is significant as information variable. The results are the same in 4 instances and worse in
9 instances (in 8 instances on account ofinsignificance of target variables and in I instance on
account ofan equation whìch fails to fit the data).
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the monetary authorities in Botswana have been concerned about monetary policy
developments in South Africa since the 1970s. The monetary authorities in Botswana
have been concemed, not only about inflation in South Africa, but also about interest
rates differential between Botswana and the South A.fi:ica. In the Bank of Botswana

Annual Report of 1982, it is reported that South African interest rates rose to record
levels in 1982. The report then goes on to explain that "For a variety ofreasons, includrng
the existence of a large hflation differential ia favour of Botswana, no attempt was made
to close or fuither narrow the differential in interest rates between the fwo countries"
(Bank ofBotswana A¡nual Report, 1982, p. 28).

Lastly, it is important to point out that our findings are generally similar to those in
the MRF (of Bank of Botswana) study of Bleaney and Lisenda (2001). Bleaney and

Lisenda (2000) esfimated a (proportional rule) MRF specification of the Taylor type.
They find that over the 1989-1999 period, the Bank rate responded countercyclically
towards the i¡rcome proxy (real private domestic credit) and the rate of fuflation.
However, our results differ from those Bleaney and Lisenda in that we find a robust
response of Botswana monetary policy to the South Afi-ican interest rates (proxed by the
South African Tbill rate) which they do not find using the South

Af ican discount rate.

On the other hand, Bleaney and Lisenda find a significant amornt of interest rate

smoothing which we do not find.

7.6 Summary and Conclusion

In summary, we note that our empirical results suggest that monetary policy was
generally countercyclical. ln respect of countercyclical policy, the decisions of the central
bank were influenced more by changes in the rate of inflation than income as we would

expect, given the concern of the monetary authorities in Botswana about idlation.
Fo¡ both i¡flation and income, the Ba¡k of Botswana's countercyclical policy
seems to have generally followed the proportional policy m1e. Thus the proportional rule

ouþerforms the integral rule. Another reason for concluding that the proportional rule is
superior follows from the following observation. ln the case of inflation, the Bank mainly
responded (in a countercyclical manner) to past grorvth of inflation, from two period to

four period lags, as captured by the proportional rule specification. The integral rule
suggests that the Bank mainly responded to the two period lag (which can be described as
a recent past

period) of the level of inflation. The proportional policy rule specification is

more consistent \üith what the Bant of Botswana official say they do. The officials say
that they respond to the "general behavour" of inflation over many months irl the past, not

inllation of the recent past. The reason is that they want to observe and react to the
"trend" of inflation movements. Inflation of the recent past could be reversed in the
following quarter.
The results also show that not all the financial aggregates that the Grangercausality analysis of chapter 5 suggests have infomration about future changes in the
target variables provided i¡formation to the central bank in the MRF context.

ln this chapter we have analysed the behaviour of the

Ba-nk

of Botswana by

speci$,ing and estimating the monetary reacúon funcúon of the Bank. In studying the
monetary reaction function, our objective was to find out if Bank of Botswana has a
monetary reacfion function - a relationship that reveals the ultimate target variables that
systematically idluenced monetary policy. The empirical results we have obtained

confum our hypothesis that there exìsts an interest rate policy reaction ft¡nction for Bank
of Botswana. This empirical evidence is contrary to the hlpothesis (made by some
economists) that in less developed countries govemments rely on seigriorage as their

main source of revenue; and hence, monetary policy tends to be driven by other concems
(e.g., financing the budget), not the objectives of minimising deviaúons of ultimate

monetary policy targef variables from stable trajectories.
The frnding that Bank of Botswana has an irterest rate reaction ñ-urction implies
that the monetary authorities in Botswana pursued an active stabilisation policy during
the period under study. This finding has implications for the esúmation of the demand for

money function in the next chapter. As we argrred above,

if

the monetary authorities were

pursuing an active stabilization policy during the period in question, it may be appropriate
to treat the policy variables as endogenous variables when estimating macroeconomic
models- ln our case, v/e may need to treat the Bank rate as an endogenous variable in our

small macroeconomic model of the monetary sector because the presence of the interest
rate policy ¡eaction function may make the interest rate variable in the demand for money

function endogenous. Thus, to avoid the problem of specification bias, a¡d hence to
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arrive at consistent estìmates of the parameters of the demand for money model, we need
to incorporate the polícy reaction finction equation into the model of the demand for
money.
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APPENDIX: ILLUSTRATION OF THE GENERAL-TO-SPECIFIC TECHNIOUE
In the following table, we illustrate how we applied the general-to-specifrc testing-

down procedwe to obtain the results in this chapter. For this purpose, we use the MRF
specification in (7.3) above. The results of estimating the general autoregressive
distributed (ADL) lag MRF model in (7.3) are in table 41.

Table 47. 1 : Results of the General ADL for the MRF Specifrcation ìn (7.3
Modelling DBr by OLS
The present sampÌe is:1978(3) 1995{4)
t vaÌue
Std.Error
VarÌabfe Coefficient
t.619
a .251 49
Constant
0.16437
0 . 16412
1.001
DBr 1
a .0't 6344
0 .I2't
DINf 1
o . a096652
2.35r*
0.15932
0 - a 61111
DINf 2
0.387
0 ,02809'7
a . 0'7 2635
DINf 3
0.069817
1.690
DINf 4
0,11801
a . 0'7 4258
0.384
DINí 5
-0.028508
r.4846
0.458
Drml s a
-o .68023
1.4045
0.066
Drmlsa 1
0 . 492097
73.243
t.229
Drgdp_Z
r'7 . 7'7 0
1.301
Drgdp 3
-1.41
1.987*
Drgdp 4
-)t
1.6136
r.660
2 . 6'183
Dm2
r.agL
Dm2 1
1.4116
0.588
Dm2 2
-0.82989
0. 0 B 5218
2.ra9*
DTb 1
0.r8652
0.21833
0.206
s
0.045014
D r.dvl 9l
a . 7'7'7 65
0.775
-0.13761

HCSE

P value

0.24002
0.o'7'7633
0 .06767 4

0.016566
0.055901
0.075016
0.059450
r.984',7

7.2416
10.181
15.990

rr.'161

2.1581
2.01A8
1.1084
o.a'16246
0.21395
0.094841

0.1s
n 1?
0.02
0.07
0.10
0.11
0.06
0. 03

0.07
0. 0?
0.10
a.a2
0.08
0.10
o .22
0. 04

= 0.3055; î\71 ,52) = 1.3455 tA-2032); 6= 0.'75937; DW = 1.97
= 29.98068915 for 18 variables and J0 observations
Instability tests: (i) variance: 0.108897 (3) joint:3.1166
Information Crìteria: sC = 0,244528;
R^2
Rss

Mis-specif ication

Tests

1- s F( s, 47) =
4 F{ 4,44)
Normality Cini^2 (2)=
xi^2
F 33, 1B ) =
RESET F( 1.51) =

AR

ARCH

{

Notes:
1.

* and *x denote the

0.86054 t0.51461
0.80295 10.52991
15.705 10.00041
1. 063 10.45831
18.465 10.00011

5 and

i

percent level of significance respectively.

After the nine steps of the testing-down process shown in table 42, we obtain the results
ìn table 7.2a in chapter.
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for the Testine-Down Procedure

Table 47.2: The

Part A: F-Test for Omission of a Variable and P-values in brackets

step 1: Modef 1 -> 2: î\
step 2: Model
Modef

1
2

> 3: F\ 1,
> 3: F( 3,

stel) 5r Model

6: F(
6t F(

Model
Model

step 6: Modef

1

Modef
Model
Modef

2
3
6

Stêp 9: Model
Modef
Model
Model
Model

1

2
3
6
1

A

5,

52)

= a.0't3324

52)
56)

0.12853 Io.99581
o.21641 to.B846l

s2):

a.27125 I0.99071
0. 35596 l0. 87631
0.58864 to.55831

56) :

2,

7: F (10, 52) :
l: F( 6, 56) :
7: F( 3, 59) =
1t El L 61) :
F(12,
F( 8,
F( 5,
F( 3,
LA: E( 2,
L0:
L0:
L0:
L0:

I0.98991

0.35562
0.5s236
0.98?6
1.8099

52) =
56) =
59) =
61) =
62):

t0.95991
t0.?4281

[0.4049]
Io.183s1

0.47511 [0.9203]
0.12392 lA '66911
1.0711 [0.3857]

I.47L1 IA '2484)
1.197 t0-30901

Part B: Summarv Statistics
dep. va ri abl e
10: DBr
7: DBr
6: DBr
3: DBr

2t
1:

ÐBL
DBT

OLS

oLs
oLS

oLs
oLs

TK
'lo 6
1A 3
1A 9
1A 11
1A 74
1A 18

df
64
62
61
59
56
52

RSS

33.2673
32 . A3r
31.108
34.4994
30.1498
29 .9801

Schwarz
Õ
a.12A9'18 O .3'7 9'l 49
A - 296244
0.718769
a.1r4r2
-o - 26419 5
0.718985
4.163t6'1
a.'733'75 0.00738175
4.244528
0.?5931

ln this table, we show one of the computer output (generated by PcGive) from
modelling the Bank of Botswana's monetary reaction function- Filst. in part A, the
computer output presents the model statistics (F-test for omission ofa variable) that are
generated in the modelling process, via the general-to-specific testing-down procedure,
Second, in part B, the ouþut shows the steps (together with the resultalt summary

statistics) that were taken to reduce the iniliul general model to
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thefnal specific model

presented in the chapter.

paft A of the table shows that the model was reduced ûom the iritial general
model (labelled Model

1

in the first row) to the final specìfic model (labelled Model l0 in

the last row) using an F-test of the omission of a variable. Part B on the other hand,
shows that the dependent variable of the model (denoted dep.variable) is growth of the

Bank rate; that the model was estimated using the ordinary least squares (OLS) technique;
and that the sample size (T) used in estimation was fixed at 70 observations ìn columns

I

through 3 respectively. In columns 4 through 8 (of part B), we find output for: the number
of parameters (k) estimated in each of the 6 model equations (each row represents an
equation - e.g., row

1

represents the initial general ADL), degrees of fieedom

(df) for

varìous model equations; the residual sum of squares (RSS); the standard errors ( o )

the

of

the respective equations and the Schwarz information criteúon.

The sequence of the reduction process occured as follows. The fust step in the
reduction process shows that when zero restrictions are imposed on the general ADL,
model 2 is the ¡esultant specific model (part A). It is clear to see that in part B, this

reduction corresponds to equations in rows numbered

I md2. Consistent with the fact

that model 2 is a more parsimonious model arrived at by deleting insignificant variables

from model

I , the

number of parameters estimated in model 2 are less than those

estimated in model 1, which results in a higher the degrees of fieedom in model 2.

Reduction of the model monetary reaction fr¡nctìon model in step

I

has had the effect

of

reducing the equation standafd error from 0.76 to 0.73. The schwarlz statistic (which is
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the usual Schwartz information criterion) supports the reducfion sìnce it has fallen from
0-24 to 0.01.

Bu! the residual sum of squares has increased. ln other words, part B

compares the residual sum of squares, estimated standard error of the residuals of the
consecutive models for each testing-down. However, these statistics only provide

intuition âbout the valìdity ofa given model reduction, the formal test is the F-test for
omission ofa variable. The F-statistic does not reject the reduction in this step, since the
corresponding F-statistìc and P-value (in brackets) are

F( 4, 52) = 6.07 to.99l.

Therefore, our intuitive results are confirmed by the F-test. That is, the favourable change

in the standard error and the favourable change in the Schwartz criterion indeed indicate
the validity of the reducúon. And that the unfavourable increase in the residual sum

of

squares is negligible.

In the second step, model 2, obtatrr,ed from the reduction in step

I is also

subjected

to the reduction process, The result is model 3. Hence, we have

Model 2

--> 3: F( 3, 56) : a.27641 to.se46I. The other test under step 2

(shown as:

Model 1

model 3, i.e., model

1

-->

3) is a test of whethe¡ reduction fiom

the general ADL to

to model 3 is acceptable.Tt Both restrictions are not tejected by the

respective F-statistics. Furthermore, the reduction is supported by both the equation
standard error and the Schwarz criterion since their values have fallen. Thus, model 3
becomes the new specific model which in turn, is also subjected a reduction process in

tt

That is, at each stage (except stage 1), we test whether the restrictions imposed on the
ofthe general ADL andior whether the restrictions imposed on the previous specific
equation(s) to obtain the specific equation of the given stage are valid.

parameters

step 3. This process continues until step 9 where we a¡rive at our frnal prefened

parsimonious model, model 10 (in which all the insignifrcant variables have been deleted)
reported

tt

table

7

.2a.

CHAPTER 8: THE DEMAND FOR MONEY

8.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the specification and estimation of the demand for money
function in the context of the Johansen's (1988 and 1995) system approach, especially

as

applied in Johansen and Juselìus (1990) and Johansen (1995).

As it is well known. the single-equation model just presumes that all the
explanatory variables in

a

model are weakly exogenous. lt is necessary to determine

empirically whether or not the model's explanatory variables are weakly exogenous since
the weak exogeneity of explanatory variables is a precondifion to obtaining efücient OLS

estimators in a single equation specification (Hubrich, 1999). If we make invalid
assumptions about the weak exogeneity of explanatory variables, we are likely to end up

with inconsistent inferences and misleading forecasts and policy simulations (Ericsson,
1991). Thus, the main objective of this chapter is to model money demand in a system

context so as to explicitly allow for several cointegrating vectors arÌd allow all the
variables in the model to be potentially endogenous.
The single-equation approach also presumes that the model has only one
cointegrating vector. However, in the case of modellilg money demand there could be
several cointegrating vectors in the model. Ericsson (1998) and Hubrich (1998) list the

following possible cointegrating vectors: one vector representing money demand (a longrun relationship between

rml,rgdp,inf ,Br ), a second
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coiategrating vector representing

agpregate demand (a long-run relationship between

rgdp,inf , îend

and possibly Rr ); a

thìrd cointegrating vectol representing real interest rates (implying a long-run relationship
lretween Br and inf ) and

a

fourth cointegrating vector representing the term structure of

interest rates7z. Identifying these cointegrating vectors is of considerable economic
interest because the long-mn relationships may have important hfluence on the conduct
and transmission process of monetary policy (Hubrich, 1999). Furlhetmore,

if in fact the

demand for money model has multiple cointegrating vectors, then the long-run money
demand model obtained from estimating a single-equation comprise com'binations of the

multiple cointegrating vectors linkirg the variables in the model, implying serious misspecification of the long-mn properties of agents' behaviour (Bagliano, 1996).
Given that invalid weak exogeneity assumptions could ¡esult in (i) problems with
the efhciency of OLS results and (ii) a potential for misleading forecasting from a singleequation approach, it would be of interest to also model the demand for money using this
approach. This may be useful if the system approach shows that some explanatory
variable(s) is not weakly exogenous. Then we could compare results from both
approaches to establish thei¡ robushress. Similarþ,

if

some explanatory variable(s) is not

weakly exogenous, we shall jointþ model the demand for money and the explanatory
variable(s), A variable that is a prime candidate in this regard is the domestic interest rate,
The Barrk of Botswana uses the Bank rate as a monetary policy iastrument. The

Bank changes monetary policy in response to economic developments. So the Bank rate
t2

The first three cointegrating vectors require inf'lation to be I(1), not
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I(0)

as in this study

may not be a vieakly exogenous variable in demand for money models, implying that it ìs

possible for the Bank rate variable to fail the weak exogeneity test. ln that case we would
need to

jointly estimate equations for both real money and interest

rate.

Recent empirical work that employs time series models and error-correction

modelliag in particular tends to use the Johansen approach. The Johansen framework
allows us to deterrnine the number of cointegrating vectors (which is not possible via the
Engle-Granger procedure); and also to estimate and to make i¡ference about the
cointegratìng vectors (Ericsson, I 998).
The chapter is arranged as follows. In sectjon 8.2 we briefly present the procedure

for deriving

a short-run dynamic money demand model

from a VAR system. Section 8.3

presents a briefreview of the Johansen VAR approach, as used in our work. Section 8.4
presents the results of esúmating the VAR system and money demand equation in

particular. ln section 8.5 we estimate the d;mamic money demand models. Section 8.6
tests the hypothesis that the introduction of the Bank of Botswana Ceftificates (BOBCs)

by the Bank of Botswana has caused an increase in the interest elasticity of the demand
for money (as predicted by the Gurley-Shaw hypothesis). A summary of the results and
conclusions are provided in section 8.7.

8.2 Deriving a Dynamic Money l)emand Model

We dedve the dema¡rd for money model ûom the vector autoregression (VAR)
system or vector erot-correction

(\GC)

system. ln this context of the
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VA\

cointegration, and error-coÍection modelling procedures, our final short-run money
demand model is either a single-equation en'or-correction model or part of a vector-elTol

correction model (\.ECM),

if

cointegratìon exists.

The steps we take in deriving a d;namic model for money demand in this approach
are described in detail in Doornik and Hendry (1997). The first step is to formulate an

uffestricted general VAR statistical model which contains all the variables in (8.2), plus
deterministic terms. Determinisfìc variables include a constant term, trend variables'
dumrny variables and seasonal dummy variables.
The second step is to determine the optimal lag length for the unlesÍicted VAR
The procedure for determining tfie order of the

vAR system in money demand studies

varies from researcher to researcher. Some researchers use the information criteria to
search for the appropriate lag length (Hendry, 1995;Hubrich, 1999). But others seem to

have arbitrarily set a small lag length (e.g., lag order 2) and only increased it

if there rs a

problem with autocorrelafion (Johansen and Juselius, 1990; Johansen, 1995; and Haris,

i995). We use both the Akaike Idormation criterion (AIC) and the Likelihood Ratio
(LR) criteria to determine the optimal order(s) of the level VAR systems'
The thi¡d step is to determile whether the variables in the model are cointegrated
using Johansen's maximum likelihood approach.

If cointegration

exists, the fourth step is

to examine the issue of whether the variables that determine the demand for money are
weakly exogenous for the parameters of the cointegrating vectol This is

for estimating

a

a

pre-requisite

condifional model (i.e., single-equation model) for real money demand.

Step five is to conduct tests to

VAR. Step six is to specifii
conduct

a

a

identi!

the unique cointegrating vector(s) in the

VECM in terms of stationary variables' At this stage we

testing-down exercise (using the standard F'test for the omission of a variable):

we gradually elimìnate rnsignificant lags fiom all the equations in the system (since all
equations in a VAR system have the same lag length). The end product is a parsimonious

\TCM.
From tJre parsimonious VECM, the last step is to derive a final structural model.

It

is at this stage that we can specì! a conditional model for the demand for money and the

Ba¡k rate. The conditional model is also subjected to the testing-down process. The
resultant model is what is reporled in this chapter.

8.3 The Johansen VAR Approach
In this section,

vv'e

plesent a brief revier¡- of the Johansen approach in the context

of our money demand model,

as presented

in Johansen and Juselius (1990).?3 our long-

mn demand for money model is specified as:

rnt7,= p,+ prrgdp,+ PrBr,+ P.Tb,+u,
where

(8.1)

rml is real narrow money; rgdp is real GDP, Br is the bank rate (domestic interest

rate); and Tb is the South AÎ:ican treasury bill (TbilÐ rate. Three variables: the rate

of

inflation, retum on cattle and the expected depreciation of the pula,/rand exchange rate

For more details, see Johansen and Juselius (1990), Enders (i995), Haris (1995) and
Johansen (1995).
t3

(8.1)
(included in the money demand specif,rcation in chapter 3) are not included in
because they are I(0).

Assumethatthevectorz/=|rnú,rgdp,Br,Tbl,.Ifweallowallthefourvariables

in

z,

to be potentially endogenous, the VAR system becomes:

(8.2)

wherez,isa4xlvectorofthevariablesin(s'1);Qisa4xlvectorconsistingof
variables to
deterministic terms: viz., intercept terms, seasonal and intervention dummy
to be estimated;
be explained below; ,{ (for i> o)are 4x4 matrices of parameters

andÊ,-iinQ,A)(i.e,,isavectoroferrortermsthatareindependent'identicallyand
normally

di

stributed wìth zero mean and constant varia¡ce

r¿

Wecanreformulate(82)intoavectorerro¡-correctionmodel(VECM):
Lz, =

wherc

¡r

=

6P, +

rr!:,

,+...+

lr¡ ra;,

¡*r + n='-p+

-U - AI...- A¡),(i= 1, .,p-l),

(8.3)

€r

and n =

-(l - At

-,4p ).'We

aggregates and
include intercept terms in the \IECM to capture linear trends in monetary

GDp data. The key feature of (8.3) is the rank of the mahix

z

since the rank of this

rank
matrix is equal to the number of independent cointegrating vectors. If the

of z

then (8-3)
equals zero, the expression /ø |, pbecomes zero and drops out of the system;

becomes a VAR in first differences.

If the ra¡k of the matrix is 4, it implies that all the

variables in the system are I(0), this contradicts our conclusion that the variables in the

model are I(1) and therefore is ruled out. Finally, if the rank of the matrix is

r,

where 1< r < 4, it

means there are

/

cointegrating vectors.Tt

The other advantage of (8.3) is that it contains hformation on both the
and long-run adjustrnent to changes

respectively. The matrix

z

in 2,, ua the estimates of nr,-..,no_,

can be decomposed into the matrices

a

and

B

shoft¡ln

and

î

such that

tr = aþ' : where the matrix, þ , consists of the cointegrating vector parameters; so that

B'2, is the disequilibrium error and the ø matrix consists offeedback coefficìents that
represent the speed of adjusfinent to past disequilibrium errors. This decomposition

permits us to explicitly test for number of cointegrating vectors, so that (8.3) is estimated
under the following assumption ofreduced rank

of

z:

tr = aþ'

(8 3)'

with the restriction that r < 4, where risthenumberof columns

n B fto be estimated)

that form stafionary cointegrating vectors in the system.

tn

Note that (8.3) is sometimes written with the level of ;, entering at the first-order lag,

not with the pth order lag as in our case. The outcome in both cases is the same since either way
the coefficient of the lagged term remains the same @ricsson,
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I

991).

Two liÌelihood ratio (LR) statistics used to test for the number of cointegration
vectors. One is the lambda trace test statistic, and the other is the lambda max test
statistic.

The )",,",. statistic tests the null that there are at most
against the general alternative that

r

cointegration vectors

r = 4, although I thi¡k that for consistency with the

reduced rank condition, the general altemative should be r = n
hand, the 2,o* statistic tests the null that there are exactly
against the altemative that there are

r

-

1

= 3. On the other

cointegration vectors,

r + I cointegration vectors.

We now tum to the issue of whìch deterministic h'ends should enter into the

VECM given ìn (8.3). Five alternative choices of deteministic tems have been analysed
in the literature. The choìces vary in tenns of whether we should enter the intercept and
trend in the short-run part and/or in the long-run part of the vector error-conection (VEC)
model (i.e., in the cointegrating equation). The first is to assume no deterministic trends

in the levels ofthe series and no deterministic components in the cointegratìng equations.
Thus, there will be no deterrninistic terms in any pafi of the VEC model, implying that all
stationary linear combinations wìll have a zero mean. Let us call this model

1-

The second possibility is that the levels of the series in the VEC model have no
deterministic trends but the cointeg¡ating equations have intercepts. Let us call thìs model
2. ln this model, the intercepts have to be restricted to the long-run part of the model.
That is, the intercept terms

will occur only in the cointegration
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space.

The third possibility is that there a¡e linear trends in the levels of the variables in

the VEC model but the cointegrating equations have only intercepts. Thus model 3 allows
the non-stationarìty in the model to drift (Hanis, 1995).

The fourth is that both the series and cointegrating equations have lirear t¡ends.
Consequently, for model 4, we enter the intercept terms both r.rnrestrictedly and

restrictedly (i.e., iatercepts are allowed in both the dl,narnics and cointegration relation(s)
of the \rEC model), while the linear trend term is ¡estricted to lie in the long-run part of
the model. A linear hend term is entered in the cointegrating relation

if there is some

long-mn linear growth which the model fails to accor¡¡t for, given the data-set under
investigation ( Harris. 1995)
The fifth possibility is that there are quadratic trends in the levels of the variables
and Iinear trends in the cointegraling equations. Thus, in model 5, we enter both the

intercept and trend in the long-run part and the intercept and trend in the short-run part

of

the VECM.

Of the five hypothesesTs about deterministic tems, the first is unlikely to occur in
practice, given that intercepts are generally needed to account for the units

of

measurement of the variables in the model (Harris, 1995). The second may occur in

practice, but is inappropriate for our câse

a

priori. Model 2 is applicable when modelling

variables with no fuherent drift, such as interest rates. Some of

tle variables in our model

(e.g., monetary aggregates and real output) trend upward. The fifth hlpothesis also seems

tt For more details,

see

Harris (1995), Doornik and Hendry (1997) and Eviews (1998)
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untenable, not only in our case, but in economics in general. As argued in Doornik and

Hendry (1997), generally, a quadratic deterministic trend in levels of economic variables
is not a sensible long-nrn outcome, in which case the trend term should be forced to lìe in
the cointegrating space. The effect of this

will

be to make the system to have at most

linear determìnistic trend in levels. Thus in our case, the remaining models to choose

from are model 3 and model 4.
The choice between models 3 and 4 is difficult to make a priori. Both models

allow linear trends in the levels of the variables. However, model 4 allows for the
possibility of capturing some long-run linear growth not already included in the model.
That is, this model becomes relevant when the varíables under investigation cannot
account for other unmeasured factors that induce autonomous growth in (some or all

of

the variables) in the model (Harris, 1995). As a way of resolving this matter, Johansen

(1992) proposed a strategy that enables a researcher to jointly choose both the rank order
and the deteÍninistic components. This strategy (well summarised ìn Hanis (1995)) is
based on the Pantula principle. To apply this principle, we need to estimate both models 3
and 4 and present the results, from the more restrictive alternafive (i.e., model 3 and

r = 0)

to the less restrictive altemative (i.e., model 4 and

r = 3 ) in that order. The test

procedue then suggests starting from the most restrictive model and ât eaçh stage
comparing the empirìcal values of a given test statistic ( 2",,""" or )"^^*) to the critical
values. We stop and choose the model for which the test statistic does not reject the null
h¡,pothesis.

After settling the quesfion ofhow many cointegration vectors the system has, we
then need to determine whether the cointegrating vectors are r.mique, and thus, whether

they provide us with clear information about the structüal economic relationships that
underlie the long-run model (Harris, 1995).

lf

the model has more than one cointegrating

vector, the unrestricted cointegrating vectors by

/

resÍictions (to be explained below)

are

non-unique. This issue arises because the reduced rank regression procedure of Johansen
and Juselius only provides us with information as to how many unique cointegrating

vectors and adjustrnent values there are. Specifically, any combination of the stationary
vectors is itself a stationa¡y vector. This implies that when

for any particular column in B

r>I

the estimates produced

are not necessarily unique.

ln order to uniquely determine cointegrating vectors relevant to an economic
anaþsis (a process described as identification), we test simple linear restrictions
suggested by either economic theory or implied by empirical observation on the

unrestricted cointegrating vectors (Bagliano, 1996; Doomit and Hendry, 1997). For
example, in the demand for money, theory enables us to test the squale root nrle or the

homogeneity of degree one restrictions on the income elasticity. The idea is to identiS'
the coiategrating vectors of a model that are unique and are economically meaningful
rel ati on

s

76

76
.

The PcFiml program used in this study helps in this task in that

standard errors of parameters in

B

it will supply the

only when the cointegrating vector(s) is identified. The linear

restrictions are tested with the Likelihood Ratio (LR) test. The LR statistic involves companng
the number of cointegrating vectors under the null and alternative hypotheses; and thus it is
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Regardìng the adjustrnent parameters, our interest is in establishìng whether or not

the explanatory variables in the money demand model are weakly exogenous. The
investigation proceeds by imposing zero restrictions on the ø coefficients. If the null
holds for a given variable, then the concemed variable is weakly exogenous for the longrun parameters, implying that its equaúon does not contain any information on the
cointegrating vector(s). As in the case of tests on
elements of the

a

B,

tests on the linear restrictions on the

matrix are carried out using the LR test.

It is important to note that testing for weak exogeneity to the parameters of the
cointegrating vector is meaningful only when the cointegrating vector represents a
structural long-run relationship between the variables in the model and not merely a

linear combination (Harris, 1995). This argument is based on the fact that the
normalisation of the â -mabix is determìned by the normalisation of the

f

-matrix. Thus,

if the cointegrating vector in question is a linear combination of cointegrating vectors,
ø will also be

a

ljnear combination of the speed of adjustrnent coefficients. To

circumvent this problem, Harris (op. cit.) suggests that restrictions on ø should be done

concurrentþ with the restrictions that identi-Sz B

.

constructed lrom the estimated eigenvalues under the restricted and unrestricted mode.ls
(Johansen and Juselius, 1992; Enders, 1995).
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8.4 Empirical Estimates of Money Demand Behaviour

In this part, we model the money demand in a VAR system. The VAR
specification is appropriate for esûmating the money demand function since it allows for
feedback between the money variable and its explanatory variables.

ln the next sub-section we repod cointegration results and long-run money demand
models for the three monetary aggregates. The approach we adopt involves two stages.
The

frst is to ensure that the VAR specification is congruent with the data (i.e., that it

satisfies the assumptions about the error terms stated in secfion 8.3 and also that its
parameters are constant (Hendry, 1995, p. 592). The second step is to investigate the

cointegration property. As in chapter 5, the systems's iniúal order is set at 4, given the
quarterly frequency and the time span of the data.

8.4.1 Cointegration and long-run money demand model

This section investigates the possibility of a long-nrn relationship among the
candidate variables

(rml,rgdp,Br,'I'b).

8.4.1.1 System formulation and estimation
The unrestricted reduced form of the VAR system for real

Ml

includes real GDp,

the domestic interest rate, the South African T-bill rate, an intercept, dummy variables (S
and D88iv), and seasonal dummy variables. The fend term was initially entered in the
system, but it dìd not perform well. This issue is analysed in more detail in the next sub-
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secúon. S is a step dummy used to capture the introduction of the open market operarions

via sales of the BOBCs. The dummy is zero before 1991:2 and unity thereafter. Since the
introductìon of the open market operations represents

a

pemanent change in monetary

policy, the dummy is restricted to lie in the cointegration space. Since the introduction of
the open market operatìons was accompanied by an increase in interest rates, we expect
the coefficient of S to be negative. D88iv is an impulse dummy variable taking the value

of unity in 1988:4 and zero otherwise. This dummy was inftoduced to remove parameter

instabìlity in the equation of real GDP which arose because of a large spike in its
residuals around 1988:4. This problem may be attributed to the sharp increase in the rate
of hflation that occurred in the last quarter of 1988. The rise in i¡flation caused real

hterest rates to become more negatìve and had negative implications for households'
savings and consumption-based borrowing (Bank of Botswana Annual Report, 1988).

The intercept is entered in the VAR unrestrictedly so as to al1ow linear trends

il

the data.

The optimal lag length of the VAR is detennined by both the F and AIC criteria as
3. That is, the two tests did not conflict with each other.

ln table 8.la we present the diagrrostic tests for the VAR system.

TABLE 8,Ia VAR SYSTEM EVAIUATION DIAGNOSTICS
Statistic

rml

r'-.(4.52)

1. 91

ltP=2(4'52)

o.4'7

r"P=(.4'52)

2.21

Tb

rgdp

55.18**
8.24+*
2.29

10.98**

2'1 -

VAR
g2*

A.7L

i.55

1.24

1.04

+

Mis-specifi cation tests

ô

0.009

a .'7 3'7

L.O2L

4Jr (5'50)

0.068
0.57

5 -O2.t *

1 -O'7

1.13

F","t,9,47)

0.45

FÌ,"t (25,29)

a .-19

1.19
0.82

rj

2.65*
r .22

7

.25
1. 10

{so, tzs)

F;",e50,211)

0. 85

NOTES:
1. * and +* represent rejection at 5 percent and 1 percent respectively.

In the top part of the table we report the F-tests for the null hypothesis that the
I

- period lags ( Fr=,) are zero. The results show that the frst

lag is significant in all the

equations, except in the money demand equation. The two period lag is significant only

in the GDP equation, and the three period lag is insipificant in all the equations,
The diagnostic tests in the bottom table are of two types: the first four (after a )
are for each of the four equations that comprise the VAR, and the last three are for the

vector ofresiduals generated by the VAR. The single-equation diagnostic statistics

include the F-tests for the mrll hypothesis that there is no serial conelation

(F,,,

aga;nst

the

fifth order autoregression); no autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticiy ( 4*0,

against fifth order) and no heteroscedasticity

(.{,,,: (V/hite,

1980). The mis-specification

tests for the system comprise the F-test for the null hlpothesis

ofno serial correlation in

the vector ( v ) of the residuals of the system (hence, d", ) and no heteroscedasticity in the

vector of the residuals

(Fi",)l'

The individual equations pass tle autocorrelation mis-

specification test, only the GDP equation fails the test. For the ARCH test, both interest
rate equations are subject to the problem. And lastly, none of the equations fails the
heteroskedasticity test. Concerning the system mis-specification tests, none ofthe tests
indicates a problem.

To evaluate the constancy ofthe system, we use recursive estimation statisfics

in chapter 5. These are presented graphically in frgure

77

8.1

as

.

At this stage, of evaluating the system specification, we are not much concerned with
the normality ofresiduals. In their discussion of the VAR system evaluation, Doornik and Hendry
(1997, p. i75) argued that "Normality is useful but not essential in a linear formulation ....". We
shall consider the test for normality below when we model the conditional model (to be explained
below) ofthe groìvth of real naÍow money and any ofthe explanatory variables that may tum out
to have feedback effects with real money,
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F]üURE 8
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The plots in figure 8.1 show the following recursive p¿ìrameter constancy tests: (i)

the l-step residuals with 0 t

2ô

for each equation (giving us the 95 percent confidence

bands); (ii) the breakpoint Chow tests for each equation, scaled by their

I

percent

significance levels (i.e., Ndn Chows for rrnl, Ndn Chows for rgdp, etc) and (iii) the
breakpoint Chow test for the system as a whole.?8
A1l the 1-step residuals for real narrow money and foreign interest rate completely

lie within their 95 percent confidence bands. The residuals for real income virtually alt lie

withil

the confidence bands, the exception is the 1989:2 period where the residuals touch

the lower confidence band. The same applies to the residuals for the domestic interest

rate; they touch the upper confidence band around 1990:3.

However, these two poìnts do not constitute sûuctural breaks in the respective
equations, as confirmed by the corresponding break-point Chow tests. The breakpoint

chow tests also conf,mn the stability of the equatíons for real naffow money and

rbill

rate, as suggested by the corresponding 1-step residuals. And lastly, the breakpoint chow
test for the

vAR (it is called Ndn for system in the figure

and it is shown in the botfom

rìght-hand corner) does not reject the parameter constancy of the system.
We conclude this analysis by maintaining the position that the VAR system is
adequately specified. Nofwìthstanding the autocorelation problem with the GDp

equation and the minor arch problem in the Br and Tb equations, the overall vAR passes
both the vector autoconelation and vector heteroscedasticitv tests.
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These tests are explained in chapter

5

8.4.7.2 Cointegration Analysis for the

Ml

Model

We first present the results obtained by using the Johansen-Pantula principle to
search for the appropriate model, i.e., the selection between model 3 (that which excludes
a

time ûend) and model 4 (that which includes a time trend). After this we then present

the detailed results on cointegration analysis. Table 8.lb presents a summary

of

cointegration rank results and detailed results on the determination of deteministic
components.

FIG{JRE 8.lb DETERMIN]NG TIIE

),,,o"ntest'.

Ho:
0
1

2
3

Model

3

Model 4

47 .26+

62.94*+

23.20
not relevart
not relcvant

25.93

not relevant
not relevant

Ho,
0

NOTES:
1.

t

24_05

37.01*+

I

not relevanl

not rclcvant

2

not relevalrt

not relevant

and *+ means rejection at the 5 and

I

percent levels respectively.

As it can be seen, according to the trace statistic, the null hypothesis

of

cointegration rank equal to zero (i.e., the null ofno cointegration) is rejected in both
models. However, the null hypothesis of cointegration rank equal to unity is not rejected

in both models. Thus by the frace statistic, model 3 is more appropriate since it is the first
that does not reject the null of cointegration rank equal to unity. on the other hand, the
JIJ

lamda max statistic does not reject the null of no cointegration in model 3 and rejects it in

model 4. Thus by the lamda statistic, model 4 is more appropriate. To choose between
these conflicting results, we compare the properties of the two models and choose one

which is more consistent with theory. In this case model 3 wins the race contest. The
problem with model 4 is that its income elasticity equals 2.12, which is seriously
inconsistent with theory, whereas that of model 3 which equals

l.l0

is plausible.

Note that model 4 in table 8.1b is represented by the F-based model - i.e., its lag
length is chosen by the F criterion. The AlC-based model is out of the competition
because

it fails to reject the null hypothesis ofzero cointegration.

Having chosen the appropriate VAR specification, we now present the detailed
results on the cointegration tests. Table 8.lc presents results of unrestricted cointegration
analysis (i.e., no restrictions were imposed

onp

and

¿¿

values).

TABLE 8-1c COINTEGRATION TEST RESULTS FOR
uo]nEeg:ra]-aon ana-Lysas t9 I I \4) -lvv5 (4
Unrestricted
(1)

(T nn) + )"trace

953

2ma-:

(2)
]'

2

'1

AA

21 .O

.41

14.1-

3.

3.10

? qqr

I

95?

(s)

t4)

41 .26*
21 -'7'7
10. ?7

2'7.r

24. A5

1

MONEY DEMANI)

modef:

Ho:rank=p (T-nm)*
0

Ml

B

29

.'t

15.4
3.8

Standardized B' eigenvectors
B¡

qdp

rm1

-1.1033
1. 0000
-15. 077
-10.980

1.0000
-0-79839
19.963
16 .255

Standardized A

rm1
rgdp
Br
Tb

coe f

0.10969

0. 06834 6
1. 0000

72.3rr

Tb

0.018768

-0. 082817
-0. 018966

1.0000

s

0.19631
-A.69702

-4.6956
-97.3s4

fí cient s

-0.12580 -0.015414
4.00'1382L A.0064386
0.83946 -0.15260
0. 93757
1. 0731

0.010943 9.2406e-005
O.0AA90?29 5.7655e-005
0.096598 -O.0A23582
0. 075089 0. 0059634

r of laqs used in the analysis: 3
Variables entered unrestricted: Constant, Cseason. Cseason 1, Cseason
D8 8iv
VariabLes ente¡ed restricted: S
I'lumbe

NOTES:

I

2,

* and +* denotes rejection at the 5 and 1 percent level respectiveìy.

In the first section of the table we show that the VAR was estimated in an
'ùffestricted form and that the sample period used for estimâtion was 197'7'.4

-

1995.4.

In the second section of the table, we present (i) the null hypotheses being tested in
the fust column, (ii) the empirical values of the 2,o"* test statistic in the second column,

(iii) the asy'rnptotic 95 percent critical values for the lamda statistic in the third column(iv) the empirical values of the ûace statistic in the fourth colurìn and (v) the asyrnptotic
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95 percent critical values for the trace statistic in the last column. As can be seen, only

the trace statistic rejects the null hypothesis

we conclude that the model has

ofno cointegration

I cohtegrating

at the 5 percent level. So

vector.Te

The third section of the table shows the estimated unrestricted eigenvectors,

normalised along the diagonal. As we can see, the parameters in the

frst

coìntegr ating

vector (the ft'st row), which happens to be the only significant cointegrating vector, have
correct signs. The single cointegrating vector for real
money equation since the cointegrating vector (1

Ml

is interpretable as a demand for

- 1.10 0.11 0 02 0.20) gives us â

posihve sìgn on the unrestricted income elasticity, a negative sign on the semi-interest
rate (domestic) elasticity, a negative sign on the semi-interest rate (foreign) elasticity

of

money demand, and a negative sign on the coefficient of the dummy variable. (The
negative sign of the coefficient of the dummy is plausible since we expect the increase in
interest rates earned on investment accounts in broad monetary aggregates to have caused
substitution out of the non-interest rate bearing
cointeglating relation is rm1,

: l.l\rgdp, * 0

1

7e

Ml

accounts to M2 and M3.) Thus the

1Br,

-

0 02Tb

t-

O.2O S

l

Note that the empirical values ofthe trace and lamda max statistics have been adjusted
for small-sample effect. We do not report the unadjusted values since they are less accurate. This
means that we ignore any information suggested by the unadjusted empirical values ofthe test
statistics concerning the number of cointegrating vectors. The small-sample adjustment olthe
statistic was first proposed by Reinsel and Ahn (1988) in order to correct for size distortion in
finite samples caused by either the number oflags included in the VECM or the number of
variables in the system (Godbout and van Nordeq 1997). To adjust the .1."" statistic, we scale it
by the degrees offreedom "T-nm"; where T is the sample size used in the estimation, n is the
number ofvariables in the model and m is the lag length.

3r6

The last section of the table shows the adjustrnent coefficients. The adjustment
coeffrcient for real

Ml

(the frrst coefficient in the first column of the

a

matrix), has the

expected negative sign, implying the existence of an error-correction mechanism and
dyrnamic stability in the money demand model. Thus when there is excess money supply,

economic agents would ¡educe their money holdings. The signs corresponding to the rest

of the adjustrnent coefficìents are also plausible. The signs imply that with excess money
supply, real GDP

will

decrease (which is not plausible and hence we expect

it to hrn out

insignificant when we conduct alpha tests below), the domestic interest rate will fa1l and
the South Af¡ican T-bill

will

fall.80 The South African

African monetary authorities do not want

a

T-bill rate would fall if the South

large discrepancy between its rnonetary policy

and Botswana's monetary policy to persist.

Shown below the adjustment coeffrcients is additional informafion on how the
system was estimated when cointegration was investigated - the system was estimated

with th¡ee lags; unrestricted variables being: the intercep! the orthogonalised (centred)
seasonal dummy variables and the D88iv dummy, and restricted variable: S which has
been restricted to lie

ir

the cointegration space.

We can now test hypotheses and impose linear reshictions on the cointegrating
vectors, as well as test for weak exogeneity ofthe explanatory variables. ln the case of

/

reshictions, tests consist of checking to see if income elasticity is different from unity

80

This argument presumes that the explanalory variables are not weakiy exogenous to the
cointegrating vector.
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according to the quantity theory (or 0.5 accordiag to the square-root rule) and/or if the

'elasticities' of the domestic and foreign iîterest rates equal zero. For adjustment
coefficients, tests involve imposing zero restrictions on each of the adjustment

coefficients. either individually orjointly (to test whether the error-correction term
matters to the adjusnnent of the variable corresponding to the given adjustment

coefücient). The last set of restrictions tested

are

joint restricfions, i.e., restrictions on

both the / and a parameters. ln this regard, we test the joint restriction that the income

elasticity is equal to unity in conjunction with zero restrictions on the adjustment
coefficients of either real ilcome, domestic interest rate and./or foreign interest rate. Even
though the individual restrictions wele not rejected, it does not necessarìly follow that the

joint restriction will not be rejected.
ln table

8. 1d

we report the results of imposing restrictions on the

parameters. The first half of the table presents

half we present the joint

p

arrd

a

restrictions.

3r8

/

p

and

a

restrictions only, while in the second

TABLE 8.ld TESTS OF GENERAL RESTRICTIONS ON ø

ceneral coinLegration test 19?B (1) to 1995

AND/:

1978:l -1995:4

(4)

Restrictions on p coeÍiLcients for rqdp, Br, Tb and S
rm1
rgdp
Br
Tb
S
1.0000
o.oooo -a.5126
o.oo00
0.0000
P'

SE(P) o.o00o o.0ooo 0.1036 o.00oo

0.0000

d coefficients and standard errors
cx

rm1
rgdp
Br
Tb

coefficient.

0. 015 3 91

0.00094179

0

A.22I45
o

.1 4686

SE(u)
nñ1)-1) A
00092188
o .014449
0.1u708

LogfikeÌihood = 592.62891 t Unrestricted Loglikelihood : 595.2'1046
LR LesL, rank-li X'G)- 5.283 [A.]5221
')

General cointegration test 1978 (1) to 1995

(4)

Restrictions onB coeffici.ents for rgdp, Tb and
rm1
rgdp
Br
Tb

p'
Slj(P)

0000
0.0000

1. oooo

0.

o. oooo

0.4176
0.1006

Restrictlons on d. for rgdp, B¡ and
a coefücient
S?(a )
rm1
rgdp
Br
Tb

0.019753
0.00000
0.23785
0. 00000

s

0.0000
0.0000

S

0.0000
0.0000

Tb

0.0076044
0.00000
0.078830
0.00000

Loglikelihood : 591.0327; Unrestrícted Logflkelihood = 595.21046
LR-Lesr, rank-1: I-ó)
8.4755 10.13191
')

Notes:

l,

* and ** denotes significance at the 5 and I percent level respectively
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Our

/

restrictions are as follows. We tested the individual restrictìon of unity on

the income elasticity and it was not rejected by the LR test statistic. We also tested

individual zero restrictions on the individual elasticities of real income. the domestic
interest rate, foreign interest rate and zero restricfìon on the coefficient of S. Of these

restrictions, only the zero restrictions on the semi-interest rate elasticity for domestic
interest rate was rejected. Also, the joint test of zero income elasticity, zero semi-

elasúcity of the foreign interest rate and zero effect of the S dummy are not rejected. We
do not report the results for any of these individual

/

restrictions, The restrictions that

we report (in the top part of the table) comprise a zero income elasticity, zero semiinterest elasúcity for the foreign interest rate and zero coefñcient for S. These restrictions
are not rejected at the 5 percent level - the corresponding value

ofLR statistic

is

I'Q) = 5.283 l0 -15221 . According to these reshictions, real income, the South
African T-bill and S a¡e not part of the long-run relationship.
Coming to the adjusûnent coefficient, ø , restrictions, we tested individual zero
restrictions on the adjustment coefficients ofreal income, the domestic interest rate and
the South African T-bill separately. Of these restrictions only that for the domestic
interest rate was rejected. Similarly, the joint test that both ad_justment coefficients for
real income and the foreign interest rates are simultaneously equal to zeto, is not rejected.
(The results ofthese restrictions are not reported.) These outcomes imply that al1 the
explanatory variables, except the domesfic interest rate, are weakly exogenous. That is,

the equations for real income and the South AÍäcan T-bill rate contah no information
about the long-run cointegrating vector. That is, these variables do not adjust to past

disequilibrium in money holdings.

Thejoint p (beta) andø (alpha) resfictions (in the second halfofthe table)
consist ofzero income elasticifJ, zerc semi-elasticity ofthe South Afi'ican interest rate,
zero restriction on the coefficient

ofS in conjunction with ze¡o restrictions on the

adjustment coeffìcients for real income and the South African interest rate
simultaneously. These ¡estrictions are not rejected by the LR test for over-identif,iing

restrictions, which has the value

of

yt15¡: 8.4755 | o . 131 9 I , reported at the bottom

of the second half of the table. Thus, the cointegration relation that we shall use hereafter
ts: rm7

:

-0.47

Br

.

The weak exogeneity of the real income and the foreign interest rate implìes that

ignoring the short-run models for these explanatory variables and modelling a singleequation dynamic equation for the demand for real

Ml will

not entail a loss of important

information.
On the other hand, the rejection of the weak exogeneity of the domestic interest
rate means that modelling a single-equation dynamic equation for the demand for nanow
money may entail a loss of valuable infomation. Our results may become biased because

of simultaneous equation bias caused by the presence of feedback effects between real
narrow money and the Bark rate. This implies that jointly modelling the demand for M1

and the supply of money, captured by the monetary reaction function (MRF), may

produce better results than the single-equation approach. Therefore, below we
model the demand for

Ml

jointþ

and the MRF for Bank of Botswana.

In the following section we estimate a short-run dynamic error-correction model
that is suggested by the results of our cointegration analysis.

8.5 Estimation of the Dynamic Money Demand Model
On the basis of the cointegration results, we formulate a system conditional error-

correction model for real

Ml

That is, we jointly model real

and Br by conditioning on the weakly exogenous variables.

Ml

and Br, given the weakly exogenous explanatory

variables. We condition on weakly exogenous variables because although they do not
determine the long-run relationship, they may determjne the short-mn relationship. The
model is:
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Ly,=QD,+ro[x,+lr,L,:,,'\r,F,-,.(aþ')*y,.,+c,
i=l

where y = lrml,

Brl'

(8.6)

t=0

are the va¡iables being modelled and also happen to be the onìy

variables determining the long-run relationship; x = frgdp,Tbl' are the condìtìonal
variables by virtue of being weakly exogenous; and

conditional variables. The varìables

in g

run relationship (8.1) because they are

g = [nf,Rc,Dxr]'

are also

that are those that were not enteted in the long'

(0),

but which on the basis of theory, may be

) ¿L

important determinants of the demand for money. Since theB and a parameters are also
different, given the restrictions we imposed in them, they are denoted as

(ø/')

* . Note

that we still have z, terms in (8.6). As it can be seen, all the z, terms in (8 6) are lagged,

reflecting the fact that we are conditioning on the past values of all the variables in :,

,

including those variables that failed the weakly exogeneity test.
We assume that economic agents form expectations about the rate of i¡flation
(mÐ, the return on cattle holding (Rc) and the expected exchange rate depreciation (Dxr).

As to the nature of expectations, we argue that the expectations processes are not fully
rational. Several researchers have argued that in developing countries, people's
expectations are likely to be fomed through mechanisms that are less than full rational
expectations. One reason given by Arize (1989) is that sophisticated communìcation and

infomation systems are sparse and are usually located only in concentrated areas in the
large metropolis. In the case of Botsv/ana, this argument applies to some degree to the

period before the 1990s. For example, Prof. Clark Leith obsewes that by the 1990s
economic agents were behaving in a very sophisticated way. The other reason is that
detailed and accurate economic data and indicators are not very abundant as well as not

widely circulated. In Parikh (1990), it is argued that the rational expectatìons-formation
process is unlikely in the majority ofless developed countries due high i¡formation costs.

Consequentþ, economic agents are apt to use simple indicators, such as the immediate
past value(s), in anticipating the future. Lastly,

JZJ

Yi (1994) adopted the static expectahons-

formation process when modelling inflation in China. His basis for the static expectations
h¡pothesis is that most people in China do not understand the mechanism of inflation
very well since inflation was a fairly new phenomenon to the people of China. (China did
not experience high inflation until 1978.)

Of the expectations-formation hlpotheses that are not fully rational (e.g., the
static, adaptive and 'partly-rational' expectations hypotheses) we adopt the partly-rational
hypothesis for all three variables.sr Using the inflation variable for illustration, we
formulate the partly-rational expectations for inflation of period

:l¡'f:

/

-

=

t, nff ,

El:r¡,f,V, ,] . The symbol 1,-, denotes hformation that is available up to period

I (which, in our case, comprise only past values of inflation. That is, the mathematical

expression says that economic agents make expectations (at time /
that

as

will prevail in period

call this

a

r, using

-

I ) about fuflation

hfomation available from past values of inflation. We

partly-rational expectations hypothesis since it allows agents to use infomation

only from past values of the variable in question, ignoring information from other
variables that are ìmportant in the deterrnination of the given variable that a fully rational
expectations process would take into account.

We now estimate the conditional or partial model in (8.6), using the Full

Infomation Maximum Likelihood (FIML) method. The general-to-specìfic testing-down

8r

We borrow the term 'partly-rational' from Demopoulos, Katsimb¡is and Miller (1987)
who used it in a slightly different conte$.
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procedure

will be applied in order to obtain

a parsimonious

stage of the reduction, the F-test for omission of variables

conditional model. At each

will

be used to test the

validity

of the given restriction. The outcome of this modelling process is the final preferred

conditional model presented in table
encompasses the initial third order

identifliing restrictions does not

8.

le. The final preferred VEC model parsimoniously

VAR since its likelihood ratio (LR) test of over-

reject.S2

E2

Notice that when estimating the dynamic model, the contemporaneous value of inflation
was added for comparison with previous work on the demand for money in Botswana (see
Anyangah, 1995) and other African countries, e.g-, Kenya (see Adam, 1991).
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TABLE 8.1e ESTIMATES OF TI{E VEC MODEL FOR Ml and Br
Modelling Drml by FIML
The present sample is:19f8 :4-1995 r 4

Equation for Drml
Vari able

Drml

coeffi cient
-0.49110

1

-0 .3066'7
0.017750
0.97188
-o .0L22L7
-o . aL5292

Dl:ml I

rm1cw1 t
ljrqdp I
DTb

Dlb
INf

2

-0.0074391

Constant
Cseason 1
cseason 2

0.

o69237

0.044563
0.056911
0.013320

DTb_1

Std

.

1L3r2
0.11107
0.0069056
0.58086
0.0073161
0.0070823
a.

0.

002922

Drml

Coef f -LCrenL

Drml

0.30285
o.24464

I

-14.186

-r-6989

1

0.018697

INf
'

Loglik =
LR

Std

-2.0566

2

DBr 2
rmlcv L
Drgdp
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4

0.037818
0.019745
0.019457
0.0082366

0

1. x and

**

-2 .1 6l* *
2 .5'l A* *
L-6'73*

-1.670*

-2 . 159*

-2.546**

1.831*
*
2,925*+

L

0.0001
0.0076
a - at26
0.0994
0.1001
0.0348
0.0135
a.o'720
a.o2'76

I.6L7

0.0048
0.1110

Error

t-value

t-prob

r . L2t3

-1.834*

0.0?15
0.0079
0.0020
0.0155
0.1551
0. 11 07

.

-LLO26

0.075573
5.6950
1.1803
0.011551

3 .23'7 *+
-2 - 491* *

-L . 439
L-619

-3A252; T = 69; MLô = 0-062, Br:ã = O.713

test of over- ident Í fying restrictions,

Notes:

t-wa1ue

2 .25'7

Equation for DBr

Väriable

Er¡or

7"1t27: 12.A686 lA.522Ol

denotes significance at the 5 and 1 percent respectively.

8.5.1 Interpretation of Estimation Results

According to the results in table 8.le, the current growth ofreal money adjusts

faùly rapidly to its past values. The significance of the lagged values of money dernand
implies that the explanatory variables in the dlnamic equation also have indirect
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i¡fluence on the gro\4'th of real M1. Thus. the dynamics of the short-run demand for

Ml

are quite complicated.

The coefficient ofthe error-correction term has the wrong sign. The positive sign

implies that if an unanficipated shock caused economic agents to hold more real money
balances relative to the amount they would have desired (given the magnitudes of the

grorvth in the determinants of money demand), then economic agents would increase their
demand for real

Ml.

This behaviour would cause dynamic instability in the demand for

money.
The short-run demand for narrow money seems to be influenced by the one period
lag of the growth of real income. The adjustrnent of the growth of real

Ml

is moderately

rapid.

According to these results, shocks to the South Afiican T-bill rate effect the

gowth of real M1 within the contemporaneous quarter and after two quafters. However,
the adjusfnent of the grouth of real

Ml

seems steady and gradual over time. Anyangah's

study also hnds a steady adjustment of the gowth of ¡eal

Ml

to the growth of the South

African T-bìIl rate. The first quarter effect seems to also exist - the one period lag, albeit
insignificant, could not be deleted. Deleting it caused autocorrelation in the Br equation
and caused the F test for the omission of va¡iables to reject the restriction. Thus our

model is not able to clearly detect the effect.
The results suggest that the grou.th of real
the rate of i¡flation.
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Ml

adjusts very gradually to changes in

ln addition to their direct effec! explanatory variables also have indirect impact on
the growh of real

Ml

via the lagged terms of real

Ml.

Although the lagged terms have

the effect of increasing the speed of adjustment back to equilibrium, they suggest that the

dynamics are complex-

Lastly, the growth of real narrow money balances seems to be subject to seasonal
effect.

frst

Turnìng to the interest rate equatioq we

note that the equation could be

treated as an "ad hoc" monetary reaction function (MRF) of the central bank. We
describe it as ad hoc shce it is not derived from considerafìons about possible actual

policy rules that specifli relationships between

a

policy instrument and each of the

explanatory variables as ìt is the case with the MRF in chapter 7.

According to the results, the policy decisions of the Bank of Botswana about
changes in the growth of the Bank rate \ryere influenced by the two period lag of the
gr

owth of real

Ml,

the contempo¡aneous value of the gl owth of real income and the

disequilibrium of real

Ml

balances. The presence of the nearly significant two period lag

of the rate of inflation (which could not be deleted for the same reason as DTb_l in the
demand for money) seems to suggest the impofance of inflation in influencing monetary

policy. As to the policy stance, the results suggest that monetary policy was
accommodative in respect of the growth of real

Ml

ard real income.

An important result that should be higtrlighted is that the growth real

Ml

seems

to

have served as an hformation variable, an outcome that is consistent with the findings

of

the MRF estimatìon in chapter 7. However, this outcome is contrary to the Granger-

causality results of chapter 6 where only the level of real

Ml,

not the growth of real

Ml,

served as an information variable.

The other important result to highlight is the significance of the error-corection
terrn in the Br equation. Recall that this error-correction came fiom the cointegrating

vector associated with real M1; it was normalised on the real

Ml

variable. The positive

sign of the error-correction term in the Br equation probably suggests that the cenhal
bank countercyclically reacted to the "excess" ofreal money balances, given the level
the domestic interest rates. This is most likely after
operations

in

of

tìe introducfion of open market

1991.

Lastly, the lagged term of the Bant rate is significant, implying that explanatory
variables have indirect effect on the growth of the Bank rate. As in the case of the growh
of real narrow money, tlris implies that the dy'namics of the interest rate have a more
complex pattem. Lastly, the positive sign of the lagged term implies the presence

of

interest rate smoothing, an outcome which was also found in the MRF study of Bleaney
and Lisend (2001). It is apparent that chapter 7 did not frnd any interest rate smoothing
because in chapter 7, the Bank rate is entered onìy with a one period lag.

Note that the retum to cattle holding expectations variable is dropped during the
process of testing-down. This implies that there is no significant substìtution between real

money holdings and cattle holding.

Sirnilarly, the expected exchange rate depreciation variable dropped out of the
conditional model, as in Kibuka et al. (1996). Thís implies absence of substitution
between the domestic currency and the South African crurency.
The diagnostic statistics of the model are presented in table 8. lf below. (These
diagnostic test statjstics are exactly the same as those we encountered in table 8.1a above,
except for the normality test). This model is reasonably well determined, as indicated by

the absence of mis-specification problems in vector of the residuals of the \lEC model.

Only in the case of individual equations, does the Bank rate equation fail the normality
test.

TABLE 8.If MIS-SPECIFICATION TESTS FOR THE VEC MODEL
INDIVIDUAL-EQUATION RESìDUAL STATISTICS
.
2.
(f-valucs or 1 )

Drml
DBr

Drml
DBr

Drml
DBT

Drml
DBr

r"- t- a t, a -t

I . BI52

;AR 1- 5 F( 5, 49

2

:,

:Normafity 1-(2)
:NormaÌity 7-(2)
:ARCH 4 E( 4t 46
:ARCH 4 F( 4, 46
: Xi^2
F (26 | 21
:xi^2
î (26, 21

.324t

0.39245

9.321**
0

.251 44

.5203
0.4839

2

0. 96283

STATISTICS FOR SYSTEM'S VECTOR OF RESIDUALS
I

F-*¡l,,cs o.

"2

)

Vector AR 1-5 F(20/100) =
)
Veccor normalicy X'Ø) Vector Xr^2 E (18. 96 =
Notes:
[- *+ denotes rejection at the I percent level
JJU

0

-"Ì1533
8.9389
1.0286

The satisfactory performance of the model is also shown in figure 8.2 which
shows the actual values and the l-step forecasts of the growth of real M1.
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FIüURE

I 2 PLOTS üF ACTUAL AND F0REüAST

VALUES FûR Drml & DBr

The plots show that the forecasts of real
actual gro*.th

Ml

closely track

tle turning points of the

if real Ml, except over the latter parl of the 1994 períod. The forecasts of

the growth ofthe Bank rate also reasonably track the actual values.
The forecasts in figure 8.2 use actual values for the lagged values of the forecasted
variable. But policy'rnakers may not have data on the lagged terms, especially when
making multi-step forecasts beyond the available data period; which policymakers

will

likely want to do in practice. Dynamic forecasts then become expedient. Dynamic
forecasts (also known as ex ante forecasts) are sequences

of 1,2, ..., H step forecasts, and

they never use actual values after the last value of the esúmation period. To make
dynamic forecasts, we estimate the conditional model presented ìn table 8.1e over the
1978 4

-

the 1994:

1993:4 period and then forecast the growth of real

I - 1995 .4 period as we did in chapter 6. Figule

forecasts, bounded by thetr 95Yo confidence bands.

.'JJ

Ml

and the

gro*th of Br over

8.3 presents the dyramic

FIüURE

--

I

I

lilrÊd
Drml

.-Fllnrut

DTNAI,{IC F0REtAil'S FRO}II THEVEC I,iI0DEL 0F (Dn'nl, DBr)

The \¡E,C model's forecasts are satisfactory, although for the grouth of real
narror¡r' money, the plot for actual values touch the lower confidence band

in 1995:1.

We now investigate the stability of the conditional model usirg recursive
constancy tests. Figure 8.4 presents the recursive constancy statistics.

FITURE

8

4 CONSTANCÏTESTS

FORTHE1IEC MODEL
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The graph shows that the conditional model passes the stability tests. All the 1step residuals of the growth of real M1 lie within their 957o confidence bands. Those

of

the gowth of the Bank rate also fa1l within their 95o/" conf dence bands except at hvo

points: around 1990.2 and 1991: 1. These two points are merely outliers, as confirmed by
the system Chow test which does not reject at the 5 percent level. However, the LR test

for parsimonious encompassing test (or the test of over-identifuing restrictions) appears to
reject. This rejection contradicts the numerical result we obtained in table 8.1e above.

Doomik and Hendry (1997) argue that this contradiction is probably due to the smallsample behaviour of the test, which unfortunately is not yet known.

We also estimated the same system d1'namic conditional model, but now using the
proportional rule specification of inflation. The final preferred model (results not
reported) is slightly different from the integral rule specification in table 8,le. For
example, the propoftional rule specification detects a significant influence ofthe South

African T-bill rate in the reaction function, whereas the integral rule specification does
not. Conversely, the proporfional ru1e specification detects a significant idluence of the
same variable on the demand

fol real Ml, but the integral specification does not.

However, the proportional rule specification performs well: (i) the model forecasts
exactly as its counterpart and (ii) the model is stable.
The following sub-section briefly investigates the long-run demand for broad
moneta-ry aggregates (M2 and M3).
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8.6 Cointegration Analysis for Broad Money

ln the case of real M2, the initial VAR of order 4 specification, without a trend
term, suffered ÍÌom the presence of vector autocorrelation. The autocorrelation
disappeared only at the order of 5. Let us succinctly write the VAR system as follows:

VAR[rm2, rgdp, Br, Tb, S, u(constant), u(cseasonals): 5]. This refers to

a

VAR specifìed

to include: real M2, ¡eal GDP, the Ba¡k rate, the South Afücan T-bill rate, the step
dummy (S), an unrestricted constant (hence" the

'u' in front of the parenthesis,

unrestricted centred seasonal dummy variables and order 5. This notation implies that the
step dummy S is restricted to the long-run part of the model, as explained in sub-section

8.4.1.1. Of course, only macroeconornic va¡iables ate lagged. Cointegration anaþsis

of

the system did not detect any significant cointegrating vector.
For the model with trend, the VAR is: VAR[rm2, rgdp, Br, Tb, S, nend,
u(constant), u(cseasonals); 6]. The order

of6 helped to remove vector autocorrelatìon.

ln cointegration analysis, both the lambda and ûace statistics (adjusted for smallsample effect) suggested that the model has

I

cointegrafion vector.

Ater

testing joint beta

and alpha restrictions, the resultant restricted long-run relation for real M2 is:

rm2,

:

2 g4rt¿o

t

*

0.027b

t

+ 0.38s/

(0.27) (0.01) (005)

-

0'03trend
(0.07)

where the figures in the parenthesis are standard errors of the paramefer estimates.

These results a¡e the exact opposite of those obtained for real

interest rate, which was significant in the long-run relaúon for real

Ml.

Ml,

The domestic

does not

determine the long-run relationship for real M2. Conversely, real GDP, Tb and S, all

which were insignifrcant in the restricted long-run relation for real

Ml

of

are now

significant. Note that the alpha tests suggested that all the explanatory variables ìn the
long-nur equation fo¡ real M2 are weakly exogenous. This means that whether the model
includes a trend or not, a single equation can be validly used to model the shod-nrn
demand for real M2.

Turning to the demand for real M3, the optimal VAR for the model without trend
tumed out to be: VAR[rm3, rgdp, Br, Tb, S, u(constant), u(cseasonals); 3]. The order of
was suggested by both the AIC and F criteria.

In cointegration analysis, the lambda statistic detected I cointegtating vector.
However, the trace statistics detected 2 cointegrating vectors. Assumìng 2 cointegrating
vectors, the following long-run relations were obtained after testing joint beta ald alpha
restricfions:

rnt3 =7.26rsdo -0.03Th
I
''l
r

(0.08)

(o.ol)

and

rgdPt = 0.73rm3, +o.l2Br,

- 0.33s1

(0.06) (0.01) (0.10)
JJð

3

According to the alpha tests, real GDP and the Bank rate are weakly exogenous for the
rm3 relation; while no explanatory variable is weakly exogenous for the rgdp relation.
Thus, this model calls for a full system dy'namic modelling of the short-run behaviour of
real M3 and its explanatory variables. The outcome that the South AÎ:ican T-bill rate is
not weakly exogenous is surprising. It does not seem plausible that tliere should exist
interdependence of the degree that vr'arants for Tb to fail the weakly exogeneity test.
The first long-run relationship, normalised on real M3, looks like a demand for
money equation - the coefficient signs are consistent with priors. The negative coefficienl

of Tb suggests the presence of long-run capital flows between Botswana and South

Africa. This provides empirical rationale for the concem, by the monetary authoriúes in
Botswana, that interest rate differential between the two countries could effect capital

flows. Recall that in chapter 7 we cited an argument made by the Bank of Botswana
which suggests that the monetary authorìties

ir

Botswana would, ceteris paribus. take

action to close the interest rate differential with South Af¡ica-

if it

deemed it to be too

large. Botswana monetary authorities also used the differential of interest rates with
South Africa encourage capital inflows. For example, the 1982 arurual repoft of Banlt

of

Botswana states that the main reasons for making firrther increases in interest rates ìn the

first half of 1982 on top of the two increases made in 1981 were: (i) to reinforce credit
restraint and (ii) to encourage capital inflows.
The second long-run relation looks somewhat like an LM cuwe of the standard IS-

LM model. The negative coefficient of the dummy variable is plausible because the

policy of increasing nominal interest rates in order to achieve positive real interest rates
may have reduced the grovrth of real GDP.

Lastly, the optimal VAR for the model (of the demand for real M3) with trend is
given by: VAR[rm3, rgdp, Br, Tb, S, u(constant), u(cseasonals); 6]. The initiai VAR

of

order 4 exhibited vector autocorrelation.

In cointegration analysìs, both the lambda and trace suggested that the model has

1

cointegating vector. As for weak exogeneity, only real GDP and the Bank rate are weakly
exogenous. The South African T-bill rate is not weakly exogenous which is a surprising

result as already arguedOn the basis of these results, we can argue that the satisfactory petfotmance
observed in the case ofthe demand for real namow money holds also with respect to the
demand for real broad money (M2 and M3). For both M2 and M3, Joha¡sen's maximum

likelihood procedure finds stable long-run relationships between each of them and their
explanatory variables, with theory-consistent signs of the parameters. In fact, the demand
functions for M2 and M3 may perform better than that of M1 since their long-run
relationships are determined by more than one explanatory variable.

8.7 Investigating the Gurley-Shaw llypothesis
The hlpothesis advanced by Gurley and Shaw (1955, 1960) maintains that the

proliferation of money substitutes will have the effect of increasing the interest elasticity
of money demand. ln May 1991, the economy of Botswana saw the introduction of the
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liquid interest-bearing BOBCs, with matu¡ities rangmg from I to

12 months. The

inhoduction of the BOBCs increased the number of altemative assets that narrow money
holders can invest in. It is possible that this event has caused a rise in the interest

elasticity of money demand in Botswana. Other changes in the financial market include
the operation of the stock market sirce 1989, and the inhoduction of financial innovations
such as the credit card system.

As is well known, the size of the interest rate elasticity of money demand has

implications for the effectiveness of monetary policy. Monetary policy is more effectrve
when the interest rate elasticity is small. The converse is also

hle. Ifthe Gurley-Shaw

hypothesis is true for the economy of Botswana, then monetary policy may have become
less effecúve.

To investigate this hypothesis empirically, we assess the behaviour of the interest
raie semi-elasticiry of money demand over time. For this purpose. an appropriate testing
approach is that due to Farley and Hinich (1970). This approach is considered as a robust
test against a gradual shift in the parameters of a model, unlike the conventional Chow
test which can only test for a one time shift (see Farley, Hinich and McGuire, 1975:

Darrat and Webb, 1986)- Thus, ou¡ test is of whether o¡ not the interest elasticity
experienced a gradual shift starting in the second quarter

of 1991. To apply the test, we

speciô; the coefficient of the interest rate variable in our demand for money function as a
linear function of a linear time hend. If the coefficient of this varìable turns out to be

signiÍcantly different fiom zero, according the t-test, we conclude that there has been

a

drift in the interest rate elasticity of money demand.
The other testing approach appropriate for our task is the technique of recursive
esfimation of the parameters of the model. Since interest is in the behaviour of the interest
rate coeffìcient over time (Charemza and Deadman, 1997), this approach is appropriate
because (i)

it estimates the parameters of

a model, together

with their standard errors, for

each sub-sample as the sample is rolled forward by adding data one quafier at a time, and

(ii) it plots the estimated pal'ameters and their 2-standard errors (in our case) against time.
The plots help reveal any changes in the parameters relatìve to the standard errors.

We conduct the test for the Gurley-Shaw hypothesis using the money demand
specification for real

Ml.

For the Farley and Hinìch testing procedure, we speciff the

demand function as follows:

nnl = Þr+ /3rrgdp,
l
I

=ou
'lr-l

+

P3B\

+ P3tBrr + P4Tb

+Dlt
'2t Z+Dlt
'3t-3 +DU
'4r-4

t

+

u

+C

t

(8 7)

t

where all the variables (except tBr , which ìs a trended domestic interest rate variable)
have already been defined above. The trended domestic interest rate is obtained by

multiplying the Bank rate values of 197'7:1 - 1995:4 with

a

time trend. Equation (8 7) is a

fourth order autoregressive model. We need the autoregressive residuals to dd the model

of fourth order autocorrelation since the model is quarterly. The results from estimatìng
equaúon (8.7) are presented in table 8.1g below.

TABT,E S
: GI]RLEY-SHAW HYPOTHESIS TEST
rnq rml by
present sampLe is:1977 (1)-1995 (4)

Variable
.54295
0452
0.010547
0

0.99956
-0.021110
-a.04037229
-0.0085693
0.35828
0.18768
o .22138
0.12680
-0.021011
0.035154

rgdp
Br

tBr
Tb

u1
u3
u4
CSeason

CSeason
Cseason

1
2

0.

a42042

a .0'7
o

. ao07624'7

0. 003185?
0. 12638
0. 13205
0. 13 319
0. 13023
o.

026496

0. 02? 938
o

.026242

0.0004
0. 0000
0.0499
0. 0255
o.aa92
o.aa62
0.1604
0.101?
0.3341
0.311-0
a.2132
4.1144

0.04
0. 04
0.05
0.05
0.08
0.11
0.14
0.18
0.32
0.33
0. 06

0.06

R^2 = 0.966309; F(11,60) :156.44 [0.0000] t o= 4.0'724926; D\¡l : 1.90
RSS = 0,3118409135 for 12 va.riables and 72 observations

Tnstabi.I.ity tests: (i)va¡iance: 0.f83169*; (ii)joint:
sC = -4,'72915;
Information crìteria:

1- 5 F ( 5, 55) =
4 F( 4, 52) :
Normal.ity Chí^2 \2):
x.í^2
F(19.40) :
REsEr F( 1. 59) =
AR

ARCH

2.57189

1.6611 [0.1s95]

r.2132

10.2924)

6.2246 lO'0445)
1.3957 t0.18391
3.434 t0.06891

Notesì

(i)

+

denotcs sigificance at the 5 percent level.

It be can

seen that the t-value

for the coefficient of the trended domestic interest

rate variable is significantþ different ûom zero at the 5 percent level. Thís indicates that

the Gurley-Shaw hypothesis is confrmed in the case of the economy of Botswana. Thus,

we conclude that the financial liberalisation and imovations that occurred during our
sample period seem to have had the effect of increasing the interest râte elasticiS'

of

money demand.83

Tuming to the recursive esfìmation approach, the time path of

a

recursively

estimated coefficient of Br (bordered by its 95yo confidence bands) is shown in the first

plot of the two plots in figure 8.5. The plot of the tìme path of the recursively estimated tstatìstic for Br is shown in the bottom part of the graph. lnspectìon of the plot of the

coefficient ofBr shows that the coefficient gradually drifted downwards after about
1987'.4.81

The decrease is substantial enough to cause instability in the parameter estimate

- notice that after 1987:4, the plot of the Br coefhcient lies outside the previous upper
957o confidence band. Unfortunately, the plot of the sequential coefficient of Br does not
seem to show how substantial the decrease is. This is where plot of t-value of the

parameter comes to aid. The sequential t-statistic shows that the decrease in the

coefficient of Br is quite significant.

Er

It is important to note that both interest rates terms have the correct negative signs.
Thus the trended interest rate term does not reverse the negative impact ofthe non-trended term.
Rather, the trended term adds another negative interest rate term, thereby augmentìng the
negative interest rate elasticiry.
En
The downward decrease in the coefficient ofBr since 1988 seems to suggest that a
more accurate date for when lhe increase in interest rates, in response 10 the Bank olBolswana's
efforts towards liberalising interest rates, started taking effect. (This argument is supported by the
statement in the Bank ofBotswana annual report of 1986 which says that the prime rate of
commercial banks was no longer determined by the Bank of Botswana in 1986.) Typically,
research on the various aspects ofmonetary policy in Botswana date the financial liberalisation as
either 1989 or 1991. For example, Kibuka et. al. (1996) consider the 1991 (although thei¡ main
objective was to capfure the effect ofopen market operations), while Bleaney and Lisenda (2001)
used 1989.
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8,8 Single-equation Estimation of the Demand for Narrow Money
The beta and alpha restrictions conducted in the coiltegration analysis of the
demand for real

Ml

suggested that the domestic interest rate variable is not weakly

exogenous- For this reason, we modelled the dynarnic conditional model as a system
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two equations in order to avoid simultaneous equations bias. In this section, we estimate
the short-run dynamic model for the demand for real narrow so as to establish the
robustness of our results.

We start the msdglling process by investigating coi-ntegration property.

8.8,1 Cointegration Analysis

This section applies single-equation techniques to determine whether the demand
for real narrow money has a long-run equilibrium relafionship with its explanatory
variables. To test for the existence of cointegration, we use two alternative tests: (i) the
Jenkinson (1986) test and (ii) a dynamic modelling procedure.

Both approaches can be more lucidly discussed in reference to the following
dynamic model.85

!,

= do+ yoxt +

l/fl, tt dtylJ+ l,q

(8.8)

One of the models that can be obtained by rearranging and reparameterising (8.8) ìs an

enor-correctìon model. The er¡o¡-conection specification of (8.8) is:

Ly, -- y o!x,
Where Po = so I

-

(1

- ø, Xy,-, -

Bo

- Brx,-rf + u,

(8 9)

7- ar-

The term in the brackets represents a lagged level of the disequilibrium of a static model

specifred on the basis of economic theory.

85

This model is commonly used in the literature of time series analysis (c.f , Harris, 1995,
Hendry and Doornik, 1997).
Jz+o

That is,
(8.10)

!,=þo+þrx,+e,
If the term in the brackets of (8.9) is l(0)" then y and x
estimate

of (1- ø,)

equilibrium after
lag lengths

ofy

are cointegrated; and the pafametel

represents the speed at which the grou'th of y adjust back to

a displacement. To captuI.e

mole complicated adjustrnent processes, the

and x in (8.S) can be appropriately increased

-i.e., untilmis-

specifi cation tests are satisfactory.

Jenkinson's approach proceeds by replacing the error-correction tetm:

-(1- ¿,)[/,-, - þo- lrx,,rl, with first order laggedJevel

terms of all the explanatory

variables in the model, rncluding that of the dependent variable. Thus, the short-run and

long-run parameters ale jointþ estimated and the estimates of the level variables then
reveal the long-run effects of the explanatory varìables. The test for cointegtation is then
carried out by testiag the joint rest¡icúon that the coefficients of all the lagged-level
variables are zefo. It is important to note that the coefficient of the lagged level of the
dependent variable

tuns out to be exactly the same as (1- øt ) in (8.9). Hence, for

cointegration to exjsts, the sign of the lagged dependent variable has to be negative and
signifrcant on the basis of the conventional t-statistic - "The t-statistics corresponding to

level variables are asl,rnptotically valid" (Arize and Shwiff, 1993, p.719)- For more
details, see Jenkinson (op. cit.) and (Arize and Shwiff, 1993).

The dynamic modelling procedure proceeds on the premise that the dynamic
model (8.8) is an adequate data generating process for the phenomenon under study.
the actual adjustrnent process is more complicated, the lag lengths

ofy

If

and x are suitably

increased. It is important to mention that "As more complicated dlnamic models become
necessaty to captule the relationship between x and y, then esfimating the static model to

obtain an estimate of the long-nrn parameter

P tP = Iþ,,þtl'I will push more

complicated dynamic terms into the residual, e, , with the result that the latter can exhibit
severe autocorrelation" (Harris, 1995, p. 60). Note that some procedures, e.g., Engle and

Granger (1987), check for cointegtation by testing for unit root in the residuals of (8.10).

If the residuals have no unit root, then the lagged term of the disequilibrium of (8 10) is
substituted for the expression ìn the brackets of (8.9) to estimate the error-correction
model. Given the argument in the above quotation from Harris (1995), it is apparent that

in frnite samples the estimates of the parameters in the long-run equation (8.10) will be
biased. Monte Carlo studies have shown that this bias could be substantial (see Haris,
1995). Thìs is the reason why in thìs study we do not consider procedures that are based
on the estimation of (8.10). The dynamic modelling procedure avoids the bias by

modelling dyramics using either (8.8) or

a

hìgher order version of (8.8) in order to obtair

greater precision in estimating poand þ, in small samples.

After estimating a dynamic model of the form of (8.8), we can then obtain the
long-run parameter estimates by solving

it

for

i.

If (8.8) is the d1'namic model being

used,

tlen the long-run solutìon becomes B =

tfr+ f, I t- dr) . For more details, refer

to Haris (1995). The PcGive 9.0 econometrics pfogl âm used in thìs study solves this
problem and also provides standard errors that can be used to test the significance of

/

.

Harris repofts rhat Inder (1993) has shown that the t-statistics of the kind provided by
PcGive that use critical values from the standard normal distribution have good size and
power properties (even in the case where ,r, endogenous)- Therefore, the dynamic

modelling procedure has several advantages: (i) it provides unbiased estimates of the
long-mn model (8.10), and (ii) it provides valid standard errors that can be used to test
the sigrrificance of the parameters in the long-run equation. The third advantage of this
procedure is that it provides a procedure for conducting a test for cointegration. Suppose
that the dlmamic model to be estimated is of a hìgher order than (8 8), say,
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o,y,-,+ly,x, ,+ u,
!, = GorL
i=l
t=0

(8.1r)

then we conduct a unit root test of the null hlpothesis
tlre fact that the sum

of

a,

(l = 1,2,3,4)mtst

ofno cointegration on the basis of

be less than unity in order for the dynamic

model (8.1 1) to converge to a long-run solution.

we first test for cointegration using the Jenkinson approach. The variables used to
test for cointegration are

va¡iables

will

(rml, rgdp, Br, Tb),

as

in the system approach. (The same

be tested for cointegration under the dynamic modelling approach )

The first step was to estimate a third order autoregressive distributed lag model,

i.e., ADL(3, 3, 3, 3), with fust order laggedJevel terms of rml, rgd, Br,
centred seasonal dummies were also included.

Tb

S and

(All the variables in ADL(3, 3, 3, 3) are in

the fust difference form.) The second step was to test zero restrictions on

tle coefficients

of the laggedJevel tems,
Table 8.2a presents the ouþut from estimating the ADL model' The most
important thing to notice about the ouþut is that the coefficient of the first order lagged-

level term of real

Ml

has a negative sign that is sigrrificant at the 5 percent level. This is

consistent with theoretical expectations- To test for cointegration we placed zero

restrictions on the coefficient ofthe ter-rns (r:n1 1, rsdp-1, Br-1,
the F-test was used to see

rb r), all at once' Then

if the restriction was valid. The F-value,

level in the brackets, that we obtained is

and its significance

r'( ¿, 48) :3'1502 t0'02231*'which

rejects the null hypothesis at the 5 percent level. Therefore. we conclude that real
cointegrated with its explanatory variables.
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Ml

is

TABLE 8.2a ESTIMATION RESULTS OF THE AUTOREGRESSIVE DISTRIBUTED
LAG MODEL IJENKINSON
vlode-L lrng Drml by ol,S
lhe present sampÌe is:1978 (1) -1995 (4)
/--i

-L l ^

i ^ i --r

^-Êf

er^

Constant

Drml
Drml
Drml

-0.45695
-0.35646

1
2
3

a . aB2'/ 35

4.19414
I-1529

rJrgdp

Drgdp 1
Drgdp 2

1 2rq)
0.43875

Drgdp_3
DBr

DBr
DBr

2

DBT

3

-0 . oLa'182
0. 007660s
0.010845

1

-0.017281
0.0093979
-0.00?9268
-a .004't 214
-0.30728
a . 2'7 06r
-a . 424'198
-0. 0017033

DTb

DTb
DTb
DTb

1

2
3

rml I

rqdþ_1

Br

1

Tb-1

.4226L2
0.033810

s

a

CSeason

CSeason
CSeason
R^2
RSS

022589

1

a-

2

0.033549

irFr^-

l-

0.30893
0. 1158 iì
4.16432
4.735'74
)..7258
1.3553
r.2169
1. 0189
0 . 012922
0.013716
o.at3'1 44
a .013224
0. 0096833
0.0098319
0.0098521
a.0490226
0.15520
0.11630
0 .4o12401
0. 0030397
a.051902
0. 025115
0.026893
0.025489

0.715
2.599*+
2.169*
0.609
-0.173
7.293
-0.963
0. 431
-L .744
0.559
0.189
-û.751
-L.185+
0-956
0-805
-0.523
-1.980*
2.32'l*
-3.425**
-0.560
0.436
-1.315
0.840
1.316

0.4780
0.0124
0. 0350
0.5451
0. 8634
A.2021
0.3406
A.66A1
A .2583
0.5791
0.4339
0.4562
0. 0806
0.3439
0-4250
A - 6A32
0.0535
4.4242
0.0013
4.5119
0.6650
0. 1948
0.4051
0.1943

Mis specification

Notes

5.23334

Tests

1 5 r( 5, 43) :
4 F( 4, 40) =
NoÌrma.Lity Chr^2 (2)=
RESEr F( 1,47) =
ARCH

0.2'7
0. 05
0 . 14

0.21
0.10
0.22
0.05
0.16

0.l?

0.17
0.05
0.05
0.06
0. 05
0.06
0.19
0.06
0.09

ì F\23,48) : 3-1207 [0.0004] ; o: 0.0614161 ì Di.d: 1-88
0.2159658641 for 24 variabÌes and 72 observations
A.599201

Instability tests: (i)variance: 0-517338*; (ii)joint:
SC = 4.383-75;
Information criteria:

AR

0.05
0.08
0.03
0.06
0.08
0. r0

0.8316s
0.39601
5,3691
3.4549

[0.s304]
[0.8102]
[0.0683]
t0.06931

(i) * and ** denote significanca at the 5 and I percent level respectively.
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For the dynamic modelling procedure, we used the following steps. First we
estimated ADL(4, 4, 4, 4) with S and centred seasonal dummies also included. (A1l the
variables in ADL(4,

4,4,4)

are

in the level form. ) The second step was to conduct

a

general-to-specific tesfing-down process using the F-test for the omission ofvariables;
and makiag sure that mis-specification tests were satìsfied for each restriction. Th-is

reduction process reduced the model to

ADL(I, 1, l,

1) and seasonal dummies - S was

dropped. The third and last step was to test for cointegration using the procedure in
PcGive.
The ouþut of the long-nur model generated by the cointegration analysis and
associated output are presented in table 8.2b. hr the table we did not report information

about the contemporaneous seasonal and two period lagged dummy variables because
they tumed out insignificant in the analysis.

TABLE 8.2b ESTIMATES FROM THE DYNAMIC MODELLING PROCEDURE FOR
COINTEGRATION ANALYSIS

[rml-1- rgdp-1, Br_1.Tb_1, u(cseasonal)l

= 0,966418; F(10,61) = 115.54 [0.0000]; o= 4.0'i1383'1 ; D\Ì = 2-28
= 0.3108334679 fat 11 variab.Les and 72 observations
Instability tests: (i)variance: 0.554304+; (i.i) joint: 2.62322
Information Cr.iteriai sC = -4.791?3;
R^2

RSS

r!:llts jiljllglr4
R 1- 5 F( 5, 56)

=

4 F( 4, 53) =
Normality Cl¡i^212)=
Y,\^2 F(17,43) =
RESET F( 1,60):

ARCH

1.3436 10.2s961

0.eO54L r.4.52'12)

3. OO21 LA.222Bl

1.5388 [0.1265]
3.3393 lA.0126l

: -0.99f8 + 0.BgB9 rgdp -0.051?9 Br 0.008402 Tb + 0.1101 cseason 1
(sE) (0.43s6)
(0.A62-76) (0.0106s)
(0.00s?2)
(0.08031)
Lest 12 (6) : 23B. ss I0.0oo0l +*

rm1

1
0

-onscant
(sE

)

0.611
0.087

0.389
0.087

(.)

0-388
0.184

0.388
0.184

a

0.218
0.686

r21

O.68B

0.345
a.a'716

0.0044
4.412

-o .4245
0.0129

0.020
0.005

0.011
0.0072

0.0077
0.0070

0.0033

0.0661
a.0244

0
0

0.0661

a.
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a.

4024

0.42,44

TABLE 8.2b CONTINUED

Variable

F-values (P-values rr

F(
F(
F(
F\
Fl
F(

rm1
constant
rgdp
Br
rb
cseason-1

(i)

1,61)
1' 61)
2,61)
2, 6I)
2,6r):
1, 61)

brackets)

Unit-root test (t-values)

49-'162 10.00001 **

=
=
=
:

4.4161 [0.0397] +
9. -q166 [0.0002] **
8.3263 10.00061 +*
1.6953 [0.1921]
'7
'3176 [0.0083] **

:

+ and ++ denote significance at the 5

4 '4822+

4.4s1
-4.4624
-1.384
2

"105L

and I percent level respectively.

(ri) SE represents standard error.

As we can see, the unìt root test rejects the null hypothesis ofno cointegration at
the 5 percent level (see the fi¡st t-value under the heading "Unit-root test (t-values)" at the

bottom of the table. The long-run relation (shown in the

frst section of the table)

obtained û'om solving the dy'namic equation (ignoring the seasonal term) is:

rml, =

-1.99 ¡0.89rgdp,

(2.29)*

(14.16) *

*

- 0.058r, (4.86)

*

001Tbt
(1.67) *

where the ñgures in the parenthesis are t-statistics. This long-run relation differs from the

fmal relation (i.e., after the joint alpha and beta resficúons were imposed) obtained with
the system approach. The cointegration analysis of the system approach suggests that

only the domestic hterest rate (Br) determines the long-run relationship for real

Ml.

However, the long-run relation from the dymamic modelling approach is similar to that

from the Jenkinson approach in table 8.2a; where the first order laggedJevel terms for
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real GDP and Br are significant. The difference is that Ttr is insigniñcant in tle Jenkinson
approach. Since we have two tests suggesting that in addition to Br, real income also has
a

long-run relationship with real M1, we probably can conclude that thìs result is robust.

This conciusion is also supported by Anyangah's (1995) corntegration analysis, albeit his
results should be treated with caution because he omitted Br and Tb in the long-run
specifrcation (8.1).

ln the following section we estimate a short-run dynamic error-correction money
demand model.

8.9 Estimation of the Dynamic Money Demand Model

We model short-run money demand behaviour by employing the general-tospecific technique, startìng with an ADL(3, 3, 3, 3) in order to captüe as much dynamics
as possible.s6 The reduction process is then carried out, as described

in chapter 7. As for

the error-correction term, we use the lagged value of disequilibrium suggested by the

long-run relation of the dynamic modelling procedure.
The hnal preferred dpamic error-correction model for the grornth of real

Ml

is

presented in table 8.2c.
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In addition, the ADL of order 2 was rejected by the RESET test which was significant

at the 5 percent level.
:t55

TABLE 8.2c ESTIMATES OF TtlE CONDITIONAT MODEL FOR Ml
LS
Mode l-Lang ljrml þY
is:1979 (1) -1995 (4)
present
sampLe
The

3-213*+
3 - 393**
-2.489**
3.155**
2.120*
-1,753*
-l-952*
-2.130*
3.708**
-2.583**
2.',168**
2.632+*

0.016200
-0.053016
0.10319
-0.35007
0.10138
-a.25231
0. 51935
1. 6387
0 . 01017I
-0.021579
-0.011186 0.0063816
-0.011333 0.0058051
0.0016401 0.00076995
0.002 8303 0.00076339
0.013638
-0.19019
0.018298
a . a5064¿0.018080
0.047591

-v,a I

Ìres Tnst

0.0018
0.0013
0. 015I
0.0026
0. 0384
0.0851
0.0559
0.0376
0.0005
0.0124
0.0076
0.0109

0.08
0.10
0.06

^2 : A.5195'7; F(11.56) = '7.07'/9 [0.0000] ì 6= a.0562961,ì
S = A-ú1478L496 far 12 variables and 68 observations

Instability tests: (i)va¡iarìcet A-392225; (ii)ioint:
lnformation Criteria: SC = 5.2038;

1- 5 F( 5, 51) =
4 F( 4, 4B):
Normality Chí^2 \2):
Y,í^2 F(20,35) :
REsEr F( 1, 55) :
AR

ARCH

Notes:

0. 03

0.42
a.12
0. 07
0. 13

0.30
0.12
a.a4
a.a9
Did

= 1.97

1'95658

0.56351 14.12141
0'69392 10.59981

I-4425 lA-AB62l
1.0859 10.40411
16661 lA.684'/l

0.

(i) * and ** denote significance at the 5 and

1 percent level rcspectivel¡-

The final parsimonious error-correction model suggests that the dynamic
behaviour of the growth real narro\¡v money is deterrnined by the followíng variables. One
explanatory variable is the one period 1ag of the growth ofreal income. Its coeffìcient

implies a very fast adjustment and tlÌat there is no economies of scale in money holding in
the short-run. The same lagged term is sìgnificant
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ir

the dynamic model of the system

approach; so the result is robust. However in the system approach, the size of this first

order lag of income implies that there is short-nrn economies of scale.

Another domestic variable to which the growth of real

Ml

adjusts is the growth

of

the domestic interest rate. The size of the coefficient implies a gradual adjustment. This

results obtains only in the single-equation approach; the conditional model of the system
approach failed to detect it. Consequently, the result is not robust.

Thirdly, the results suggest that the grouth of na¡row money adjust to the level of
the return on cattle holding with three and four period lags. The sum of the coefficients

of

the return on cattle holding is essentially zero, which seems to imply that cattle holding is

not

a

very important substitute to money holding. This is another variable that the system

model dìd not detect; hence it is not robust.
Tumrng to foreign variables, it seems the growth of real M1 adjust only to the

foreign interest rate, not the exchange rate variable, As in the conditíonal model of the
system approach, the adjustment to the growth ofthe South African interest rate ìs steady
and gradual. The adjustrnent speed is similar in both cases. Thìs findrng is quite robust.

Unlike in the system model, the error-correction tem in this error-correction
model has the correct negative sign, The negative sign is necessary for dyramic stability.
The size of the coefficient of the error-con ection tem of 0.19 implies economic agents

will gradually

adjust their real money balances (towards equilibrium) in the order

percent per quarter. That is, there ìs a feedback

of

19 percent

of the unexpected

of l9

disequilibrium in the desired money holdings of the previous quarte¡ into the current
qìrarter.

Lastly, the gov/th of feal M1 is negatively influenced by its own lags of one
period and two periods. This has the effect of speeding up the adjusfnent of the gro*th
of real M

1

.

Nevertheless, the significance of the lagged terms implies complicated

dynamics. Note that a similar result is found ia the system model, implying that the result
is robust.
The plot of the actual and l-step forecasts of the model are shown in figure 8.6.

The plot shows that the forecasts track the actual values for most of the sample, except
towards the end. It is apparent that the model does not accurately predict actual values

from about 1994:2 to 1995:4. However, in spite of this, when the forecasts ai'e generated

within their
gr

95olo

confidence interval (the graph is not reported), the actual values of the

outh ofreal M1 do not lie outside the confrdence bands - they do not even touch any of

the confidence bands.

FIGURE E.6 PL0T 0F THE ACTUAL AND FOREÜ,{ST VALUES FOR Drml

As usual. the stability property of the model is investigated via recursive constancy
statistics. Figure 8.8 below shows recursively computed parâmeters (exactly as in figure
8.5 above) of the short-run dynamic model and the sequential Chow test for the lnodel.
As we can see all the parameter estimates, except the three period lag of the retum on

cattle holdìng do not show

sips of changing noticeably. The three period lag of the level

of the retum on cattle holding seems to change around 1990:1.
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8,10 Summary and Conclusion

Although the system approach pays attention to the dlmamics of the model when
investigating cointegration, our cointegration analysis arrived at only one cointegration
vector, just as in the single-equation approach. However, weak exogeneity tests suggests

that not all the explanatory variables in the long-run relationship for real narrow money
are weakly exogenous, in contrast to the assumption of the single-equation approach. The

domestic interest rate is not weakly exogenous. Thus, the domestic interest rate should be

jointly modelled with ¡eal Ml, not with a single-equation enor-conection model.
The other difference between the two approaches lies in that they do not confitm
each other's results in respect of the influence of some of the explanatory variables (for

both the long-run and short-run analysis). One approach detects a sigrLificant influence of
some explanatory variable(s) that the other does not detect and vice versa. Thus, in

studying the demand for money, it seems advisable to use both approaches ìn ordet to
establish the robustness of results.

Both eror-cor¡ection models for real narrow money perfotm well. The erorcorrection model of the single-equatìon approach does not fail any mìs-specification test.
However, the interest rate equation in the vector error-correction model of the system
approach fails the normality test, although the system normality test does not reject.

Furthermore, both short-rwr dy'namic models satisfy the stabìlity condition.
The objective of this study was to speciry and estimate both the short-run and

long-run demand for money functions for

Ml

(and also for M2 and M3 in respect of the

long-run relationship) for the economy of Botswana. Using Johansen's (1988) maximum

likelihood method, we found that cointegration exists for each monetary aggl egate"

implying that there is a stable long-run demand for money equation in Botswana. The
singie-equation approach also finds cointegration for the

Ml

âggegate. It is important to

note that the presence of cointegration means that there is a stable long-run demand for

money, in spite of the factors that could have induced instability in the relationship.
Recall that the monetary sector in Botswana has undergone several changes The

financial sector experienced financial liberalisation in 1989 and introduclion of open
market operations ìn 1991. The real sector also underw-ent dramatic changes due to
developments in the diamond-dominated mining sector. In the decade ending

in

1989,

real GDP had been growing by an average of 12 percent per annum, "a rate that was
among the highest in the world" (Bank of Botswana A¡nual Report, 1989, p.

l).

These

changes have had some impact on the time path of the domestic interest rates and real

GDP respectively. changes in these variables had the potential to cause a break in the

l¡nk between these variables and hence, the potential to induce instability in the demand
for money.
However, such changes in the interest rate and real GDP have apparently not
caused instabilíty in either the long-run or the short-run demand for real M1. Therefore,

the chapter has demonstrated that it is possible to develop a dynamic speciñcation which
can reliably frack changes in the actual holdings

)oz

ofreal money balances'

CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

9.1 Introduction

This chapter offers some concluding remarks

as

well

as

policy implications of the

empiricai evidence obtained in the dissertation. ln the process of drawing conclusions,
emphasis

will be on whether or not the empirical evidence in the dissertation confirms or

does not confirm the empirical hypotheses formulated ìn chapter

l.

9.2 Concluding Remarks and Policy Implications
This disseftation attempted an empirical investigation of the foundations

of

monetary policy in Botswana. To this end, the dissertation specifies and estimates:

(i) indicator models to study the predictive power of f,rnancial aggregates (i.e., the leading
indicator property of finarcial aggregates), (ii) the implied monetary reaction function of
Bank of Botswana to determine the goal variable(s) that the Bank was mainly concemed

with when changing the gro*-th of the Bank rate (the policy ìnstrument), and (iii) the
demand for money function to study the behaviour of economic agents.

In the case of the predictive power of information variables the study employs an
unrestricted vector autoregressive system (VAR) or, where applicable, an vector errorcorrection model (\rECM) specification to perform Granger-causality analysìs. ln this
context, the question of whether a financial aggregate has predictive power with respect

to a given frnal target variable is answered by

a test

JOJ

of whether the lagged terms of the

financial aggegate could be omitted (using the F-statistic for the omission of

a

variable)

from the autoregressive equation of the target variable. As clarified in Friedman and
Kuttner (1996), the signihcance test is essentially a one-quarter-ahead prediction test
since it is based on the regression coefücients.

The advantage of this system approach is that it allows for feedback effects among
the variables under study. Allowing for feedback effects is crucial in macroeconomics
since macroeconomic variables are interdependent. ln this regard, the system approach is

expedient in helping us to properly deal with the weak exogeneity propefiy of variables in
the model. The weak exogeneity of explanatory variables is a precondifion to obtaining

efhcient OLS estimators in a single equation specification (Hubrich, 1999). Hence, if we
make invalid assumptions about the weak exogeneity of explanatory variables, we are

likely to end up with inconsistent inferences and misleading forecasts (Ericsson, 1991).
For sensifivity analysis, we conducted Granger-causality analysis usi.ng three
versions of the VAR/VEC models. The first version investigates relafionships between

financial variables and goal variables by specifring the VAR such that all the
macroeconomic variables have the same range oflags. The second version investigates
relationships using the same variables used in the first version. But in this version, the

first lag of GDP is excluded fr'om the models since it represents information that is
unavailable to the Bank of Botswana (the Bank gets access to preliminary GDP data after
6 months). And the third version adds the diamond sales variable to the fust version

of

the VAR. One reason is that the mining sector constitutes the largest component of GDP
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(the mining sector is by far, dominated by diamonds) and diamonds are an early indicator

of GDP; so the flrst lag of diamond

sales value

is good proxf/ for GDP. The other reason

is that the Bank used diamond sales as an information variable in its policy towards

inflaúon. So it is important to test for the predictive power of financial variables in the
presence of the diamond sales value.

Our finding (from the Granger-causality exercise) is that all the financial
aggregates (M1, M2, M3 and private domestic credit stocks) have predictive power with
respect to real income. For two of the financial aggregates (real M2 and real credit) their

predicúve power is detected in both trend-stationary models and difference-stationary
models. A close look at the results shows that most of the predictive power of frnancial
aggregates occurs in models where financial aggregates are specified in real terms. These

frndings imply that the Bank of Botswana's policy strategy of implementing monetary

policy by using financial aggregates

as

information variables was empirically justifiable.

It may be impofiant to point out that real M2 dominates other financial aggregates
in terms of shofi-run predictive power. The i¡rcremental predictive power of real M2 is
observed in all the tlu'ee versions of the VAR. ln contrast to this, the incremental

predictive power of other financial aggregates is observed in just one or the other of the

tlree specifications. But when it comes to comparing the predictive power of all frnancial
variables (i.e., including the interest rate variable) in models using nominal financial
aggegates vis a vis those using real financial aggregates, then the interest rate variable
dominates all the financial aggregates, including real M2. In fact, the Bank rate is the

only variable that has incremental predictive power with respect to inflation and nominal
income.
These results suggest that the almost exclusive focus ofthe Bank of Botswana on

c¡edit as the information variable (or intermediate target) is not supported by our
empirical results. Our Granger-causality results suggest that more focus should go to real

M2 as an fuformation variable, not

as an intennediate target.

Note that the scanty predictive power of the credit aggregate does not necessarily

mear that the Bank has been paying attention to an aggregate that did not have
information. This conclusion does not necessarily follow, particularly if the Bank treated
the credit aggegate as an intennediate variable as suggested by the 2001 Monetary Policy
Statement which describes credit growth as "the Bank's key intermediate target variable".

If the Barrk treated credit as an intemediate target, then the Goodhart law may be
responsible for the poor predictive power of credit. Goodhart's law says that wten policy
is changed to confiol a target variable on the basis of its

li¡k with

an indicator vadable,

the parametric relationship betvveen the target and the indicator (i.e., the sfi:ìrctural

coefficient in the model of the two) could change and thereby cause the empirical link
between them to break (see Hendry, 1995). As far as I am concemed, this law is

equivalent to the Lucas's critíque. The difference is that the Lucas's critique ís generally
applied in large-scale macroeconomic models, while Goodhart's is generally discussed in
the context of indicato¡ models of monetary policy.

The outcome that perhaps policy should focus more on real M2 seems to be
supporled by the argument in Crockefi and Evans (1980). The authors argue that for many

developing countries, available policy instruments apply mainly to the volume of credit
extended by the commercial banks. ln this case, they argue that it is total liabilities ofthe

banking system (M2) that is easier to control than a particulal component. That is, it is
easier to control M2 than

Ml

and credit which are components of M2. However,

that the Crockett and Evans's "recommendation" would be more relevant

it

seems

if M2 would on

occasions be used as an intermediate talget, notjust purely as an information variable.

Financial variables also have long-run predictive power. For long-run causality
results, the predictive power of the interest rate dominates that of other financial variables

(if we also count the predictive power of the interest rate with respect to financial
aggregates). But

if we do not count it, then we observe that

the predictive power of the

interest rate is at par with that of real M2; and the two dominate the predictive power

of

Ml, M3 and c¡edit.
The surprising aspect of both the short-run and long-run causality analysis, is thât
none of frnancial aggregates has predictive power with respect to inflation. Financial
aggegates predict only real GDP. This is somewhat surprising because the literature on
the monetary history of Botswana suggests that inflation was the main concern

of

monetary policy, as confirmed by the empirical MRF in chapter 7. Perhaps this
contradiction implies that in making policy, the Bank of Botswana did not really use as
much of the i¡formation provided by frnancial aggegates. If this conjecture is valid,

it

would also explain why it is only the interest rate variable that has short-run predictive
power with respect to inflation and nominal GDP. Alternatively, if the Bank did treat

credit as an intermediate target with respect to inflation (and paid little or no attention to
other financial âggregates) and Goodhart's law operated, then the results are not
surprising.

Our study of the moneta¡y reaction f,rnction (MRF) employs the single-equation
dymamic modelling approach. The flrnctional form of the empirical reaction function is
based on the possible stabilisation policy rules that monetary policy may have adopted in

reacting to the variables of concern. Consequently, albeit most of the variables in the

MRF appear to be characterised by

a

random walk behaviour, some variables are entered

in the level form. The justificafion is that, although it is important to take into account the
stochastic property of the variables in the model" our object is to model the behaviour

of

monetary policy. If the reaction firnction is modelled in terms of grouth rates when
policymakers took levels into account in their policy formulation (and therefore did not

allow drift), the reaction function would not capture the behaviour of the policynakers
(see Freedman, 1992).

The specification and estimation of the MRF provides a guide in the task

of

deciphering the goal variable(s) and./or intermediate variable(s) (frnancial aggregates and
diamond sales value in this study) that the Bank of Botswana was maidy concerned with

in making policy. The empirical results for the MRF esfimafion suggest that both the CPI

hflation and income had a direct and indirect effect on the decision making process of
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Bank of Botswana. The indirect effect occurs via the intermediate variables

(Ml, M2,

diamond sales value, etc.) used as proxies for the contemporaneous changes in the goal
variables. Even if we do not appeal to the fact that the

Ml

aggregate (and other

aggregates) is, strictly speaking, a proxy for contemporaneous changes in both target

variables, the MRF results clearly show that monetary policy was mainly concemed with

controlling illflation. This frnding is consistent with the central ba¡k's claim that its main
goal is to main an economic environment cha¡acterised by price stability, which refers to
a

low and stable inflation.
Our analysis of the empirical evidence concludes that monetary policy behaved

countercyclically with respect to changes in inflation (and acceleration thereol) and
changes in the "income proxy" (i.e.,

Ml)

and/or the income variable itself. That is, the

monetary authorities tended to increase the level of the Ba¡k rate

il

response to increases

in inflation and income. However for income. policy was countercyclical about as many
times as monetary authorities followed an accommodative policy.
Concerning intermediate variables, mainly M2, M3 and credit, our results imply
that they have provided information to the Ba¡k of Botswana (but to a lesser extent in
comparison to the empirical results of the Granger-causality anaþsis) in the process

of

adjusting the growth of the Bank rate, the instrument of monetary policy.
The empirical evidence from the MRF results shows that our empirical hypothesis
that there exists a systematic interest rate policy reaction fiurction for Bank of Botswana
is confirmed. However, it is apparent that many of the estimated empirical MRF
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equations have mis-specification problems, as reflected by the significance of some of the

mis-speciflcation tests. Probably the cause of the problem has to do with the mix of I(1)
and 110; variables in lhe same equarion.

Tuming to the demand for money our stafing point is the system approach, in
order to explicitly examine the weak exogeneity propefty of the explanatory variables.

Furthermore, the conditional model used to study the dynanric behaviour of the demand

for money is based on the outcome of the weak exogeneity tests in the Johansen (1988)
framewo¡k.

ln modelling the demand for money our objective was to establish the stability
propefiy of both the empincal long-run and shorl-run demand for money functions for

Ml

for the economy of Botswana. Under the system approach, we also caried out the

long-nur analysis for the demand for M2 and M3. According to Johansen's maximum

likelihood method, real

Ml

is cointegrated with the domestic interest rate variable.

implying that the (long-run) demand for real M

1

in Botswana is a stable function of a just

one key varìable.

The existence of the long-run demand for money extends also to real M2 and real

M3. Both M2 and M3 are cointegrated with real income (for the model with trend) and
the South Africa Tbill rate (for the model without trend). Thus, the long-nrn behaviours

of M2 and M3 differ from that of

Ml in that for the former, all (or almost all) explanatory

variables have an hfluence on the decisions of economic agents, whereas the same is not
ûue for

Ml.

For

Ml. two single-equation

approaches that are more theoretically appealing,

compared with approaches of the Engle-Granger type, were used to investigate

cointegration- The long-run relation of this approach is determìned not only by the
domestic ìnterest rate, but also by real income and the South Afücan Tbill rate.

Turning to short-run demand for M1 (of the system approach), the study fmds no
evidence of temporal instability in the equation. That is, the short-run demand for M'l

equation has remained stable, even though the financial liberalisation was significant
enough to impact on the semi-interest elasticìty of money demand" as predicted by the

Gurley-Shaw hypothesis. The evidence of the temporal stability of the demand for

Ml

also obtains in the studies of Anyangah and Kibuka et al.

The dynamic behaviour of economic agents in respect of their short-run demand

for real

Ml

was also modelled in the single-equation approach. The short-run dl.namrc

model appears to be temporally stable.
The empirical constancy of all the money demand models (long-run for M2 and

M3), suggests that the process determining money demand for each monetary aggregate
in Botswana has remained largely unchanged in the period after the introduction of
financial liberalisation and the fina¡rcial innovations that have occurred. This probably
implies that any instability in the money demand function that may have been induced by
these factors is not signìfica"nt enough to destroy the long-run money demand model. As
argued in Ericsson and shamra (1998) the constancy of the demand for money models in
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the presence of financial liberalisation and innovations is partial evidence against the

Lucas critique applying in the monetary sector of the economy of Botswana.
However, the lack of evidence of instability in the demand for money equation
does not necessarily mean the equation has been immune to the effect of the financial

liberalisation and financial imovations. It could mean that their effect has not yet been

fully manifested sìnce the libe¡alisation and changes in monetary policy took place not far
from the end of our sample period. This conjecture is given some impetus by the fact that
the real ìnterest ¡ate reforms did not come about until late 1993, which is even later in the

estimation period. For example, the prime rate of commercial banks became positìve in
real terms from 1993 onwards (Moloi, 1996).
Comparing our findìngs with those of previous studies in Botswana is essential fo¡

puposes of detemining robustness of results. We find both similarities and differences
between the results of this study and those ofprevious studies, just as there are both

similarities and differences among the results of previous studies.
In the case of shoft-run equations, there are more similarities than there are
differences. One concems the irfluence of an income term on the demand for

Mt. This

study finds such an fufluence (under both approaches), just as the studies of Anyangah
(1995) and Kibuka et al. (1996) did. The second similarity concems the significant and
negative shoft-run effect of the growth of the domesfìc interest rate on the demand for

Ml

(in the dynamic equation of our single-equation approach), an outcome which obtains
also in Anyangah and Kibuka et al. The thìrd sìmilarity relates to tlle apparent presence

of

poffolio considerations in the holdings of real Ml (in the short-run model of our system
approach) as captured by a signifrcant inflation term in our study and that of Anyangah;

but also by the significant telms of the return on cattle holding (in the dynamic model of
our single-equation approach). The fourth is that this study firds evidence of the

i¡fluence of foreign variables in the demand for M1, an outcome also found in Anyangah.
And the frfth is that our dynamic money demand equation (under both approaches) does
not detect any significant currency substitution between the pula and the rand, same

as

that of Kibuka et al (the only study that used expected exchange rate variable as an
explanatory variable).
There seems to eúst only one difference in the results of the shorl-run models.
This relates to the differences in the speed of adjushnent of real M1 to past

disequilibrium past money balances implied by the various studies. The speed

of

adjustment is: 64 percent in Masalila (1990), 36 percent in Anyangah (1995), 33 percent

in Kibuka et al. (1996) and

19 percent per quafter

in this study (for the single-equation

approach). Thus the adjustrnent speed in this study is slightly different from those found

in Anyangah and Kibuka et al., but very different from that found rn Masalila.
For long-run equations, one similarity is the finding of a significant real income
effect

ir

the long-mn relation for real

Ml (in our study,

this refers to the long-nrn relation

obtained from the single-equation approach).
Several reasons cal be offered for the differences in the results ofthese demand

for money studies. One main difference relates to the different specifications in the

different studies. as shown in chapter

3.8?

The other difference concerns the differences in

the time span of the data, as well as differences in the period investigated in each study.

The empirical evidence of the demand for

Ml

of

has implications for the conduct

monetary policy. One implication relates to the signihcance of the foreign variable
interest rate in both the long-run equation (of the single-equation approach) and shorl¡un
equation. This implies that the monetary authorities in Botswana should continue taking

into consideration developments in the foreign money market of South Africa in order to
efficiently achieve its domestic objectives (of inflation and income,

as

identified in

chapter 7).

Another implication is that despite financial liberalisation, the Bank of Botswana
can base its policy on a stable financial regime in general and a stable demand for monev

in particular.
Lastly, the demand for real

Ml

adjusts sluggishly to past disequilibrium, with

i9

percent ofpast disequilibrium corrected in the cument quaúer, implying that after one
year the adjustment

will be only about 57 percent complete. This very sluggish

speed

of

adjustment has implications for monetary policy. It implies that the monetary targeting
strategy that would be allowed by the stability of both the long-run and shorl-run demand

for

Ml

would break down if adopted. This is particularly so when the sluggish

adjushnent to past dìsequilibrium is coupled with the small shoft-run effect ofthe growth

of the domestic interest rate variable on the growth of the demand for M1. As pointed out

E7

The specification in our study is similar to that in Kibuka et al. (1996).

in Anyangah. attempts by monetary authorities to set the interest rate to achieve a
monetary target would be fiustrated by the sluggish adjustment in real money balances.
The sluggish adjustrnent would likely cause uncertaìnff in the short-run effect of
monetary policy.

9.3 Limitations of the Study and Suggestions for Further

Work

The section identifies the main apparent limitations of the study. On the basis

of

the limitations, we make suggestions for fufure empirical work.
One obvious limitation of the study is the relatively shor1 time span of the data.

This may have impact on the precision oftest statistics. For instance, Toda (1995)
observes that an insuffrcient sample size inhibits the performance of Johansen's

likelihood ratio tests for detecting cointegration. "When the sample information is not
sufficient for detecting the true cointegration rank, underestimafion of the rank occurs in
general due to the nature of the sequential procedures" (Toda, 1995, p. 1029).88 With the

availability of more data.

a

future study, particularly on the demand for money and the

i¡formation content of financial aggregates (where the modelling technique involve
system models) would be useful for purposes of establishing the robustness of the results

obtained from modelling these relationships in the system context.

s8

Toda's study ofthe finite sample perlormance ofthe likelihood ratio tests for
cointegrating ra¡k in VAR models finds the following: (i) if the time span of the data is i00
observations, the asymptotic djstributions ofthe likelihood test statistics are good approxinations
to the exact dístributions when the null hlpothesis is true, and (ii) a sample size of 100
observations is insufficient for detecting the true cointegrating rank ifa stationary root(s) ofthe
series is close to unity.
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ln respect of the investigation of the information content of the financial variables,
the study took the approach where testing involves askìng "the yes-or-no question

of

whether a given financial aggregate has any predictive content with respect to income or

prices". An altemative way of addressing the issue is to ask "how much pledictive
content the financial aggegate has" (see Friedman and Kuttner, 1996). These hvo
approaches could arrive at diffe¡ent results since their respective significance test is based

on different horizons. In the approach of this dissertation the significance test, which is
based on the regression coefficient (by construction) refers to a one-quarter-ahead

prediction, whereas the variance decompositions refers to

a

longer horizon, e.g., fow-

quarter hor-izon. Therefore, a future study may need to use both approaches - the long-run

horizon considered by the variance decompositions approach may turï out to be more
useful, given monetary policy (as it is well known) lras long and variable lags.

ln the case of the monetary ¡eaction fulction, and also in the dema¡d for money
function, the study attempted to capture tlìe possible effect of the i¡troduction of the open
market operations on the setling of the policy instr ument by considering only the intercept
dummy. Evaluating the possible effect of the shift in monetary policy using both the
intercept and the interaction dummy variables should be considered ìn a future study.

Lastþ, this study attempts to part with the conventional Keynesian approach of
modelling the demand for money (where it is assumed that the supply of money is
demand-determined) by modelling the reaction function of Barrk of Botswana. However,

this approach did not improve the properties of the estimates of the demand for money

ñurction and monetary function. All the explalatory variables in the demand for money
function are weakly exogenous and hence, there was no need to model the two functions

jointly. Perhaps future work could in addition to this approach, consider the buffer stock
approach, which has not been used in studying the demand for money in the economy

of

Botswana. In this approach, money is held as a buffer stock. Using money as a buffer
stock is most relevant when the economy is in disequilibrium (Laidler, 198a). While

the conventional approach, any disequilibrium in the money market

will induce

ir

an

appropriate change in the interest rate va¡iable large enough to clear the mal'ket

immediately (i.e., the demand for money is infrnitely interest elastic), in the buffer stock
approach, the resultant change in the interest rate varíable ìs not large enough to clear the

market, i.e., the demand for money is interest inelastic. This approach may be relevant,
given the high rate of growth of the monetary aggregate which caused commercial banks
to refuse to accept large deposits.

For all th¡ee frameworks, it would be of interest to use both total GDP and non-

mireral GDP in empirical analysis, as suggested by Fadil (1986). A comparison of the
lesults may help show whether or not the mineral sector distofts macroeconomic
relationships. Furthermore, it may expedient fo¡ future work to use a spliced series of the
Bank of Botswana call rate and the Bank of Botswana cerlificate rate for comparison
purposes.

APPENDX: RECURSIVE CONSTANCY GRAPHICS FOR CFIAPTER

5

This appendix presents the rest of the recursive constancy graphs discussed in
chapter 5. The ñrst of the following graphs contahs details conceming (i) the names

of

the plots in each graph, and (ii) the labels of the axis of the plots in each graph. We do

not present that much details in the subsequent graphs since the details in the

frst

graph

applies to them.

Furthemore, since none of the graphs shows instability (as mentioned in chapter
5) that has to be highlighted, and that the

gr

aphs to be presented are quite numerous in

this appendix, we present recursive constancy graphs as follows. For models that include
three vmiables (except for the first graph which is used for reference) we shall present

both their graphs on the same page. Only the constancy graph from a model that includes

four variables is given the whole page because it includes many plots.
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